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SUMMARY

Despite the multiplicity of religions, religious aspirations and religious goals, 
Christians have generally maintained that in Jesus Christ God has been revealed in an 
unsurpassable way. In modem times, however, Christians themselves have been 
questioning whether this exclusive position is still plausible given the loss of Christian 
claims to superior truth. Changes in Christian self-understanding in a plural context 
have led to the development o f theologies of pluralism. The aim of this study is to 
develop such a discourse from the point of view of the Moravian Church.

Different Approaches to Religious Pluralism
In section one of this study we look at the search by Christian theologians to develop 
a discourse that takes seriously the claims of other religions. This search has been 
motivated by three factors. The first is the Enlightenment questioning of fimdamental 
Christian assertions. The second is the evidence of stability and sustainability in the 
non-Christian religions. The third is the increased emigration of peoples of other 
faiths into Europe as a result of the break-up of colonialism. Today, the paradigm of 
the discourse on religious pluralism is no longer formulated in terms of exclusivism, 
inclusivism and pluralism, as in the early stages of the development. It is recognised 
among theologians that the exclusive denial of value in other faiths is no longer 
plausible. Current Christian approaches to religious pluralism differ from each other 
in terms of the extent to which they can hold in tension the commitment to the 
Christian tradition and the recognition of value in and the significance of other 
religions.

The commitment to the other in the approach of John Hick, the commitment to one’s 
own tradition in Gavin D’Costa and George Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach 
represent the field within which the discourse on pluralism is formulated today. The 
weaknesses in these approaches, however, make the search for an approach more 
suitable for the Moravian Church a necessity. The approach of Hick attempts to 
occupy a tradition-free standpoint and, like the approach of Lindbeck, ends with a 
negation of dialogue. These weaknesses make them unsuitable for the Moravian 
Church, which desires to engage the other religions in dialogue while showing a 
commitment to the Moravian tradition.

Though favouring a commitment to one’s own tradition, this research discounts 
D’Costa’s version of that approach because it does not treat the issues of revelation 
and Christology in a way that is satisfactory to the Moravian Church. This research is 
therefore centred on retrieving theological material from within the Moravian 
tradition for the development of a Moravian theology of pluralism.

Moravian Resources for Pluralism
In section two we dig for theological resources in the Moravian tradition that have a 
bearing of religious pluralism. Relevant material can be found in the works of John 
Amos Comenius and Nicholas Ludwig von Zinzendorf, the two most influential 
theologians in the last four hundred years of the Church’s life. Writing in the context 
of the inter-church and international disunity in the immediate post-Thirty-Year War 
period, Comenius argued for the reform of human affairs in the areas of politics, 
religion and philosophy. The seriousness with which Comenius approached the search



for truth, his implicit trust in the human intellectual capacity and his conviction that 
God speaks to all nations and cultures, led him to centre his approach on a rigorous 
dialogue as a means of coming to terms with differences between the religions. His 
absolute commitment to dialogue and his allowance for divine revelation in the other 
religions are the unique contributions that he brings to the development of a Moravian 
approach to pluralism.

Zinzendorf s approach, which can be called a hermeneutic of modesty, is a de facto 
retrieval of the apophatic tradition. He argued that human inability to properly 
formulate ideas about the divine, from whom we are separated by an unbridgeable 
gulf, and the limits of human rationality, should cautions us in our claims to know 
God and God’s will for others. The contribution Zinzendorf makes to the 
development o f a Moravian approach to pluralism is one that emphasises the 
provisionality o f human discourse, a human-centred Christology in which the divine 
in concealed amidst his revelation, and an eschatology of surprise. The Moravian 
approach, this writer claims, offers a more suitable way to deal with revelation and 
Christology as critical issues in interfaith relations.

A Moravian Theology of Pluralism and the Challenges to Caribbean Theology 
A Moravian approach to pluralism, then, which section three develops and seeks to 
apply to Caribbean theology, is one that has four distinct features or imperatives: (1) 
the imperative to dialogue as a means to unity and the discovery of truth, (2) the 
imperative of modesty as a consequence of the incarnation and the enduring gulf 
between human and divine beings, (3) a human-centred Christology that precludes the 
need to speculate on Jesus’ divinity and (4) eschatology of surprise that emphasises an 
openness to the future of the world and to the ultimate significance of other religions.

The contextual relevance of the Moravian approach to pluralism is demonstrated in 
the challenges that it presents to theological discourse in the Caribbean. When 
Caribbean theology takes on board the imperatives of the Moravian approach to 
pluralism there are several consequences. First, by developing an approach to 
pluralism from the point o f view of one’s own tradition, the Moravian approach 
challenges us to re-think the starting point of the regional discourse. Secondly, by 
taking cognizance of the conversation between the religions issuing from the loss of 
Christian claim to superiority, the Moravian approach challenges Caribbean theology 
to re-think the relevance to pluralism of the action-reflection-action method to 
theology. Thirdly, the human-centred Christology of the Moravian approach 
challenges Caribbean theology to consider what the modesty in the circumstances of 
Jesus’ birth and the work of the man Jesus has for relationship with other religions. It 
seems that the notion of preferential option for the poor who belong to other religions 
is an ethic with christological implications. Fourthly, the Moravian approach to 
eschatology presents two challenges to Caribbean theology. The first is to be more 
concrete in its perception of utopia and the second is to reformulate the notion of 
Christian utopia because current formulations have the anti-plural implication of the 
eventual dissolution of all other religions apart from Christianity. A plural context 
seems to require a plural conception of utopia, which relieves us from the burden of a 
single utopian dream. The Moravian approach to pluralism, then, is more amenable to 
dialogue, offers a more suitable way to deal critical interfaith issues and is able to 
reshape the discourse on Caribbean theology to show greater sensitivity to religious 
plurality.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1: Religious Pluralism as a Theological Problem

One of the features of the modem era, to which Western theological discourse in 

general is learning to adjust itself, is the increasing incidence of tolerance between 

different religious traditions. This is not a wholly new phenomenon because for 

several centuries after its birth Christianity had the status of being a minority religion, 

a position it relinquished only during the Constantinian era. It is also true that during 

the time of the Ottoman Empire, Muslim Caliphs were graciously disposed to Jews 

and Christians, to whom the Qur’an refers as people of the Book (Surah 3:115-117). 

Notwithstanding the awareness of the existence of other religious traditions, Christian 

theology has generally not taken the other religions seriously to the point where the 

questions that they pose were taken up in Christian theological narrative. However, 

there is now a growing awareness that Christianity can no longer afford simply to 

disregard the theological perspectives of other religions because they are not just 

archaeological or historical facts but growing traditions whose assertions are 

appealing to a growing number of persons.’ It is not just that several religions exist 

side by side, but they are challenged to engage each other in a context where there is a 

loss of traditional Christian claims to pre-eminent authority. The starting point of this 

study is the assumption that readiness to engage other traditions in dialogue, that is, to

'According to the figures compiled by David Barrett and others in the most recent edition of World 
Christian Encyclopedia, between the mid 1990’s and mid 2000, the worldwide Christian community 
grew at a rate of 12.6 percent and the worldwide Muslim community at a rate of 19 percent. David B. 
Barrett, George T. Kurian and Todd M. Johnson, eds.. World Christian Encyclopedia: A Comparative 
Survey o f  Churches and Religions in the M odem World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 4.
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ask questions and to re-think one’s position in relation to questions asked, is an 

imperative for existence in a plural context.^

The loss of Christian pre-eminent authority has resulted from two related theological 

developments. First, there was the separation between philosophy and theology as a 

by-product of the efforts to domesticate Aristotelian philosophy in the late medieval 

period. As a result o f this separation, theologians increasingly came to view the 

provinces of faith and reason as separate. In Ockham, for example, the entire attempt 

to synthesize faith and reason was undermined. His refiisal to stretch knowledge 

beyond the bounds of ascertainable experience may have inaugurated the trend 

towards empiricism.^ Secondly, and as a result o f the first development, there was 

the obliterating of Christian claims to superior knowledge as a consequence of the 

enthronement of reason as the pre-eminent basis for determining truth. These two 

developments, which are precursors to the approaches to theology in the 

Enlightenment, form the basis for the modem approaches to pluralism.

1.2: Theology and the Enlightenment

From the point of view of theology, the Enlightenment represented the attempt to 

overcome the bias against a role for reason in matters of faith and revelation. It

 ̂Theologians who seek to develop theologies o f religious pluralism share this assumption readily. See, 
for example, Hans Kung, et al, Christianity and World Religions: Paths to Dialogue (Maryknoll, New 
York: Orbis Books, 1999), xviii-xix; Paul F. Knitter, No Other Name?: A Critical Survey o f  Christian 
Attitudes Towards the World Religions (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1999), 6; S. Mark Heim, 
Salvations: Truth and Difference in Religion (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 2000), 7; Jacques 
Dupuis, Toward a Christian Theology o f  Religious Pluralism (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 
1997), 18.

 ̂ Hans Blumenberg, The Legitimacy o f  the Modem Age, trans. R. M. Wallace (London & Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1983), 147-150.
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therefore gave birth to the modem problem of the relationship between scripture and 

history and to the rejection of unjustified claims to traditional Christian authority. By 

arguing that the central message of the Christian faith was amenable to reason, Locke 

and Toland set the stage for the commencement of a search for the development of the 

historical critical method of biblical interpretation and of the search for the historical 

Jesus. Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694-1768) and David Friedrich Strauss (1808-74) 

are probably the most outstanding among modem scholars who used the historical 

critical method in the search for the historical Jesus. In a certain sense their work set 

the parameters for the question of the relationship between faith and history in 

modem theology.'* The effect of Reimarus’ approach was to exclude anything 

apparently supematural from the biblical records. According to McGrath, the 

distinction he made between the historical Jesus and the fictitious Christ of dogma 

proved to be significant, the result of which was the quest for the historical Jesus out 

of rationalist suspicion that the New Testament portrayal of Christ was a dogmatic 

invention. This faith-history dichotomy and the corresponding questioning of the 

metaphysical understanding of reality have contributed to some Christians being 

cautious about making claims to finality for Christianity.^ Thus theology came to 

occupy a defensive position, which was a complete tum about fi"om the situation at 

the onset of the Enlightenment when those questioning the traditional claims to 

authority had to give the justification for their challenge. In this defensive posture, 

there were two kinds of theological responses. One was liberal theology and the other

See as example of their argument Reimarius: Fragments, ed. Charles H. Talbert, trans. Ralph S. 
Fraser (London: SCM Press, 1971), 69-71; David Friedrich Strauss, The Life O f Jesus Critically 
Examined (London: SCM, 1973), 39-40

 ̂ Alister E. McGrath, Christian Theology: An Introduction (Oxford & Vancouver; Blackwell, 1997), 
367.
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was pietism; the former committed to the use of rationalism and the latter questioning 

its role in matters of faith.

The problem of religious pluralism today derives its character from the retreat of 

religion into the private sphere and the levelling of the dilferences between the 

religions as a result of Enlightenment critique. In response, Christians have sought to 

develop theologies of pluralism as discourses about the extent to which traditional 

Christian assertions can be maintained in a plural context.^ Different hermeneutical 

paths have been followed in response to the reality of pluralism

1.3: Hermeneutical Considerations

The task of developing a theology of religious pluralism today has to take account of 

three hermeneutical models already at work. First, there is the approach that may be 

termed a commitment to the other. This approach is predicated on the view that in 

order to do justice to the others in the different religious traditions, the Christian needs 

to surrender the claim to the superiority and finality of Christ and move towards a 

recognition of the independent validity of the other religions. A sample of the views 

of persons committed to this approach can be found in the publication The Myth o f  

Christian Uniqueness.^ The call to surrender the claim of Christian superiority is 

made on three grounds. First is the historical ground, which calls attention to the

 ̂The connection between the Enlightenment critique and how the problem of pluralism is understood 
today can also be illustrated in the fact that Hick picks up Strauss’s notion of myth in developing his 
view of the myth of the incarnation; compare John Hick, “Jesus and the World Religions,” The Myth o f  
God Incarnate (London; SCM Press, 1977), 167-185 with Strauss, The Life o f  Jesus, 39-40.

’ John Hick & Paul Knitter, eds.. The Myth o f  Christian uniqueness: Towards a Pluralistic Theology o f  
Religions (Maryknoll, New York; Orbis Books, 1987).
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limitation of all historico-cultural accounts of knowledge and religious beliefs and the 

difficulty o f judging the truth claims of another culture and religion on grounds that 

do not meet their approval. The historical ground challenges us to iind a way to 

relativize Christian faith-history. This is possible because many Christians already 

accept modem historical methods for understanding the Christian faith as well as 

other religious traditions as different ways of being human.* If we can accept the 

historical character of beliefs and conviction, it may not be necessary to maintain the 

notion of one tradition being normative for the rest. Historical consciousness suggests 

that the great religious traditions o f the world are more or less on par, with each of 

them having a mixture of good and evil practices as part of their history. As Hick 

points out, each religious tradition “is a long-lived social reality that has gone through 

times of flourishing and times of decline; and each is internally highly diverse, some 

of its aspects promoting human good and others damaging the human family.”^

The second ground, which is the epistemological, claims that the infinity and the 

ineffability of God forbid any one religion from claiming to have the final word about 

God. The religions all participate in Ultimate Mystery but that Mystery is not owned 

by any single religious tradition. The theological systems of the religions are 

responses to what has been perceived from the revelation of that Mystery. Theologies 

may be seen as “channels introducing those who ponder them, and especially those 

who subscribe to them, those who see their significance, to a truth that in turn is more

* Gordon Kaufinan, “Religious Diversity, Historical Consciousness, and Christian Theology,” The 
Myth o f  Christian Uniqueness, 5.

 ̂John Hick, “The Non-Absoluteness of Christianity,” The Myth o f  Christian Uniqueness, 30.
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than human; more than finite.” '^ People who argue on this ground claim that to regard 

Christianity as final and absolute is a form o f idolatry because that mistakenly 

elevates it to divine status and honour, the position that is reserved for God alone. 

The Divine Mystery remains always beyond our apprehensions or even the sum total 

o f all human apprehensions. Therefore, any claim on the part o f one religious 

community to have exclusive or unique knowledge becomes inadmissible. ’'

The third ground for the commitment to the other, as a theological approach, is an 

ethical one. It is the view that religions should be judged in relation to their 

commitment to the promotion o f justice. In this view, a preferential option for those 

most in need might serve well as the context for a new meeting o f the religions.’̂  

According to this approach, the answers to questions o f revelation and truth and the 

place of Christianity among the world religions, “are not simply ‘given’ in the 

Christian scriptures and tradition; they must be worked out through the praxis o f 

dialogue between the Christian tradition and that o f other religions.” ’  ̂ Knitter argues 

that as liberation theology has shown that we cannot begin to know Jesus unless we 

are following him, so also it can clarify the conditions for the possibility o f claiming 

any kind o f uniqueness or exclusiveness for Jesus. Such uniqueness and

Wilfred Cantwell Smith, “Idolatry: In Comparative Perspective,” Myth o f  Christian Uniqueness, 56.

'' Stanley Samartha, “The Cross and the Rainbow: Christ in a Multireligious Culture,” The Myth o f  
Christian Uniqueness, 75.

'■ Hick and Knitter, The Myth o f  Christian Uniqueness, xii.

” Paul F. Knitter, “Â o Other Name? A C ritical Survey o f  Christian A ttitudes Toward the World 
Religions (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1985), 206.
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exclusiveness “can be known and then affirmed only ‘in its concrete embodiment,’ 

only in the praxis of historical involvement.”*"̂

Critics of the above pluralist approach see its weakness in its attempt to occupy a high 

hermeneutic ground immune from the biases of a particular tradition. They claim that 

in reality this pluralistic approach is a product of the Western liberal theology and the 

Age of Reason. The pluralist hermeneutical perspective, then, is to be set within the 

context of the science versus religion debates of the Enlightenment period, which led 

to a belated acceptance of the new scientific knowledge and the enthronement of 

reason. The philosophical turn to the subject, as evident in Cartesian philosophy, is 

the predication of scientific knowledge and is the basis for the epistemology on which 

the pluralistic approach to theology is predicated.'^ The emergence of the new 

epistemology in the Enlightenment meant that Christianity came to be seen as a 

surviving tradition, which was in the process of retreating from the public sphere to 

occupy a more private habitation. The suspicion of the predominantly Western 

character of the discourse becomes clear when at the precise moment of the 

recognition of other cultures and religions, it is “none other than the moment of total 

obliteration of other cultures by Western norms and categories, with their freight of 

Christian influence.” ’̂

Knitter, No Other Name, 196.

John Milbank, “The End of Dialogue,” Christian Uniqueness Reconsidered. The Myth o f  a 
Pluralistic Theology o f  Religions, ed. Gavin D’Costa (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1996), 174.

Milbank, “The End of Dialogue,” 175.
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Another perspective claims to stand on a firmer hermeneutical ground in developing a 

theological approach to pluralism. This second approach, the commitment to one’s 

own tradition, seeks to come to terms with the significance of other religious 

traditions but is at the same time keen to aflRrm the importance and significance of 

Christian uniqueness. This perspective, therefore, reflects dissatisfaction with the 

approach in which the uniqueness of the revelation of God in Jesus is bracketed. It 

maintains that the aflBrmation of the uniqueness of Christian revelation is fundamental 

to what it means to be Christian. Only when that is affirmed can there be a real 

dialogue with other religions, which in their own way will make claims, some of 

which may be contrary to Christian beliefs. Moreover, an approach to pluralism with 

a clear commitment to one’s own tradition does not run the risk of appearing to stand 

in a neutral position but recognizes that each hermeneutical approach stands within a 

given tradition. The approach that favours a commitment to one’s own tradition 

benefits fi’om the insight that calls attention to the illusion of the liberal project, which 

is the belief that it is possible to establish a tradition-fi'ee rationality. Liberalism, 

which began as an appeal to alleged principles of shared rationality, against what was 

felt to be the tyranny of tradition, has itself been transformed into a t r a d i t i o n . Fo r  

those committed to this second approach, a major task of a theology of pluralism is to 

discover the resources available to a particular tradition for responding to the reality 

of religious plurality.

Coming to terms with plurality fi'om the point of view of one’s own tradition will not 

necessitate taking a posture of exclusivism, which finds theological justification in the

Alasdair MacIntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality? (London; Duckworth, 1988), 335.
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understanding o f revelation associated with Barth. In fact, the rejection o f Barthian 

exclusivism is something shared by the two hermeneutical perspectives in question. 

What the approach o f commitment to one’s own tradition insists on is that appropriate 

theological resources are available within the Christian tradition for responding to the 

challenges o f plurality. For example, D ’Costa seeks to establish a Roman Catholic 

trinitarian orientation to the other religions as recognition o f the tradition specific 

nature o f  all thought and practice. He draws upon the documents o f that tradition 

because, in his view, it is through that tradition and the authority o f the church that the 

trinitarian resources become available.'*

The third hermeneutical model, the cultural-linguistic approach is one that aims to 

treat the religions as being uhimately significant on their own terms. The proponents 

o f this approach are committed to showing the value o f other religions while 

remaining committed to their own. The weakness o f this approach, as we shall see, is 

that it does not address the ways in which the religions must engage each other.

This research is situated in the second o f these three approaches. The aim is to 

develop a theology of religious pluralism from the point o f view o f the Moravian 

Church. In this approach our chief resources will be the theological positions of 

Comenius and Zinzendorf, which were formulated in the period between 1600 and 

1760. More than any other, these two personalities have contributed to the stockpile 

o f theological material within the Moravian tradition.

Gavin D ’Costa, The Meeting o f  the Religions and the Trinity (Edinburgh: T & T Clarke, 2000), 99- 
100 .
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1.4: Towards a Moravian Theology o f Religious Pluralism

By situating itself within the Moravian tradition, this study recognizes that in doing 

theology one cannot stand outside a given tradition or context. However, the choice 

o f the Moravian tradition as the point o f departure for a theology o f pluralism is not 

arbitrary but is based two important grounds. Firstly, it is based on the view that the 

Church’s competence for interfaith relations has not been fiilly explored. The 

Moravian Church is one o f the oldest surviving churches in Protestantism and carries 

within its self-understanding a history o f genuine commitment to other traditions. 

Having overcome many challenges to its identity during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, not unlike the challenges that plurality poses to Christianity, it 

may be that other traditions can learn from the Moravian approach to other religions. 

The Comenian emphases on harmony and dialogue when dealing with other religions 

and Zinzendorf s theological modesty have not yet been explored as suitable bases on 

which to develop an approach. It is this possibility o f finding within that tradition 

fresh resources for dealing with pluralism that gives the study its broader academic 

relevance.

Moreover, from a systematic theological point o f view, no serious attempt has been 

made in the Moravian Church to undertake a fiill reflection o f this nature. 

Notwithstanding these theological resources, one misses any cogent presentation o f 

issues relating to other religions in the proceedings o f the Moravian Synods. It would 

appear that the Moravian Church has not yet taken a theological position on the 

question o f the ultimate significance o f other religions. This study aims to draw on 

the resources o f  the Moravian tradition in developing a theology o f religious
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pluralism, recognising the reality of encounter with the other religious traditions and 

the need to take them seriously.

Secondly, recent approaches do not offer a suitable framework for pluralism because 

critical questions relating to revelation, Christology and eschatology, which the plural 

context put to Christianity, are either left unanswered or answered at the expense of 

taking seriously the claims of other traditions. As Sections II and III below will show, 

there are resources within two Moravian sub-traditions, the Comenian and the 

Zinzendorfian, that give new insights into these doctrinal questions. For example, 

Comenius overcomes the problem of revelation because he construes revelation as 

occurring in three arenas, the mind, the world and scriptures. He is therefore able to 

be more categorical on the question of whether other religions can be a source of 

divine revelation without undermining Christian beliefs. Zinzendorfs modest 

approach to doctrines overcomes the problem of divinity of Jesus by centring his 

focus on the humanity of Jesus. He argues that Jesus’ divinity is not a matter for 

consideration by non-believers. Rather, it is a subject that the Holy Spirit makes clear 

to those whom he leads to faith in Jesus. Jesus’ divinity is therefore of secondary 

significance.

It seems vital, then, that in our search for a theology of pluralism we remain in touch 

with our tradition, which means engaging in an intra-communion dialogue. This is 

critical given the contextual nature and the hermeneutical procedure of this reflection. 

The point of departure is the Moravian tradition, which, as part of the Christian 

community, needs to come to terms with the questions that the presence of other 

religions put to it. The next step is to question the Moravian tradition and re-read its
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theological resources in light of the plural context. In doing so, resources relevant to 

the plural context are retrieved, which then provide the basis for the third 

hermeneutical step; that is, to commit the Moravian tradition to engage the other 

religions in a process that is consistent with its own theological history. However, the 

aim is not to construct a theology of religious pluralism as a meta-narrative applicable 

to all religions and to all contexts. Rather, the study limits itself to the Caribbean 

context and refers in particular to I s l a m . T h i s  modest and regional-specific 

approach is consistent with the modesty that is part of the Moravian tradition and 

underlines the fact that a given theology of pluralism has limited contextual 

application.

1.5: Religious Pluralism and Caribbean Theology

By situating itself in the Caribbean context, the study enters into the debate on 

Caribbean theology, the fi’amework for which was set in the period between 1971 and 

1981. The positions in the books Out o f  the Depths and The Troubling o f the Waters, 

attempted to free Caribbean theological discourse from the traditional assumptions 

and emphases in European theological tradition as it was experienced in the 

Caribbean. These studies recognized the need to annul the marriage between 

theology and colonialism, which produced the unwanted offspring of a tendency to 

overlook the history and the realities of the Caribbean context. Another significant 

publication was From Shore to Shore: Soundings in Caribbean Theology, written by

Islam has been the fastest growing religion for the last three decades and is one of the world religions 
present alongside Christianity in the Caribbean region. For details on the growth and spread of 
religions see David B. Barrett, George T. Kurian and Todd M. Johnson, eds.. World Christian 
Encyclopedia: A Comparative Survey o f  Churches and Religions in the Modern World Vol. 1 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001).
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William Watty.^® It could be said that these publications represented the theological 

side of the regional struggle for independence, indigenization and liberation. They 

reflected a paradigm shift in theological discourse and forced a re-thinking of the way 

theology was articulated in the region. Benefiting fi-om the trend already set in 

Liberation Theology in Latin America, the discourse that emerged served to underline 

the authenticity of the Caribbean as a context for theological reflection. It was a 

discourse that had de-colonization and the struggle for a unique Caribbean identity as 

assumptions at the centre of its narrative.

In a certain sense, this study is seeking to underline the issue of religious pluralism as 

a much more significant factor in the regional theological discourse than Caribbean 

theology has so far shown. The intention is to give another dimension to Caribbean 

theology by showing the manner in which the regional discourse can take on board 

the issue of religious plurality. In the initial stages of the Caribbean theological 

project there was the awareness of the cultural significance of the Afi-o-Caribbean 

religions (e.g. Rastafarianism, Kumina, Santeria), and subsequent papers dealt with 

the issue of religious plurality. Watty in particular called attention to the need to 

consider the insights of other religions as part of the process of developing a 

Caribbean theology.^' However, as was the case with liberation theology, the early 

attempts at Caribbean theology did not seriously engage the question of the challenge

Since Watty’s publication the only major attempts to articulate a theology o f the Caribbean were, 
Noel Erskine, Decolonizing Theology: A Caribbean Perspective (New York: Orbis, 1981) and Lewin 
Lewin Williams, Caribbean Theology (New York & Washington DC: Peter Lang, 1994). Neither 
publication undertakes any serious treatment of inter-faith issues.

For example. Dale Bisnauth, “Religious Pluralism and Development in the Caribbean: Questions,” 
Caribbean Journal o f  Religious Studies 4, No. 2 (1982): 17-33. See for example, Watty, “The De- 
Colonization of Theology,” in Troubling o f  the Waters, ed. Idris Hamid (San Fernando, Trinidad: 
Rahman Printry, 1973), 69-70. More recently Williams has suggested that the notion of “Radical
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that the other religions pose for that theological discourse. In its reaction to the 

imperial European missionary theology, Caribbean theology overlooked an important 

aspect of the Caribbean context, by failing to insert issues relating to other faiths in 

the centre of its discourse. This means that the theological discourse was impaired 

because it was less than profound in the manner in which it dealt an important aspect 

of its context. Further reflection has shown, though, that a more serious engagement 

with the context is needed if the discourse were to maintain a cutting edge of 

relevance. As this study will show, when Caribbean theology takes seriously the 

issues of religious plurality, its starting point, its hermeneutical method, its 

Christology and its understanding of utopia have to be articulated in a different way.

The assertion, then, is that the credibility of the regional Christian discourse today 

must be judged in relation to the seriousness with which it engages the questions that 

other religious traditions raise. It seems clear that consideration of what other 

religions mean for Caribbean theology is a challenge that cannot be sidestepped if the 

regional theological reflection is to develop and so move beyond any intra-regional 

myopic tendencies.

1.6: Hurdles to be Crossed by a Moravian Theologv of Pluralism 

A theology of religious pluralism developed from the point of view of the Moravian 

tradition, however, faces two critical hurdles. The first relates to the scope of 

application of a particular theology of pluralism. An approach developed in relation 

to Islam, for example, may have to be diflferent from an approach developed in

Monotheism” may offer some clue for an approach. The inadequacy o f this for the Caribbean will be 
looked at in the final chapter of the research.
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relation to Buddhism because each tradition puts a different set of questions to the 

Christian community. It is therefore difficult to construct a theology of pluralism that 

has every other known religious tradition in view. Apart from being preposterous, 

such an approach would falter on at least two grounds. In the first place, it would fail 

to take notice o f the differences between the other traditions, which amounts to 

casting every religious tradition into a single mould. Secondly, the failure to take 

cognizance of the differences would prevent the Moravian tradition from harvesting 

credible resources in the other religions that could serve the development of its self- 

understanding in a plural context. In effect, such an approach would amount to a 

closure of serious dialogue. Different theological approaches, then, have to be 

developed in response to each religious tradition that is encountered. A theology of 

religious pluralism should therefore not only be clear about its contextual biases but 

also its limitations. This study refers in particular to Islam but where appropriate 

references will be made to Hinduism and Buddhism because of the experiences of 

encounter between Moravians and these traditions.^^

The second hurdle that developing a theology of pluralism from the point of view of 

the Moravian tradition faces is a question of ecclesiology. The issue of ecclesiology is 

important not only for inter-Church but also for inter-faith relationship. Within 

Christianity this problem can be illustrated with reference to two somewhat recent 

developments. One is the 1950 meeting of the Central Committee of the World 

Council of Churches that accepted an understanding that membership in the WCC

^^Coming to terms with the Afro-Caribbean Religions is a particular challenge and of relevance to 
Caribbean theological discourse but it is outside the specific scope of this study. For further reading on 
the question of Christian theology and Afro-Caribbean religions see Sankeralli Burton, ed. A/ the 
Crossroads: African Caribbean Religion and Christianity (St. James: Trinidad & Tobago: CCC, 1995)
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“does not imply that each church must regard the other members churches as churches 

in the full sense of the word.”^̂  The other event was a caution issued in 2000 by the 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith of the Roman Catholic Church concerning 

the use of the terminology “sister churches”.̂ '* Implicit in these two events is a 

questioning of the ecciesiological authenticity that some Churches may claim. The 

question to be faced is whether a given ecclesial community is Church in the full 

sense of the word, and therefore constitutes an authentic tradition from which a 

particular approach to theology may develop. From an interfaith point of view, the 

differences in ecclesiology in Christianity mean that to engage Christians in dialogue 

is to discourse on several fronts at the same time. It seems, however, that the onus is 

on the particular tradition to indicate the unique resources that it has to contribute to 

theological debate. The differences in ecclesiology and theological approaches that 

we find within the Christian tradition should not alarm us, however, because they too 

belong to the nature of pluralism itself

Since theological thought and Christian practice are tradition-specific, the response to 

other faiths has to be formulated in terms of a reflection on the resources of a given 

tradition. In this way the tradition takes seriously its own life and history, which have 

combined to make the tradition what it is. This intra-tradition reflection and dialogue 

seems to be a prerequisite for engaging the other religions because recognition of the 

other presumes an awareness of self The question, then, is what resources are there 

within the Moravian tradition, which may provide that tradition in particular and the

Vitaly Borovoy, “The Ecclesial Significance of the WCC: The Legacy and Promise of Toronto,” The 
Ecumenical Review AQ, Nos. 3-4 (July-October 1988): 505.

The Tablet 2 (September 200): 1167.
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wider Christian tradition in general, with the basis for developing an appropriate 

response to plurality.

1.7: Moravian Resources for a Theologv of Pluralism

Today the Moravian Church, or Unitas Fratrum, comprises twenty Provinces and 

Affiliated Provinces located primarily in Africa, the Caribbean, Europe and North 

America. The Moravian Church traces its origins to the attempts at the first 

Reformation of the Roman Catholic Church in Bohemia during the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries. The most outstanding leader o f that reform was Jan Hus, who was 

put to death by burning at the Council of Constance in 1415. Within a few years after 

his death the movement that he inspired divided into two main groups, both of which 

understood themselves as standing in the Hussite tradition. The Unitas Fratrum or 

Moravian Church emerged to become a worldwide community as part of the ftirther 

break-up of that tradition.

Throughout the course of its history the Moravian Church has developed significant 

resources in a number of areas that have facilitated its survival and accommodation. 

This is especially true of the Counter-Reformation and Enlightenment periods. The 

main resource, then, that the Moravian Church can draw on, is the theological ideas 

developed during these two periods, which have also significantly affected theological 

thought. In this regard the first port of call for developing an appropriate theological 

response is the works of Bishop Jan Amos Comenius and Bishop Nicholas Ludwig 

Count Zinzendorf, who were the main persons to formulate the Moravian responses to 

those crises and who aimed to fashion a clear Moravian identity.
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Another important Moravian resource for a theology of pluralism is the formula, “In 

essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things charity,” which is the most 

popular expression of Moravian self-understanding. In many respects an aspect of a 

unique Moravian identity subsists in this formula, which as a 1914 publication on 

Moravian theology notes, can be traced back to Comenius: “Our guiding principle is 

the motto of the Moravian Bishop and Educator, Comenius: ‘In essentials unity, in 

non-essentials liberty, in all things charity’. H o w e v e r ,  the formula does not appear 

in the Church Order of the Unitas Fratrum, the publication that outlines the main 

theological positions of the Moravian Unity.^^ Yet despite its non-appearance in 

official positions of the Unity Synods, the formula has enjoyed a privileged place in 

the piety and popular perceptions of the Moravian Church. As the Moravian Church 

seeks to come to terms with the challenges of pluralism the significance of this 

formula for developing a Moravian theology of religious pluralism must then be 

considered.

Augustus Schultze, Christian Doctrine and Systematic Theology (Bethlehem, PA: Moravian Church 
College, 1914), iv. In the 1979 reprinting, the editors noted that this publication had been for more that 
half-a-century the most definitive statement of the theology of the Moravian Church in English. The 
formula is used also in several publications meant for popular reading. For example, it is used in The 
Moravian, a monthly publication of the Provinces of the Moravian Church in North America, as well 
as on several Internet websites of Moravian Churches.

It appeared in the American editions of the Church Orders of 1907, 1911, and 1924 but it is not clear 
why the formula has been excluded from the official publications subsequent to 1924. According to 
Vernon Nelson (the Moravian Archivist in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in an undated and unpublished 
article entitled “The Slogan, ‘in essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things charity’ ” in 
Moravian Archives in Bethlehem), the official attitude towards the formula changed after the 1930 
publication of an article in the Moravian Messenger (an official organ of the Moravian Church in the 
United Kingdom), which cast doubt on the Moravian origins of the formula. In that article Blanford 
noted that the formula belongs to the period of the Reformation and “has been traced to the writing of 
one... Rupertus Melderius” (J. H. Blanford, “In Essentials, Unity; in Non-Essentials, Liberty; in All 
Things, Charity, ” The Moravian Messenger XL, II (November 1930): 125. According to Blanford, the 
Moravians were mistaken in thinking that the formula was their owoi invention and property.
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These two sources for a Moravian theology of pluralism do not exhaust the possible 

sources within the Moravian tradition. However, apart from the fact that they are 

among the most significant theological resources, they have not hitherto received as 

detailed a consideration in relation to pluralism as will be given in this study.^^

1.8: Aims of the Studv

Clarifying how to relate theologically to the other religions is a challenge for each 

tradition within Christianity. In order to do so, each must determine whether it has the 

resources and the bases on which to rely for this theological task. With that in mind, 

there are three major tasks that this study aims to accomplish. The first, to which the 

second chapter is dedicated, is to locate the emergence of the issue of pluralism as a

’̂There are two additional sources to which allusions will be made in this study, but which cannot be 
considered in full. One is the extensive experience in diaconal work that the Moravian Church has 
acquired in dealing with people of other faiths, particularly in Africa, Palestine and Tibet. One project 
that symbolized the commitment of the whole Unitas Fratrum is the Leper Home that was established 
in Jerusalem in 1865. This work is particularly important, not only because the project has made an 
outstanding contribution towards the elimination of leprosy, but also because it symbolised the century- 
long commitment of the Moravian to working with Muslims. (Other ventures were initiated in Africa 
and Surinam.) The Director of the Home reported that of the eighty lepers that were believed to be in 
Palestine in 1926, thirty of them (26 of whom were Muslims) were under the care of the Moravians. 
This self-understanding of commitment to service is itself derived from two Moravian sub-traditions. 
One is the puritanical work ethic of the Ancient Unity, which was practiced in Bohemia, and the other 
is the pietistic missionary zeal that swept across Germany in the early parts of the eighteenth century. 
It is noteworthy, however, that the areas of diaconia and missionary activities provide the bases for 
some of the most contentious relationships between Muslims and Christians. Both religions see 
themselves as having a global mission, which makes for keen rivalry between the activists. Muslims 
have viewed the medical and educational work of Christians among them as amounting to a new form 
of crusade. It seems evident that some of the most virulent anti-Western nationalists in the Islamic 
world learned their secular nationalism in missionary schools. This naturally raises questions about the 
character of Moravian witness among Muslims and the implication of that witness for a theology of 
religious pluralism. The other resource for developing a Moravian theology of pluralism is the litanies 
of the Church. The Moravian Book of worship boldly asserts that Islam is “close to [Christianity] in 
heritage and faith.” Although no justification is given for this assertion, analysis of Moravian 
perceptions of Islam over the years shows a gradual development towards this positive view. 
Zinzendorf noted that Muslims, like Jews, believe that there is one God, even though they excluded 
Jesus or denied his true form and nature. This position has its precursor in the ambivalent position that 
we see in Comenius. He reportedly referred to Islam as, a blind cave of errors mixed from Judaism and 
Christianity. However, in his Consultation fo r  Reform he espouses a much more tolerant view, 
believing that the Jews and the Muslims should be approached with respect and in a way that does not 
offend. What is clear, though, is that in the liturgical life of the church there has emerged a theological 
attitude of tolerance to people of other faiths that can also provide further basis for elaborating a fully 
developed theology of religious pluralism.
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modem theological problem. Although it could be argued that semblances of the 

modem problem began to emerge in William of Ockham (14**' century), it became full 

blown during the Enlightenment (18*'' century). In responding to the challenge of 

pluralism different kinds of theologies of pluralism have been formulated. In chapter 

three we will look at those of Hick, D’Costa and Lindbeck as different examples of 

the kinds of theological approaches that are already available to the Christian 

community. However, we wiU show why from the point of view of the Moravian 

tradition a theology of religious pluralism will have to be formulated differently. This 

brings us to the second task, which is addressed in Section II. It is to show that the 

Moravian tradition has theological resources that provide a credible basis for 

developing a theology of religious pluralism. A theology of pluralism must respond 

to the challenge of showing that genuine Christian affirmations can be made in such a 

way that the theological right of other religions to exist is not at the same time brought 

in question or undermined. These resources, we will show, can be retrieved and 

applied to the development of Christian theologies of religious pluralism. After 

outlining a brief history of the Moravian Church in chapter four, we will look in 

chapters five through eight at the Comenian and Zinzendorfian resources that provide 

a number of insights having a bearing on relationship with people o f other faiths. 

From an examination of the resources we conclude that the Moravian tradition offers 

two sets of ideas to the current discussion on religious pluralism. The first is 

Comenius’ understanding of harmony in creation, anthropology and revelation, unity 

within and between the books of God and imperative dialogue with people of other 

faiths in order to determine truth. The other is Zinzendorf s apophatic notion of 

modesty, which is evident in his views on salvation, Christology, and Christian
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mission. The tension between the Comenian and Zinzendorfian approaches, 

particularly in regard to eschatology, allows the Moravian theology o f pluralism to 

operate with a plurality o f utopian vision, which seems to be a demand o f the plural 

context. The study, therefore, does not overlook the tension in the Moravian tradition 

arising from the different approaches o f these two main personalities but shows how 

the theology o f pluralism that is constructed must live with an intra-Moravian 

theological tension.

Given the finding o f adequate resources, the third and final aim, which we take up in 

Section III, is to draw out the main features o f the Moravian approach to pluralism 

and to look at the specific contribution that a Moravian theology o f religious 

pluralism can make to Caribbean theology. The application o f Moravian theology to 

the Caribbean is consistent with the need to read all theologies as contextual. When 

the Caribbean regional discourse takes pluralism seriously in a manner illustrated by 

the Moravian approach, which we outline in chapter nine, there are at least three 

consequences for Caribbean theology. These challenges we outline in chapter ten. 

The first is to re-visit the starting point o f the discourse, which has not only concealed 

the tension between Christianity and the other religions in the region but has also 

overlooked the resources that could be harvested fi'om within the traditions. A 

starting point situated in a specific tradition challenges the churches to dialogue with 

their own history as a prerequisite for entering the conversation between Christianity 

and the other religions. The second challenge is to re-visit the action-refiection-action 

approach, which in practice has overlooked the demand for dialogue in a plural 

context. That approach may have to yield ground to one that situates itself in the 

conversation that has emerged between the religions. A third challenge will be to re-
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visit Caribbean Christology. Though the need for a plural Christology was 

recognized in the early ventures of the regional discourse, there was no serious 

attempt to come to terms with the fact there was a commitment to the liberation of the 

poor as an ideal in other religions. Caribbean Christology must be articulated in a 

language that maintains a commitment to Christ while at the same time being one that 

removes the sense of illegitimacy that has been conferred on those religions that have 

a similar commitment to justice for the poor. A fourth challenge to Caribbean 

theology is to re-conceptualise the notion of utopia as the goal of the theological task. 

The notion of Christian utopia as the goal of the contextual theology, which the 

Caribbean discourse has borrowed from liberation theology, seems to imply that all 

but the Christian faith will disappear at the end of history. The Moravian theology of 

pluralisms offers a Christian approach to utopia, which does not imply the 

disappearance of all but the Christian faith and yet at the same time does not 

compromise the conviction concerning the ultimate significance of the Christian faith.

There is a two-fold relevance to this study: it forces the Moravian Church to refashion 

its theological position in light of pluralism and lifts up fresh resources for 

constructing a theology of pluralism. However, the study does not pretend to offer a 

global narrative on pluralism. Rather, the discourse is biased towards a particular 

tradition and is developed in relation to a specific context.^*

Although Heim also aims to be tradition-specific, one o f the weaknesses in his orientational 
pluralism is that he does not pay sufficient regard to the need to be context-specific. Heim, Salvations, 
10. Dupuis’s approach is also wanting because o f the lack of specificity to the actual context he 
addresses. See Dupuis, Towards a Christian Theology o f  Religious Pluralism, 9.



SECTION I

PLURALISM AS A THEOLOGICAL PROBLEM
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CHAPTER 2

THE IMPACT OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT 

ON THEOLOGICAL THOUGHT

Introduction

Religious pluralism refers to the situation in which there are different notions of God, 

different and sometimes conflicting claims to validity, superiority, truth and ultimate 

significance made by religions in a given cultural context. From the point of view of 

Christianity, the assertion of an equal claim to validity and truth among religions runs 

counter to the traditional Christian position that God has made himself known in Jesus 

in an unsurpassable way. The challenge that pluralism puts to Christian theology is to 

justify its claim to unsurpassable revelation, which means finding appropriate 

language for stating its position in a context of competing religious assertions. 

Several attempts have been made to establish such a fi'amework, which has led to the 

development of theologies of pluralism. Attention has been called to the Western 

theoretical nature of the theological discourse on pluralism. It is seen as the 

intellectual fi-amework in which the religious order that resulted fi’om the immigration 

into Europe fi'om the East and the South during the 1960’s is depicted.' Adrian 

Hastings notes that at the precise moment people in the West were turning their 

aspirations to the pluralist idea, the rest of the world was moving with equal 

suddenness towards a unitary and anti-plural model.^ The discourse on pluralism is

‘ Adrian Hastings, “The Relationship of Theology to Religious Studies,” in Religious Pluralism and 
Unbelief: Studies Critical and Comparative, ed. Ian Hamnett (London & New York: Routledge, 1997), 
229. Hastings argues that John Hick must be read against that background.

 ̂ Hastings, “The Relationship of Theology to Religious Studies,” Religious Pluralism and Unbelief: 
Studies Critical and Comparative, 229.
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therefore under suspicion because it resembles the unseen hand o f the globalization 

project.

Our aim in this chapter is to show how the Enlightenment set the contours o f the 

theological landscape on which today’s discourse on pluralism is constructed. 

Understanding the emergence o f pluralism as a theological problem will help us to see 

not only the weaknesses in contemporary approaches to it but also help us to construct 

an approach more amenable to the demand for dialogue, which, as we shall see, is an 

imperative o f the plural context.

2.1: The Agenda for the Discourse on Pluralism

Since the publication in 1977 o f the epoch making Myth o f God Incarnate, the editor, 

John Hick, has been seen not only as the leading advocate o f  the plurab’st position but 

also as setting the parameters and the agenda for contemporary discussion on religious 

pluralism.  ̂ His position may be summarized with three theses: the first is that the 

unitary Real is the goal o f each religion. Secondly, there are different ways of 

experiencing and perceiving the Real. Thirdly, claims to knowledge o f the Real are 

on par because the Real is beyond the range o f our human conceptual ability. Beyond

 ̂ In the early stages of the description of approaches to pluralism the categories, exclusivist, inclusivist 
and pluralist were used. Generally speaking, the exclusivist position was understood as one that 
insisted on salvation through faith in Jesus alone. The inclusivist makes two main claims, (a) The first 
is based on the idea of implicit faith. It implies that people of other faiths who are rightly disposed in 
their attitude would not be excluded from salvation because they would make a positive response to 
faith in Jesus if it is presented to them, (b) The second type of inclusivism holds that it will be possible 
beyond death, for people who did not have the opportunity in this life, to make the response of faith in 
Jesus. Neither of the two forms of inclusivism addresses the other religions as systems but only 
individuals within them. The pluralist position makes the bold step of asserting that in the major world 
religions, at least, a salvific transformation is taking place in the same manner in which it is occurring 
in Christianity. [See John Hick, “The Theological Challenge of Pluralism,” in Christianity and Other 
Religions, ed. John Hick and Brian Hebblethwaite (Oxford: One World, 2001), 156-171.] According to 
Heim, John Hick is the best-known interpreter of the pluralist position. Salvations, 15.
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all that, the discrepancies between the official Christian self-understanding and the 

realities o f human life, between theological theory and observable fact, suggest the 

need to revise the traditional notion of Christian uniqueness.'*

Critique of Hick, which has come from several directions, has therefore amounted to a 

critique of the pluralist approach. From the point of view of sociologists, there are at 

least three major concerns with the approach. In the first place, the pluralist approach 

is seen to generate a relativism that fractures belief into a bewildering variety of 

options, and makes it difficult to choose between the diversity opened.^ The 

consequence of this is that those churches that have opted for a pluralistic approach to 

theology have sown the seeds of their own demise because they are the ones that have 

experienced the greatest numerical decline. Secondly, some sociologists see the idea 

of pluralism as carrying with it the price tag of perpetuating the marginality of 

religions, especially those of the East, under the guise of affirming diversity for all. 

The argument is that the notion of pluralism in theology has flattened the cultural 

landscape and has brought closure to the space in which the relationship between the 

transcendent and the incamational can be articulated. As a product of Western 

culture, religious pluralism caters to the taste of the middle-class and facilitates its 

capacity for shopping around, thus acting as a consumer to the holy. The overstress 

on pluralism inevitably encourages privatisation of religion and theological illiteracy.^ 

Thirdly, the pluralist approach is seen as tending towards orientalism. In the discourse

Hick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 13.

’ Flanagan, “Theological Pluralism,” in Religious Pluralism and Unbelief: Studies Critical and 
Comparative, 9 1.

* Flanagan, “Theological Pluralism,” 96.
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on orientalism the Orient serves as the anti-type of Europe, for which religious 

pluralism is its liberal corrective. As a discourse, orientalism divides the globe 

unambiguously into the Occident and the Orient, the latter being seen as strange, 

exotic, sensual, irrational and potentially dangerous.’ The Orient is the silent other 

that becomes incorporated into the common humanity and common history project of 

the West. Furthermore, it is no mere coincidence that the ideology of religious 

pluralism, as a global discourse, has appeared at the precise historical moment that 

capitalism became dominant on the world stage. Thus, the effort to make religion 

plausible through the emphasis on pluralism has had the fatal effect of rendering it 

implausible.

From theologians, on whom we shall focus in greater detail in the next chapter, the 

critique has also focused on the notion of pluralism. Hamnett rejects altogether the 

idea of pluralism on the grounds of its parasitic nature. According to him, pluralism 

discredits itself as an acceptable approach because it essentially seeks to erode a given 

tradition on which it is constructed.* However, the theological approaches that have 

been formulated in response to Hick’s approach, operate with similar presuppositions 

to his. This is one of the reasons why they fall short of meeting the needs of traditions 

in the present plural context that wish to affirm their own tradition and at the same 

time maintain a genuinely open attitude to other religions. A fundamental step in 

critiquing and understanding contemporary approaches to pluralism, then, is to expose

’ Kenneth Surin, “Towards a ‘Materialist’ Critique o f  Religious Pluralism: An Examination o f  the 
Discourse o f  John Hick and Wilfred Cantwell Smith”, in Religious Pluralism, 119-120. Bryan S. 
TnmtT, Religion and Social Theory (London: Sage Publications, 1991), 31.

* Hamnett, Religious Pluralism, 1.
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the presuppositions upon which they are based. Exposing the nature and extent of 

these presuppositions is critical to the development o f an alternative approach.

2.2: Rationalism and Deism: Enlightenment Presuppositions

In seeking to understand the emergence of pluralism as a theological problem we shall 

start with the Enlightenment. It is important to note, though, that the theological 

developments in that period have their precursor in Ockham’s separation of faith from 

reason, which played a major role in the dissolution of scholasticism. Blumenberg has 

argued that the preoccupation with the omnipotence of God in Ockham’s theology 

may have given birth to the ascendancy of human reason as arbiter of truth. 

According to Blumenberg, abandoned by providence and made responsible for 

himself, man did not express disappointment at the loss of inherited cosmology but 

rather celebrated his being awakened from cosmic illusion. “The destruction of trust 

in the world made him for the first time a creatively active being, [and] freed him 

from a disastrous lulling of activity.”  ̂ Ironically, the emphasis on the omnipotence of 

God, which was supposed to lead to faith, resignation and submission, had the 

opposite effect, “namely the development of the consciousness that precisely in what 

was supposed to be sacrificed there lay that which could not, in the interest of 

humanity, be relinquished.”'® Herein lie the turn to self and the rise of rationalism 

that would characterize the modem age, in which there is a suspicion of claims to 

truth that cannot be verified. This characteristic is part of the logic of plurality with 

which the present age is wrestling.

 ̂Blumenberg, The Legitimacy o f  the Modem Age, 139. 

'® Blumenberg, 156.
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There are two main issues relating to the Enlightenment vis-a-vis theological 

pluralism that ought to be mentioned because o f their underlying presence in modem 

approaches to pluralism. The first is rationalism and the turn to the self, which was 

exemplified in Cartesian philosophy. This development may well have set the trend 

towards individualism in modem thought. Most critically, however, by placing the 

burden for the most secure knowledge o f tmth in the mind o f the individual, it 

unwittingly undercut the Christian notion o f revealed knowledge as having pre

eminent authority. In an unintended way, then, Cartesian philosophy was the bane o f 

the notion o f the superiority o f Christian revelation. Descartes argued that he was 

compelled to admit that there was not one o f his former beliefs about which doubt 

may not properly be raised." The tum to the self and the ascendancy o f reason are 

fundamental presuppositions in eighteenth century theology, which had its most 

important developments in Locke and Toland. The significance o f deism, the second 

issue, is that it provided theology with the theoretical framework and the language to 

critique traditional claims in religion and to subject them to the test o f reason. 

Naturally, its most scorching effect was on traditional Christianity, which was seen as 

stumbling-block to reason. A major task for deism was to show that Christianity 

could be constmed as amenable to reason. By subjecting everything in Holy Scripture 

to reason and by removing the notion o f mystery fi'om the Gospels, deism served 

notice that reason was the basis on which religion was to be judged and that the claim 

to Christian absoluteness and superiority could no longer rely on tradition. In the

'' First Meditation, The Philosophical Writings of Descartes, vol. II, trans. John Cottingham, Rolaert 
Stoothoof and Dugald Murdoch (London & New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 12.
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context of plurality, the ascendancy of reason to the position of final adjudicator of 

truth served as the basis for casting all religions into the same mould and ascribing to 

them relative salvific parity.

The removal of the category of mystery fi’om God and the filtering of revelation 

through the lenses of reason were the most significant challenges that Toland 

presented to the church of his day. In a certain sense he fiirthered what Locke initiated 

in subjecting the assertions of Holy Scripture to rational critique. In deism, then, the 

relationship between faith, revelation and reason was re-ordered. From an

epistemological point of view, reason was given pre-eminence over revelation 

because it was shown to be applicable retroactively to persons before the revelation in 

Jesus. Reason was capable of delivering all that humanity needed to know, whether it 

relates to knowledge of God, or knowledge of the world.

The subjugation of revelation and faith to reason was a major achievement of the 

Enlightenment that had significant consequences for theology. Theological discourse 

thereafter had to come to terms with the minor role of faith and revelation, and the 

loss of Christian superiority. Moreover, critical dogmas like the incarnation and the 

Trinity were placed under the severe test of reason. In a certain sense, the approaches 

to pluralism today are predicated on that redefinition. The next stage in the theological 

landscape was the re-assessment of the role of reason itself in matters of faith, in 

which Immanuel Kant and the proponents of liberal theology and pietism were the 

main protagonists.
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Rationalism and deism as products of Enlightenment thought led to four kinds of 

development that crystallised the framework within which the modem approaches to 

pluralism are articulated. The &st was Kant’s critique of reason, which sought to 

come to terms with the claim that reason was the most secure basis for knowledge. 

He argued that traditional metaphysics, which was predicated either on revelation or 

on empiricism had to give way to metaphysics based on a priori predicates. The 

second was the development in liberal theology, which had its genesis in 

Schleiermacher who had his earliest religious influences in German pietism. In 

reacting to Kant’s project, Schleiermacher shifted the emphasis and considered 

religion mainly in terms of the feeling of an impulse towards God as the common core 

in all religious experiences. This notion of a core experience has provided a 

framework for relating Christianity to the other religions. However, as we shall see, 

Barth argued that liberal theology did not take theology seriously on its own terms. 

Considering Barth’s reaction is important because his approach highlights the kinds of 

challenges that we must reckon with in a plural context.

The liberal theological project facilitated the trend towEirds historical relativism, 

which can be treated as the third development in Enlightenment thought. The turn to 

history was the result of attempts to establish the core message of Christianity as 

amenable to reason. The consequent levelling of the differences between Christian 

history and the history of other religions, which in the twentieth century was best 

articulated by Ernst Troeltsch, had its early beginning in Reimarus who built on the 

deistic work of Locke and Toland. Historical relativism provides the justification for 

the pluralist approach to religious pluralism and can therefore be called the precursor 

to theological relativism. The fourth development we shall consider is pietism, which
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sought to limit the role of reason in matters of faith. Zinzendorf, one of the most 

articulate proponents of pietism, argued that matters of the heart are beyond reason 

and it is ridiculous to try to subject the matter of divinity to human speculation.

2.3: Kant’s Critique of Reason

The early Enlightenment thinkers, for example Locke and Toland, successfully 

brought into question the tradition that relied on revelation as the basis of the claim to 

truth. In its place there was constructed an epistemology that gave pre-eminence to 

rationalism and empiricism. It is within the context of this epistemological tension 

between the traditional and the “new” epistemology that Kant’s critique is to be 

situated.'^ In his critique Kant was arguing on two fronts: one against the dogmatists 

and the other against the empiricists.

On one front, Kant was keen not to yield ground to the dogmatists, who for him were 

eminently represented by the school of Christian WoLfif (1679-1754).’  ̂ Directing his 

argument against this school, he argued that traditional metaphysics consisted largely 

of illusions arising from the attempt to acquire knowledge of all things, (e.g. the soul, 

the world as a whole, God), as they are in themselves, by reason alone, regardless of 

the limits o f sensibility. This was the basis of his critique of the ontological argument 

for the existence of God. For him, the notion of existence could not be included in the 

concept of God and cannot be inferred from that idea alone. The existence of an 

object is always the presupposition of the truth of any assertion about it, and cannot

Immanual Kant, Critique o f  Pure Reason, trans. Paul Guyer (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998), Introduction, 20.

Kant, Critique o f  Pure Reason, Introduction, 2.
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itself be assumed for the proof of such an assertion. Since the ontological argument, 

as the predicate of the other arguments, is unsound, he believed that the entire 

enterprise of proving the existence of God as an object of theoretical cognition should 

be given up as hopeless.*'*

On the other front, Kant wanted to defend metaphysics as a rigorous scientific 

discourse. In order to do so, he had to propose a way to knowledge with universal 

validity, which originated independently of experience.'^ He wanted to show that 

knowledge derived from particular experiences could not justify the claim to universal 

validity. This approach seems to have its roots in the parting of ways of theology 

and philosophy in the Middle Ages, where the close links between the two disciplines 

that seemed natural in scholasticism broke under the pressure of criticism.’̂  In late 

scholasticism it was argued that reason was not in a position to undermine faith and 

that certain truths could not be established by traditional philosophy. In search for a 

secure basis for knowledge, Descartes established a tradition, in which Kant foUowed, 

that tried to provide a secure foundation via the examination of the human cognitive 

capacities.

The centre of Kant’s metaphysics is that when concepts of pure understanding are 

applied to forms of sensibility, they give rise to sound principles of judgement. He 

used the term a priori knowledge to describe knowledge that is both universal and 

valid. He also described as “synthetic” the judgements that go beyond what can be

Kant, The Critique, Introduction, 13.

Critique, A1

F. C. Copleston, A History o f  Medieval Philosophy (London: Methuen & Co., 1972) p. 231
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known solely in virtue of the contents of the concepts involved in them. He argued 

that the problem of reason is, therefore, the question of how synthetic a priori 

judgements are possible. One of the accomplishments of Kant’s transcendental 

philosophy was to show that fundamental principles of science are themselves based 

on a priori predicates, which are also the predicates of morality. For example, the 

conception that guarantees the certitude of the principle of causation, which is a law 

that the mind imposes as it interprets experience, is the same that guarantees the 

freedom of the human will.'^

Kant also showed that reason was out of its depths when it came to the question of 

God because of the inability for anyone to know ultimate reality as it is in itself The 

distinction he made between the phenomenal world (or world of appearance) and the 

noumenal world of ultimate reality proved helpful to those who were keen to show 

that things pertaining to God were not amenable to empirical investigation. As he 

argued, we cannot have knowledge of things as they are in themselves, that is, the 

noumenal aspects of the phenomena. This meant that notions like the existence of 

God or the immortality of the soul could not be proven nor could they be called 

objects of knowledge because we can only know what can be an object of possible 

experience. If that were not the case, then the dispute over God’s existence and the

Kant, The Critique, Introduction, 21. In developing his view on causation Kant was responding to 
Hume, who argued that our idea o f cause is derived ultimately from the sensory experience of regularly 
conjoined events. (John Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human understanding, XII, iii.) In response to 
this Kant argued that the concept of causation must exist a priori in order for us to have an objective 
experience (Critique o f  Pure Reason, A746/B774).
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immortality of the soul would have been already settled.’* Thus, Kant’s critique 

served to put God outside the range of reason.

Kant’s critique of rationalism was usefiil for the development of liberal theology. 

Benefiting fi-om Aquinas’ notion of revelation as the first principle of Christian 

theological discourse, liberal theology argued that its methodology should be seen as 

similar to that employed in the other sciences. According to Schleiermacher, 

exploration of issues relative to the subject matter of theology required as a matter of 

first principle a particular mode of faith, “that is, a particular way of being conscious 

ofGod.”'^

2.4: Liberal Theologv: Harvesting Rationalism for Theology

A second development in the Enlightenment was liberal theology, which sought to 

harvest the finaits of rationalism for theology. The convention in the history of 

theological thought is to regard Schleiermacher as setting the basis upon which the 

modem liberal theological project, at least in the Protestant tradition, has been 

constructed. One of the reasons for this is that he is probably the first who sought to 

apply the rationalism of the Enlightenment to theology in a systematic way. He 

argued that, “theology is a positive science, the parts of which join into a cohesive 

whole through their common relation to a particular mode of faith, that is, a particular 

way of being conscious of God.” '̂* For him, theology was to be understood as

** Critique o f  Pure Reason, A750/B778.

Friedrich Schleiermacher, Brief Outline o f  Theology as a Field o f  Study, trans by T. N. Tice 
(Lewiston, Queenstown, Lampeter: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1990),L

Schleiermacher, A B rief Outline o f  Theology, Introduction, §1
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religious affections set forth in speech.^' In outlining his theological position, 

however, he insisted upon the peculiarity o f the religious impulse, which was 

characterized by the sense of absolute dependence on God: that is, absolute

dependence on “that which is the co-determinant of this feeling and to which we trace 

our being in such a state.”^̂  By construing the point of departure for theological

reflection as the self-conscious feeling of dependence, Schleiermacher set the

theological enterprise on a different footing from that of the Enlightenment. As far as 

he was concerned, Christian doctrine and talk about God was not something to do 

with knowledge because “God is given to us in feeling in an original way.”^̂  

Accordingly, Schleiermacher understood that the world exists only in absolute

dependence upon God who created it and by whom it is sustained.

Schleiermacher’s approach remained central to the thought of Albrecht Ritschl (1822- 

1889) and Wilhelm Hermann (1846-1922). For Ritschl, faith was grounded on the 

individual religious experience and not on philosophy or propositional statements. In 

addition to this, he added significance to historical study of the gospels as the way to 

access the truths of the New Testament. He concluded that historical study could 

show that the notion of the kingdom of God was an ethical reality that is central to the 

Christian message and that it is an ideal that could provide the basis for the 

development of modem society. '̂* However, later historical studies, especially as

Friedrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith, ed. H. R. Mackintosh and J. S. Stewart (Edinburgh: T 
& T  Clark, 1999) I, § 15.

Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith, I, § 4.

Ibid., I,§ 4, 5.

McGrath, Christian Theology, 102. The issue o f  historical relativism will be taken up in the section 
following.
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undertaken by Troeltsch, cast doubt on the ability to make such judgements from a 

scientific-historical point of view. For his part Hermann, who taught Barth and 

Bultmann, believed it was neither dogmatic propositions nor words of scripture that 

provided the basis for faith but personal trust in Jesus.^^

Twentieth century discourse on theology had to reckon with Karl Barth who views the 

development o f theology from the Renaissance to Schleiermacher, as consisting of 

two main trends. One was the increasing humanism and deification of humanity. He 

argued that given the deep-seated anthropocentrism of Neo-Protestantism, modem 

theology had to be purged of the ideological twist by which it had become marred. 

With reference to Schleiermacher and the whole modem theological project, Barth 

said theology had become in modem times a cultural theology because it treated 

religion as something rooted in the general stmcture o f the human spirit.^^ In his view, 

by treating theology as a function of civilization, liberal theology failed to take 

theology seriously on its own terms as having a subject matter amenable to rational 

and logical investigation. The second trend Barth noted in modem theology was the 

greater interest shown in faith rather than in the object of faith. Unlike the case in 

classical theology, the attention in modem theology was focussed on human piety, 

which meant God became a little more than the co-determinant of religious feeling 

and awareness. In response to these trends Barth emphasised a supematural

David Ferguson, Bultmann, (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1992), 12.

Quoted in Thomas Torrance, Karl Barth: An Introduction to His Early Theology, 1910-1931 
(London: SCM,1962),58. It is to be noted, however, that Schleiermacher follows Zinzendorf in his 
understanding o f the human being having absolute dependence on God. See section on Zinzendorf 
below.

Torrance, Karl Barth, 59.
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Christology, which when applied says, “obedience to God means that we become and 

are continually obedient to Jesus.” *̂ In other words, Barth understood being obedient 

to Jesus to mean becoming obedient to God as he is in his own essence. The lack of 

emphasis on Jesus in Schleiermacher’s theology was for Barth a disturbing element. 

He therefore credits Zinzendorf with the re-establishment of the Reformation and 

New Testament insight of the pre-eminence of Jesus, which was missing not only in 

the context of the Enlightenment but also of secularised orthodoxy.^^

Barth’s bequest to modem theology has had a double effect on attempts to develop 

theologies of pluralism. Firstly, his approach represents a critique of the 

Enlightenment assumptions, in which there has been a tendency to imagine that one 

can stand free from the influence of a particular tradition.^® Secondly, his approach is 

seen as a hindrance to serious dialogue because for him there is no coincidence 

between the Christian faith and religions. This antithesis between Christian revelation 

and religion, which remains in modem theology, gleams through current attempts to 

develop theologies of pluralism.^’ For this reason, there have been recent attempts to 

retrieve the roots of liberal theology and to re-read Schleiermacher in a way that is

Barth, Church Dogmatics, vol. II, 2, 568.

Ibid., According to Barth, Zinzendorf “was perhaps the only genuine Christocentric o f the modem 
age.” {Church Dogmatics, IV, The Doctrine o f  Reconciliation, 1, 683.

According to McIntyre, liberalism began as an appeal to alleged principles of shared rationality 
against what was felt to be the tyranny o f tradition but has itself been transformed into a tradition. A. 
Mclntrye, Whose Justice? Which Rationality, 335.

Francis SchUssler Fiorenza, “Religion: A Contested Site in Theology and the Study of Religion,” 
Harvard Theological Review, 93, 1 (2000): 9. Fiorenza attributes this antithesis particularly to Emil 
Brunner’s reading of Schleiermacher, but it seems also to have a source in Barth’s critique of 
Schleiermacher. See for example the critique o f D’Costa below.
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more amenable to the plural context.^^ As this study will show, there is a way to 

understand revelation that can overcomes that antithesis. According to Comenius, 

revelation is given in three arenas, the mind, the world and scripture, all of which 

must operate in harmony. For Comenius, religion is the product of the desire for good 

that is located in the mind, which means religion presumes revelation and does not 

stand over against it.

2.4.1: Historical Relativism: A Precursor to Theological Relativism 

The attempt in the Enlightenment to overcome the bias against a role for reason in 

matters of faith and revelation gave birth to the modem problem of the relationship 

between scripture and history. In a certain sense this is an extension of the liberal 

project but because of the correlation between this approach to history and the 

development of theological relativism in current approaches to pluralism, it is treated 

separately here as a third development in the Enlightenment. In the venture of Locke 

and Toland to articulate the central message of the Christian gospel the stage was set 

for the commencement of a search for the true Jesus, the historical Jesus. This was at 

the same time an attempt to show that what in Holy Scripture is called Christian 

revelation were natural phenomena that could be accessed through critical historical 

research. The challenge was to peel back the accretions of religious affections that 

Jesus’ disciples constructed around him over the centuries of the Christian era. 

Mackey places Reimarus at the head of the list o f modem scholars who set out on the 

quest for the historical Jesus. Reimams was keen to rid the New Testament of the 

“dragons” of miracles and mysteries with the weapons of rationalism and

^^Fiorenza, “Religion: A Contested Site,” 7-34.
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naturalism.Consistent with the liberal theological project, the effect of his approach 

was to exclude anything apparently supernatural from the biblical records. In 

separating the intention of Jesus from the founding of the Christian religion, it meant 

that Christian history was not only effectively eclipsed but it also meant that there was 

a certain falsehood and presumptuousness in Christianity as it was known and 

practiced.

If Reimarus is the patriarch of the quest for the historical Jesus, then David Friedrich 

Strauss is one of its most outstanding apostles. Although writing in the early 

nineteenth century, after distinct theological reactions to the Enlightenment were 

already formulated, Strauss’ Life o f Jesus Critically Examined (1835) represents one 

of the most influential texts in the faith-history tension in modem theology. In this 

text he introduced the notion of myth to describe the facility that religious 

communities use to construct accounts of meaning in their sacred history. A narrative 

is described as myth when it “proceeds from an age in which no written record 

existed, but in which facts were transmitted through the medium of the oral tradition 

alone.” "̂̂ It is in respect of his notion of myth in particular that the work of Strauss is 

of relevance to our concern because with the distinction above he maintained that 

certain aspects of the Scriptures could not be considered historical. He put forward 

two criteria by which to discern historical validity. The first was that the narrative 

must be treated as unhistorical when it is irreconcilable with the known and universal 

laws governing the course of events. (This refers to the law of causality in which the

James P. Mackey, Jesus the Man and the Myth: A Contemporary Christology, (London: SCM, 
1979), 19.

Strauss, The Life o f Jesus, 52.
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absolute cause never interposes upon the secondary causes and the law of succession 

by which a logical chronological and development order is followed.) Secondly, an 

account is regarded as being historically valid when it shows internal consistency and 

is not contradicted by other accounts.^^ Thus Strauss’ life of Jesus research helped to 

provide the impetus for the recognition of the need to work out the principles and 

methods of biblical research. The challenge that theology then faced was to overcome 

that faith-history dualism, which in many respects is a heritage of the Enlightenment.

Ernest Troeltsch (1865-1923) made a serious attempt to come to terms with this 

dualism. He argued that the study of all religious history must be informed by three 

principles. The first was the principle of criticism, which states that no evidence is 

ever immune fi'om challenge. The second principle was analogy, which presupposes 

that every event under consideration is similar to events we have experienced 

ourselves because only in this way can there be understanding. Thirdly, there must be 

correlation, which assumes that events are interconnected in a vast network of 

relations. Troeltsch was responding to the recent position in liberal theology, made 

first by Ritschl (1822-1889), that the proper starting point for theology is the New 

Testament presentation of Christian truths. It was previously argued that these truths 

could be recognized and endorsed by the historical enquirer making value 

judgements. According to Troeltsch, no estimate of Christianity could be formed 

except by reference to the total context. This historical method implied not only the 

recognition of the relative uncertainty of aU historical knowledge but also that 

Christianity should be seen in its involvement with general history. Troeltsch

Strauss, The Life o f Jesus, 88-89.
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regarded the traditional Christian approach to history as being dogmatic because it 

had a starting point wholly beyond the relativity o f  historical scholarship, on which it 

predicated its absolute positions. While the dogmatic approach to history is predicated 

on the notion o f miracle, the historical method issued from the metaphysical 

assumption that all things, including the activities o f the human mind, are totally 

interconnected. Moreover, the production o f a scale o f values, for example by the 

great cultural and religious traditions, depends on subjective judgements and can

“Xf tnever be conclusive.

The cumulative effect o f Troeltsch’s position was to raise the profile o f a 

phenomenological approach to religion and to make it difficult for the historian to 

identify any one expression o f religion as absolute for others.^  ̂ This is the position

Troeltsch, Religions in History, 22: 25. Although questioning the helpfulness of Troeltsch in coming 
to terms with religious phenomena in the twentieth century, Lehmann concludes that Troeltsch 
“prepares us to master the task of coming to a better understanding of religions in Europe in the 
twentieth century.” See Hartmut Lehmann, “The Suitability of the Tools Provided by Ernst Troeltsch 
for Understanding of Twentieth-Century Religion,” Religion and Society 27, 3/4 (1999): 295-299.

Ferguson, Bultmann, 14. With a rationalist approach to history, one was challenged to take account 
of the fact that others who claim to believe in God made such claims on the basis of a belief in 
revelation also witnessed to in their scriptures. This meant that the absolute claims of Christianity 
could no longer be as easily justified. The difficulty of maintaining a privileged position for 
Christianity resulted in an interest in Oriental studies arising from the Enlightenment’s rejection of the 
traditional Christian authority and the viewing the claims of Eastern religions on an equal footing 
alongside Christian claims. One pluralist who has argued consistently along these lines is Wilfred 
Cantwell Smith, whose work we shall look at in more detail later. The point Smith makes, however, is 
that observation has shown that the historical process of one religious tradition can be a significant part 
of and a function of what happens in another. On the basis of this intersection and overlapping of 
histories, Smith proposed that the religions become the subject rather than the object of a new 
theological approach. A theology that emerges from all the religions, as subject, would be “a theology 
of the religious history of humankind.” [Wilfred C. Smith, Towards a World Theology: Faith and the 
Comparative History o f  Religion (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1981), 125.] Another pluralist, Gordon 
Kauftnan, has argued along similar lines, asserting that if we understand human historicity as the 
context for the development of the religious traditions, then the Christian faith, like every other faith, 
will be seen as one perspective, one worldview, which has developed in and through a long history of 
interaction alongside other traditions. Consistent with this Troeltsch notes that rather than displaying 
any historical uniformity Christianity has had a different character in every age. See his essay, “The 
Absoluteness of Christianity”, Christianity and the Other Religions, ed. John Hick and Brian 
Hebblethwaite (Glasgow: Collins, 1980), 16. Consequently, he suggests that Christian meanings and 
values should be taken to be the products of historical developments, instead of taken to be grounded
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that Wilfred Cantwell Smith takes in his argument for a world theology. In his view, 

it was not until we come to Schleiermacher that the notion of Christian faith as one 

kind of faith out of many alternatives developed. Smith believed that faith as well as 

theology ought to be singular because they refer to common phenomena in human

-3 0  . • • .
history. Liberahsm and a relativistic conception of history are the bases on which 

theological relativism is constructed, which is a problem that theology faces in an 

increasingly plural context. As D’Costa argues, the Enlightenment not only accounts 

in part for the demise of traditional Christian theology but in granting a type of 

equality to all religions ended up denying public truth to any and all of them.^^ As our 

critique of Hick will later show, by attempting to locate his starting point in a neutral 

ground beyond all the religious traditions, his theology of pluralism is as guilty of the 

hermeneutical naivety as it is of relativism. He gives a different account of the 

religions than the people of the religions themselves wish to give. It seems difficult, 

however, to demonstrate the claim for a meta-theology that offers a view beyond the 

particularity o f a given tradition.'*'  ̂ This study hopes to show that one can be 

genuinely open towards other religious traditions while having a clear hermeneutical 

starting point within one’s own tradition. In other words, theological relativism is not 

a necessary consequence of openness to other religions.

simply and directly in divine revelation. (See G. Kaufman, “Religious Diversity, Historical 
Consciousness, and Christian Theology,” in The Myth o f  Christian Uniqueness: Towards a Pluralistic 
Theology o f  Religions, ed. John Hick and Paul F. Knitter (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1987), 8.

Smith, Towards a World Theology, 117.

D ’Costa, The Meetings o f  Religions, 2-4.

Heim, Salvations, 105.
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2.5: Pietism: Excluding Reason from Matters of Faith

A fourth development in the Enlightenment can be seen in pietism, which sought to 

deny rationalism any role in matters of faith. Historically speaking, pietism has been 

interpreted as co-terminus with the emergence of modem Protestantism because the 

movement is viewed as a reaction within Lutheranism and Calvinism. The pietistic 

movement reaches back to Johann Arndt’s True Christianity and Phillip Jakob 

Spener’s Pia Desideria, the works of Gottfried Arnold and Gerhard Tersteegen, all of 

which were concerned to raise the quality of Christian living to a higher level. These 

texts are regarded as setting the foundation of the thought of the movement."*' Amdt 

embraced a theology that emphasised asceticism and mystical union with God but 

which was opposed to theological speculation. For him theology was not a mere 

science or rhetoric but a living experience and practice. True Christianity consists, 

“not in word or extemal show, but in living faith, from which arise righteous fruits.”^̂  

In the late seventeenth century the university of Halle in Germany, where Christian 

Wolf was lecturing on the virtue of Enlightenment rationalism for theology, was also 

the leading school of pietism in Europe. It was from this centre that its influence 

spread to North America, especially in those areas settled by people from Germany, 

Holland, Switzerland and Scandinavia.

A leading apostle of pietism was the Lutheran (and later, Moravian) Zinzendorf who 

came under the influence of the Bohemian Brethren who migrated to Germany. His 

attitude to reason and rationality may be read as a reaction to the Enlightenment’s

Erb, Pietists , 3-4. Erb constructs a trajectory from Hus, to Luther, through Amdt to Spener (See, 
Amdt, True Christianity, trans Peter Erb (Toronto, New York: Paulist Press, 1979), xiii.

Johann Amdt, True Christianity, trans. Peter Erb (Toronto, New York: Paulist Press, 1979), 22.
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attack on revealed religion.'*  ̂ Indeed, it could be argued also that his critique of 

rationalism was a counter balance to the excessive claims to knowledge in his 

Enlightenment context. So it is clear that the context o f the Enlightenment is the 

background against which he must be read. However, in his response to the 

Enlightenment’s claims for reason he was putting forward an epistemology with a 

different set o f predicates, designed to undercut the claims to certitude in the sphere of  

metaphysics. Whereas Kant’s critique o f reason was philosophical, Zinzendorf 

critiqued reason from a theological point o f view. He asserted that the love shed 

abroad in the heart by the Holy Spirit, which was concretized in the incarnation and 

the death o f Jesus, was a truth that philosophy could not comprehend.'*'* Zinzendorf 

was therefore minded to use reason in human matters so far as it sufficed, but in 

spiritual matters he was minded to remain simply with the heart-grasped truth, which 

became for him the ground o f all other truths."*̂  In this respect he provided the 

starting point for Schleiermacher’s theology, which means that liberal theology and 

pietism have a common paternity. For Zinzendorf, it was hopeless to attempt to 

define the relations internally in God as. Father, Son and Holy Ghost. It is a depth so

‘‘̂ Renkewitz argues that in the period that Zinzendorf lived the traditional perception of the world was 
shaken by discoveries in sciences. The sharp sword of reason pierced and reordered the world. Thus 
the space that the infinite had in the world receded as the traditional support for revelation was 
undermined. [Heinz Renkewitz, “Zinzendorf als Theologe -  seine Stellung in der Geschichte und seine 
Bedeutung fur unsere Verkiindigung,” in Zimendorf-Gedenkbuch Herowsgegeben von E. Benz und H. 
Renkewitz (Stuttgart: Evangeliches Verlagswerk, 1951), 77.] Bettermann argues that in his anti
rationalism Zinzendorf was swimming against the tide of the times; that he despised theology 
altogether and would not admit to any knowledge in religious questions from logical reflection because 
there was a certain atheism in intellectualism. (Theologie und Sprache bei Zimendorf, 11.). Freeman 
notes that Zinzendorf has to be understood in the context of an age in which humanity was coming of 
age, asserting its ability to understand and handle the world by use of the reason and science. (Freeman, 
An Ecumenical Theology, 41.) He therefore places Zinzendorf s attitude to epistemology, theodicy, 
original sin and his understanding of history within the context of the discussion in the Enlightenment, 
issues that he would more than likely have met in his time at Halle and Wittenberg.

Gambold, Maxims, 9.

Freeman, 76.
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profound and unfathomable, that in contemplating it, we should ruin our intellectual 

faculty, and yet not be able to frame one just expression concerning it/^ Therefore, 

one who attempts philosophically to treat the issue of the divinity of Christ is only 

exposing oneself to ridicule.

In its suspicion of the claims of reason, pietism may also be seen as a precursor to 

those attempts today that question the epistemological presuppositions of the whole 

Enlightenment project. What this study will show is, that when dealing with matters 

pertaining to the divine, modesty is appropriate because despite revelation there 

remains a gulf between human and divine realities that ensures God’s concealment 

amidst the revelation.

Conclusion

The Enlightenment, then, marked a critical phase in the development of the 

relationship between faith and reason, which came to be seen not only as belonging to 

different provinces but also as the latter having pre-eminence over the former. In the 

words of Locke, we can have no knowledge for which there were not already pre

existent notions in the mind. Ultimately, this meant that reference had to be made to 

reason even with a claim to revelation because revelation needs reason to be 

understood. Descartes’ attempt to situate epistemological certitude in the individual 

finds full expression in deism, which asserted the priority of the mental capacity of 

the individual over revelation. As the approach of the pluralists demonstrates, the new

Gatnbold, 20.
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epistemology had the effect of levelling the differences between the religions because 

faith became subjugated to reason.

Kant’s critique of the pretensions of reason and traditional metaphysics re-opened the 

debate over the relationship between reason and faith and in particular the status of 

the claim that reason has pre-eminence over faith as a secure epistemological basis. 

Kant’s critique was one of four kinds of development in the Enlightenment. The other 

three were liberal theology, which though predicated on the Kantian critique of the 

presumptuous role the Enlightenment assigned to reason, sought to harvest what 

reason and history could offer to theology. The legitimacy of faith in liberal theology, 

as championed by Schleiermacher, is derived from the perception that there is an 

orientation of dependence of the human being to God. Schleiermacher saw liberal 

theology as a scientific discipline, in which the affections of the heart were 

systematically set forth in speech with the aid of reason as a servant and not an enemy 

of faith. Secondly, there was the development of historical relativism that gave birth 

to theological relativism. In this conception, the religions came to be seen as 

relatively equal because when they are looked at from the point of view of a 

rationalist approach to history they represent a common phenomenon. The third 

development was pietism, which denied any role for reason in matters of faith. 

Zinzendorf, for whom faith was a matter o f the heart, is an example of those who 

championed this cause. These developments namely, Kant’s critique, liberal theology, 

historical relativism and pietism constitute the theological topography on which recent 

approaches to the problem of religious pluralism are constructed.
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Since the Enlightenment, then, any claim to superior knowledge had to pass the acid 

test of reason or, alternatively, deny that knowledge has any thing to do with reason. 

The problem of religious pluralism today must then be seen against the background of 

the loss of authority of Christianity, the rise of religious relativism and the 

concomitant weakening of faith as a credible basis for knowledge. Consequently, 

recent approaches to religious pluralism, with which the next chapter will deal, have 

been of two genres. One kind has emphasized the equality of all religions and that 

there is no reasonable basis for any one to claim superiority. The other kind has 

tended to claim priority for a particular religious tradition because of the belief that 

something pre-eminent, which is beyond the competence of reason to judge, has been 

given to that tradition. Our next task then is to determine the continuing viability of 

these two kinds of approaches to pluralism.
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CHAPTER 3

RECENT THEOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO PLURALISM:

HOW AMENABLE ARE THEY TO DIALOGUE?

Introduction

The second half of the twentieth century has witnessed a concerted attempt among 

Christian theologians in the West to come to terms with the growing incidence of 

religious pluralism. The recognition that the claims of other religions can no longer 

be overlooked in Christian theological discourse is one of the consequences of the 

effect of the Enlightenment on religion. The emergence of reason as the preferred 

basis for adjudicating between truth claims served to undercut traditional claims to 

Christian pre-eminent authority. Thus the need to develop a theology of religious 

pluralism is a response to the recognition that Christian assertions, albeit predicated 

on revelation, no longer possess unquestionable propositional force.

However, in addition to the levelling effect of the Enlightenment on religion, there 

were two other factors that hastened the drive to develop theologically sound 

dialogical approaches to other religions. One was the result of the missionary 

enterprises that took place over the previous two centuries. Much to the consternation 

of the missionaries, the religious worlds of Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam, in 

particular, were not caves of error and ignorance, as it was construed in the European 

missionary thrust. What the missionaries found mainly in Asia and Africa was that 

these religious traditions were successful in sustaining the lives of millions of people
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and seemed impervious to Christian evangelism.' The realization of the internal 

strength and cohesion of the other religions led early nineteenth century theologians 

and missionaries to plead for justice, courtesy and love when dealing with the other 

religions. The theologies of pluralism that developed have built on this earlier 

awareness.

The other factor that has contributed to the rise of theologies of pluralism is the rapid 

increase in the presence of other religious traditions in the metropolitan areas of 

Europe and North America, which has resulted from increased emigration towards the 

end of the colonial era. Every major city in Europe and North America is home to 

thousands of people of other faiths. Encountering people of other religious traditions 

is no longer the esoteric privilege of missionaries far a-field but a daily experience for 

the ordinary lay Christian. In a real sense, the theologies of pluralism were aimed at 

giving theological content to the de facto plural approach that people were already 

taking to their religious faith. The theologies of pluralism were aimed at dealing with 

two challenges. On the one hand, they were seeking to justify the openness and 

tolerance with which Christians approached people of other faiths. On the other hand, 

they were seeking to remind Christians that the uniqueness of the Christian faith 

should not be compromised in the interest of good relations among neighbours.

' In 1887, speaking at the Centennial Anniversary of the Moravian Society for Propagating the Gospel, 
Rev. Morris Leibert noted that Asia continued to be a stronghold of systems and beliefs whose worth 
and strength must be acknowledged. Sixty years later when writing about the difficulty in propagating 
the gospel in Suriname, one Moravian missionary wrote: “our mission work has not made any 
appreciable progress among these British Indians. ... Two trends can be observed. There are pious 
Mohammedans or Hindus who reject Christianity: either because they consider themselves superior to 
it or because they see no difference between Christianity and Mohammedanism.” The Centennial 
Anniversary o f  the Society o f  the United Brethren fo r  Propagating the Gospel to the Heathen, 1887,48.

 ̂ Kenneth Cracknell, Justice, Courtesy, Love: Theologians and Missionaries Encountering World 
Religions (London: Epworth Press, 1965) 35. Cracknell notes that theologians, for example Frederick
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In coming to terms with the new reality of religious pluralism, then, a number of 

approaches have been developed. In general these can be organized into three main 

types. The first is the approach that favours a commitment to the other. This 

approach calls attention to the diflSculty of adjudicating between religious truth claims 

and consequently sees the religions as being virtually on par. John Hick, whose 

work we shall consider, is probably the best representative of this approach. The 

second approach is one that favours a commitment to one’s own tradition and seeks 

to find appropriate resources within the Christian tradition to respond to the challenge 

of pluralism. Gavin D’Costa, whose work we shall also consider, is a good example 

of that approach. He argues for a trinitarian approach to pluralism drawing on 

ecclesial documents fi’om Vatican II. A third approach that we shall consider is 

represented by George Lindbeck, which essentially is situated between the other two 

approaches. Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach is one that treats the religious 

tradition as one would a language or a cuUure, where the doctrines are seen as 

communally authoritative rules of discourse that regulate religious beliefs and 

conduct. In this chapter we shall consider these three approaches with the view of 

indicating the limits of their viability. One of the important challenges that a theology 

of pluralism faces is that of constructing a paradigm that can hold the tensions that 

arise fi'om different approaches to faith and the conflicting notions of truth that are 

concomitant with plurality. As we shall see, the three approaches mentioned above 

are unviable and unsuitable not only for the Moravian Church, for which we are 

seeking to develop a theology of pluralism, but also for other traditions that seek a

Maurice (1805-1872), began to argue early in the twentieth century that the encounter with other 
religious traditions might offer correctives to Christian theological formulations.
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genuine and convincingly open approach to other religions, while remaining 

committed to their own tradition.

3.1: Hick’s Approach to Pluralism: A Commitment to the Other 

Since the publication in 1977 of the epoch making Myth o f God Incarnate, John Hick 

has been seen as a leading advocate of the pluralist position expressed as a 

commitment to the other. It is important that we consider Hick’s position because he 

was one of the earliest theologians who sought to cross the theological Rubicon from 

inclusivism to pluralism. Beyond that, however, several of the other positions on 

religious pluralism have been constructed in relation to his position. It is hardly 

necessary, though, to outline in full the details of his argument, given the considerable 

attention it has already received in scholarship, so a brief overview will suffice.

The principal philosophical basis for Hick’s theology of pluralism is the argument in 

Kant’s philosophy that consciousness is not a passive reception of the impacts of the 

environment but always a process of selecting, ordering, integrating and giving 

meaning to stimuli in accordance with our system of concepts.'^ Hick therefore makes 

use of the Kantian distinction between the noumenal and the phenomenal for his 

understanding of human perception of the divine. According to him, we are aware of 

the supernatural or Ultimate Reality in terms of the categories that the mind imposes 

on our formulation of religious experiences. Therefore, the different apprehensions of 

the single Ultimate in the religions are to be regarded as different but equally valid

 ̂ Example of these would be Mark Heim, Gavin D’Costa and Jacques Dupuis, all of whose works are 
referred to in this study.

Hick, “The Theological Challenge of Religious Pluralism,” Christianity and Other Religions, ed. John 
Hick and Brian Hebblethwaite (Oxford: One World, 2001), 168.
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human responses to the Real.^ The Real as it is in itself lies beyond the entire network 

of our concepts. This means we are not permitted to have concrete experiences of the 

Real as it is but only in so far as we conceptualise it in human categories. The 

religious traditions stand between the Real and us and constitute different ‘lenses’ 

through which it is viewed.^

Hick believes that cognitive psychology and the sociology of knowledge corroborate 

Kant’s epistemology. He draws on Jastrow’s theory of perception to show how’ 

groups in different geographical settings are right in what they affirm and wrong only 

in their insistence that others are mistaken. The divine reality that we encounter in 

Christianity is capable of being experienced in quite different ways.^ The fact that in 

some traditions the Real is perceived in personal terms and in others in impersonal 

terms does not affect Hick’s basic pluralistic hypothesis. Since the mind plays the all- 

important role of construing reality, the way the Real is perceived is a function of our 

preferences or traditions. Therefore, “the status of the various God-figures is as 

personae of the Real, that is, the Real as variously perceived by the personifying 

human mind, while the various non-personal absolutes are impersonae of the Real, 

that is, the Real is variously manifested in non-personal terms to the non-personifying 

religious mentality.”* Both perspectives are products of the presence of the Real in 

the world. A pluralist interpretation of religion, therefore, cannot identify the Real as

’ John Hick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths (London: SCM, 1995), 30.

* Hick, “The Theological Challenge of Pluralism,” 168.

 ̂Hick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 25.

* Hick, “The Theological Challenge o f Pluralism,” 168.
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the object o f any single tradition to the exclusion of the others because it is the same 

Real that is variously experienced within the different traditions.

Hick believes we are in the early stages of a transition from a view of Christianity as 

the one and only true religion to a new understanding of Christianity as one world 

religion among others, all of which are equally true. In order for this transition to be 

completed, it will necessitate a re-structuring of Christian theology, particularly in the 

area of Christology and soteriology. In terms of Christology, Hick underlines the 

fragmentary and ambiguous nature of data available to us concerning Jesus. This has 

resulted in a situation where “a number o f different beings, describable in partly 

similar ways, have been worshiped under the name of Jesus or under the title of 

Christ.”  ̂ In each case, communal and individual imaginations have projected their 

own ideals on the data but behind the gallery of different ideal portraits, the unknown 

Jesus of Nazareth lies buried under several centuries of history.

Hick argues that the notion of God incarnate, which is treated in orthodox Christian 

doctrine as unchangeable dogma, is only one of the several possible ways of 

construing Jesus’ lordship. The metaphor of God incarnate, though powerful and 

fundamental to Christian self-xmderstanding, has never yet been shown to have a 

viable literal meaning. Instead, New Testament scholarship has shown that the 

historical Jesus did not claim to be God inceimate and that what we know as the 

doctrines of the Trinity, incarnation, atonement, and so on, “have escalated into 

theoretical constructions going far beyond the original experience to which they are

 ̂ Hick, “Jesus and the World Religions,” The Myth o f  God Incarnate, ed. John Hick (London: SCM, 
1977), 167.
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related.” ''̂  What has happened in the case of Jesus is analogous to what happened in 

Mahayana Buddhism, where the Buddha came to be revered as much more than an 

outstanding individual who lived and died centuries ago. In each case the developing 

tradition was led to speak of the individual in terms that he himself did not use and to 

understand him by a complex systems of beliefs that was gradually formed by later 

generations.'* The escalation of the myth concerning Jesus is understandable because 

it is evident that in his life, as well as the biblical witness concerning him, people have 

had a decisive encounter with God. However, since a faith response to Jesus may be 

expressed in different ways, it was not necessary to allow the notion of the incarnation 

“to function as an iron mask from within which alone Jesus is allowed to speak to 

mankind.” '^

Hick believes that given the problems with the traditional notion of incarnation, and 

given the difficulty of arriving at an agreed understanding of what exactly that means 

in the modem context, a Christology of inspiration may have greater plausibility. An 

inspiration Christology does not require or support the notion of three divine persons 

but affirms three distinguishable ways in which the one God is experienced as creator, 

redeemer and inspirer. On this interpretation the notion of three persons, like the

Hick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 126. Roger Haight has shown, however, that the two major 
christoiogical developments, one at Nicaea and the other at Chalcedon, were meant to show that God 
was truly at work in Jesus. From the point of view of Nicaea it could be said, “the God encountered in 
Jesus for our salvation is truly God.” R. Haight, Jesus Symbol o f  God, 284. From the point of view of 
Chalcedon, which was preoccupied with the questions of the divine and human natures in Jesus, it 
could be said that Jesus as human makes God present to us. Furthermore, Jesus is relevant to us as 
Saviour because he is consubstantial with us (p. 296). In other words, the constructions, though 
theoretical, do quite the opposite to what Hick claims. They aim to close the gap between the original 
experience of Jesus and us.

" Hick, “Jesus and the World Religions,” 169.

Ibid., 182.
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Ninety-Nine Beautiful names for Allah in Islam, does not refer to centres of 

consciousness but to major aspects of the one divine nature.’̂  Openness to the wider 

religious life of mankind with its plurality o f ways can free us from an absolutized 

Christian particularism.

In considering the issue of soteriology, Hick concludes that the religions are basically 

equal in terms of what they o f f e r . T h i s  conclusion is necessary because he believes 

that comparing the observable effects of the religions is the only objective criterion by 

which to judge their salvific quality. He argues that salvation should then be looked 

at in a concrete and empirically observable way as an actual change in men and 

women from self-centredness to God-centeredness. Alternatively in more general and 

non-theistic terms, salvation should be seen as a new orientation centred in the 

Uhimate, the Real, as it is conceived and experienced within the various traditions. 

From that point of view, salvific transformation seems to be taking place in all the 

great religions, including Christianity.'^ At the same time, each religion has shown 

complicity with evil, which means that a worldwide study of the harmful effects of 

religious absolutism would draw material from ahnost every religious tradition. Hick

Hick does not give support for the view that orthodox teaching regards the Trinity as three centres of 
consciousness. Construing the Trinity as three centres o f divine consciousness is in fact a 
misunderstanding of the doctrine. On the contrary, orthodox teaching is closer to the notion of the 
Trinity as referring to aspects of the divine nature than to centres of consciousness. An orthodox 
explication of the doctrine does not separate the economic Trinity from the eternal Trinity. As the 
WCC notes, the One God is in all eternity the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. See for further 
discussion Confessing the One Faith: An Ecumenical Explication o f  the Nicene-Constantinopolitan 
Creed {Gene\a\ WCC Publications, 1991), 20.

Although Heim argues for a plurality o f ultimate ends, he is hard pressed to demonstrate the 
corresponding plurality in Ultimate Reality, which is a logical outcome of his argument. Unless he can 
demonstrate this latter plurality, which the notion o f the Trinity cannot really fulfil, his argument 
collapses into a form of Hickean pluralism. See Heim, Salvations, 163-171.

Hick, “The Theological Challenge of Religious Pluralism”, Christianity and the Other Religions, 65.
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sees the religious traditions as long-lived social realities, each of which is internally 

highly diverse. To our partial and fallible human view, they simply constitute 

different ways of being human in relation to the eternal.'^ In their different ways, 

each religion calls us to transcend the ego point of view, which is the source of all sin, 

and so become centred in that ultimate mystery, which Christians call God but which 

goes by other names in other traditions.

Hick’s conclusion, then, is that Christian doctrines, for example the Trinity, the 

incarnation, soteriology, are not divinely revealed truths but theoretical constructions 

designed to solve specific problems, and in so doing, always in terms of the 

presuppositions and the conceptual and linguistic resources of a particular age.'^ He 

therefore does not regard theological doctrines as infallible or unchangeable but as 

being subject to revision and reinterpretation in each cultural epoch. The 

reinterpretations do not entail the unique superiority of Christian revelation but leave 

open the possibility of a genuine religious pluralism.'* In response to the claim that 

the account of the religions he gives is different from the one that various traditions 

give of themselves. Hick notes that there is a tendency in each religion to 

accommodate others by subordinating them to itself However, an interpretation in 

which the great religious traditions are approached from the point of view of salvific 

parity will be different from the account that each will give.'^

Hick, “The Non-Absoluteness of Christianity,” The Myth o f  Christian Uniqueness'. Towards a 
Pluralistic Theology o f  Religions, ed. John Hick and Paul F. Knitter (Maryknoll, IsTY: Orbis, 1987), 30.

John Hick, “A Recent Development Within Christian Monotheism,” The Concept o f  Monotheism in 
Islam, ed. Hans Kocker (Vienna: W. Braumuller, 1982), 70.

Ibid.

”  Hick, The Rainbow o f  Faiths, 48.
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Hick’s position may, then, be summarized with three theses: the first is that the 

unitary Real is the goal of each religion. Secondly, there are different ways of 

experiencing and perceiving the Real. Thirdly, claims concerning the Real are 

presumed to be equally valid, since the Real remains beyond the range of our human 

conceptuality. Beyond all that, the discrepancy between the official Christian self- 

understanding and the realities of human life, between theological theory and 

observable fact, suggests the need to revise the traditional notion of Christian 

uniqueness.^”

3.1.1: Critique of Hick

The large number o f criticisms levelled against the pluralist approach as represented 

by Hick means that it is at least questionable as a suitable paradigm for the plural 

context. One set of concerns relates to the fact that Hick’s proposal undercuts the 

sense of uniqueness that people naturally attach to their faith. For example, D’Costa 

argues that when pluralistic theologies of religions have assimilated themselves to 

modernity they end up representing modernity’s gods, which in the case of Hick is 

agnosticism. For D’Costa, the discourse represented by Hick, as well as the 

arguments in the Myth o f God Incarnate, is an attempt to turn history into essences, a 

restless drive that will not cease until modernity has fixated this world into an object 

that can be forever possessed. The down side o f Hick’s ‘essentialism’ is that it brings 

closure to dialogue. Thus, according to D’Costa, the theology of religions articulated 

in the pluralism of Hick and Knitter ends up as a neo-pagan vmitari2inism. By seeking

“  Ibid., 113.
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to obliterate differences and otherness, this pluralism ends up as a strong form of 

exclusivism.^' In place of Hick’s approach D’Costa proposes instead a Roman 

Catholic trinitarian orientation to other religions, which we shall consider in more 

detail later. Mark Heim also dismisses Hick’s soterio-centric pluralism arguing that 

in its full form that pluralism condemns all claims to know a universal religious truth, 

which for Heim is an untenable position. Along with Panikkar and Birch, Heim 

argues for a plurality of absolutes in opposition to the unitary noumenal realm in 

Hick’s a r g um en t . J a cq ue s  Dupuis believes that a constitutively unique Christo logy 

is more amenable to pluralism than Hick’s pluralist approach.^"^

The position represented by Hick has come in for questioning also among Muslim 

theologians. According to Seyyed Hossein Nasr, this sentimentalist approach as 

represented by Hick, although based on creating a better understanding between the 

religions, treats the total integrity of the tradition as being of less importance than 

mutual understanding. The requirement, for example, that Christians should stop 

believing in the incarnation in order to relate to Muslims leads one to ask why they 

should remain Christians and not embrace Islam instead.^^ Nasr believes that a more 

plausible way is an approach that looks at the other traditions through the perspective 

of one’s own tradition.

D’Costa, The Meeting o f Religions, 27-39.

Heim, Salvations, 97.

Ibid., 168.

Jacques Dupuis, Towards a Christian Theology o f Religious Pluralism (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 
1997), 305.

Nasr, Knowledge and the Sacred, 289.
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From the point of view of this study there is one critical issue that brings into 

question the viability of the approach to pluralism that Hick represents. The issue 

relates to the role a particular approach to pluralism is expected to perform. It seems 

that a theology of pluralism ought not to be aimed at demonstrating the necessity of 

eclipsing, disbanding or making null and void a particular tradition. On the contrary, a 

theology of pluralism assumes that a particular religious tradition must continue to 

live in the context of other religious traditions, which gives validity to the 

hermeneutical approach that regards one’s own tradition as the starting point for 

theological discourse. A theology of pluralism must enable the particular tradition to 

engage others in the plural context, which means drawing on its own theological 

resources and history to develop ways of living with difference. A theology of 

religious pluralism is therefore by nature dialogical: first, because it seeks to develop 

an approach that keeps in tension assertions that are at best different or at worst 

conflicting; secondly, because it puts the onus on each tradition to justify and defend 

their claims.

If, however, we start like Hick by declaring that all the religious traditions have a 

similar goal in the Real, and that they are in fact different lenses through which the 

Real is perceived, it raises two fimdamental questions. The first is the 

epistemological question of how Hick arrives at the conclusion that such is the goal of 

all the traditions. That conclusion seems to imply that a process of investigation or 

dialogue has been completed and that the realization that all the religions have the 

same goal is the outcome. In that case, there is no need for flirther dialogue. In other 

w'ords. Hick’s theology of pluralism takes an epistemologically high ground that
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makes null and void any questioning of the claims that the religions make. It not only 

relieves the religions from having to justify their public assertions but also robs the 

particular tradition of the opportunity of retrieving its own resources to respond to the 

questions that the existence of the other religious traditions put to it. By Hick’s 

approach to pluralism we are landed in an eschato logical fiiture in which we know all 

that we need to know about the goal of all the religions.

The second question raised by Hick’s approach is this: what is the need for a 

theology of pluralism if we know before hand the goal of all the religions? If we are 

in a post-dialogue, post-ignorance and a post-difference zone, then theological 

discourse and interfaith conversation serves no fiindamental purpose, save and except 

to circulate data that is already known. In this Hickean stratosphere the religions do 

not need to engage each other because essentially there is no other. All the religions 

will collapse into the Real thus confirming that there are several possible doors of 

entry into its immensity.

Contrary to Hick’s closure of dialogue and notwithstanding the eschato logical future 

in which his theology of pluralism lands us, the religious traditions are still asking 

questions about each other and about their goal. Furthermore, the view that all the 

religions are equally valid responses to the Real does not accord with the desire 

people still have for making choices between them. Those who reflect on the 

traditions in which they live and the truths to which they subscribe seem to want to 

hold that it is not just by the accident of their birth that they are situated within these 

traditions but that there is something different that makes a particular tradition more 

compelling and more plausible. It seems we are not only ignorant about the precise
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nature of the goal towards which we move but also of the goal of others that we 

encounter in our journey. A theology of pluralism must therefore keep the question of 

the goal of our own tradition and of the character of the other traditions as questions 

still requiring discussion and dialogue. D’Costa feels that a Roman Catholic trinitarian 

approach is a better prospect for a viable theology of pluralism.

3.2: D’Costa’s Approach to Pluralism: The Theoretical Basis

D ’Costa’s tradition-specific approach to pluralism is predicated on the critique of 

modernity that can be found particularly in Alasdair MacIntyre and John Milbank. 

Central to D’Costa’s version of the tradition-specific approach is the suspicion of the 

attempt in the project of modem liberalism to establish a social order in which 

individuals could emancipate themselves fi-om the contingency of particular traditions 

by appealing to tradition-independent norms. He sees the pluralist approaches of 

Hick and Knitter as predicated on the hope of achieving a tradition-independent 

rationality, which MacIntyre describes as the illusion of the liberal project.^^ Despite 

their intentions to encourage openness, tolerance and equality, the pluralists fail to 

attain these goals on their own definition because of the tradition-specific nature of 

their positions. Pluralists need to acknowledge that the tradition fi'om which they 

develop their approach is the Enlightenment, which is simply one among several 

traditions and also one that does not have priority over others. Moreover, the 

Enlightenment’s negation of religious claims has bequeathed agnosticism to

He relies on MacIntyre’s arguments in three outstanding publications: A/ler Virtue (London: 
Duckworth, 1981), Whose Justice? Which Rationality (London: Duckworth, 1988) and Three Rival 
Versions o f  Moral Enquiry (London: Duckworth, 1990); John Milbank, Theology and Social Theory: 
Beyond Secular Reason (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990).

MacIntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality? , 335.
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liberalism because of the flight from particularity in seeking to stand on a neutral 

ground.

The dynamic between MacIntyre and MObank and their attempt to consciously 

construct an argument from a tradition specific point of view may be called the 

dialectic of traditions.^^ This position provides D’Costa with the grounding for his 

dialectical approach in his critique of pluralism. He aims to show that on their own 

terms and by their own criteria the approaches of the pluralists have failed to be open 

and tolerant. Their instrumental view of religion is a child of modernity because they 

reject the ontological claims of the religions and see their usefiilness only in terms of 

their ethical force.^® In the first part of his book D’Costa offers his critique of the 

pluralists and in the second part oifers his own view, which he believes succeeds 

where the pluralist have failed. Our concern here will be with his argument for a 

Roman Catholic tradition-specific approach rather than with his critique of the 

pluralists.

3.2.1: A Commitment to One’s Own Tradition: A Trinitarian Approach to Pluralism 

In making the argument for the trinitarian openness of the Roman Catholic Church, 

D’Costa proceeds along two hermeneutical paths. In the first place he combs the

D ’Costa, 28.

D ’Costa finds Milbank’s critique of MacIntyre helpfijl because according to D ’Costa, it calls 
attention to an air of non-commitment on the part of MacIntyre at the philosophical level and to his 
failure to show the continuity between Aristotelian virtue and Christian virtue. For Milbank Christian 
virtue stands over against both MacIntyre’s antique virtue and modernity and is much more critical of 
antique virtue than MacIntyre allows. Milbank, Theology and Social Theory, 5.

D ’Costa, 25
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ecclesial documents for places where references are made to the presence of the Holy 

Spirit beyond the church in the world and in the non-Christian religions. By rooting 

his argument in the ecclesial documents of the Roman Catholic Church since Vatican 

II, he seeks to indicate the seriousness with which he takes the tradition-specific 

approach. He argues that the Roman Catholic tradition-specific approach must show 

the intrinsic interrelationship between the Bible, tradition and authority.^’ He finds 

clear references particularly in Redemptoris Missio 28 -29 and Gaudium et Spes 44. 

D’Costa, however, makes two important cautionary remarks arising fi-om statements 

in the two documents. One is that the presence of the Holy Spirit in the world and in 

other religions cannot be separated fi’om the Body of Christ nor is it to be construed as 

an alternative to the presence of Christ. Even though it may not be evident to the 

people of those other religions, the spirit in question is in fact the spirit of Christ. The 

second cautionary remark is the fact that the recognition of the presence of the Spirit 

in the other religions does not confer independent legitimacy upon those religions 

because the very positive judgement itself is a Christian theological recognition and, 

consequently, relates to the reality of the Trinity in the church. With these two 

cautionary remarks D’Costa ensures that nothing appears to derogate fi'om the pre

eminence of Christian revelation and fi'om the right of Christians to decide on the 

salvific value o f the other religions. For D’Costa, the most important aspirations of 

the pluralist, that is, openness, tolerance and equality, are better embodied, more 

coherently justified and fiilly articulated in the Roman Catholic trinitarian theology.

Ibid., 100. The period since Vatican II, however, is a rather brief period of Roman Catholic history. 
This means that the greater part of the history of the church is excluded in this consideration. This 
limited focus will at the very least bring into question the thoroughness of the assessment.

D’Costa, 113.
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One critical issue that D’Costa seeks to address is whether on the basis of documents 

since Vatican II there is any justification for regarding the other religions as vehicles 

of divine revelation. His conclusion is that although the Fathers of Vatican II allowed 

for the possibility of salvation for people outside the Roman Catholic Church as well 

as outside Christianity under certain conditions, it is silent on the specific question of 

the other religions as vehicles of divine revelation.^^ There is neither an explicit yes 

nor no, which he believes could have been an intentional move on the part of the 

Council to prevent an unqualified positive affirmation of other religions as salvific 

structures or as containing divine revelation. This silence does not contradict the clear 

affirmation that grace is operative in the other religions, which also contain much that 

is good, holy and true, because that grace operative in the other religions is to be 

viewed as preparatio evangelica. D’Costa is keen to show that this does not entail a 

separation between the grace of creation and the grace of salvation. It is critical to his 

theology to maintain that only in the historical church, which subsists in the Roman 

Catholic Church, is grace finally and fully ordered towards its eschatological end. '̂*

The second hermeneutical path along which D’Costa’s trinitarian theology procedes 

is through texts in the Gospel of John that refer to the work of the Holy Spirit. He 

seems concerned to discount Hick’s claim that the ethical imperative to love, on 

which the pluralists predicate parity between the religions, is something that is 

common to all the religions. For D’Costa the acts of love that the Spirit enables the 

believer to perform are not abstract ideas or general theories of theism, but a specific

”  Ibid., 103-4.

Lumen Gentium, 1, 8. D’Costa, 108.
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set of practices found in the person of Jesus. This love is not an ideological egalitarian 

principle, which can be translated without the accompanying narrative in the way the 

nineteenth-century liberal exegete articulated the notion of moral gospel. Instead, 

“this love has both its source and shape in the ‘person’ of Jesus, God’s gift to the 

world.”^̂  Consequently, the presence of the Holy Spirit in the other religions should 

not be interpreted to mean that a new revelation could emerge from that religious 

tradition. This is not to circumscribe the Holy Spirit or to restrict its activities. It 

means rather that all truth, in whatever form it is discerned, will serve to make Christ 

known more fijlly to Christians.^^ In other words, wherever the Spirit is present it 

enables Christ-like practices, whether in Christianity where Christ is known or in the 

other religions where he is yet unknown. Therefore, the claim of the presence of the 

Spirit in the other religions is an intra-Christian claim and it does not mitigate the 

challenges and the questions that Christians might put to the other religions.

On the basis o f the above argument, D’Costa believes that there is an imperative for 

the Christian to be open and tolerant and to presume equality when encountering 

people of other religions. On the question of openness he points out that since the 

Holy Spirit is operating in the other religions, to be closed to them would make the 

church guilty of being inattentive to the prompting of God. By the same token, it 

means that by taking the other religions seriously the church lays itself open to 

genuine change, challenge and questioning. However, D’Costa does not see 

trinitarian theology per se as being able to admit of tolerance and equality of religions

D ’Costa, 119.

Ibid., 129.

”  Ibid., 133.
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but that the position of the church on tolerance and equality is clearly stated in the 

Vatican II decree on religious liberty. Dignitatis Humanae. Here it is stated in such a 

way that safeguards the important principle that error has no rights.^*

3.2.2: Critique of D’Costa

The strength of D’Costa’s argument is the clarity with which he argues for a 

tradition-specific approach, which serves to extricate the discourse on religious 

pluralism fi-om its earlier confinement in the categories of pluralism, exclusivism and 

inclusivism. Early discussion on the subject found these categories helpful but they 

are now inadequate for the increasing complex nuances the discourse has taken on. In 

addition, the recognition that the pluralist position is situated within Enlightenment 

liberalism underlines the fact that all discourse is situated within a given tradition, 

even though it may not be at first recognized. However, there are several concerns 

about his position that make his approach to pluralism generally unviable and unable 

to meet the needs o f the Moravian Church.

The first concern is his attempt to cut the umbilical cord between his tradition- 

specific approach and modernity. It seems that his approach is an extension of 

pietism, a theological development in the Enlightenment that reacted to the 

universalistic pretensions of reason.^^ The tradition-specific approach, then, is a child 

of modernity in the sense that it was formulated in relation to the rise of rationalism.

Ibid., 139.

Geoffi'ey Treasure, The Making o f Modem Europe 1648-\l%(i (London & New York; Methuen, 
1985), 107-109.
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D’Costa is concerned to show that Hick and other pluralists must be situated in the 

tradition of the Enlightenment. However, the tradition-specific approach that D’Costa 

proposes is hard pressed to situate itself outside the context of Enlightenment 

presuppositions. D’Costa’s tradition-specific approach is based on a hermeneutical 

concern similar to pietism, which was in fact a new approach to epistemology. This 

means that D’Costa’s tradition-specific approach, like pietism, is best understood 

within the fi-amework of the claims on reason in the Enlightenment. D’Costa is on 

shaky ground when he argues that the tradition-specific approach is an alternative to 

the liberal project. He is therefore liable to the same critique levelled at the pluralists, 

which is, that they do not recognize the tradition in which they are situated. His 

Roman Catholic tradition-specific approach is best understood within the context of 

the Enlightenment’s debate over faith versus reason and the role of reason in matters 

of faith. Furthermore, by limiting his focus to ecclesial documents since Vatican II, 

which themselves were formulated with modernity in mind, he fails in his bid to set 

his approach over against modernity.

A second concern with D’Costa’s approach is the notion of revelation he espouses. 

By being unable to affirm that the other religions are vehicles of revelation he is 

saddled with the task of explaining how these other religions can be the locus of 

spiritual and moral truth, holiness and goodness, as Nostra Aetate 2 claims. How can 

Islam not be the locus of divine revelation if they “acknowledge him [the God of 

Abraham] as God ... and await the day of Judgement and the reward of God 

follovsdng the resurrection of the dead”?*” It seems that a viable theology of pluralism

N ostra Aetate, 3 .
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must have a comprehensive view o f divine revelation that can account for true piety 

and holiness in other religions. As we shall see later, Comenius’ understanding of 

revelation as taking place in three books o f God, the world, the mind and Holy 

Scriptures, allows him to account for the divine presence in non-Christian religions 

without having to make immediate recourse to the claims o f Christian absoluteness, a 

position into which D ’Costa’s approach locks him. By having to re-assert the 

traditional notion o f Christian superiority D ’Costa’s does not make a convincing case 

for a greater openness, tolerance and the presumption for equality that he sets out to 

show.

The third concern relates to the trinitarian theology that D ’Costa develops, which is 

based primarily on four passages in John’s Gospel: John 14:15-18; 14:25-27; 15:26- 

27 and John 16: 7-15. His conclusions arising from the exegesis o f the passages are 

as follows:'*' first, the Spirit enables participation in God’s inner trinitarian love, the 

response to which is a form o f life that is attentive to the relationship in which the 

enabling role o f the Spirit is recognized. Secondly, the sense o f the Spirit’s presence 

does not invoke any new revelation beyond what is known already in Jesus. Thirdly, 

the Spirit’s testifying and teaching activity is to be imderstood as enabling the practice 

o f the imitation o f Christ’s love in the church. Fourthly, the Spirit’s activity involves a 

way o f life in conformity with Jesus, not just a deeper intellectual understanding o f 

what Jesus said. In short, wherever the Spirit is, Christ is, even if Christ is not 

recognized.

D’Costa, 120-121.
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There are two questions, arising from these exegetical conclusions, that one is 

prompted to ask. In the first place one must ask whether trinitarian theology is the 

same as the doctrine o f the Spirit because D’Costa does not seem to make a 

distinction between them. In actual fact, his conclusions relate more to pneumatalogy 

than to trinitarian theology. D’Costa shows that there is correlation between Christian 

talk about the Spirit and talk about Jesus. However, a fundamental aspect of 

trinitarian theology relates to the relationship between talk about Jesus the Son and 

about the Father, which is not given any real attention in D’Costa’s discourse. The 

issue of Christology and the claim to the divinity of Jesus is a major problem in the 

relationship between Christianity and the other religions. However, it seems that 

D’Costa is trying to bypass the christological problem by superimposing his 

pneumatalogy upon the doctrine of the Trinity, thereby allowing Christology to be 

brought in without having to deal with it. The doctrine of the Trinity is a function of 

Christology and entails a flill discussion of Christology. A viable theology of 

religious pluralism must face squarely and deal adequately with the problematic issue 

of Christian claim to Jesus’ divinity and the incarnation, which are unique Christian 

claims. In brief then, D’Costa calls trinitarian theology a discourse that seems to 

resemble a doctrine of the Holy Spirit more than any thing else.

The second question that D’Costa’s exegesis o f the Johannine passages raises is how 

to resolve the dilemma of whether people of other faiths, among whom the Spirit is 

present, would be expected to understand the ethics of love that they display in 

Christian terms. For if the other religions are not vehicles of divine revelation, then 

the ethics they display have no basis in their own religion -  in which case the term
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“anonymous Christians” would be justifiably applied to them. However, one does not 

have to strain to see the unreasonableness of such a position. If people of other faiths 

do not claim to draw inspiration from Jesus for their ethics of love, what then is the 

basis for claiming that their Spirit-led ethics is “Christ-like”, if “Christ-like” does not 

mean analogous to that of Christ? It seems the ethics of each religious tradition must 

either be judged on its own terms or on agreed criteria. The alternative to this is that 

Christians should be prepared to have their ethics termed Buddha-like or Mohammed- 

like, as the case may be. D’Costa’s approach, however, is unable to resolve this 

dilemma because the starting point of his position is an understanding of divine 

revelation as being absent from the other religions. The unwillingness to see the other 

religions as locus of divine revelation seems to be derived from the feeir that to do so 

would confer on them independent salvific value, which would bring into question the 

Christian claim as being the only way of salvation.

Wanting to preserve the uniqueness o f Christianity is understandable but it cannot be 

that the other religions are assessed on a different set of criteria. The logical 

consequences o f assessing all the religions on the same criteria, to the extent that that 

is possible, must be accepted. As we shall see later, a more valid approach can be 

found in Comenius, who is prepared to accept the consequences of subjecting the 

scriptures o f all the religions to the same set of external, internal, and intimate criteria 

for determining their revelatory content. He gives the people of other religions the 

benefit of the doubt in their claim to be in possession of divine revelation. He 

thereafter invites them to assess those claims on the basis of agreed criteria. Apart 

from determining the authenticity of claims to divine revelation by way of agreed
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criteria, the only alternative is to assert the priority of one over the rest, which does 

not take us beyond the present situation in which the religions jostle for superiority.

The fourth concern with D’Costa’s approach is that while one understands that he 

must be selective in the data on which he draws, he is far too silent on those aspects of 

the Roman Catholic tradition that undercut openness to other Christian traditions, let 

alone other religions. One such issue is the doctrine of infallibility. According to 

Vatican II:

[The] infallibility, however, with which the divine redeemer wished to endow 

his church in defining doctrine pertaining to faith and morals, extends just as 

far as the deposit of revelation, which must be religiously guarded and 

faithfiilly expounded. The Roman Pontiff, head of the college of bishops, 

enjoys this infallibility in virtue of his office, when as supreme pastor and 

teacher o f the faithful -  who confirms his brothers and sisters in the faith (see 

Lk 22:32) -  he proclaims in a definitive act a doctrine pertaining to faith or 

morals."*^

This doctrine has functioned in an exclusive manner in the relationship with other 

Christians and, consequently, remains a barrier to openness to other religions.'*  ̂ It is

Lumen Gentium III, 25 [Austin Flannery, ed. Vatican II (EHiblin: Dominican Publications, 1995), 
35.]

'*̂ In the inter-church situation, the Anglican-Roman Catholic International Commission (ARCIC) has 
shown that even after years o f dialogue on the matter, areas of differences still remain between Roman 
Catholics and other Christians over the teaching o f infallibility. Anglicans, for example, do no accept 
that the Bishop o f Rome can make an infallible pronouncement, but that the infallibility of his 
judgement can be recognized only in retrospect. When the notion of infallibility applies to the whole 
church of God, Lossky and others note, Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches affirm that the people 
of God, by virtue of their being God’s people, are free from error in keeping the faith, which is termed 
infallibility in credendo See Nicholas Lossky and others, eds.. Dictionary o f  the Ecumenical Movement 
(Geneva: WCC, 1991), 512. Infallibility is seen here as a gift o f the Holy Spirit that enables the church 
through its creeds and living witness to adhere to what they believe God has revealed. However, one 
must acknowledge the difficulty of discerning what the whole people of God believe. What can be
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surprising that this issue is omitted from consideration, being so fundamental to 

Roman Catholic ecclesiology.

In summary, it seems that a theology of religious pluralism that is amenable to 

dialogue has to be articulated in a way that is not based on an a priori discounting of 

the claims of the other religions as vehicles of revelation. D’Costa’s notion of a 

trinitarian theology as the basis for openness to the other religions has to be 

discounted on at least four grounds. The first is that it incorrectly situates itself over 

against the Enlightenment tradition, whereas it is in fact as much a child of that 

tradition as is the approach based on the “commitment to the other.” Secondly, the 

understanding of revelation he espouses, where Christianity is seen as the only locus 

o f divine revelation, seems to be in conflict with the claim that the Spirit is present in 

other religions, which he is keen to maintain. Thirdly, he fails to deal adequately with 

the issue of Christology, which is central to any interfaith conversation. Fourthly, by 

limiting his focus to documents since Vatican II he has omitted the longer part of 

Catholic history, which brings into question the comprehensiveness of his approach.

In regard to the question of revelation, we shall show that Comenius’ approach that 

emphasizes revelation in three arenas is able to overcome concerns about the claims 

to revelation in other religions. On the subject of Jesus’ divinity and the Trinity this 

research hopes to show that is it possible for Christians to worship Jesus as God, that 

is, to claim him as divine and yet not require those outside the Christian community to 

have to make that claim. As Zinzendorf would have us understand, seeing Jesus as

regarded as infallible seems to arise from the dynamic between what the accepted authority that the 
church affirms and that which the whole people o f God can be judged to accept.
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God is a second order task of faith and need not be set as an issue in interfaith 

discourse. In fact, Zinzendorf objects to setting the issue of the Trinity in a mixed 

setting. In his view, “no doctrinal systems calculated for a mixed religious body ought 

to mm upon the mystery of the Holy Trinity, much less make the very introduction of 

it.” '̂* On the related question of the infallibility we shall also argue with Zinzendorf 

tha: the notion of provisionality in theological discourse has a more useful application 

to an inter-faith situation. Greater openness to other religions is facilitated by treating 

doctrines as provisional discourse, which means doctrines are seen as changeable, 

teniative and in need of revision. As the apophatic writers emphasize, despite the 

revelation of God there still remains an immense gulf between God and us. This 

recognition of the limitation of human discourse subsists in the apophatic tradition 

and can serve the plural context in a meaningfiil way. Therefore, the idea of 

pennanence or infallibility in doctrine has to be held in tension with the ideas of 

chaigeability, tentativeness and limitations, which are also part of the Christian 

tradtion. At this jimcture, though, we must consider George Lindbeck’s approach to 

pluralism because he follows Zinzendorf in treating doctrines as second order 

discourse.

3.3:Lindbeck’s Cultural-Linguistic Approach

The approach to pluralism that George Lindbeck offers is best understood against the 

bacLground of his experience in ecumenical dialogue. There he became aware of the 

paucity o f adequate categories for conceptualizing the problems associated with

Ziizendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 21.
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doctrines and dogmas. For example, inter-church conversation needed to understand 

why particular communions maintained exclusiveness towards others, even when 

there were no remaining theological justifications for doing so. There was then a 

clear need to properly grasp the nature and function of doctrine and to find a way to 

overcome and remove the anomalies in inter-church relations. Lindbeck sees that the 

nature of the relationship between communions within Christianity is analogous to the 

relationship between Christianity and the other religions. Therefore, as was the case 

with Comenius before him, he believes the proposals he develops to resolve the 

problems of inter-church relationship have interfaith applicability.

The approach he advocates is fundamentally different fi'om Hick’s in the sense that 

unlike Hick he does not see the religions as being oriented towards the same ultimate 

goal. For that reason he rejects the notion of a common core experience at the heart 

o f  each religion. Lindbeck describes the approach that sees a common core 

experience in the religions as the experience-expressive approach. The ground for 

this approach was to some extent prepared by two developments. One was Kantian 

phibsophy in which the metaphysical and epistemological bases of the earlier regnant 

app'oaches were demolished. The other was the development of individualism, 

whi:h has made it hard for people to perceive or experience religion in a cognitivist 

fasHon. In the experiential-expressive approach doctrines are treated as non-formative 

and non-discursive symbols of inner feelings. Here the nature and function of doctrine 

is downplayed and seems to have no critical role in religious agreement or 

disagreement because they “are constituted by harmony or conflict in underlying 

feelngs, attitudes, existential orientation or practices, rather than by what happens on
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the level of symbolic (including doctrinal) objectifications.”"*̂ Lindbeck sees the 

experiential-expressive approach to doctrine as suggesting that people of historically 

and doctrinally different religions can have the same faith but express it in different 

ways. However, the difficulty in specifying the exact features of the core experience 

believed to be common in a variety of religions makes the assertion of commonality 

empirically vacuous.'*^

Linibeck’s approach is different fi’om D’Costa’s, which according to Lindbeck’s 

categorisation would be called cognitive-propositional. The cognitive-propositional 

app'oach emphasizes the cognitive aspects of religion and stresses the ways doctrines 

function as informative propositions of truth claims about objective realities. In this 

app'oach, “if a doctrine is once true, it is always true, and if it is once false, it is 

alwiys f a l s e . C h a n g e s  to doctrinal positions and the relegation of old attitudes 

caniot be accounted for in this approach and consequently, it cannot function 

adequately in a plural context where one must allow for doctrinal changes. In fact, 

Lindbeck treats the doctrine of the Trinity, which is central to the propositional 

appoach of D’Costa, simply as an intra-systemic truth that can be understood only 

witlin the context of Christianity. The cognitive/propositional and the 

experience/expressive approaches, then, are not suited for ecumenism and therefore 

not imenable to interfaith application.'**

Giorge Lindbeck, The Nature o f Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Post-Liberal Age (London: 
SPCC, 1984), 17.

Liidbeck, The Nature o f  Doctrine, 32.

Ibd., 16.

Ibd., 8.
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Lindbeck sees the cultural-linguistic approach to pluralism, which is designed to give 

a non-theological account of the relationship between religion and experience as 

being more suited for plurality. This approach to pluralism, which has gained 

ascendancy because of its relevance to the non-theological study of religions, has two 

roots, one cultural and the other linguistic. On the cultural side the root goes back to 

Marx, Weber and Durkheim and on the linguistic side the root goes back to 

Wittgenstein."*^ The approach is influenced by an understanding of language, as 

constituting a hermeneutical event in the tradition, an event that is at once assimilation 

and interpretation. In this sense it is correct to say that the language speaks the 

speaker rather than that the speaker speaks the language.^*’

The distinctiveness o f the cultural-linguistic approach from the experiential- 

expressive and the cognitive-propositional approach can be demonstrated in two 

ways: (1) in relation to the perception of religion and, consequently, (2) in relation to 

the perception of doctrine. In regard to the first distinction, religion is perceived as a 

heavily ritualised, comprehensive, interpretive scheme, embodied in myths and 

nanatives, which structure experience and understanding of self and the world. In 

this sense, a religion operates as a cultural or linguistic framework, which allows for 

the description of reality, experiences and inner feelings: “it is a communal 

piheiomenon that shapes the subjectivities of individuals rather than being primarily a

Ibd., 20.

Gtdamer, Truth and Method (London: Sheed and Ward, 1975), 421.
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manifestation of those subjectivities.” '̂ The cultural-linguistic assertion, that the 

religion provides the prerequisite for adherents to have particular experiences, 

subverts the understanding of experience in the experiential-expressive model where 

the external features of the religion are derived from iimer experience. The cultural- 

linguistic model stresses that the way in which human experience occurs is shaped 

and constituted by cultural and linguistic forms.^^

If the experience is a derivative of the religion, and not the other way around, there 

are two issues that the cultural-linguistic understanding of religion has to face. The 

first relates to the meaning of becoming religious and the second relates to the starting 

point of the religion. These are critical questions because neither becoming religious 

nor the starting point of the religion can be given in experiential terms or else it would 

be no different from the experiential expressive model. In other words, it must be 

shown that experience is the outcome of the religion rather than that from which the 

religion springs. Commenting on this issue, Lindbeck sees becoming religious as 

meaning becoming skilled in the language and symbol system of the religion because 

when we know well enough and accept the core story of the religion we interpret and 

experience our world in terms of the religion. The religious person interiorises a set 

o f skills that teaches one how to feel, think and act in conformity with the religious 

tradtion.^^

Lhdbeck, 33. 

Ibd., 34.

”  Ibd., 35 .
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In response to the issue o f the starting point o f the religion, Lindbeck describes it as a 

comprehensive scheme used to structure all dimension o f existence; one that functions 

as the medium that contains the skills for organizing experience. In this model, then, 

the modes o f action in the story and the concomitant language and doctrine precede 

and shape experience. This is the reason why the notion o f  a common experiential 

core is a misnomer. The experiences that religions evoke are varied. “Adherents o f 

different religions do not diversely thematize the same experience; rather, they have 

different experiences.” '̂* Contrary then to the idea that the religion is something 

universal that arises from within the individual and diversely expressed and 

objectified in particular faiths, the cultural-linguistic understanding is that religions 

are like cultural systems that shape and produce our most profound sentiments and 

attitudes. This understanding o f the religion, however, begs the question o f how the 

experiences are regularized and shaped, which brings us to the second distinction o f 

the cultural-linguistic approach, the role o f doctrines.

The second distinction of the cultural-linguistic approach is the way doctrine is 

understood. Doctrines are construed as regulative, functioning as second order 

propositions, as “grammatical rules” so to speak, by which the religion is 

articulated.^^ Doctrines are not seen as expressive symbols or as truth claims but as 

communally authoritative rules o f discourse, attitudes and action. In his understanding 

of the function o f doctrine as the grammar o f a language, Lindbeck draws on recent

Ibid., 40.

”  Ibid.,16& 80.
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developments in anthropology and linguistics.^^ According to Lindbeck, human 

beings are thoroughly genetically programmed to language use to the extent that 

failure to acquire a language will result in improper physiological development. The 

acquisition of language is that which shapes the pre-experiential physical basis of 

their conscious experience and activity.^^ Of critical significance for Lindbeck’s 

theory is the question of how religion is acquired, which is analogous to how 

language is acquired. For him, the aesthetic and non-discursive dimensions of the 

religion -  the poetry, art, rituals etc -  are not propositional in character. Rather, it is 

through these that the basic patterns o f the religion are interiorised. This is similar to 

the learning of a language where the child, when presented with certain data, 

constructs a theory of the language, o f which the data presented is a sample.^* In a 

manner similar to the internalising of the rules o f grammar, “which identify much of 

what [the child] has heard as ill-informed, inaccurate and inappropriate,”^̂  adhering to 

a particular religion involves the internalising of the doctrines as grammatical rules. 

For Lindbeck, then, becoming religious involves becoming skilled in the language, 

the symbol system of a given religion that shapes various kinds of what is called 

religious experience.^*’ Different religions have different grammatical rules, which 

reinforce the assertion that the different regulative schemes evoke different 

experiences.

See for example, Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation o f  Cultures, 1973, 55-86 and Noam Chomsky, 
Language and the M/«<i(New York: Harcourt Brace Jonanovich, 1972), 163-167. Chomsky believes 
that certain concepts o f linguistics can be used in philosophy in a rewarding way, particularly the 
differences between surface structure and deep structure o f sentences.

Lindbeck, 37.

Noam Chomsky, Language and Mind, 171.

”  Ibid.

“  Lindbeck, 39.
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On the basis of the cultural and linguistic differences between the religions, how then 

are the notions o f unsurpassability and absolute truth to be understood? In Lindbeck’s 

view the cultural-linguistic approach is open to the possibility that the religions may 

have notions of truth, o f experience and of God, that are incommensurate. This 

means that there is no common framework within which to properly compare 

religions. In the cultural-linguistic approach truth claims are intra-systemic rather than 

ontological, thus giving doctrine a force of truth that arises from the grammar of the 

religion.^* The utterances are systemically true when they cohere with the relevant 

context. Like the use of language, its correct use cannot be detached from a particular 

way of behaving and only in the performatory use do they acquire propositional force. 

Doctrines require referential specificity for them to have first order or ontological 

truth and falsehood.^^ Truth in this sense is relative to the actual context of the 

religion and is construed as having a symbolic efficacy. The proposition of the 

religion is true to the extent that its objectives are interiorised and exercised by groups 

and individuals in such a way that their existence conforms to the ultimate reality in 

the way the religion proposes it. To the extent that this does not happen the 

proposition of the religion is false.^  ̂ One has to be inside the context and be skilled in 

the “language” of the context before the propositional meaning of an affirmation can 

become determinate to be rejected. Doctrines are, therefore, not necessarily 

permanent or unconditional but may be temporary, accidental or even reversible. The

Ibid., 49. 

“  Ibid., 68. 

^Mbid., 51.
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reason for this is that for Lindbeck technical theology and official doctrine are second 

order discourse, the truth or falsity of which is determined within the context on the 

religion, “when one is seeking to align oneself and other performatively with what 

one takes to be the most important in the universe.” '̂* Doctrines, then, are to be 

understood in a categorical sense, which means that even if there were only one 

religion it would still be opened to falsehood in the same way a correct map may be 

used in an incorrect way. “The categorically and unsurpassably true religion is 

capable of being utilized ... in a manner that corresponds to ultimate reality, and thus 

being ontologically (and “propositionally”) true, but is not always and perhaps not 

usually so employed.”^̂  For Lindbeck, the relevance of the cultural-linguistic 

approach is seen in the fact that an increasing number of people in the post-Christian 

period regard religions as possible sources to be used in articulating and organizing 

the experience of the inner self.

3.3.1: Critique of Lindbeck

Despite the persuasiveness o f the cultural-linguistic approach it is vulnerable to at 

least two important criticisms. The first is that it seems to require that the religions be 

perceived as existing in a compartmentalized way as isolated units. Its insistence on 

an intra-systemic approach suggests that one can only question or understand the 

assertions o f the religion from the inside, which means no proper understanding of the

Ibid., 69.

“  Ibid., 52.

^  Ibid., 22 & 41. This cultural-linguistic approach understanding religion is shared by persons in the fields of the 
philosophy of religion and comparative religion. For example, Leonard Swindler argues that religious truth must 
be related to the cultural milieu o f the speaker and the hearer because truth is dialogical and bound up with 
language. Swidler’s views are referred to in J. Dupuis, Toward a Christian Theology o f  Religious Pluralism 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1997), 285.
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religions can be ever formed from outside. One gets the impression that Lindbeck 

perceives religion as he would a “pure” language or “pure” culture, in which there is 

no sharing from a common stock of concepts. However, the idea that a set of 

concepts is unique to a particular religion is more imaginary that real. What the 

cuhural-linguistic approach misses is the fact that the context in which the religions 

exist is a plural context and not a cultural ghetto. This means that religious assertions 

are made and have to be understood in that context of plurality. It is an illusion to 

imagine that a religion can so isolate itself that the rules governing its activities and 

concepts are seen as peculiar to that religion and can be assessed only from the point 

o f \iew of the adherents. This narrow understanding of context and concepts does not 

seem to be viable because of the intersecting and overlapping character of religious 

boundaries.

Schreiter has called attention to three characteristics of context today that have a 

bearing on how we understand the relationship between the religions, which seem to 

undjrmine the viability of Lindbeck’s understanding of concepts in a plural context. 

The first is what he calls the deterritorialized context, which is occasioned by the 

conpression of space caused by globalization. In deterritorialized contexts systems 

inte'sect and crisscross in a way that makes it difficult, if not impossible to continue 

to 'efer to boundaries. The second characteristic is that context today is 

hyptrdifferentiated. This means that as a result of “the compression of time, the 

w^ord of cyberspace, and the movement of peoples mean that people are now 

partcipating in different realities at the same time.” ’̂ Here the challenge is not only to

RcDert Schreiter, The New Catholicity: Theology Between the Global and the Local (Maryknoll, N Y : 
Orbi., 1998), 26.
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construe culture accurately but also that the multiplicity of belonging, or complex 

identities, has to be accounted for in the context of plurality. The third characteristic 

o f context today is its hybridised nature, which makes the notion of a pure culture 

more an aspiration than a reality.^*

So, rather than understanding the religions as the “enclosed compartments” as we find 

in Lindbeck, we should view the space in which religions operate as communities 

without walls. Akeady we are experiencing a situation where all the major religions 

are drawing upon notions of human rights, liberation, feminism and ecology from 

what seems to be a common stock in global discourse. Much of what is happening in 

modem societies can be called an “osmosis of discourse” where there is an 

interchange of use in religious concepts and symbols across the religious divide.^^ It 

seems that rather than focussing on intra-systemic hermeneutics, which tends to treat 

the religions as ghettos, the plural context calls for an intercultural approach to 

hermeneutics, in which the different religions are engaged in a genuine dialogue in 

search of understanding. Inter-cultural hermeneutics situates itself as an alternative to 

Lindbeck’s cultural hermeneutics. It explores the conditions that make 

communication across cultural divides possible, not only in terms of the framework of 

meaning but also in terms of the rituals and the material aspects.’® The aim of

Schreiter, The New Catholicity, 27

^  John May, After Pluralism: Towards and Interreligious Ethic (London: LIT Verlag, 2002), 58

™ Schreiter, The New Catholicity, 29. Schreiter makes a distinction between inter-cultural and cross- 
cultural. The former refers to communication across boundaries while the latter refers to generalization 
that can be made about inter-cultural communication based on analysis of different intercultural 
encounters. Culture is understood as consisting of three aspects: the ideational, which relates to beliefs, 
values and attitudes; the performance, which relates to rituals; and the material, which relates to 
artefacts (language, food, clothing etc) that become a source for identity.
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intercultural hermeneutics is to communicate appropriately, that is, in a way that does 

not do violence to the hearer’s cultural mode7' As we shall later see, semblances of 

intercultural hermeneutics can be seen in Comenius’ hermeneutics of harmony. In his 

view, creation, revelation and eschatology give the basis for a hermeneutic of 

harmony.

The point then is that religions can be understood and questioned by outsiders because 

in actual fact there are degrees of understanding, which is true for adherents as well as 

outsiders. If there were no degrees of understanding then cross community research, 

for example as carried out by the Christian Kenneth Cragg in Islam, which is 

respected in the Muslim Community, would have to be disregarded. An approach that 

takes cognizance of the intersecting and overlapping nature of culture is more viable 

in a plural context than one that seeks to foster the notion of cultural particularity.

The second criticism of the cultural linguistic position relates to its conception of 

truth as contextual or categorical. Lindbeck argues that from a categorical point of 

view there could be notions o f truth that are incommensurate, despite their claim to be 

unsurpassable. He makes a distinction between the intra-systemic and ontological 

approaches to truth, which relate respectively to truth as coherence and truth as 

correspondence. For him, there is no correspondence between religious truth claims 

and reality in and of itself, but doctrines fimction as constituting a form of life, a way

Schreiter, 33. In Gadamer’s extensive study on hermeneutics [Truth and Method (London: Sheed 
and Ward, 1975)], the details of which are beyond the scope of this study, the hermeneutical situation 
is analogous to what we mean when we speak of inter-cultural hermeneutics. According to Gadamer, 
when seeking to understand a text it is important to observe that the text speaks into a situation 
determined by previous opinions. Moreover, only because a text must be brought out of its alienness 
and become assimilated is there anything for the person who is seeking to understand it to say. See 
Gadamer, Truth and Method, 429.
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o f  being in the world, which itself corresponds to the Most Important, the Ultimately 

Real.’  ̂ Lindbeck opts for the coherence theory of truth over the correspondence 

theory because he perceives each religion as a self-contained system, thus making it 

impracticable to speak of a common framework or of common criteria for assessing 

truth claims.

It seems, though, that one must first accept that the religions are self-contained 

systems in order to accept this application of the coherence theory of truth. The intra- 

systemic approach must come to terms with the fact that the religions are not 

proposed simply as cuhural particular systems but as having universal propositional 

force. Instead of treating their truths as propositional only in a given context, both 

Christians and Muslims, for example, regard their truths as universally propositional 

and as corresponding to ultimate reality in and of itself This means that the account 

that Lindbeck gives of the religions differs radically from the account that believers in 

the religions themselves give.^  ̂ His assertion that the religions are different systems 

and make truth claims relevant primarily to the system they represent is different from 

the position in the different religions that their truths can be affirmed by all, 

irrespective of one’s location in life -  hence the ongoing missionary activities by the 

religions. What seems to be needed is an approach that does not dismiss the 

propositional intention of the religious claims at the outset but takes them at face

Lindbeck, 65.

It should also be noted that the theory of truth as coherence is dependent on the rationalists’ and 
logical positivists’ attempts to establish facts by the use of reason unaided by the senses. For a 
discussion on this see Brian Carr, “Truth,” An Encyclopaedia o f  Philosophy, ed. G. H. R. Parkinson 
(London: Routledge, 1988), 86. Lindbeck’s approach here should not surprise us for he limits the 
effectiveness o f the experiential-expressive approach to religion. By centring his analogy of the 
religion on language he betrays a rationalist intent of demonstrating the truth o f the religion by reason.
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value and then to consider their viability. Only in this way can the imperative of 

dialogue be maintained in the plural context. If one dismisses the propositional intent 

of religious claims, it amounts to not taking them seriously enough to engage them. 

By making relative the propositional intent of the religions, the cultural-linguistic 

approach makes dialogue null and void.

The end result of the intra-systemic approach to truth, then, is that it rules out the 

necessity o f dialogue even when the competing assertions in a plural context seem to 

warrant it. Lindbeck arrives at the same conclusion of the closure of dialogue as 

Hick, though by a different route. This brings into question the viability of their 

approaches for a plural context because an approach that takes dialogue seriously 

seems to be a fundamental prerequisite for the plural context. The existence of 

different theologies of pluralism already reflects the importance of dialogue. 

Therefore an approach that seeks to being closure to dialogue is at variance with the 

logic of pluralism.

As we shall see, the approach taken by Comenius where the truth claims of the 

religions are received for discussion rather than rejected a priori is a more viable 

approach. Unlike the cultural-linguistic and the cognitive propositional approaches, 

where the truths of others are either treated categorically or discounted altogether, 

Comenius believes that all truth claims should be treated as particular and private 

truths within the human community to be regarded as universal truth if they meet the 

agreed criteria. This approach opens the possibility for real dialogue because it
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recognizes the intersecting and overlapping nature of the context and takes it 

seriously. However, while Comenius does not dismiss a priori the truth claims of the 

different religions, he does not relieve them of the burden of demonstrating their 

universal character. Unlike Hick’s approach, where all the truth claims are 

immediately given equal status, Comenius makes a distinction between universal truth 

and private truth. For him, truth that is universal must meet agreed criteria in a public 

enquiry. However, some claims cannot be affirmed by all and must be treated as 

private and peculiar. The Comenian approach sees a major task in an interfaith 

context as clarifying the criteria by which universal truth is discerned. Once it is 

discerned, universal truth becomes public property and rises above its contextual 

particularity.

Conclusion

In summary, the modem context has three main types of approaches to pluralism. 

The first type, the commitment to the other, treats the religions as being virtually on 

par in terms of their salvific potential. The religions are different but equally valid 

paths to salvation or different lenses through which the Real is perceived. The second 

type, the commitment to one’s own tradition, attempts to judge the other religions in 

terms of the categories of a particular tradition. Here, one’s own tradition is perceived 

as having ultimate salvific potential, though traces may exist anonymously in others. 

The third type, the cultural-linguistic approach, situates itself between the previous 

two. In this approach truth claims have to be understood and judged within the 

context of each religion. There is no common framework for assessing religious 

truth, which means conflicting notions of truth have to be allowed to co-exist.
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A major failure of these approaches is that the &st and the third essentially aim to 

bring a closure to dialogue either by treating all major religions as ultimately the 

same, or by treating them as ultimate in their own terms. These two approaches are at 

variance with the intuitive necessity of dialogue in a plural context. The second 

approach, a commitment to one’s own tradition, seems to be the most helpful but not 

in the way articulated by D’Costa. He fails to show how a Roman Catholic 

trinitarian theology of religious pluralism is most helpful for the plural context. His 

approach is unable to respond appropriately to the claims of other religions to be the 

locus of divine revelation and fails to deal adequately with the issue of Christology, 

both of which are of fimdamental importance in the relationship between Christianity 

and the other religions.

In the approach to be developed in the second section of this study, we hope to show 

that the Moravian tradition, with its emphasis on harmony, modesty and dialogue 

offers a more viable approach to pluralism. It is an approach that overcomes the 

difficulty of claiming that Christianity is the only locus of divine revelation by 

locating revelation in three books of God, the world, the human mind and scriptures. 

While this does not mean that all the religions thereby bear witness to divine 

revelation, that possibility is not ruled out a priori. It means though that all the 

religions have a right to make the claim to be the locus of divine revelation because of 

a uiity in creation, equality among human beings and the fact that the divine 

conmunicates with people. The Moravian theology of pluralism focuses attention on 

establishing criteria for determining revelation and truth, believing that the human 

miind has the capacity to discern truth regardless of its genesis. A Moravian theology 

olf pluralism also proposes a way to overcome the problematic questions of
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Christo logy in a plural context and the traditional Christian claims to salvation. One 

of the positions we shall consider is that of Zinzendorf, who regards the redemption of 

all souls as being already accomplished. Whether or not people of other faith see in 

Jesus the means of their salvation and whether or not Jesus is seen as God is a task for 

the Holy Spirit. Consequently, Zinzendorf does not exclude a priori the people of 

other faith from having a future in God because he believes that God can do as he 

pleases with those he has created. According to Zinzendorf, if God likes he can even 

restore the devil. The uncertain nature of the future cautions Christians to be modest 

in their assertions. Section II, then, aims to set the contours for the Moravian approach 

to pluralism.



SECTION II 

THE MORAVIAN TRADITION AS A SOURCE 

FOR A THEOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS PLURALISM
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CHAPTER 4

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MORAVIAN CHURCH

Introduction

As we saw in the previous section, Christian churches, like the Moravian Church, 

which want to develop a genuinely open approach to other religions, find that current 

approaches to pluralism founder on a number o f counts. They tend towards the 

closure o f dialogue with other religions, fail to treat adequately the question o f divine 

revelation vis-a-vis the other religions, fail to answer definitively the question o f 

whether the adherents o f other religions have a future in God and fail to develop an 

appropriate Christology. This study hopes to show that a Moravian theology o f 

pluralism is an approach more amenable to today’s plural context and is able to offer 

a more comprehensive answer to the questions that the existence o f the other religions 

put to the Moravian Church. However, there has not yet been any significant 

reflection on what resources there are in the Moravian tradition to enable that tradition 

to develop a theology o f religious pluralism. The aim o f this section, then, is to 

retrieve suitable theological resources from within the Moravian Church that can 

enable it to make a credible contribution towards the development o f Christian 

theologies o f pluralism. The research therefore breaks new ground in the area o f 

Moravian theology. This chapter in particular will give a brief overview o f the 

history o f the Moravian Church and situate within it the point at which the Comenian 

and Zinzendorfian sub-traditions emerged. Considering the rise o f these two sub

traditions is an important prelude to the subsequent task o f lifting up the theological 

resources they offer for developing a theology o f plurahsm.
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4.1: Towards a Brief History o f the Moravian Church

The history o f the Moravian Church may be divided into four main periods. The first 

is the period between its formation in 1457 and 1530, by which time the first 

generations o f  leaders died. Towards the end o f this period the church was 

significantly influenced by theological ideas emanating from the Lutheran and 

Reformed ventures at church reform. The second period is between 1530 and 1620, 

which was dominated by the persecution o f the churches in the Counter-Reformation 

pogrom. The period ends with a virtual wipe out o f the Moravian Church, which 

went into exile for the whole period between 1620 and 1727. This exilic period is, in 

efltect, the third period o f the Church’s history. The fourth period o f its history is the 

period since the 1727 revival, during which the Church spread beyond the European 

continent. The personality o f  Zinzendorf dominates the first generation o f this revival 

and his theological weight continues to influence the life and thought o f the Church 

today. There have been important developments in the period since 1727, for 

example the efforts to correct what seemed to have been extremes during the period o f 

Zinzendorf leadership (1727-1760). Significant changes can also be discerned in the 

period after World War 11. However, dealing with the details o f those developments 

is beyond the scope o f this study. ‘

' See the following for a fuller treatment of the History of the Moravian Church: (1) Edmund De 
Schweinitz, The History o f  the Church know as the Unitas Fratrum, 2"'̂  ed  (Bethlehem: Moravian 
Publication Concern, 1901); (2) J. Taylor Hamilton, and Kenneth G. Hamilton, History o f  the 
Moravian Church: The Renewed Unitas Fratrum, 1722-1957 (Bethlehem & Winston-Salem: 
Interprovincial Board o f Christian Education, Moravian Church in America, 1967); (3) Colin Podmore, 
The Moravian Church in England, 1728-1760 {Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1998); (4) Rudolf Rican, 
The History o f  the Unity o f  the Brethren: A Protestant Hussite Church in Bohemia and Moravia, trans 
by C. Daniel Crews, (Bethlehem & Winston-Salem: The Moravian Church in America, 1992)
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For the purposes o f  this study we shall contract the history into two major periods. 

The first is the emergence o f the Unitas Fratrum fi-om within the bowels o f the 

Hussite Movement in the fifteenth century and the other in the engrafting of 

Zinzendorfian pietism into the Unitas Fratrum in the early eighteenth century. These 

two developments seem to correspond to a tension in Moravian theology between pre- 

Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment epistemologies. For reasons that will become 

clearer, this study has termed these approaches as the Comenian and the 

Zinzendorfian sub-traditions. The former embraced a rationalistic approach to 

theology and the latter reacted to and attempted to correct Enlightenment 

epistemology, by espousing an approach that limited the pretensions o f reason.

4.1.1: The Hussite Pre-History

Having formerly been associated with other reform movements, recent scholarship 

has taken the view that the Hussite movement did not require the influence o f Wyclif 

and Valdes to succeed and therefore was not ftandamentally dependent on either the 

Lollards or the Waldensians.^ However, the reformatory demands o f Jan Hus should 

not be treated as either sporadic or without precedence. The Hussite movement bears 

the mark o f a nationalistic movement whose integrity was derived fi'om the fact that it 

gave voice to popular concerns reaching back to the middle o f the fourteenth century. 

For his articulation, Hus “drew upon a common stock o f beliefs to oppose universally 

felt abuses.”  ̂ Any association with Wyclif, therefore, should be treated as being o f 

secondary significance. Although Hus used some o f Wyclif s formulations, especially

 ̂ For a brief outline see Thomas Fudge, The Magnificent Ride: The First Reformation in Hussite 
Bohemia (Brookfield: Ashgate, 1998), 37-38.

 ̂Gordon Leff, Heresy in the Later Middle Ages: The Relation o f  Heterodoxy to Dissent 1250-1450 vol. 
II (New York: Manchester University Press, 1967), 621.
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after 1403 when the University of Prague banned his work, he spoke consistently in 

the voice of a traditional Czech reformer.

The Hussite movement should be situated theologically in relation to issues 

surrounding the papacy and the oppositions to that office especially in Prague. In 

1309 Clement V (1305) chose Avignon as his See, the result of which was that his 

successors (who were generally French) came to be regarded as being subservient to 

the French court. The war between England and France during this period led to a 

deep-seated patriotically motivated English resentment to the papacy because it 

supported the French in the quarrel.'* This was fiirther exacerbated by oppressive 

papal fiscal policies that gained for the curia the reputation of being rapacious and 

unscrupulous. These policies met with harsh opposition Irom William of Ockham 

and John Wyclif, among others.^ The election of Pope Gregory XI and the return of 

the papacy to Rome in 1377 inaugurated a protracted schism over the papacy that 

must be reckoned with, in order to understand the Czech reform movement that 

eventually gave birth to the Moravian Church. Within a year after the election of 

Urban VI, Gregory’s successor, a group of French Cardinals met and elected Clement 

VII who returned to Avignon since he was unable to dislodge Urban fi'om Rome. In 

an effort to heal the rift between Rome and Avignon, a pope was elected in 1409, but 

neither of the existing two accepted his authority. This led to the unhappy situation 

between 1409 and 1415 when three pontiffs held office concurrently. Jan Hus was

Matthew Spinka, Advocates o f  Reform: From Wyclif to Erasmus, vol. XIV, The Library o f Christian 
Classic (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1953), 91.

’ Gordon Leff, Medieval Thought: Augustine to Ockham (London: The Merlin Press, 1959), 256.
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bora in 1369 during the papal schism and at the time of his ordination in 1400,^ the 

schism would have been the most important issue facing the church. With the 

reformers before him he shared an approach that emphasised the need for the life of 

the clergy and the authority of the papacy to come into line with biblical simplicity.

The Hussite movement also represents two important ecclesiological/theological 

developments. One is that it is the point at which the urge for reform in the late 

medieval Roman Catholic Church took the shape of the formation of an independent 

Church. Secondly, it represented the concretising of a new development, which we 

can term ecclesio logical pluralism, the space for which was created in part by the 

demise of scholasticism. In a real sense, the Hussite movement is Protestantism in its 

infancy. It made a significant contribution to the development of denominationalism 

and, consequently, to the further development of religious pluralism as a factor within 

Christianity itself’

Jan Hus may be regarded as one standing at the transitional stage between the 

medieval period and the Lutheran Reformation and thus provides a link between the 

old and new reform movements.* From a theological point of view the Hussite 

movement represents the development of a practical approach to theology as an 

alternative to the highly philosophical approach in scholasticism. Hus was first and 

foremost a reformer in the practical and moral tradition of his predecessors Milic and

* Leff, Heresy in the Middle Ages, 620.

’’ For more on the Moravian contribution to the rise of ecclesiological pluralism see Malcolm Lambert, 
Medieval Heresy: Popular Movements from the Gregorian Reform to the Reformation (Oxford, U.K. 
and Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1994), 329-388.

* Spinka, Advocates o f  Reform, 3.
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Janov. In this respect he has significance for the theological development after him. 

Hus ensured that ethics was kept at the forefront of the agenda of Christian theology 

and the movement he inspired took the form of a national revolt that crystallized the 

main positions of subsequent Protestantism.^ This is particularly evident in his work 

De simonia where he treats simony (the trafficking of holy things) as one of three 

kinds of heresy, the other two being apostasy and b l as p h e m y . A s  far as Hus was 

concerned, simony was to be regarded as an ethical misconduct more severe than 

theft, fornication or defamation. The whole work on De simonia is dedicated to 

identification of simony and to the clarification of how to overcome its incidence in 

the church.

The central demands of the Hussite movement that were promulgated in 1420, five 

years after the martyrdom of Hus at the Council of Constance, in some way sum up 

the practical orientation of the movement for reform. Serving a political function with 

their roots in the thirteenth century, these demands received their final shape and were 

presented to the Christian world about the time of the siege of Prague (1420). The 

demands are termed the Four Articles of Prague and should be given more credence 

as representative of the thrust of Hus’ concern than the thirty articles on which the 

Council of Constance predicated his condemnation."

 ̂LefT, Heresy in the Middle Ages, 607.

Jan Hus, De simonia II, in Advocates o f  Reform, 199-200.

"  See Norman Tanner, ed.. Decrees o f  the Ecumenical Council vol. 1 (London: Sheed & Ward, 1990), 
429-431. In his “mistrial” before the Council Hus refused to own the articles presented to the Council 
because they thwarted the meaning of his teachings; See Matthew Spinka, John Hus at the Council o f  
Constance (London & New York: Columbia University Press, 1965), 226-230. In a letter to a 
correspondent he called “father” written on June 20, 1415, Hus explains the dilemma in accepting the 
charges of the Council: “It implies that I revoke ... many truths that the Council calls scandalous; and 
secondly, that I should have to abjure and thus acknowledge as mine errors that the Council falsely
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4.1.2: The Birth of Unitas Fratrum

The 1415 condemnation and death of Hus and that of Jerome in 1417 led to a revolt 

against both the church and the state in Bohemia and Moravia. In a June 26, 1415 

letter to the faithful in Prague Hus said: “they [the Council of Constance] did not 

defeat me by any Scripture or any proof, but that they sought to seduce me by deceits 

and threats to recant and abjure.” ’̂  It was therefore evident to the Czechs that Hus 

did not receive a fair trial and was therefore not worthy of death. An injustice had 

been committed not only to Hus but also to the people of his country who were 

always in full support of him. The subsequent uprising in that nation went beyond 

concerns about religious reforms and spilled over into concerns about the welfare of 

the whole nation. It gave voice to the concerns of the discontented within the church 

and the dispossessed in the society all of whom were urging for an improvement in 

their situation.'^

The supporters o f Hus did not agree at all times on the practical consequences of the 

demands for reform that they were making. Therefore within a few years after the 

death of Hus (1415) the movement that he inspired became divided into two main 

groups, the Taborites and the Calixtines. This division may have set in motion a 

tendency that has remained a part of the Protestant tradition; that is, the propensity to 

subdivide. Both groups understood themselves as standing in the reforming tradition

ascribes to me, and consequently be a perjurer.” [Hus at the Council o f  Constance, 270-271] See also 
Spinka, John Hus: A Biography (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1968), 288.

Spinka, John Hus, 288.

Rudolf Rican, The History o f the Unity o f the Brethren, trans. C. D. Crews (Bethlehem, PA: 
Moravian Church, 1992), 7.
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of the Hussites. The Taborites, who were based mainly in the rural areas, were more 

extreme in their demands than their counter-parts who were based mainly in Prague. 

They rejected veneration of saints, images and relics and they did not hold church 

decrees as binding. Their priests conducted worship without priestly vestments and 

made extensive use of the v e r n a c u l a r . T h e  Taborite movement itself was not 

homogenous and soon different strands emerged, especially over issues related to war 

and peace and the extent to which political means should be employed to transform 

society. In view of the fact that there was no central authority around which views 

could be tested, there was a continual reference to scripture as being the unshakable 

basis of authority. This meant that the repute of the individuals who emerged tended 

to be associated with their interpretation of the Bible.

One leader who emerged and enjoyed a great reputation was Petr Chelcicky, 

renowned for his uncompromising biblicism.'^ Like persons in the mystical tradition, 

he gave priority to imitating Christ, whose law alone could guarantee the liberation of 

the individual from darkness and perversion. Chelcicky rejected the pretensions of 

the popes, the bishops and the scholastics. In a manner similar to the Bogomils and 

the Cathars, he rejected the cult of saints, opposed the adoration of images and had a 

negative attitude towards wealth and ceremonies. He emphasised the ethic of love for 

neighbour, rejected state power and the use of force, arguing that the latter was an 

antithesis of the law of Christ. In time, followers gathered around Chelcicky, 

referring to themselves as Brethren of Chelcicky. About the year 1453, some

Rudolf Rican, The History o f  the Unity o f  the Brethren, 8. 

(bid., 21.
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sympathizers o f Chelcicky who belonged to the Calixtine Church in Prague withdrew 

to the Kunvald area, near the city of Zamberk and made use of the ministry of some of 

the Calixtine ministers.'^ The subsequent tension with other Calixtine clergy led the 

Brethren to withdraw further into the forest and soon establish a congregation of their 

own. Cranz writes:

Under the direction of Gregory, [they] met in 1457, in a conference; in which, 

according to the light they then had, they formed their church-fellowship 

among themselves, not upon the plan of the afore mentioned Compactata,’’ or 

upon that or other privileges and rules of men, but upon the rules of the Law 

of Christ. Hence, in the beginning, they denominated themselves Fratres 

Legis Christi, or, Brethren of the Law of Christ.'*

Thus, the Unitas Fratrum, which was formed &st under the name Brethren of the Law 

of Christ, is one of the outgrowths of the Hussite movement. In its establishment in 

1457 the Church was characterized by ideals of Jan Hus: a rejection of the traditional 

religious practices, strict discipline, pacifism and a mild form of asceticism. The 

formation of the new Church was justified on the basis that, “the law of Christ is 

sufficient for the government of the Church militant, without the addition of human

David Cranz, The Ancient and Modem History o f  the Brethren or A Succinct Narrative o f  the 
Protestant Church o f  the United Brethren or Unitas Fratrum, trans. B. La Trobe (London: W. and A 
Strahan, 1780), 22. This is probably the earliest full account of the history of the Moravian Church and 
provides a point of reference for all the subsequent accounts. It was completed in 1771.

”  The Compactata in question here is the agreement between the Bohemians and the Council of Basel 
(1433), which was later repudiated by Pope Eugenius IV. The Compactata provided for the right of 
laity to receive the Holy Communion in both kinds.

Cranz, History o f  the Brethren, 23.
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laws.”'^ Ten years later in 1467 in a Synod at Lhota, the church laid the basis for a 

separate priesthood and episcopacy, taking the name the Unitas Fratrum (Unity of the 

Brethren), by which it is known today. One problem the new group had to resolve 

was the question of ordination. They were not disposed to receiving ordination from 

the Calixtines and would not have received Roman Orders. They found what they 

regarded as a pure priestly order among the Waldensians in Austria from whom they 

accepted ordination. Stephen of the Waldensians consecrated the first Bishop of the 

Unitas Fratrum. This ordination caused the Brethren to be termed Waldensians, a fact 

that has been a source of confusion in the history of the church.

The idea of forming a separate church was without precedence, as a result of which 

they were accused of forming a state within the state. From the very outset, then, the 

newly formed church met with opposition and persecution from the Calixtines as well 

those adhering to the Roman Orders. The Church grew rapidly as they attracted a 

large number o f Taborites, who were scattered by the defeat at the hands of the 

Calixtines in a conflict in 1434 In order to avoid persecution the Brethren went 

further into the forests, so they were nicknamed Jamnici or Grubenheimer, which 

refer to persons who lived m caves.

B. Seifferth, Church Constitution o f  the Bohemian and Moravian Brethren (London; W. Mallalieu, 
1886), 95.

Cranz, 29. The questioning o f the legitimacy o f Moravian Orders in America and England, and the 
inability to support the doctrine of apostolic succession, led the Brethren to resort to the theses of 
personal apostolic succession. However, this idea does not, according to Rican, accord with the idea of 
the Bishop’s office as it is in historical actuality. For further discussion see Rican, The History o f  the 
Unity o f  the Brethren, 384.

Edmund de Schweinitz, The Moravian Manual Containing an Account o f  the Moravian Church or 
Unitas Fratrum, (Bethlehem, PA: Moravian Publication, 1869), 148.

Cranz, 30.
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4.2: The Theology o f the Old Unitas Fratrum

As far as the early leaders were concerned a new paradigm was needed for the 

theological emphases in the emerging Protestantism because they believed that the 

speculative approach o f scholasticism associated with Roman Catholicism had 

already fully run its course. As the confession o f the Unitas Fratrum emphasised, 

purity o f doctrinal beliefs and good order not rationality was the centre o f the 

Christian experience.^^ By the time o f the Lutheran Reformation, the Unitas Fratrum 

had done considerable work in developing a confessional approach to theology, which 

had no semblance o f the late scholastic approach. One o f the flillest extant 

articulations o f the theology o f the old Unitas Fratrum is the 1522 Catechism o f the 

Bohemian Brethren (ein chhstiliche untterweysung der klaynen kinder jm  gelauben, 

durch ein weyz einer frag [en]. m.d. xxi [i]),^‘* which is based on an earlier fifteenth 

century version, the exact date o f which is uncertain.^  ̂ The main aim of the 

Catechism was to impart the things essential for s a l v a t i o n . I t  begins with the 

assertion that the human being is a rational mortal who needs to be saved. The

Constitution o f  the Bohemian Brethren, 1

Christian Instruction in the Faith fo r  Little Children, in the Form o f  Questions, 1522; de Schweinitz 
makes mention of an earlier document. The Apology, of 1503, which he believes is the oldest extant 
document of the Bohemian Brethren, [de Schweinitz, The History o f  the Church Known as the Unitas 
Fratrum (Bethlehem, PA: Moravian Publication Concern, 1901), 200.] The Apology is significant in 
that it details the distinction between things that are essential (essentialia) from the auxiliary 
(miniterialia) and the accidental (accidentialia), a distinction that would be significant in Moravian 
theology from 1632 onwards and survives in the contemporary formulation, “in essentials, unity; in 
non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity.” However, de Schweinitz’s apologetic presentation of 
details does not allow for a critical examination of the contents, the full text of which is not available.

de Schweinitz, The Catechism o f  the Bohemian Brethren, p. 5

The approach of limiting one’s consideration to things necessary for salvation became important for 
the earliest ecumenical endeavours between the churches. For example, the Consensus of Sendomir, an 
agreement made between the Unitas Fratrum, Lutheran and Reformed in Poland in 1570, makes 
allusion to the essential and the non-essential things. For more on this see Ruth Rouse and others, eds.. 
History o f  the Ecumenical Movement: 1517-1968 (Geneva: WCC F*ublications, 1993), 62.
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salvation of the human being depended on three divine graces: faith, love and hope. 

As Comenius would also later emphasize, faith, love and hope summarize the whole 

gamut of Christian faith and practice. Faith, the first ground of salvation, is founded 

upon the Apostles’ Creed, which he called the universal Christian faith. The evidence 

of the presence of that faith is the keeping of the Ten Commandments, which above 

all hang on the love of God and love of neighbour. Other issues relating to the saints, 

the Virgin Mary and the sacraments that are not included in the Apostles’ Creed are 

deah with. Christian practice was predicated primarily on the Ten Commandments 

and the Beatitudes and keeping them is a proof of love, which is the second ground of 

salvation. The third ground of salvation is true hope; hope in God essentially, in 

Christ meritoriously and in the Holy Ghost. The Catechism gives a long list of things 

on which some men build false hope. Reminiscent of the Hussite ideals, this list 

includes “obedience to the Pope and the Romish Church, without obeying the Word 

of God; ... [trusting] in papal letters and bulls, believing that what is falsely promised 

therein will come to pass.” ’̂ The Pauline emphasis in the Catechism on faith, love 

and hope is similar to the emphasis that we find in the writings of Augustine.^* The 

new Church was laying claim to the primitive church as its own pre-history, a trend 

that would become the hallmark of the subsequent Reformations.

The Catechism o f  the Bohemian Brethren, 15.

“For as the pious faith has no desire to exist without hope and without charity, it is needful that the 
faithful should believe what he does not yet see in such a way that he may hope for and love a vision of 
it.” Epistolae, CXX, ii, 8; “For where are there those three, in order to build up which in the mind the 
whole apparatus of the divine Scriptures has been raised up, namely Faith, Hope and Charity, except in 
a mind believing what it does not see, and hoping and loving what it believes?” De Trinitate libri V lll, 
iv, 6; “As then you see what was made as one thing, so be you one, by loving one another, by holding 
one faith, one love [and one] undivided charity.” Sermones, CCIX.
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A much later document o f theological significance is the Ecclesiastical Order o f the 

Unity o f the Bohemian Brethren, which was finalized in the General Synod, held at 

Zerawich in Moravia in 1616. This formal setting out o f their doctrine became 

necessary because o f plans to impose a uniform liturgy and polity on the evangelical 

churches that had diverse rituals. The document claims to be the work o f the original 

founders o f  the Unity with the partial aim o f restoring purity o f doctrine and 

simplicity o f  Christian life. It asserts that in order to effect the “pure worship” o f 

God, the original founders sought, “the model o f the apostolic and primitive 

church.”^̂  The Bohemian Brethren perceived that theology had not singled out those 

things that were necessary for salvation, which made it necessary for them to set out 

clearly those things in Christian thought and practice. The categories they used were 

things Essential, things Auxiliary and things Accidental.^*’

The things Essential were divided into things on the part o f God and things on the 

part o f  human beings. On the part o f God the essential things were: the grace o f the 

Father, the merit o f Christ and the gifts o f the Holy Spirit. On the part o f human 

beings the essential things were; faith, love and hope, which is similar to the 

fi"amework in which the Catechism o f a century earlier was constructed.

Constitution o f  the Bohemian and Moravian Brethren, trans. B. Seifferth (London: W. Mallealieu, 
1866), 99-100.

^®This hierarchical structure for doctrine pre-empted Vatican II in its emphasis on hierarchy of truths in 
the context of ecumenism. The Decree on Ecumenism, Unitatis Redintegratio declares: “While 
preserving unity in essentials, let all in the church, according to the office entrusted to them, preserve 
a proper freedom in various forms of spiritual life and discipline ... and even in the theological 
elaboration of revealed truth. In all things let charity prevail”. See Unitatis Redintegratio No.4 (my 
emphasis) In No. 11 the Decree declares: “When comparing doctrines with one another, they [catholic 
theologians] should remember that in catholic doctrine there exists an order of ‘hierarchy’ of truth, 
since they vary in their relation to the foundation of the Christian faith”.
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The things that were Auxiliaries included, the Word of God, the keys^’ and the 

sacraments. These things were given as the means whereby the essentials became 

known: the word of God reveals, the keys assign and the sacraments seal. The 

auxiliaries serve the essentials to ensure that the purity of the faith was kept intact.

The Accidentals of Christianity were those things relating to the time, place and 

mode of worship, which included the ceremonies and the external rites of religion. 

These things, which Comenius later called the accessories, should be practiced with 

liberty and prudence, and “in a manner that they might not only prove no obstacle to 

faith, love and hope, ...but rather than they might serve to illustrate and impress 

them.”^̂  The Essentials and the Auxiliaries were commonly held among Christians 

but the Accidents were drawn from practices in the primitive church and various 

indications in Holy Scripture. Although they were to be treated with a measure of 

flexibility, at the same time the recognition of Accidentals was not a license for 

individuals to change and introduce ceremonies and opinions without subjecting them 

to proper general examination.

By establishing a hierarchy in beliefs and practices, the Bohemian Brethren were 

indicating those truths they were prepared to negotiate and those that were not open 

for discussion. In relation to some doctrines there had to be unity among Christians,

Although this seems to be a reference to papal authority, the translation by SeiflFerth places a footnote 
to John 20:22, which refers to the Holy Spirit. However, the Order treats the Holy Spirit as an essential, 
not an auxiliary. The reference to the instrumental nature of the ministry alerts us to the possibility that 
“keys” here is a reference to the office o f the ordained ministry.

Constitution o f  the Bohemian Brethren, 102.

”  Ibid., 103.
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while in others liberty should be allowed. This approach to belief and practice 

became important for attempts at church unity in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. '̂* Whether an approach that organizes truth in a hierarchical fashion has 

relevance to the present plural context remains to be seen. What seems certain is that 

this approach to doctrine is part of the contribution that the Moravian Church can 

make to discussions on pluralism. By the second decade of the sixteenth century 

confessionalism had emerged as the paradigm for theological discourse. The 

significance of the Hussite controversy was that in this movement a genuine 

reformation was initiated and in the process it crystallized the main positions of 

subsequent Protestantism.^^ At the beginning of the Lutheran Reformation, the Unitas 

Fratrum was estimated as having four hundred churches in Bohemia and Moravia and 

about two hundred thousand adherents.

4.2.1: The Emergence of Comenius

Having emancipated itself from the margins of society, the Unitas Fratrum was the 

most vital religious force in Bohemia and Moravia to respond to the Lutheran 

challenge.^’ However, the development of confessional pluralism created a problem 

for the society, which was expressed, for example, in the war between the Protestants 

and the Catholics that lasted from 1618 to 1648. From the inaugural session of the 

Council of Trent (1545 -  1563), the Roman Church went on a counter-offensive

Rouse, History o f  the Ecumenical Movement, 42-69.

Leff, Heresy in the Middle Ages, 607.

De Schweinitz, Moravian Manual, 153. Lambert puts the estimate at 150,000. For more on this see 
Lambert, Medieval Heresy: Popular Movements from  the Gregorian Reform to the Reformation 
(Oxford, UK & Cambridge, USA: Blackwell, 1994), 385.

Lambert, Medieval Heresy, 359-360.
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against the new religious developments, rejecting the Reformation on every important 

doctrinal issue and the Hussite demand for communion in both kinds/* It was during 

the Thirty-Years War that John Amos Comenius emerged as leader of the Unitas 

Fratrum. In his attempt to address the divisions in the church and society, he 

composed his Labyrinth o f  the World and Paradise o f  the Heart (1623), in which he 

offered a sober critique of society. Additionally, in his Consultation on Reform, 

which will be the focus of later consideration in this section, he outlined the way to 

refomi society in terms of religion, politics and philosophy. Together with other 

publications by Comenius these were to have significant impact on the Moravian 

Church as well as sections of European society. The Brethren Church remained an 

exiled church under the Bishopric of John Amos Comenius, from 1632 to his death 

about 1670, enjoying greater peace in Poland than in the land of its birth. By the end 

of the second decade of the seventeenth century the Counter-Reformation had reduced 

the numbers so extensively that the church all but disappeared. The revival of the 

Church began in 1722, when refugees of the Bohemian Brethren Church found a safe 

place on the estate of Count Zinzendorf, a Gennan Lutheran priest and noble man. A 

link between the Renewed Moravian Church and Lutheranism was established 

through the hospitality the family of Zinzendorf offered the refijgees fleeing 

persecution in Bohemia and Moravia, a good number of whom had links with the Old 

Unitas Fratrum.

Ozment, The Age o f Reform, 407.
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The Unitas Fratrum, then, is an outgrowth o f the Hussite Movement, an identity that 

the Church has been zealous to maintain. That identity has subsisted in the Church’s 

hierarchical organization o f theological issues in terms o f their proximity to salvation. 

In the essentials, which are necessary for salvation, there should be unity among 

Christians. However, for those things that are accidental or non-essential, there 

should be liberty. The engrafting o f the Zinzendorf s pietistic emphasis onto this 

Bohemian stock is what gives Moravian theology and polity its unique character 

today.

4.3: Zinzendorf and the Renewed Church

The second major development in the Moravian Church occurred in the second 

decade o f the eighteenth century with the emergence o f Zinzendorf The early history 

o f the renewed Moravian Church is co-terminus with the history o f Count Nicholas 

Ludwig von Zinzendorf, who was bom in Dresden on May 26, 1700. The Count’s 

ancestry in the aristocratic house o f Zinzendorf can be traced to eleventh century 

Austria where his house was numbered among those supporting the Austrian 

dynasty.^^ His thirty-eight year old father died when Nicholas was only a few weeks 

old, as a result o f  which his mother and grandmother, who were influenced by Jacob 

Spener’s pietism, had responsibility for his education and religious formation. In fact, 

his family on both sides was particularly close to Spener. Spener’s Pia Desideria o f 

1675, which was seen as a corrective to a kind o f Lutheran scholasticism, 

significantly influenced the movement that was later called pietism.'*® It is not

^ Ĵohn Weinlick, Count Zinzendorf: The Story o f  his Life and leadership in the Renewed Moravian 
Church (Bethlehem, PA & Winston-Salem, NC: The Moravian Church in America, 1984), 13.

A. J. Lewis, Zinzendorf the Ecumenical Pioneer: A study in the Moravian Contribution to Christian 
Mission and Unity (London: SCM, 1962), 22.
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suq)rising therefore that Zinzendorf was schooled at Halle, the seat o f eighteenth 

century German pietism, under the tutelage o f Spener’s successor, August Hemiann 

Francke. The Elector Frederick William III o f Brandenburg was closely associated 

with Spener and built Halle in 1694. Although Zinzendorf seemed to have had 

problems in adjusting to the strict discipline o f the school, he left after six years 

believing that he learned there what could make him “happy for time and eternity.”^' 

Despite his three years study at the University o f Wittenberg where he majored in 

jurisprudence, Zinzendorf nurtured the pietistic influences from Halle. Moreover, he 

took interest, though with no serious outcome, in the dispute that arose between two 

strands o f Lutheranism, one at Halle and the other at Wittenberg. His view was that 

there was a common ground between the two strands, despite their different 

perceptions o f  doctrine. In this context Zinzendorf developed an interest in church 

unity, which was reinforced through his contacts with the Roman Catholic Cardinal, 

de Noailles o f Paris. The issue o f Cliristian unity would later become a fizndamental 

principle in his theology and ecclesiology.'*^

In 1722, during his tenure at the court in Dresden, Zinzendorf met Christian David of 

Moravia, who was part o f a second wave o f migration out o f Moravian and Bohemia. 

Part o f the attraction o f Germany to the Moravians/Bohemians was the evidence of 

greater religious freedom and the evangelical renewal that had taken place in the 

Lutheran congregations in Dresden and Zittau through pietism. Though the migrants 

were o f mixed religious background, many o f the Moravians/Bohemians had nurtured

Weinlick, Count Zinzendorf, 30.

Lewis, Zinzendorf the Ecumenical Pioneer, 26.
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the piety o f the Old Unitas Fratrum and saw in Lutheran pietism an opportunity to 

resurrect that tradition. Christian David later led the first group o f Moravian refugees 

to the manor o f  Berthelsdorf Zinzendorf had previously acquired Berthelsdorf and 

came to live there after his marriage in 1723. The rapid influx o f refugees and 

concomitant political and social factors, together with the Count’s interest in religious 

affairs, led him to take leave o f the Saxon court and from 1727 onwards he attended 

fiilly to life in Berthelsdorf The new religious community swelled its ranks as it drew 

pietists and enthusiasts from Lutheran and Reformed circles, to add to the original 

settlers, many o f which were Moravians. Conflicts over doctrine and authority soon 

ensued but were settled through the instrumentality o f Zinzendorf In retrospect, the 

disputes themselves can be seen as having at least two positive effects. In the first 

place, it led to a clarifying and a solidifying o f the self-identity o f the community. 

That self-identity was a mixture o f Moravian tolerance overlaid with Lutheran 

pietistic modesty. The second outcome o f the disputes was that from it Zinzendorf 

emerged as de facto  leader, which was related to the fact that he was host for the 

refugees and his deep interest in the spiritual welfare o f  the community.

Zinzendorf found in the Library in Zittau a copy o f Comenius’ Ratio Disciplinae, the 

constitution o f the Bohemian Brethren, which he translated into German for the 

community at Hermhut. He then drew up a compact based on the old Brotherly 

Agreement o f  the Bohemian and Moravian Brethren."^^ These events, a new sense o f 

unity and a renewed self-understanding in the community form the background to the

In the Brotherly Agreement the Brethren agreed, among other things, to observe Christian obedience, 
accept instruction and warning from one another in the spirit of love and mutual accountability. In the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, people coming into membership were expected to sign the 
agreement. See Lewis, Zinzendorf the Ecumenical Pioneer, 36 & 53.
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famous Pentecostal experience o f August 13, 1727, which is used to mark the rebirth 

o f the Unitas Fratrum. However, despite the recovery o f the older Moravian tradition, 

the community remained faithfiil to the Augsburg Confession, which was due 

particularly to the influence o f Zinzendorf In fact, the theology o f the renewed 

Unitas Fratrum is predicated primarily on Zinzendorf s explication o f the Augsburg 

Confession, which was given in special lectures, sermons and talks. At a later stage in 

this section we shall give a detailed consideration o f that theological emphasis 

because it is fundamental to understanding contemporary Moravian theology.

Through Zinzendorf s personal initiative a new settlement was organized at Herrhaag, 

near Ronneburg, which was to occupy a dominant place in Moravian affairs. A 

conference o f Moravian Brethren in nearby Marienbom December 6-9, 1736, is 

looked upon as the first Synod o f the Renewed Moravian Church. The centre at 

Marienbom, as well as Hermhaag, played a significant role in the development of 

Moravian doctrine between 1743 and 1750, a period known as the Sifting Period.'*'* 

Although having difficulties not unrelated to the fact that he was a Count, Zinzendorf 

was formally recognized as a Minister o f the Gospel by the theological faculty o f the 

University o f  Tubingen on December 19, 1734.̂ *̂  The unique character o f Moravian 

Orders took on another feature when on May 20, 1737 Zinzendorf was consecrated as 

Bishop o f the Unitas Fratrum by the grandson of John Amos Comenius, Daniel 

Jablonsky, the last Bishop o f the old Unitas Fratrum. Jablonsky was at that time

The Sifting Period was a time o f  evangelical fervour and zeal that expressed itself in an unusual 
fascination with the body, blood, wounds and death o f  Jesus. Herrnhaag was at the centre o f  these 
excesses but Gustav Frederick rescinded the act o f  toleration o f  the Moravian in Wetteravia in 1749, 
after which most o f  the Moravians migrated to Pennsylvania in North America.

Weinlick, Count Zinzendorf, 120.
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serving as a minister in the Reformed Church. Two years earlier Jablonsky had 

consecrated David Nitschmann, one o f the exiles from Moravia, which helped to seal 

the relationship between the old Bohemian/Moravian tradition and the new 

congregation at Hermhut. In a certain sense, Zinzendorf was effectively an

ecumenical Bishop, not only because o f his acceptance o f the orders o f three separate 

denominations (Moravian, Lutheran and Reformed) but also because he did not 

confine his episcopal duties to any single communion.'*^ This commitment to 

ecumenism was not only symbolized in his ordination and consecration, but also in 

his desire to organize the Brethren Church into what he called Tropuses;'*’ that is, 

units o f Moravians, Lutherans, Reformed and Anglicans.

One o f the most significant features o f the Renewed Moravian Church is the extensive 

overseas missionary activity in which it became involved. Moravian missionaries 

commenced their overseas engagement in 1732 in the Caribbean after which every 

continent was visited and work started although not all those efforts have survived. 

With the work in Australia handed over to other evangelicals, this is the only 

continent on which there is no active congregation o f the Moravian Church today.

When we consider Zinzendorfs pastoral care o f Diaspora Societies the notion of “episcopal duties” 
may be understood in less technical terms than in reference to ordination. As Lewis (132) points out, 
only in special cases were members from the Diaspora Societies allowed to become members of the 
Moravian Church. In other words, they were under pastoral care but not within the Moravian Church. 
In this sense his pastoral care was not limited to the Moravian Church per xe. Moreover, his view that 
the Moravian Church should be at the service to the rest o f the Protestant community also points to his 
understanding of the ecumenical nature of his ministry.

'‘̂ Lewis, 139-141. According to the Church Book o f  the Brethren’s Unity o f  the British Province, 
(London; Moravian Publication Office, 1892), 21, the word “tropus” (from the Greek Tponos) must not 
be taken in the sense it was used in rhetoric, that is, as signifying a metaphor. It is to be understood in 
the way it is used in logic, that is, to signify the mode of a proposition. The word “method” or 
“system” comes nearer to the way in which it is used in the Brethren’s Unity. The 1848 Synod, which 
was held at Hermhut in Germany, understood tropus to mean a mode of teaching, an idea that seemed 
to have been adopted first at the Synod o f 1744. For a fijller treatment see The Results o f  the Synod, 
1849, IX, 104.
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Nevertheless, that intense activity in overseas mission has continued via mission 

boards and agencies because as the Church Order declares, the vocation of the Church 

is “to proclaim His [the Lord’s] word to its congregation and to the world.”

Conclusion

The Unitas Fratrum, we may then conclude, grew out of the Hussite Movement with a 

theological position centring on ethical/theological concerns. In this emphasis the 

Church gave serious attention to the different theological positions it engaged because 

of the need to hammer out unity among Christians. In the Bohemian context the 

concern for unity among Lutherans, Calvinists and themselves led the Moravians to 

clarify those things that were essential for salvation and those things that were merely 

accidental. In the German context, its theological position was an attempt to 

harmonize an old Bohemian theology with the new emphasis in Lutheran pietism.

Sensitivity to a plurality of theological positions, then, is a hallmark of Moravian 

history and theology. This characteristic means that the Church has developed 

resources through the centuries that may be useful in the present era of religious 

pluralism. Our next task, then, is to excavate the Moravian theological sub-traditions

■*** Church Order 1985, II, 100. For a comprehensive history of the Moravian Unity see Rudolf Rican, 
The History o f  the Unity o f  the Brethren trans. Daniel Crews (Bethlehem, PA: Department of 
Publication, Moravian Church, 1992); J. Taylor Hamilton, and Kenneth G. Hamilton, History o f  the 
Moravian Church: The Renewed Unitas Fratrum, 1722-19757 (Bethlehem, PA: Inter-provincial Board 
of Christian Education, 1967) See also the Church Order o f  the Unitas Fratrum, (Moravian Church), 
1995 # 208 for the list of current Provinces. For a comprehensive coverage o f Moravian missions see 
J. E. Hutton, A History o f  Moravian Missions (London: Moravian Publication Office, 1954). A good 
example o f a narrative of the life of a missionary is John Henry Danke, A Narration o f  the Life of.John 
Henry Danke: Missionary o f  the Church o f  the United Brethren Amongst the Copts in Egypt (London: 
W. McDowall, 1830).
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of Comenius and Zinzendorf to retrieve those resources for developing a theology of 

pluralism, a task that until now has not been undertaken in the Moravian Church.
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CHAPTER 5

COMENIUS’ THEOLOGY AS A SOURCE 

FOR A THEOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS PLURALISM

Introduction

In seeking to retrieve theological resources from within the Moravian tradition for 

application to today’s plural context, which is the aim of this chapter, one has to bear 

in mind the existence of a hermeneutical tension in the Church that has influenced 

theological discourse in recent times. On the one hand, the Church has a clearly 

stated hermeneutical principle that governs biblical interpretation: “the Unitas 

Fratrum recognises the Word of the Cross as the centre of Holy Scripture and of all 

preaching of the Gospel.”’ On the other hand, however, there is a refusal to commit 

to any particular theological system. The Church maintains that;

Just as the Holy Scripture does not contain any doctrinal system, so the Unitas 

Fratrum also has not developed any of its own because it knows that the 

mystery of Jesus Christ which is attested to in the Bible, cannot be 

comprehended completely by any human mind or expressed completely in any 

human statement.^

In addition to this statement of hermeneutical modesty, the Church Order notes that 

hermeneutics within the Moravian Church benefits from “two millennia of 

ecumenical Christian tradition and the wisdom of our Moravian forbears.”  ̂ So, on

' Church Order 1 9 9 5 ,1, 4 

 ̂ Ibid 

 ̂ Ibid.
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one hand the Church owns the ecumenical tradition together with its forbearjff as part 

o f  its hermeneutic tradition, in which it lifts up the “Word o f the Cross” as its pre

eminent interpretive key. On the other hand, it is suspicious o f all theological systems 

because o f the limitation o f the human mind and o f language, and because o f the 

inability o f reason to penetrate certain mysteries o f the gospel. This tension, which 

gives a unique character to theological discourse in the Moravian Church, has to be 

understood in relation to its sources.

5.1: Sources o f the Intra-Moravian Hermeneutical Tension

There seem to be two sources o f the Moravian hermeneutical tension. The first is the 

plurality o f  traditions that were formally incorporated into the Renewed Moravian 

Church in 1744. According to that Synod, “The renewed Brethren’s Church 

recognizes within its pale three modes o f teaching Christian doctrine, which it 

distinguishes as the Moravian, the Lutheran and the Reformed tropus.”  ̂ The Synod 

o f 1774 reaffirmed this position arguing that the entire Protestant Church, which 

sprang from the sixteenth century Reformation, agreed on the sole authority o f Holy 

Scripture in matters o f faith and on justification by faith. The centrality o f the 

Scriptures was found to be consistent with the Bohemian/Moravian Brethren Church, 

which preceded the Reformation by some fifty years. The differences in their 

conception o f Christian doctrine, their constitution and ecclesiastical practices, could 

be regarded as different ways o f apprehending the one Divine truth. However, none o f 

the three tropuses was required to give up their peculiar confession o f faith in 

becoming a part o f the renewed Moravian Church. The result was that the three

Quoted in Results o f  the Synod o f  the Protestant Church o f  the United Brethren Held at Herrnhut in 
the Year 1848, IX, 104.
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interpretive traditions were allowed to exist side-by-side in the new union. The 

plurality o f ways of apprehending divine truth was seen as a precious treasure to be 

faithfully preserved. The Moravian Church believed it should “be of service to the 

[whole Protestant Church] by means of this gift ...to help it [the Protestant 

community] more and more fully to carry out the will of the Lord, ‘that they all may 

be one’.”  ̂ This belief has influenced the role o f the Church in inter-church 

ecumenism. However, the different hermeneutical approaches that the three tropuses 

brought persisted for sometime, thus ensuring that there were differences and tensions 

in the ways in which Scripture and the wider Christian tradition were read. In the 

early years o f the Renewed Church, Zinzendorf played a key role in developing a bias 

towards the Lutheran tradition, which is the reason the Augsburg Confession was 

declared to be the main confession guiding theological discourse.^ In the immediate 

post-Zinzendorf period there was an attempt to lessen the role that one confession was 

perceived as playing. Consequently, the current Church Order lists ten different 

confessions to which it subscribes, though only the Bohemian Confession of 1535 can 

be called Moravian.

In the second place, the hermeneutical tension may have arisen because of conflicts 

over liberal theology and the extent to which the historical-critical method was to be

 ̂Church Book o f  the Brethren's Unity o f  the British Province, II, 9 ,44 .

® In the Introduction to Zinzendorf s Twenty-One Discourses, the Synod of 1748 was keen to indicate 
the consistency o f its positions with the Augsburg Confession. See for example ix-x. However, under 
the leadership o f Spangenberg in the immediate post-Zinzendorfian period there was a trend away from 
some Zinzendorfian views. Instead of emphasis on the consistency with the Augsburg confession, the 
Synod o f 1775 determined a list of essential doctrines to which adherence was expected. These were 
(1) Doctrine o f the total depravity o f humanity -  that we cannot save ourselves, (2) Doctrine o f the 
Divinity o f Christ, (3) Doctrine of the Atonement -  that Jesus died for our sins and was raised for our 
justification, (4) Doctrine o f the Holy Spirit as the one who leads us to conviction of sin and to faith in 
Jesus, and (5) Doctrine of feith -  that faith must be evidenced in obedience to God’s commands. For a 
full discussion see Hamilton, A History o f  the Church, 216-221.
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allowed to influence Moravian hermeneutics. The reaction within the Moravian 

Church to liberal theology came first and foremost from the German Province because 

o f the attempts to introduce the thoughts of Albrecht Ritschl (1822-1889) and 

Wilhelm Hermann (1846-1922) into the Moravian Seminary at Gnadenfeld. So 

extensive was the controversy that the Synod considered a proposal for the closure of 

the seminary. Although that proposal was not approved, groups that supported 

Moravian overseas mission threatened to withdraw their financial support.^ The 

Church Order o f 1911 reflects the thinking of the German Synod of 1908, where the 

issue proved to be contentious.* In responding to the theological controversies the 

Church Order repeated the position first promulgated at the Synod of 1879: “We 

hold fast to our genuine Moravian view, that it is not our business to determine what 

the Holy Scriptures have left undetermined, or to contend about the mysteries 

impenetrable to human reason.”  ̂ Clearly, this suspicion of reason in theological 

circles reflects a general mood in the second half o f the nineteenth century.'” By 

contrast, the Compendium of Doctrine included in the Results of the Synod of 1857 

does not include any statement that refers to the limitation of reason, despite the limits

’ Daniel Crews, Confessing Our Unity in Christ: Historical and Theological Background o f  to the 
Unity (Winston Salem; Moravian Church, Southern Province, 1994), 16.

* Crews, Confessing Our Unity in Christ, 17.

® Church Order 1911, II, 1,2. See also Results o f  the General Synod o f  the Brethren’s Unity 1879, II, 6 
(London; Moravian Publication Office, 1881), 10. The only difference between the 1879 and the 1911 
statements on the issue is the first phrase; in 1879 it runs, “We strictly adhere to the principle which has 
always obtained among the Brethren, that is not our business ...etc.” The 1911 statement runs, “We 
hold fast to our genuine Moravian view, that it is not our business ...etc”.

Toland refers to this suspicion and was critical of the church in general for its negative attitude to 
reason. The project o f deism was to show that reason in fact had a role in religion, hence Locke’s 
Reasonableness o f  Christianity.
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that Zinzendorf placed on reason in his commentary on the Augsburg Confession.' * 

This latter source of tension, concerning the extent of use of liberal theological 

methodology, has been the more influential factor in Moravian hermeneutics and 

continues to play a role today.

It seems that it was inevitable that the tension over reason would develop because it 

also reflects differences between the approaches of John Amos Comenius and Count 

Zinzendorf, the two most influential theologians in the Moravian tradition for the last 

four hundred years. On the one hand, Comenius writes out of a pre-Enlightenment 

context, in which he showed a willingness to embrace reason and sees it in harmony 

with faith. On the other hand, Zinzendorf writes within an Enlightenment context and 

takes a position over against rationalism, limiting the role that reason can play in 

matters of faith. Therefore, what became the tension in the hermeneutics of the 

Renewed Moravian Church was already pre-existent in the differences in the 

hermeneutics o f Comenius and Zinzendorf Our intention then is not to attempt to 

resolve that tension as we retrieve these theological resources because this plurality of 

views, especially on non-essentials, is itself engraved in the Moravian self- 

understanding. Instead, the two approaches must be allowed to engage each other as 

part o f the logic of pluralism itself Our aim is to see what contribution each of these 

two theological sub-traditions can make towards the development o f a viable 

Moravian theology of pluralism. We shall first address ourselves to the Comenian 

sub-tradition.

" In fact, at the Synod of 1769 Spangenberg questioned whether the use o f the lot, which had earlier 
been instituted in recognition of human inefficiency in arriving at a reasoned consensus, would not be 
best dropped, since it remained an apple of contention. For the details see Hamilton, A History o f  the 
Church, 217.
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5.2: Comenius’ Universal Principles and Plurality

John Amos Comenius (Jan Amos Komensky) was bom in Nivnice, Moravia, on 

March 28, 1592 and began his pastoral work in the Moravian Church at the 

commencement o f the Thirty-Years War.*  ̂ He soon realized that a new initiative was 

needed for the reformation o f the age in which he was living. The broader context o f  

his work is the Counter-Reformation pogrom that was initiated in Prague in 1621. In 

June o f that year, twenty-seven leaders o f the Brethren, Lutheran and Evangelical 

churches were executed, after which all the Brethren Churches in Prague were 

confiscated. During the crisis Comenius went into exile in Poland with two hundred 

other priests and hundreds o f members.'^ It is from Lesno in Poland that he 

undertook most o f his writing. In 1632 he was appointed a Bishop o f the Unity, with 

special responsibility for the exiles.

Faced with the problems o f pluralism and disunity, he attempted to reformulate his 

philosophical ideas, giving pre-eminence to the notion o f harmony in human affairs.*'*

'^In the introduction to his translation of Panaugia, Dobbie has suggested an alternative birth place at 
Comma, hence his surname. Nivnice is chosen here because it is believed to be corroborated by the 
records of the University of Heidelberg. In either case it is near the modem city of Brno, where the 
Czechs have honoured his memory by setting up a museum in his honour. For a fuller treatment of 
Comenius see Matthew Spinka, Comenius: That Incomparable Moravian (Chicago: Chicago 
University Press, 1934).

It is estimated (Rican, 348) that there were between five thousand and six thousand members of the 
Brethren Church that went into exile at that time.

’■* His ideas are contained in his magnum opus, De Rerum Humanarum Emendatione Consultatio 
Catholica {The Consultation on the Reforms o f  Human Affairs), which was discovered in 1934. See 
John Amos Comenius, Panaugia or Universal Light: Being Part Two o f  His Consultation on the 
Reform o f  Human Affairs, trans. A. M. O Dobbie (Warwickshire, England: P. I. Drinkwater, 1987), viii. 
The issue of unity in religion, philosophy and politics gleams through much of Comenius’ published 
works. Spinka mentions ninety-two titles in a partial bibliography of Comenius’ work. See, Spinka, 
John Amos Comenius: That Incomparable Moravian, 156fT. Jan V. H o \^ ,  Jan Amos Komensky: jeho  
zivot a dllo (Praha, 1932) 699-709 lists one hundred and fifly-four titles of larger works and forty-nine
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He argued that previous attempts at reform were partial because they were focussed 

on a single aspect o f  human affairs: education, politics or religion.'^ The result o f  

these piece-meal efforts was either slow progress or the opening up o f  fresh rifts more 

dangerous than before. In contrast he called for an approach to the reform that drew 

out the connection between these three most important features o f  human society, to 

which everything else was secondary.’̂

Comenius’ attempt to reform the world by overcoming religious dissensions, which 

can be termed an early theological attempt to respond to religious differences, was 

based on three normative principles o f  unity, simplicity and freedom. The first, the 

principle o f  unity, is derived from the idea o f  a unit and applies to anything that has 

its parts so interconnected and coherent that when the whole is moved all its parts also 

move.’’ This unity, and hence the union and the communion that it implies, is derived 

from creation where God laid the foundation for universal union and communion by 

making all human beings o f  one and the same substance. The opposite o f  unity is 

multiplicity, which occurs when things are unconnected and do not affect or attract 

automatically.

titles of smaller works. See also A. Heyberger, Jean Amos Comenius, (Paris, 1928), 243-65 for a 
partial listing.

Comenius gives as examples John Wyclif (c. 1320-1384), John Hus (1373-1415), Ulrich Zwingli 
(1484-1531), Calvin (1509-1564), Menno Simmons (1505-1561) and the Pope himself See Comenius, 
Panorthosia, XXXHl, 3.

Comenius, Panegersia, IV, 13.

Ibid., IX, 3.
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The second universal principle, simplicity, is applied to anything that is not 

composed o f  several parts, which means the thing in question is self-contained, 

unchanging and identifiable.'** The term is also applied to God since God is not 

composite but a being o f pure power, pure goodness and pure wisdom. Comenius 

draws from this the conclusion that the human being was made to be self-sufficient 

and dependent on God alone. For as God in his simplicity exhibits pure omnipotent 

power in managing his works without further assistance, “so it is probable that man 

has been fiimished with internal powers to perform the works which are appropriate 

to his nature, that is, to achieve results which he wishes and understands.” '^

Comenius’ third universal principle o f reform is spontaneity or freedom, which 

refers to the capacity for a unit to operate on its own accord and by its own 

inclination. Implied in this third principle are the two afore-mentioned ones o f unity 

and simplicity. A system that is composite and complex cannot be truly free in its 

operation because it needs to rely on external force, which amounts to compulsion.^” 

According to Comenius, freedom is also a mark o f divinity because God as the 

Supreme Being does not need to depend on a higher will and as almighty being there 

is no fear that his might will be fettered or restrained. God is therefore free to do as 

he pleases and he has impressed this mark o f divinity on the human being. God 

himself does not desire to reduce the human being to nothing but respects human

Ibid., IX, 2. 

’’ ibid., IX, 14. 

Ibid., IX, 5.
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freedom and is offended if it is violated. Human freedom is curtailed when the 

individual is not able to operate as an autonomous centre o f power and thought.^'

In highlighting the principles of unity, simplicity and spontaneity Comenius was 

seeking to harness and harmonize theological, political and philosophical resources 

for the services o f unity. He believed that there were three bases on which to argue for 

unity and harmony. We will look at these three bases in the following sub-sections: 

5.3: creation, 5.4: revelation and 5.5: eschatology.

5.3: Creation as a Theological Basis for Harmony

The first basis for seeking harmony was the unity he perceived in God’s creation. 

According to Comenius, the union and communion in creation is indicated in the 

witness of Scripture that all humanity is descended from one and the same stock, in 

the same manner in which branches and leaves share in the total nature of the tree.^^ 

God could have fashioned all human beings in the way he adopted in making the 

angels, that is, making them all at once. In choosing the way of a single stock for 

humanity, God was ensuring the strictest union and communion in the human race. 

The identity o f blood and nature thus ensures perfect union and communion in the 

human community. In his understanding, then, human nature is one and the same in 

every comer o f the world because all people have the same endowment of senses,

Comenius seemed to have had in mind the suppression of religious views in the Counter- 
Reformation and the Decrees that emanated from the Council o f Trent (1545-63), which began to take 
serious effect in Bohemia in 1622. According to Comenius, since Disputations and the Decrees that 
follow them concerning beliefs and duties have the appearance of compulsion, one comes to the 
conclusion that truth is more likely to win a trial if  it stands in shining armour than if  it is noisily and 
crudely defended. In this regard, see Comenius, Panaugia, III, 20.

Comenius, Panegersia, IX, 10.
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reasoning powers, will and active faculties. Comenius felt therefore that the ideas that 

emanated from other lands (other nations and other religions) should be owned as part 

o f the resources of the one human community. In his view, it was incumbent on us to 

receive and assess the ideas of other traditions in the search for harmony because the

23same God, who is one, is in all things and has created all human beings in his image. 

5.3.1: Comenian Anthropology and Religious Conflicts

Comenius defends his common human nature theory by calling attention to the three 

innate human principles that match the necessities of all kinds of action: knowing, 

willing and achieving. In every person there are (a) innate norms of knowledge that 

are called notions, (b) stimuli o f desire that are called instincts and (c) organs or 

capacities for action that are termed common faculties. The latter two he considered 

as new contributions to the understanding of human activity: “hitherto philosophers 

have spoken only of Common Notions; not one of them has ever brought these into 

order and arrangement: they have remained scattered, as they occur to any one upon 

any occasion .A ccording  to Comenius, these three innate principles were sufficient 

to exhaust the variety, however extensive, of all things and as such are norms for what 

the world contains. Knowing, willing and doing are present in human nature in all 

nations, in all ages and in all conditions.

Comenius links the three elements in human society (education or philosophy, 

religion and politics) to the human intellect, will and the faculty for action, which he

Ibid., IX, 11.

Comenius, Via Lucis, Dedication, 6.
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calls the “roots of human s u b l i m i t y . I n  drawing out this connection Comenius 

argues that: (1) the hunger in the human being for truth produces philosophy, which 

exercises the intellect; (2) human desire for good creates religion and the cultivation 

and enjoyment of the highest good, which exercise the will; (3) human eagerness to 

manage his/her affairs leads to the creation of a political system and thus draws upon 

the capacity o f human faculty for action. In the political systems we see evidence of 

the insatiable desire of human nature to control its present environment and to fashion 

and refashion it anew.^* These three factors, the intellect, the will and the faculty for 

action are primordial in nature because they were demanded of the human being from 

the very beginning.^’

Ironically, the thing that creates problems in society, as well as the human desire to 

find solutions, is our creation in the image of God. According to Comenius, “from the 

beginning of time there have been hostilities over questions of leadership, science and 

godliness, [which is also] true of the modem world.” *̂ Human beings desire wisdom 

in the mind, piety in the heart and tranquillity in life, which relates respectively to 

philosophy, religion and politics. These desires, however, give rise to rivalry in the 

human community. This does not mean that creation itself is a problem but that that

Comenius, Panegersia, IV, 11.

Ibid., 10.

According to Comenius, Adam was ordered to inspect God’s creatures and to give them individual 
names and so to master them; this was the origin of philosophy. Eve was commanded to multiply and 
replenish the earth, which was the origin of human society that requires politics for its administration. 
Adam was also commanded to abstain from a certain fruit that he might acknowledge his dependence 
on God and this was the origin of religion. See the ftiller discussion on this idea in Comenius 
Panegersia, IV, 16. More than one hundred years later Schleiermacher, who grew up in the Moravian 
Church, would predicate his understanding of religion on the human sense of absolute dependence on 
God (das Geftlhl dcr schlechthinnigen Abhangigkeit’).

Comenius, Panegersia, IV, 22.
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restless search for truth and the highest good, which leads to conflicts in the human 

community, is a function o f the very capacities created by God. This may require a 

certain ability on our part to live with unresolved differences because they lie deep 

within human self-understanding and nature.

In order to achieve the solutions to the problems o f society, a number o f factors 

needed to be in place. These include a proper understanding o f the human being, and 

an awareness o f  how visible affairs are related to what the human being is in the 

depths o f his soul.^^ An inventory o f common instincts and common faculties would 

enable us to embrace all the treasures o f truths, desires and abilities, which would in 

turn make it easier to disperse the darkness o f  ignorance and error that afflict human 

affairs. He concludes:

If we rescued common ideas from their underlying confusion, we should all 

fully understand them and find it easier to comprehend other ideas, which are 

derived from them, however obscurely. Similarly, if we all rightly understood 

the common instincts o f human nature, our wishes would coiocide and wars 

would cease, since we have enough instincts prompting us to happy ends for 

ourselves and the community, if only we knew how to get rid o f the spurious 

instincts which tend to interfere. Then at last we should all be able to attain 

our ends if we all clearly recognized the common faculties and freed them 

from confusion. For the ultimate ends o f the divine light in mankind are the 

ability to wish for all that is good, to know aU that is true and to do all that is 

possible.^*’

Comenis, Panaugia, VI, 23. 

Ibid., 25.
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The solution to human conflicts in philosophy, religion and politics will evade us 

unless we are able to come to terms with the human mind, which is the image of God 

in each person. The reform of human affairs, therefore, is related to our appreciation 

not only of the fact that all human beings are created in the image of God but that the 

dissensions we experience are related to the impetuses of the human mind. The 

desires that lead to the search for truth, piety and tranquillity are related to the 

operation of the intellect, the will and the individual’s capacity for action.

5.3.2: Engendering Harmony as a Continuation of Creation

Comenius treats the universe as the macrocosm and the soul as the microcosm of 

God’s creation. This correlation between the macrocosm and the microcosm of 

creation led him to perceive the reform of human affairs in philosophy, religion and 

politics as a continuation of the act of creation. He claims that the urge for reform is 

evidence that the one and only Creator and Lord is striving day by day to make the 

world more open to himself and more accessible to all people. He asked, “Why 

should we not cling to the hope that in the course of time we shall become one 

assembly of nations, well ordered and sharing the same bonds of science, laws and 

true religion?’̂ ' Since for him God’s purposes in creation were for himself and not 

for the devil, we can expect that God will perform his work of wisdom in us and 

destroy the cunning of the devil that expresses itself in confusion and dissension in 

society. God will control everything so that a drama badly begun by his creatures, or 

one wisely begun by him and spoiled by human unreasonable action, is brought to a 

perfect conclusion. We can then hope for a happy ending to the unhappy drama of the

Comenius, Panegersia, VIII, 14.
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world.^^ The enthusiasm shown for reform, then, should be seen as evidence that 

God, the secret architect of things, is continuing his work of creation through the use 

of human resources. For notwithstanding the omnipotence of God, “it is well-known 

that from the beginning of creation God took no immediate action by himself in 

dealing with creatures, but always used them as his agents.”^̂  We should share 

whatever is God’s concern, since we are the image of God. According to Comenius, 

one could not be far from wrong if one concludes that God’s own hand will initiate 

pious attempts to save his church and increase his glory.

The observation that God has created the world as a unit in the natural sense provides 

Comenius with the impetus for seeking harmony in the moral sense. He locates the 

desire for knowledge and truth, the sense of divine power and the love of peace and 

tranquillity in the human mind. These virtues then do not have to be re-created 

because their roots are firmly implanted in human self-understanding. The challenge 

was to bring them into harmony so that they do not relapse. Human beings were not 

only to seek ways of harmony with a clear conscience but also to co-operate 

positively with them. We would only be tempting providence if we wait for miracles, 

when the means to find solutions are already available in one form or the other. '̂* 

Since God is seeking harmony, nothing remains but for people to join in the search 

piously, seriously and persistently until a way to reform is discovered.^^ This search

Ibid., 16. 

”  Ibid., 26. 

Ibid., 25 

Ibid., 27.
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was necessary because “the bitter hatred which exists between all the sects in religion, 

philosophy and politics increases the hope o f eventually restoring harmony to the 

world [because] ... its real source lies in the love o f unity, truth and goodness.”^̂

The first basis o f harmony, then, is the unity already given in creation, which is 

exemplified most dramatically in the fact that the image o f God is impressed in all 

human beings. The desire we have for reform is derived from the divine impulse for 

perfection in the human community and in that sense is a continuation o f the act o f 

creation.

5.3.3: Creation as a Basis for a Theology o f Pluralism

We shall have to consider in detail later the interfaith relevance o f Comenius’ 

understanding o f creation. At this juncture, however, two critical remarks are 

necessary to indicate the direction in which the discussion is headed. The first relates 

to the interfaith significance o f the proposition that the image o f the Creator, however 

the Creator is perceived, is impressed on the minds o f every individual. It seems that 

a more profound justification, than that the people o f other faiths are blind to God’s 

revelation, must follow upon the Christian claim that the image o f God is impressed 

on each person. At the very least this means that there is no inability on the part o f 

people o f other faith to recognize and receive God’s revelation, which for Comenius 

is given in three arenas; not only in Holy Scripture or in the world o f nature, but also 

in the mind o f the human being. A formidable problem in interfaith dialogue is the 

inability o f Christians to affirm with conviction that the other religions are also the
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locus o f divine revelation. As we shall see, such a difficulty is overcome with 

Comenius’ view o f revelation in three arenas, which neither undermines the unique 

claims o f Christian revelation nor precludes the possibility o f divine revelation in non- 

Christian contexts.

The second remark relates to how we understand the make-up o f human being. Even 

if we do not agree with how Comenius understands the structure o f the human mind, 

we cannot miss the force o f the assertion that the unity in creation bequeathed equality 

in the human community and that, whatever is his or her location, the human being 

desires truth, piety and tranquillity. By implication, there is relative parity in terms o f 

human desires, irrespective o f our social, cultural or geographical location. By 

proposing anthropology as the basis o f his call to harmony, Comenius gets involved in 

the ongoing debate about the place o f anthropology in theology. His insistence on the 

commonality o f human desires may, however, lead to a tension in his thought. On 

one hand, by painting all humanity with the one anthropological brush Comenius 

offers a meta-narrative that overrides the particularities o f each culture, which some 

argue must be maintained against globalizing trends.^’ Here Comenius’ universalism 

functions as a homogenizing schema that tames and domesticates the particularities o f 

the different cultures. As Surin argues, it is difficult to argue for a common humanity 

as long as the existing political and economic order constitutes a world system whose 

structures, group members and rules o f legitimization require the systematic

See Anthony Giddens, The Consequence o f  Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990), 
5 Iff. He defines globalization as the intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant 
localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and 
vice versa, [p. 64]
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consignment o f masses o f human beings into political and economic subjugation/* 

On the other hand, however, the view that all human beings desire truth, piety and 

tranquillity challenges us to assess with greater compassion the piety o f people of 

other faiths. Though Comenius does not advocate that all ideas held by people o f 

other faiths should be accepted without question, he leaves himself open to be 

influenced by other traditions. This openness is predicated on his belief in the 

equality o f human beings and, as we shall see, his conviction that God speaks to 

human beings in all cultures through his three books. For Comenius, then, a 

theological anthropology and a theology o f creation can provide the basis for a 

theology o f pluralism.^’ Having looked at creation and anthropology as a basis for a 

theology o f pluralism, our next step is to consider Comenius’ views on revelation and 

harmony between the scriptures o f different religious traditions and how this will 

impact a theology o f pluralism.

5.4: Revelation and Religious Pluralism

The second basis o f Comenius’ hermeneutics o f  harmony and o f his call for reform is 

the unity of revelation within and among the three books o f God. Considering how 

Comenius deals with the issue o f revelation is important because o f the centrality of

Kenneth Surin, “Towards a Materialist Critique of Religious Pluralism,” 120.

This anthropological predication for his theology finds common cause with Pannenberg who, over 
against a dogmatic anthropology, argues for a fundamental theological anthropology that considers 
human existence as it is investigated in human biology and psychology. The understanding of 
anthropology on which Pannenberg predicates his research is what biological research tells us about the 
special character of the human beings as opposed to the animals most closely related to them. 
[Wolfhart Pannenberg, Anthropology in Theological Perspective (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1985), 22]. 
In a similar manner, Comenius’ philosophical conclusions are derived from comparing the human 
being with the animals: “an indication of the inner light that is peculiar to the mind o f man and enables 
him to discover the appearances of things is obtained by contrasting the learning-power of the animals 
with that of human beings.” (Panaugia, VI, 4) So, then, Pannenberg’s anthropological methodology, 
which has contemporary theological relevance, was already prefigured in Comenius.
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this issue in Christianity and Islam. A fundamental question for Christians is whether 

the Qur’an can be regarded as revelation from God in the same sense in which the 

Bible is revelatory. Coming to terms with the issue of revelation {wahy) is 

particularly significant because despite decades of Christian-Muslim dialogue, the 

central issue of the acceptance by Christianity and Islam of each other as veritable 

revelations has not been settled.'*'^

Comenius considers the question of the revelatory nature o f the Qur’an in the context 

o f his view of the three-fold way in which God addresses humanity."" In what seems 

to be an allusion to the Qur’an he writes that such books are found in other nations as 

well as in Europe, and their holders claim that they were written by God’s bidding and 

dictation. He cautions anyone to dare to reject any one of them as a hoax.'*  ̂For him, 

revelation is God’s handiwork and it would be perilous for anyone to wish to stand in 

God’s way. To immediately reject the claim that others have a book from God, 

though different from our o w t i , is to run the risk of refiising to listen to the voice of 

God. Refusing to listen to what God is believed by others to have said:

Imposes blindness upon God. In other words, he imagines God as a blind, 

deaf, and dumb idol or a cruel tyrant who perhaps watches our downfall and 

destruction with a smile of indifference and certainly does not intervene as He 

might. Since no one could wish for such an absurd God, the idea would be 

unthinkable, and when one hears that books are being circulated in God’s

“Islamic-Christian Dialogue: Problems and Obstacles,” Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations, 11, 
No. 2, (July 2000): 214.

Comenius, Panaugia, VII, 2.

Ibid., 8.
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name, one would wish them to be truly divine so that we may listen to God. 

This is the first point on which we must agree, that some books must exist in 

which the voice of God himself is recorded, no matter how far we have to go 

to find them.'*^

As a matter of primary importance, then, he gives all books claiming the status of a 

divine message firom God the benefit of the doubt. However, since sacred scripture is 

the voice of God to human beings, infallible criteria must be established to insure 

against deception since there were several books claiming divine status. In order to 

ensure that there is not an error of judgement in regard to divine books, “we must first 

and foremost agree upon criteria or signs which may enable the divine books to be 

certainly and infallibly distinguished fi'om others.” "̂*

The idea of establishing infallible criteria for determining the authenticity of the 

claims to revelation of other books represents one of the critical moments when 

Comenius steps beyond the intra-Christian polemic and addresses himself to the wider 

interfaith context. As far as he was concerned, any book claiming to be representing 

the voice of God must be given a hearing. However, there is a tension, then, in 

Comenius’ attitude to books of possible divine origin. On the one hand, he wanted to 

guard against bestowing on some questionable book the honour that is due to God’s 

word, hence the need for criteria. On the other hand, however, he believed that we 

were to live in fear and trembling and be cautious about making pronouncements 

about any book that is believed by anyone to represent the voice of God. This tension

Ibid.

'*'* Comenius, Panaugia, VII, 9.
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seems unavoidable because his willingness to subject all claims to sacred scriptures to 

the same criteria derives from his theology and his anthropology. He is open to the 

possibility that other books may be the source of revelation because he wishes to have 

agreement on the theological assertion that God speaks to all people. To immediately 

deny the claims of others would be a de facto denial of the Christian claim, which 

makes the issue of agreed criteria so critical in his approach. He also believes that a 

common set of criteria is possible because his anthropological assertion is that all 

human beings have a desire for truth and a capacity for finding it.

The argument for the unity of revelation may then be summarised according to the 

following affirmations: (1) In addition to revelation in the human mind and the world 

of nature, God has given us important information and warnings for our salvation in 

sacred scripture. (2) If more words of warnings (i.e. divine books) are forthcoming, 

they must be tested against the agreed infallible criteria, to insure against deception 

and to show what is authentically God’s word. (3) Everyone must accept as 

authoritative any statement proven to be from God.

From these three theses Comenius develops an approach to revelation that was aimed 

at giving a definitive answer to the question of divine revelation in a non-Christian 

context. The first step in that approach was to outline the criteria for recognizing 

divinely inspired scriptures. The second step was to indicate the harmony between the 

three arenas of revelation and the harmony between sense, reason and faith. The third 

step was to show harmony within each arena through an analytic, a synthetic and a 

syncritic reading of God’s books. These three hermeneutical steps that we must now 

consider are at the centre of the Comenian approach to the plurality of claims to
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revelation. The question that we must also keep in mind is the relevance o f this 

approach to the development o f a theology o f pluralism today.

5.4.1: Criteria for Determining Divinelv Inspired Books

The first movement in Comenius’ hermeneutic o f harmony is the setting o f criteria to 

recognize divinely inspired books. According to Comenius, the criteria can be 

divided into three sets o f characteristics. First are the external characteristics, which 

can be divided into three sub-types: the first is the character o f those who bear the 

revelation and committed it to writing. Their piety and spiritual discernment would 

not allow them to deceive the world with fictitious claims. Their simplicity means 

they do not even know how to invent revelations. According to Comenius, it is clear 

proof o f the divine origin o f the revelation when they come fi-om organs that are 

normally incapable o f producing them, as when God used infants to confound the 

wise."*̂  The second external characteristic relates to the verifiability o f the revelation. 

Comenius believed that miracles verify the credibility o f revelation and make them 

indubitable. The third external characteristic relates to the transmission o f the 

revelation fi-om one generation to the next. For Comenius, the transmission o f the 

testimony is sealed by martyrs who fearlessly submit to violence or even death at the 

hands o f sinners who reject the word o f God.

The second set o f  criteria is the internal characteristics, which can be further sub

divided in three aspects. The first aspect o f internal characteristics relates to the

Ibid., 12. Muslims believe that the authenticity o f  the claims o f  Muhammad’s Prophethood is 
indicated by the fact that he was ummi, which means illiterate (Surah 7:157). This condition o f  ummi 
meant that the Prophet was a clean vessel for receiving the revelation o f  the Qur’an
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nature o f the events to which the revelations refer.'*  ̂ According to Comenius, true 

revelations refer either to events that precede the existence o f the world, events that 

will come to pass after the end o f the world, or events that will happen in this world 

but in circumstances that we could not possibly predict. Comenius believed that the 

less elaborate the revelation the greater the likelihood o f its authenticity. The second 

aspect o f the internal characteristics is the progressive nature o f the revelation to 

which the divinely inspired book refers. For Comenius genuine revelation involves a 

gradual process o f ever-increasing enlightenment. The gradual movement in 

revelation is similar to what obtains in the development o f the human mind “whose 

light increases with each succeeding age.”^̂  The third aspect o f the internal criteria is 

the agreement between the revelation in the book in question with previous 

revelations in the written Word, the nature o f  things and sound reason. The word o f 

the divine book must then be consistent with what is enacted in the other two theatres 

o f  God, the external world and the human mind. In language that anticipates Locke 

and Toiand, Comenius argued that, “although God can make many revelations above 

the level o f reason, he must not do so contrary to reason and risk conflict o f truth or 

the destruction o f either side.” *̂* To make the revelation contrary to reason God 

would risk contradicting himself. God must also show internal consistency whether

*^Panaugia, VII, 15.

Ibid., Vll, 16; Comenius is alluding here to the view that the revelations of the New Testament are 
developments and expansions of the revelations given in the Old. His conception of the developing 
capacity of the human mind was similar to the view held that the Renaissance and the Enlightenment 
represented an emergence from the darker ages. Here Comenius is using evolutionary language before 
the notion of evolution came into philosophical discourse.

Comenius, Panaugia VII, 17. The possibility o f deception to which Descartes referred in his 
meditation does appear in Comenius.
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he is expressing himself through his works in nature, or through reason in the human 

mind or through dictating his revelation in words.

The third characteristic of divine books Comenius describes as the intimate 

characteristics. A truly divine book must make a three-fold impression on the 

human mind.'*  ̂ The first is that the enlightenment and joy it gives must be more than 

can be derived from any other human writings. Secondly, the divine books are able to 

bring about a conversion, or a supernatural transformation towards frill obedience and 

surrender of the will to God. Thirdly, the divine books are able to communicate the 

strength of the Holy Spirit, which is most clearly seen in the example of martyrs who 

are prepared to give their lives as a witness to the revelation. These intimate 

characteristics are positioned at the centre of contemporary debate about Scriptural 

authority. For Comenius, the authority of a divinely iiispired book is intimate in the 

sense that it makes a personal challenge for commitment rather than a demand for 

intellectual assent to something that is clear-cut and absolute.^*’

In summary then, there are sets of criteria for determining the revelatory character of 

sacred writings, the external, the internal and the intimate. The external criteria relate 

to the piety of the messenger, the verifiability of the revelation and the authenticity of

Ibid, VII, 18

Schneiders refers to this kind of authority as disclosive authority: “In this case, the address o f the 
authority never fully transcends its character as appeal. It never attains even relatively evidential status 
such that, if  one wishes to reject the appeal, one must ‘disprove’ its claims. In this category are such 
appeals as the claim o f the beautiful to aesthetic response, the claim of a suffering human being to 
compassion, the claim o f a parent to filial piety, the claim of the loving rebuke of a true friend to a 
hearing and even a response of repentance and conversion, the claim of friendship to fidelity, the claim 
of one who has demonstrated his or her love to be believed. Such claims have in common that they call 
for a response that is not exclusively or even primarily intellectual but affective and moral.” Sandra 
Schneiders, The Revelatory Text: Interpreting the New Testament as Sacred Scripture (Collegeville, 
Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1999), 56.
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the process o f transmission. The internal criteria relate to the nature o f the events to 

which the revelations refer, the further enlightenment they bring and their consistency 

with previous revelations. The intimate criteria relate to the effect o f the message on 

the hearers and the kind o f authority the message possesses.

The significance o f these criteria is that Comenius recognizes the different 

perspectives fi’om which one had to consider the question o f the divine status o f a set 

o f writings. However, not all the criteria seem to have continuing relevance. For 

example, it is not clear how the notions o f piety, miracles and the nature o f the 

transmission in the external criteria could challenge any negative judgement in 

relation to the Qur’an. Similarly, in reference to the intimate criteria, the effect that a 

particular book has relates to the context and manner in which it is used and may not 

be particularly helpfiil in resolving the question the status o f an unauthorized book. 

Any book that is used in worship, for example, can be expected to have the effect to 

which these intimate criteria refer. At the same time, two aspects o f the internal 

criteria may give further breadth to the discussions relating to the scripture o f other 

traditions. In the first place there is the aspect o f the internal criteria that there must 

be agreement with previous revelations. This is relevant to discussion between 

Christians and Muslims over the disagreement between the contents o f the Bible and 

the Qur’an. If it is accepted that there must be agreement between revelations, then 

Muslims would be challenged to reconsider the view that the Qur’an abrogated the 

Bible on certain points. By the same token, on the basis o f the agreement criterion 

Christians would be challenged to give up the notion that Jewish revelation has been 

superseded. The notion o f agreement, however, is in tension with the further
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revelation criterion, which is the third aspect of internal criteria. That criterion seems 

to suggest the possibility of eclipsing earlier revelations. The use of the internal 

criteria today would therefore necessitate coming to terms with this tension, which 

Comenius seeks to do in the second step in his hermeneutics.

5.4.2: Harmony Between the Three Arenas of God’s Revelation 

Comenius’ second hermeneutical movement was to show that there is agreement 

between the three arenas of revelation. His argument is that there is harmony 

between, the external world of nature. Holy Scriptures and the internal world of 

human mind. He writes:

God, therefore, has three lamps from which His brightness flashes and radiates 

towards us, namely, the world, which is the constant workshop of His wisdom, 

our mind, which constantly dictates and explains reasons, and His Holy Word, 

which constantly forewarns and corrects our mistakes. These three lamps are 

variously described as three books of God, three theatres o f God, three mirrors 

or the threefold law of God, our threefold pandects and the threefold fountain 

of wisdom. ... We also refer to them as our pandects or collection of aU the 

things that need to be known. The world really contains pandects of all 

sensory things, the mind those of intelligible things, and Holy Scripture those 

of spiritual and eternal things. Alternatively the world is there to explain all 

objects of perception, the mind to explain all matters of understanding, and 

Holy Scripture ... to explain the right and proper beliefs on the way to 

salvation.^'

Comenius, Panaugia IV, 6, 7, 12.
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According to Comenius, however, the three lights or the three divine books would be 

useless unless God trained us to behold their images clearly with our eyes/^ The 

contents of the world are special and individual, so we have been given the 

appropriate organs of reception in the form of senses, both internal and external. 

Likewise, the contents of the mind are universal, the ideas are also universal and the 

appropriate organ for comprehending in the field of intelligible things is reason. What 

Holy Scriptures contain is spiritual and generally remote Irom sense and reason, so 

that if they were not revealed they could not possibly be known, the appropriate organ 

for perceiving them is faith.^  ̂ The way in which we perceive the lights of God in the 

three arenas of revelation is analogous to the way the eye perceives light, which can 

be represented by the following table. According to Comenius, when the object is 

presented to the eye to be looked at immediately this is called direct vision. When a 

mirror lies between the object and us we receive an image of the object, which we call 

reflex vision. When a barrier, as when a coin is at the bottom of a glass, comes 

between the object and us, the object can come into view through an appropriate 

medium, for example pouring water in the glass with the coin. This way of seeing we 

call refracted vision. In other words, we perceive the objects of the world through the 

senses, which we call direct vision. Secondly, we are able to look at intelligible 

objects and distinguish one from the other by the use of reason, which is the image of 

God’s eye within us. We call this reflex vision since the mind is really like a mirror 

reflecting everything it meets, not contemplating them immediately but forms abstract 

ideas of them. In this way the mind imitates God, who sees the whole world in

Ib id .,  V II I ,  1. 

Ib id . ,  V I I I ,  7
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himself, since he contains the reasons for everything. In the third place, we become 

aware of many things beyond the senses and the power of reasoning. This faculty for 

accepting report that we get from credible witnesses is what we call credulity or faith, 

which denotes an act of believing. The testimony of the voice of God, concerning 

things that neither sense nor reason conveyed we call refracted vision.

Table 1

THE THREE-FOLD WAYS OF READING THE THREE BOOKS OF GOD

BOOKS OF GOD EYES GIVEN FOR TYPE OF VISION
READING

The External World The Senses Direct Vision

The Human Mind Reason Reflex Vision

Holy Scriptures Faith Refracted Vision

Comenius was keen to maintain harmony between the three books of God and 

harmony between faith, reason and empirical observation, at a time when there was 

the trend towards the separation of the disciplines. He urged that we read the world, 

the mind and Holy Scriptures together as the three books of God. Each must be 

inspected with the threefold-eye of sense, reason and faith. If sense, reason and faith 

were used to help each other, when one is wrong it would be fliUy corrected by the 

other two. For example, faith is fallible unless it is duly confirmed by sense and 

reason. If the condition of mutual correction is not observed, errors will occur

Ibid., VIII, 3 . Idem Panaugia, VIII, 5-6.
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frequently or at least there will be serious obstacles to our understanding. For him, 

true knowledge o f  the world o f  nature was a key to the mysteries o f  scripture. Nature 

and scripture serve each other as commentator and interpreter, scripture speaking in 

more general terms and nature in particular terms.^^ He concludes that there is: 

“Major harmony ... between our inward and external eyes when sense, reason and 

faith are on friendly terms and so much agreement that conflicts are unthinkable.”^̂

By arguing for harmony between sense, reason and faith Comenius seeks to overcome 

two challenges. In the first place, he aims to overcome the tension that may arise 

from the application o f his criteria for determining divine books. One criterion 

required was that what is revealed in a divinely inspired book must be in agreement 

with reason and empirical observation. For Comenius, where contradictions cannot 

be resolved it was due either to the improper application o f  the three-fold eye o f faith, 

sense and reason or to the questionable nature o f the revelation. Secondly, Comenius 

was responding to the emerging trend o f treating sense, faith and reason as distinct 

provinces.^’ For this reason Comenius’ perception o f harmony between the three 

books o f God is a unique theological contribution that is important for inter-church 

and interfaith dialogue, as well as for the relationship between faith, philosophy and

Comenius, Via Liicis, XIV, 8.

Comenius, Panaugia, X, 23.

This eventually became full blown in deism, where Locke claimed: “no man inspired by God, can by 
revelation communicate to others any new simple ideas which they had not before from sensation or 
reflexion.” John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, IV, xviii, 3.
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the human and natural sciences/* His third hermeneutical step addresses the issue of 

agreement within each arena o f revelation.

5.4.3: Comenius’ Epistemo logy o f Harmony

The third movement in Comenius’ hermeneutic o f harmony was to discern the 

harmony within each arena o f God’s revelation. For this task Comenius proposes a 

manner in which the three-fold eye should be employed within each book. As a result 

o f the vastness o f God’s threefold books, many things can only be seen remotely or at 

best obscurely. The question is how to read each book so that we might benefit from 

the depth o f their riches, especially when there are wide disagreements among 

scholars who look into the same books.

The first o f the three-fold method for reading that Comenius recommends is analysis, 

by which he means reading the books o f  God in such a way that the parts hidden in 

the whole are exposed by closer inspection. The analytic method breaks down the 

object into smaller parts and provides a starting-point for synthesis. The second way 

he recommends is synthesis, which is the means whereby the whole is recognised 

through its previously known parts. Comenius likens synthesis to the microscope, 

which examines the smallest o f objects, for example atoms, in order to draw 

conclusions about the larger ones. Synthesis may be understood by contrasting it with 

analysis: whereas analysis is useful for finding the contents o f things, synthesis is

Polanyi’s aim in Personal Knowledge was to restore the power for deliberately holding unproven 
beliefs in the context of empirical observation and reason, as an alternative to the failure of trusting that 
we could be relieved of all personal responsibility for our beliefs by objective criteria. According to 
Polanyi, “the doubting of any explicit statement merely implies an attempt to deny the belief expressed 
by the statement in favour of other beliefs which are not doubted for the time being.” Michael Polanyi, 
Personal Knowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1962), 
272.
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useful for detecting the force that creates, composes or unifies things. Whereas 

analysis deals with the parts o f objects, synthesis deals with the order o f the parts.^^

The third method he recommends is syncrisis, which is a comparative method that 

deals with the universal and ultimate form o f the idea fi'om which the objects derive 

their vital force.^” Comenius considered the verification o f the existence o f God as a 

way to illustrate the syncritic method. For him if we did not deduce the existence o f 

God fi’om human mental competence then we would have to allow that human 

capacities that are known were the most excellent in the entire universe. However, we 

are not convinced that that is the case.

By asserting that there is a harmonious way to read the three arenas o f revelation 

Comenius aims to come to terms with the consequences o f the plurality o f readings. It 

is a hermeneutical task to see the connections between faith, reason and empirical 

observation as it is a hermeneutical task to see the connections between the Bible and 

any other divinely inspired scriptures. In any investigation sense, reason, and faith 

were needed at one hermeneutical level and analysis, synthesis and syncrisis at the 

other. All three books o f God should be read analytically to see the parts, 

synthetically to see the coherence o f the parts and syncritically so that the 

fundamental form o f the matter under consideration may become c l e a r . W h e n ,  

sense, reason and faith are applied synthetically, they will show the unity between the

C om enius, Panaugia, IX, 13.

“  Ibid., IX, 5.

Ibid., IX, 18.
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world, the mind and scriptures, the third o f  which was for Comenius the only thing 

that separated people o f different religions. The separation between the divine books 

o f the religions is further exacerbated when a reading o f them alongside the nature 

and the mind would yield conflicting truths. However, a synthetic reading o f the 

Three Books o f God would show that there is no contradiction in God’s revelation.

Comenius’ approach presents two challenges to a theology o f pluralism today. In the 

first place, there is a challenge to read the three arenas o f revelation for harmony, 

which will involve maintaining a mutually critical relationship between sense, reason 

and faith. The hope is that excesses in the use o f one o f these three “eyes” will be 

corrected by the use o f the other two.^^ Secondly, this hermeneutical approach means 

the modem Christian theologian cannot sidestep the issue o f the revelatory 

significance o f the Qur’an. It seems that either the Qur’an must be declared spurious 

or that it must be declared as being divinely inspired. It must be excluded from 

consideration altogether or it must be read alongside the Bible as being o f revelatory 

value. The force o f this conclusion is derived from the argument that no arena o f 

God’s revelation and no book claiming divine status can be excluded except on the 

grounds o f clearly established criteria.

In summary, Comenius proposes three hermeneutical movements to come to terms 

with conflicting assertions about revelation. The first movement is that o f recognizing

*^Here Comenius overcomes the problems faced by scholastics who argued that a truth from the point 
of view of faith might not be possible to be established by reason or the senses. Averroes stressed that 
truth in the area o f philosophy should be separated from truth in the area of theology. This separation 
between philosophy and theology featured in the theology of Siger of Brabant, a position that led to the 
eventual separation o f the two disciplines. See Etienne Gilson, A History o f  Philosophy in the Middle 
Ages (London: Sheed and Ward, 1955), 387.
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books of divine origin, for which he sets out three criteria, the external, the internal 

and the intimate. When we have a sense of what constitutes the third book of God’s 

oracle, the next step is to use the three-fold eye of sense, reason and faith for looking 

into these books or three arenas of God’s revelation. In order to ensure that our 

reading does not result in a skewed or fragmented picture, we should then make the 

third hermeneutical move, which is to use the three-fold eye to read each arena of 

God’s revelation. This required reading analytically to see the components, 

syntheticaUy to see their coherence and syncritically to determine the use and end of 

what we have analysed and synthesized. For Comenius, then, the age of conflict and 

rivalry, of dissension and strife, of religious, philosophical and political 

disagreements, is faced with a hermeneutical problem. Unless we can agree on what 

books we are reading and on the way to read them, we are not likely to overcome our 

conflicts. The force of Comenius’ challenge pushes Christians to come to a definite 

position on the question of revelatory nature o f the Qur’an, and how it is to be read, as 

a prelude to overcoming the differences between Islam and Christianity. Recognizing 

that some conflicts may extend beyond the present epoch, Comenius shows where 

there is yet an eschatological imperative to seek their solutions.

5.5: Eschatological Imperatives for Harmony

We have already dealt with creation and revelation as two bases on which Comenius 

predicates his call for religious harmony. The third basis of this call is eschatology, 

the consideration of which is important for two reasons. In the first place, the related 

issue of utopia is relevant to any approach to pluralism and is a concern especially for 

Christianity and Islam. Secondly, eschatology is an important aspect of the intra-
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Moravian hermeneutical tension, which must be reckoned with in the development o f  

a Moravian theology o f pluralism. For the Moravian approach to have application in 

the Caribbean context, where Caribbean theology follows liberation theology in 

operating with a single utopian vision, it must come to terms with the different 

conceptions o f utopia that there are between Zinzendorf and Comenius.

Comenius put an extreme weight o f responsibility on the human being for creating the 

utopian dream o f pan-harmony. He believed that “the whole history o f the world, 

corresponding to the life period o f man, must necessarily culminate in some highest 

level o f  intellectual development.”^̂  Pan-harmony is the framework for the fullest 

possible knowledge that can be gained under heaven, so it will be the last stage o f 

world history. There were already several stages in the progressive use o f the 

intellect. The final stage o f world history was pan-harmony, which Comenius 

characterized as one in which there would be “the gathering and confluence out o f all 

the lights, which have hitherto revealed the one great light for the common use o f  

mankind.”^  The final stage will join together all the previous stages and “will set in 

the light, more clearly than ever before, those things which we ought to contemplate.

Comenius, Via Lucis, VI, 3.

^  Ibid., XIII,4-10. The first stage Comenius called autopsy, that is, the direct and accurate inspection of 
the world by means of the eyes. The second stage was the stage of mutual questioning. By questioning 
and by responding to questions, the individual was able to effect a fuller advance of wisdom. The third 
stage was the custom of holding public assemblies, where many persons could be taught at the same 
time. Comenius locates the institution of this third way before the Flood (Gen 4:26) but said it 
continued up to his time. The fourth stage for advancing wisdom was the invention of writing, which 
he said was the only method available for handing on to posterity the things worth remembering. The 
fifth stage of advancing knowledge was the discovery of the printing press, the result of which has been 
intense competition of the publication of fresh discoveries. The sixth stage in intellectual development 
and the spreading the light of knowledge throughout the human race was through the art of navigation. 
Through navigation communication was opened up between peoples of various continents hitherto cut 
off from each other. Yet, despite these six stages, the world has an ineradicable longing for a fuller 
light of knowledge, which, in the highest sense, was full of all those things that are offered for our 
learning here on earth, and set forth in that threefold book of God given to us.
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and will make the speech o f all men to all men more precise in dealing with them.”^̂  

Therefore, the Comenian imperative for harmony is based on the perception o f the 

ultimate re-ordering o f the world as a present human task in partnership with God 

rather than as a future task for God alone.

Comenius gives three reasons to justify the assertion that human initiatives were 

necessary to establish pan-harmony as the climax o f history. The first was 

psychological: he felt it was necessary to overcome the piecemeal efforts and partial 

results o f previous attempts to bring about harmony, all o f which failed because they 

were not sufficiently universal.^* The second reason was ethical: he considered it 

prudent that Christians seek to attain the things we ask o f God. Our efforts, then, to 

secure unity in the world, which is clearly something we desire and pray for, should 

be given to God as offering in the hope that God may use it.^’ The third reason was 

theological: he believed that though unity and harmony are spiritual notions, we 

understand them only in earthly terms. Therefore, effort was needed on earth to 

achieve the things o f heaven.^*

“  Ibid., XIII, 12.

^  Ibid., Ill and IV. Comenius includes in the list o f such persons Diogenes, who lit a lamp at midday 
proclaiming that he was looking for a man; Heracleitus who was constantly bemoaning follies with 
ceaseless tears and sighs; Democritus, who declared that all men were foolish and ridiculous; and 
Christ, who bore “witness in his own words: ‘we have sung to you and you have not danced; we have 
mourned to you and you have not beaten your breasts’.” Via Lucis, III, 9. Comenius’ interpretation of 
Matt 11:17 suggests that the quotation was Jesus’ critique of the society. However, it seems the writer 
was saying that this was the society’s critique o f people like Jesus.

Ibid., VII, 1.

Ibid., XIV, 4-5.
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Comenius’ eschatological vision of pan-harmony, then, was seen as the result of 

human beings acting in concert with God, which had psychological, ethical and 

theological justifications. Since God gave unity to the human community, we were 

under an imperative to work assiduously for its establishment. The fact that 

Comenius does not relieve the human being of the responsibility for the end of things 

has critical implications for a theology of pluralism. His utopian dream for the 

religions is not a wait-and-see attitude but it is a future to be created through human 

initiatives. According to him the dissensions and confiision that arise from the 

plurality of the present day was a consequence neither of God’s inactivity nor of 

God’s failure but was due to human action or inaction. God always uses the efforts of 

human beings so it was critical to the future that our best efforts were put forward. 

Given the desire for a future of harmony, and having regard to several failed attempts, 

it was now incumbent on us to pursue those things that will bring about the fliture we 

seek.

Conclusion

In his Consultation on Human Affairs Comenius took the position that there was a 

need to reform the affairs of the human commimity in terms of politics, religions and 

philosophy. Efforts to this end were already attempted but because these were 

fi'agmentary and partial they failed. The time had come for a holistic approach that 

was based on three universal principles. The principles were unity, simplicity and 

freedom, which constituted the axis around which the wheel of harmony would be set 

in motion. The universality o f these principles was justified with reference to three 

bases that justified the call to harmony. (1) The first basis is creation: the assertion is 

that all the created works of God display his image, but more so the human being, in
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whom the image o f God is most clearly impressed. As an important part o f creation 

all human beings were made one in terms o f intellect, will and capacity for action. 

The elements in human society, philosophy, religion and politics are related to these 

aspects o f the human person and the problems and solution in society can be 

understood in relation to the human mind. The desire in the human community for 

reform can be regarded as the ongoing process o f  creation.

The second basis is revelation, in which the claim is made that the three books o f 

God, the world, the human mind and Holy Scriptures make the will o f God known. 

All three must be read together in order for us to know the will o f God in the flillest 

possible way. All nations should bring their account o f the word o f  God, which would 

be assessed on agreed criteria. When the criteria are met, sense, reason and faith must 

be applied in reading all three books o f God, which exist in mutual relationship, so 

that something obscure in one can be made clear in another. So as to see the 

connection between the revelations within and between the books, the three fold 

hermeneutical principle o f analysis, synthesis and syncrisis is required.

The third basis for the call to harmony was Comenius’ eschatology. There were 

psychological, ethical and theological reasons for human efforts to create the harmony 

we desire. Our utopian dream was to be seen as a reality we create in obedience to 

God’s prompting. This call to action in light on the desired end, one could say, is the 

foreground for Comenius’ call for harmony.

The challenge that a Moravian approach to pluralism faces, then, is to show the 

relevance o f Comenius for interfaith engagement. According to his approach, the
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problems of the relationship between Christianity and the other religions had to be 

resolved through human efforts because they are related to the God-given desires for 

truth, piety and power. His insistence that religious claims be subjected to public 

scrutiny places him in the modem period with its awareness of plurality and 

difference. The central argument of his approach, however, is that the bases for 

harmony are already given in creation and revelation and the imperative to achieve 

harmony is derived from his perception of the climax of human history. The 

contribution that Comenius makes to a theology of pluralism, then, must be seen in 

relation to his views on creation, revelation and eschatology.
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CHAPTER 6

THE INTERFAITH APPLICATION OF 

COMENIUS’ HERMENEUTICS OF HARMONY

Introduction

Comenius’ efforts to bring about harmony at the national and international levels may 

be described as a pre-Enlightenment attempt to develop a theology o f pluralism. 

Although at the outset he was concerned with issues o f inter-church relations and their 

impact on politics, he was quick to see that he could not focus his concern for unity 

and peace in one nation or one region o f the world. His vision o f a full reform of 

human affairs led inevitably to finding efforts to overcome the undesirable 

consequences o f international religious plurality and conflict.

There are three areas in which Comenius put questions to the modem approaches to 

pluralism. The first is in the area o f creation theology, particularly his understanding 

o f the human being as one made in the image o f God. This divine characteristic is 

fundamental to appreciating the drive to know the truth. The second area relates to 

revelation, which he understands as being given in three arenas: the external world o f 

nature, the internal world o f the mind and the written word o f scripture. The third 

area is his understanding of eschatology. Comenius put the individual at the centre o f 

responsibility for creating the utopian harmony that we desire. Our aim in this 

chapter, then, is to undertake three specific tasks. Having regard to his theology of 

creation, the first task is to look at the sources o f Comenius’ anthropology, which 

plays a significant role in his understanding o f dialogue and o f the role o f the human 

being in creating the utopian vision. The second task is to illustrate the contemporary
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interfaith relevance o f his anthropology by comparing his approach to difference, 

dialogue and eschatology with that o f  contemporary pluralists. As we will see, his 

approach differs from theirs, which ends with the elimination o f dialogue or a 

concealment o f difference, both o f which Comenius’ anthropology forces him to 

emphasize. The third task will be to show that his understanding o f revelation is able 

to resolve the problem o f whether the Qur’an can be regarded as divine revelation.

6.1: Sources o f Comenius’ Anthropology

Our first task then is to consider the source o f Comenius’ anthropology, given that it 

constitutes such an important aspect o f his approach to other religions. As we saw in 

the previous chapter, Comenius drew on the biblical witness in developing his notion 

o f the human being as creature made in the image o f God. From this he concluded 

that there is unity and hence equality in the human community. The evidence o f the 

image o f  God in all human beings is that they all alike thirst for truth, piety, freedom 

and the capacity to manage their own affairs. In stressing unity and freedom as 

important human characteristics Comenius was also using the language o f the 

Moravian theological tradition. The Motto o f the Moravian Church states: “In 

essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity”. The formula has 

functioned as a sort o f  guide for Moravian interfaith and inter-church involvement. 

Although the terminology o f the Motto itself was probably developed outside the 

Moravian Church, there is a certain affinity with an older Moravian tradition, in 

which a distinction was made between the things that were necessary for salvation
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and those that were not.' For the Moravians, unity and liberty were ideals that held an 

important place in the practice o f  the faith. In employing these categorizations, the 

Moravians were attempting to situate the identity o f  the Moravian Church among the 

other churches.^ That identity was one that stressed unity in the essential things o f  the 

faith and liberty in those things that were not considered to be necessary for salvation.

Given the currency o f  the notions o f  unity and liberty in Moravian discourse, one 

suspects that Comenius as Moravian Bishop may have drawn on these theological 

ideas in developing his thoughts on unity and liberty as anthropological categories. A 

reasonable conclusion to draw is that Comenius’ understanding o f  unity and liberty in 

the human community would have been influenced by the explication o f  these

'in  The Apology of 1503, believed to be one of the oldest extant documents of the Moravian Church, 
the distinction between essential and non-essential things was deemed necessary because of “the 
contusion prevailing throughout the church generally.” According to Schweinitz, this document was 
found in a Lissa Folio. See De Schweinitz, The History o f  the Church, 200, note 1. Schweinitz, The 
History o f  the Church, 201. In that document, distinctions are made between three orders or levels of 
beliefs and practice in the life of the church. The document speaks of things “essential” (essentialia), 
things “auxiliary” or “ministrative” {ministerialia) things and things “accidental” (accidentialid). 
(Schweinitz has “accidentilia” which seems to be an error.) The things essential relate to the grace of 
God the Father, the merits of Christ the Son and the gift of the Holy Ghost on God’s part and human 
faith, hope and love on the part of humans. The auxiliary things were those that serve the essential, for 
example the word of God and the sacraments. Accidental things refer to the time, place and mode of 
the exercise of the auxiliary, and as such include the ceremonies and rites of religion. What the early 
Moravians meant by “auxiliary” is not equivalent to the “non-essentials” in the later formulation. 
Nevertheless, the main point is that there was a consistent discourse on the basis for unity and liberty. 
The delineation of the basis for unity and liberty in ecclesial practice may be called the formal principle 
of the [early] Brethren’s theology. See R. Rican, The History o f  the Unity, 1992, 403. (Kalich first 
published this book in Prague in 1957.) The Book of Order of 1911 sees the formula as the thread that 
joins the old Unitas Fratrum to the new. It states: As the oldest in the sisterhood of Protestant 
Churches, the Moravian Church stands today as in the beginning, for unity in essentials, for liberty in 
non-essentials, for love in all things. ‘In necessariis unitas, in non necessariis libertas, in omnibus 
caritas.’ Book o f  Order! 911, 4.

^It is not without significance the Vatican II Declaration on the Relation of the Church to non-Christian 
religions. Nostra Aetate, has employed the emphasis “unity in essentials.” The Moravian formula and 
a Comenian kind of philosophical grounding seem to gleam through the Declaration when it notes: 
“ever aware of its [the Church’s] duty to foster unity and charity among individuals and even among 
nations, it reflects at the outset on what people have in common and what tends to bring them 
together.” This is not to suggest that Comenian philosophy has influenced the Council at this point but 
rather that Comenius in developing his philosophy may also have drawn on the Roman Catholic 
philosophical heritage, which, in any case, is the ground out of which the Moravian Church springs.
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in all ages and under all conditions.^ The desire and search for truth, piety and 

tranquillity, which constitute the foundation o f human affairs, are based on the make

up o f the human soul. These three characteristics o f the mind are inseparable and are 

not dependent on education or learning because they are operative in educated as well 

as uneducated persons. From the commonality o f notions, instincts and faculties, 

Comenius asserted that everything that common ideas dictate must be true; that the 

good is that which common instincts prompt all men to pursue and that every purpose 

that common faculties are meant to serve must be possible.’ His conclusion, which 

has implication for religion, philosophy and politics, is that all human beings because 

o f their divine likeness, “know, desire and are able to achieve the same things, in the 

same way by virtue o f their very humanity.”* This anthropological claim was critical 

to Comenius’ argument in two ways. In the first place, the claim was a prerequisite 

for his conclusion that the human mind is an arena o f God’s revelation. Secondly, 

unless there was agreement that every person had the same mental capacity, it would 

be unreasonable to expect that everyone could see the truth to which the Christian 

gospel bore witness.

Therefore, the Moravian theological tradition and philosophy are sources o f 

Comenius’ anthropology. Accordingly, there are two consequences for a theology o f

* Ibid., Dedication 8. Comenius shows reliance on Lord Francis Bacon, whose philosophical position 
he admired. He refers to Bacon as “illustrious,” who he said wrote: ‘That all things are possible which 
can be done by some persons, though not indeed by anybody and everybody; and by a number of 
persons united, though not by a single person; and in a series o f ages though not in the same epoch and 
finally by public effort and at public expense, though not by the resources and toil o f individuals.’ 
(Dedication 13.) See also Idem, Panaugia, Vl.l 1.

 ̂Comenius, Panaugia, VI. 17.

* Comenius, Via Luc is. Dedication 12.
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pluralism: the first is that there is unity and hence, equality in the human community, 

arising from our having been created in God’s image. The second is that each 

individual because of the structure and operation of the mind desires truth, piety and 

tranquillity. The intellect seeks after truth, the will seeks after piety and the capacity 

for action seeks after tranquillity. There are also two consequences emanating from 

Comenius’ approach to anthropology, which we must then consider as part of our 

second task. The first is the seriousness with which he approaches the claims of 

others, which lands him irretrievably into a rigorous dialogue. However, this dialogue 

has the capacity to overcome the patronizing tendencies that we find in the approach 

of today’s pluralists because it insists that everyone who is affected by a truth claim 

must give assent to its status as truth. The second consequence is that he holds the 

human being fully responsible for moving history towards its utopian climax. 

Therefore, global reform is for Comenius a necessary corollary of taking the claims of 

others seriously.

6.1.1: Attitudes to Difference: Comenius and the Pluralists

In his major work. Towards a World Theology, Wilfred Cantwell Smith notes that the 

bifiarcation that secular intellectuals assumed in their thinking about religion tended to 

converge with the thinking that isolated Christianity as an entity apart from the other 

religious human communities.^ For Smith, however, such segregation cannot be 

maintained in light of recent emphases in epistemology, which challenge us to move 

beyond the subject-object approach to knowledge, towards the corporate self- 

consciousness approach where knowledge is for the subject as well as for the external

’ W. C. Smith, Towards a World Theology, 54.
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o b s e r v e r . I n  Smith’s view, the only accurate knowledge in religion is knowledge in 

which all affected participants are involved as conscious individuals. Recognizing 

this critical epistemological turn, we must conclude, according to Smith, that no 

statement about Islamic faith, for example, is true if Muslims do not accept it as 

true." Consequently, once the step to recognize the faith o f men has been taken, the 

next step is the recognition that there are not other men but a single human 

community with one religious history.’  ̂ Smith therefore urges that we should 

construct a single appropriate theology instead o f  various theologies because the 

different religions do not represent different religious histories, per se, but different 

ways o f being human. For Smith there is only one religious history for all humanity, 

to which a single world theology corresponds.

One is suspicious, though, o f the possibility and necessity o f writing a single narrative 

over all religious history as Smith has done. According to Heim such an approach is 

more exclusive than previous approaches to other religions because it subsumes 

various religions within one large system. Although the other exists in subsidiary 

status or in opposition, they did not truly exist as other. Smith’s vision annihilates 

every other within a super-system that recognizes no alternatives and can hardly be 

questioned because it is ‘ours’ -  and ‘ours’ is all-inclusive.'^

Smith, Towards a World Theology, 59. 

" Ibid., 87.

Ibid., 103.

Heim, Salvations, 56.
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Comenius also describes the human community as having a single history moving 

towards it eschatological climax, which means he is under the same sharp critique 

from Heim. On closer observation, however, there seems to be an important 

difference between Smith and Comenius that may save the latter’s position from 

Heim’s critique. This difference lies in Comenius’ respect for the individual’s 

intellectual capacity and freedom and, consequently, his assumption that there must 

be differences between human beings and within the human community. Comenius’ 

argument for the equality between human beings and for harmony in the human 

community is justified on the grounds o f creation, revelation, and eschatology. 

However, that equality does not destroy the differences that arise from the freedom of 

human thought and action. Human beings can examine natural objects in the world 

and have agreement because they do so on the basis o f the senses that are common to 

them.''^ Agreement can be reached when people begin with similar ideas o f reason, 

for example the notion o f “whole” or “part”, which means the same to all, whether 

Christians, Jews or Turks. For Comenius, however, agreement is not natural to free 

thinking individuals. On the contrary, human zeal for the highest good, the highest 

truth and piety, account for the radical differences between people. So, although for 

Comenius human history was a single continuum moving towards a future utopia, the 

individual had a key role to play in determining its course. Failure to play our proper 

part in history has led to ignorance and dissension, which we must endeavour now to 

remove through action in the areas o f politics, philosophy and religion. Therefore, the 

way Comenius understands the structure and operation o f the human mind allows him 

to concede the existence o f real philosophical, religious and political differences in

Comenius, Panaugia, XV, 9.
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the human community. His plea was for dialogue as a way to live with and, where 

possible, overcome the differences. In his view, the challenge o f plurality is to bring 

the different conceptions o f human history into conversation, which means dialogue is 

a fundamental prerequisite for harmony.

According to Comenius, even within a single religious community there are 

differences to such an extent that a common pedagogical approach ought not to be 

taken to dealing with them. Instead, he insisted that the different religious levels at 

which people lived be recognized.'^ One must resist the temptation to subsume every 

one under one religious system. What is common to humanity, then, was not a 

religious history but rather the intellect that searches for truth, the will that yearns for 

piety and the capacity for action that is directed towards tranquillity. In their 

operation, the intellect, the will and the capacity for action go in different directions, 

which makes for real differences in philosophy, religion and politics. What Comenius 

hopes for is that, in as much as the movements in different directions cause 

dissensions and confiision, a way to ensure harmony, not uniformity, can be found. 

Harmony would not mean that all the religions operate in the same way but that they 

are directed towards the same end, that is, the glory o f God and harmony in the human 

community. However, those things on which there is no consensus, since they are 

doubted by one side or the other, would be set aside, not as if they are totally false or 

not totally true, “but leaving them to lie on the table without prejudice until a future 

date.” '^ The freedom to choose a way that was different from others was built into

Comenius, Panorthosia, XXIII, 6. 

Comen'ms, Panaugia, XV, 16.
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the structure o f  the mind and to seek to limit that freedom with a totalising system 

would be seeking to erase the image o f God in the individual.

The agreement on theological issues did not mean establishing a world theology from 

the parts o f  the several, as Smith suggests. Rather, Comenius believed that in a plural 

context the integrity o f the religions would be kept intact, in so far as others could 

share the truth that they declare. The safest way to harmony, he said, was not 

uniformity but agreement on those things that are true and beyond doubt in the area o f 

politics, philosophy and religion.

6.1.2. Attitudes to Dialogue: Comenius and the Pluralists

In order to illustrate the interfaith relevance of Comenius’ approach, we can also 

compare his understanding o f the role o f dialogue with that o f Lindbeck. The strength 

o f  Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach lies in his recognition o f the importance of 

one’s hermeneutical position. If  one takes Lindbeck’s position to its logical 

conclusion, we are under obligation to defer judgment on any aspect o f another 

religion until we have understood fiilly how the position is arrived at within the 

context o f the religion’s semiotic system. Lindbeck was interested in accounting for 

the internal logic and coherence o f the religious systems but Comenius was interested 

in the truth o f the claims, which for the latter is public property with universal 

validity. So while Lindbeck’s position is not concerned with dialogue between the 

religions, per se, Comenius’ position sees dialogue as a necessary way towards the 

determination o f truth. For Comenius, though, the claims o f the religion must be 

verified on agreed criteria. His hermeneutical criterion o f harmony between sense, 

reason and faith meant that what is held as universal and true cannot be inconsistent
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with either, reason, or sense or faith. Consequently, the religion cannot shield itself 

from criticism by calling attention to its semiotic system.

By insisting that finding truth is the goal for dialogue, Comenius’ position is in 

tension with Knitter who speaks o f  absolute truth in a relative sense. According to 

Knitter, the pluralistic world is discovering that no truth can stand on its own; that no 

truth can be totally unchangeable. Truth does not prove itself by triumphing over all 

other truths “but by testing its ability to interact with other truths -  that is, to teach and 

be taught by them, to include and be included by them.” '^ For Knitter, then, the 

absoluteness o f  the truth is founded in its relational and inclusive capacities. Knitter 

allows that the truth o f each religion is absolute, “insofar as it calls for total personal 

commitment and claims universal relevance.” '* This notion o f absolute truth is 

analogous to Smith’s notion o f a single history to which there would be a Christian 

contribution.'^ The pluralist position is that each notion o f truth as well as each 

contribution to world history is equally valid. However, it is precisely in this respect 

that Comenius differs. For him, only dialogue can establish the truth content o f the 

claim, although assertions may at first be given the benefit o f the doubt. 

Nevertheless, there was nothing sacred about a position if others cannot aflfirm it as 

truth on the basis o f agreed criteria. In other words, truth is not derived from people’s 

conviction but emerges through the rigour o f dialogue. It was not just that there is a 

Christian, or an Islamic or a Buddhist contribution to truth. Rather, whatever

Knitter, No Other Name, 219.

Ibid., 220.

Smith, Towards a World Theology, 129.
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contribution is made had to be acceptable to the other or else it could not stand as 

truth. Finding the truth was therefore not at variance with dialogue.

For Comenius one o f the implications o f dialogue is that one had to be prepared to 

give up one’s position if a better way is shown.^*  ̂ He lamented the fact that people 

simply adhered to their religion as a consequence o f the accident o f their birth, which 

results in our remaining “as far apart in our religion as in our rivers, seas, mountains, 

languages and cultures.”^' At the same time, Comenius was committed to people 

holding their position if they could find no other that was superior. Instead o f seeking 

to integrate all narratives into a meta-narrative, he was seeking to satisfy himself that 

he could also hold as true the claims to truth that others hold, which had to be 

established in a dialogical process. By placing all claims to truth on the discussion 

table, he expected that there would be profit when others are attracted to share in our 

agreements about truths. Decisions about human affairs should not be made without 

referring the decisions to all who are affected by them. All affected by a decision must 

have the same information and opportunity to pass judgement on it.^  ̂ The outcome o f 

dialogue, however, did not mean that there had to be unanimity and consensus about 

everything because people were expected to be able to differ amicably on some point 

or the other without giving offence. The search for harmony through dialogue

Heim relies on Nicholas Rescher’s orientational pluralism in arguing along these lines. According to 
Rescher, orientational pluralism does not entail indiflferentism. In any inquiry, the fact that one must 
inevitably defend one’s position on the basis o f one’s values does not impede our taking the stance that 
our position is right. See Nicholas Rescher, Pluralism: Against the Demand fo r  Consensus (Oxford; 
Clarendon Press, 1993), 112; Heim, Salvations, 133-143. Comenius, Panaugia, XV, 18.

Comenius, Panegersia, VI, 15.

^^Panegersia, XI, 2.
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required also that parties in consultation were able to cope with differences because 

the absence o f harmony is the cause for war.^^

Comenius finds precedence for his dialogical approach in the tolerance displayed by 

the Apostle Paul and Saint Augustine.^'^ Comenius took the view that a similar 

tolerant, dialogical approach ought be taken in dealing with people o f other religious 

persuasions. He asked, “Why should we not treat Jews, Mohammedans, pagans and 

all kinds o f  heretics with the same clemency and wisdom?” Given that many o f the

disputes in the world had to do with religion, Comenius was keen not to appear to be 

reproaching or censuring other people directly or indirectly. He said that experience 

had taught him that it is futile for people to contradict each other and to quarrel over 

differences o f opinion. His approach then was to proceed slowly and gradually, 

“without giving offence to Jews or Turks.”^̂  For him, therefore, the dialogical 

approach was firmly grounded in the Christian tradition.

Comenius, Panegersia, XI, 27.

Comenius, Panegersia, Intro, 29. Comenius, however, misreads ICor 9:21, which in fact speaks of 
Paul becoming as one “outside the law” to those “outside the law.” Paul said that he was “under the 
law of Christ” but that need not be read to mean that those outside the law, meaning the Mosaic law, 
were thereby understood to be under the law of Christ. Comenius does not refer to the exact place in 
Augustine from which this account is taken. One can only assume it refers to his work Contra 
Faustum Manicheaum. Manicheanism is believed to have had extensive influence on Augustine’s 
thought because he was himself a Manichee from 378-82. Later, however, Augustine moved beyond 
Manicheism because even in the discussion with Faustus, the ambiguities and fables were more than 
the truth. For details see W. H. C. Frend, The Rise o f  Christianity, p. 663, note 86; and Augustine’s, De 
utilitate credendi, VI.13 and Against the Epistle o f  the Manicheus Called Fundamental, XI.12.

Comenius, Panegersia, Intro, 29.

Ibid., Intro. 35.
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To the modem ear Comenius’ approach to truth may sound like an impossible 

Habermas-like universalism.^^ However, it was consistent with Comenius’ 

understanding o f truth and his understanding o f  the human being. The universal 

character o f truth prevents him from patronizing the position o f people o f other faiths 

or from taking their truth claims for granted. His respect for truth and the seriousness 

with which he approaches claims to truth means he must took the claims o f others 

seriously to the point o f accepting them if they were more convincing, or o f rejecting 

them or putting them in abeyance if they were not. The individual had the internal 

intellectual competence to seek truth and can identity it wherever it is seen. Comenius 

therefore poses a significant challenge to the modem theologian who believes that 

certain claims are beyond question and to the plural context where claims to truth are 

asserted without the concurrence o f partners in dialogue.

6.1.3: The Role o f Tradition in Dialogue

One aspect o f Comenius’ approach to pluralism that remains problematic, however, is 

his perception o f the role of the tradition in dialogue. In speaking o f plurality and 

dialogue Comenius thinks not only o f traditions but also o f individuals, as if they 

stood free from the traditions. In his view, giving space for the position o f the 

individual was an ethical imperative. Tradition has the capacity to function in a

Jurgen Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action (Cambridge: Polity Press, 
1990), 197. Habermas is concerned with establishing a moral viewpoint that is amenable to reason. He 
believes that the Kantian monological reflection is inadequate for this because the philosophy of the 
subject has given way to the philosophy of language and monologue has given way to dialogue. 
According to Comenius, when one is dealing with a rational creature one has to respect his freedom of 
choice, which does not permit another party to make his decisions for him. Comenius’ principle of 
universality pre-empts that put forward by Habermas in his discourse ethics. According to Habermas, 
claims to valid norms cannot take the form of private moral deliberation, like Kant’s categorical 
imperative. A valid norm must satisfy the interest of all affected by it. A norm is universal, satisfying 
the interest of everyone, when all affected by it can accept the consequences and side-effects that its 
general observation is expected to have. See Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative 
Action, 65.
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tyrannical way over the individual and unless it is possible to break free o f a given 

hermeneutical tradition it may not be possible to access the truth.^* Comenius did not 

believe that a person should simply adopt the position o f a religious faith because they 

were bom into it but that they should break free o f that tradition if a more plausible 

position is put forward in discussion. This position has to be understood against the 

background o f the oppressive role played in Bohemia by the Roman Catholic 

tradition.

However, the role o f the individual must be seen in the context o f the tradition in 

which the individual stands. By questioning the weight that tradition carries in 

interpretation and by raising the profile o f the input o f  the individual over against the 

tradition Comenius seems to be suggesting that the individual can stand in a 

“tradition-free” zone. However, any attempt to try and establish truth by supposing 

one can stand in a neutral position is an illusion.^’ While it is clear that Comenius 

was not trying to assert a neutral position free o f  tradition, his emphasis on the 

freedom o f the individual from tradition runs the risk o f seeking to occupy a tradition- 

free ground.

It is not necessary to situate oneself outside the tradition in order to exercise a 

hermeneutic o f suspicion. This is what liberation theology has shown by using the 

experience o f the poor as the hermeneutical starting point. Comenius’ emphasis on

Comenius, Panaugia xv, 21. 

MacIntyre, Whose Justice, 345.
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the role o f the individual seems to miss the tradition-specific nature o f his own 

approach. In a Moravian theology o f pluralism the individual is challenged to commit 

to a process o f intra-tradition as well as an inter-tradition dialogue. Therefore, in 

retrieving the Comenian approach to pluralism for today’s plural context, one should 

keep in mind the tradition-bias in his approach and the need to be sensitive to the 

tradition specific nature o f aU theological discourse. In this way the role o f the 

individual would not be allowed to eclipse the role o f the tradition, as the context in 

which the individual stands.

In summary, the high esteem in which Comenius holds the human capacity to find 

truth via a process o f dialogue rescues him fi'om the dangers o f relativism, which is an 

ever-present threat to the pluralist position. In his view, the individual is able to 

adjudicate between notions o f truth by a rigorous process o f dialogue because the 

thirst for truth inhabits the mind. Dialogue was necessary to establish truth because all 

affected by the truth claim must give assent to its universal quality.

6.2: Attitudes to Eschatologv: Comenius and Hick

The second consequence o f Comenius’ anthropology is that he put the individual at 

the centre o f responsibility for the direction o f history. This is contrary to Hick’s 

position, which according to Cheetham implies that there will be opportunities after 

death to come to terms with our lack o f understanding in this present life.^” Comenius 

had the perception that harmony could be achieved through global reform. His vision 

was for a universal council with representatives drawn fi'om all nations that would

David Cheetham, “Evil and Religious Pluralism: The Eschatological Resolution,” The New 
Blacl^iars 78, No. 915 (1997): 215.
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have responsibility for implementing global actions.^' Comenius’ sense o f urgency 

and apocalyptic vision was due to the fact that he believed the world had arrived at the 

seventh millennium, or the world’s Sabbath. He saw his era as an opportunity to 

summon a jubilee for the proper restoration o f the world’s affairs. In Comenius’ 

vision, the success o f such a council would depend on at least three rules. The first 

was the need to avoid prejudice, which was exemplified in people claiming 

universality for their religion alone.^^ Secondly, there would be need for impartiality, 

so that one considers not only oneself but also the well-being and the interest o f 

others. In other words, a social contract enshrined in law should take precedence over 

individual interest. Thirdly, everyone should be prepared to hold views on the basis 

o f reason rather than custom. This means, for example, that the differences in customs 

that currently exist between particular churches would not be treated as an absolute 

obstacle to unity. The church would become truly universal and united when custom 

played a diminished role. The duty o f the universal council would be to remove 

obstacles through consensus, so that no conclusion would be reached unless it was 

acceptable to all. This would include not only dealing with the theological issue o f 

revelation but also the economic issue o f the distribution o f goods and international 

trade as well as the political issue o f territorial boundaries. Comenius did not make a 

sharp line o f demarcation between the theological, economic and political issues 

because he believed that they all impacted the common good, which was to be

Panorthosia, XXV, 3. The idea of the United Nations was therefore conceptualised by Comenius in 
the seventeenth century, nearly three centuries before it became a reality.

Panorthosia, XXV, 10
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determined by common approval.^^ Ultimate global reform meant that all obstacles to 

unity based on religion, politics or philosophy would be removed.

From the point o f view o f interfaith dialogue, one may be inclined to dismiss this 

utopian vision because it implies that all religions would collapse into one, in which 

case his position would not be ultimately different from Hick’s. On closer 

observation, however, Comenius’ view differs from Hick’s in at least one important 

respect. Unlike Hick, he did not believe that all the religions were on par in terms o f 

their offer o f salvation. Instead, he believed that the truth o f one religion would 

eventually triumph over the rest, not by force but by persuasion, since “human nature 

clings tenaciously to its freedom and objects to tyranny.” '̂* In his view, truth is 

singular and universal, therefore the force o f the truth o f  one religion would 

eventually impose itself on everyone who is exposed to it. This position is predicated 

on his trust in the ability o f the individual to recognize and freely choose the truth. 

Although he believed that the Christian faith was the religion whose truth would 

eventually triumph, he did not rule out that other people would see their religion 

similarly in an ultimate way. He does not object to people holding to their position 

but allows that they would do so until the force o f truth leads them to accept 

something else. Therefore, as a prelude to the eventual acceptance o f one religion, the 

religions o f the world would live in an alliance o f freedom, dialogue and interreligious 

harmony when the reforms on which he spoke were carried out.

Ibid.

Ibid. Comenius would support the idea o f  a world Parliament o f  Religions, as it exists today, as an 
instrument o f  religious harmony. However, he would see it as a penultimate state and a prelude to the 
eventual acceptance o f  one religion, the truth o f  which would impose itself on all.
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In summary, then, for Comenius the most credible approach for a plural context is 

one that emphasizes dialogue, which means taking the positions o f  others seriously 

enough to engage them, but not to seek to integrate them into a single narrative. In 

this regard Comenius represents a critique o f Lindbeck, Knitter and Smith, whose 

positions end with an elimination o f dialogue. He also offers a more constructive 

approach than Hick, who conceals difference, in an effort to emphasize the equality 

and equal validity o f the religions.

6.3: Revelation: A Problem Between the Religions

Our third task in this chapter is to look at the issue o f revelation, which Comenius 

sees as being the most fundamental when compared with doctrinal issues like the 

Trinity, Christology, and the incarnation. For him, the different claims to revelation 

constitute the root cause o f religious conflicts. The insidious impact o f disagreements 

among Christians, and the failure o f previous attempts at unity, left him with no 

option but to seek “to abandon the usual ways ... and attempt to rebuild concord on 

new foundations.”^̂  In his proposed Consultation on Human Affairs, his ultimate goal 

was to open the three lamps, or arenas o f  God’s utterance, to all nations.^^ He 

addressed his proposal for reform first to Christians and then to the other nations and 

religions who believed that they too had a word from God.

Central to Comenian theology is the harmony between the three arenas o f God’s 

disclosure. Scripture is not to be treated in isolation fi'om the external world or from

^^Comenius, Panegersia, Intro, 21. 

Comenius, Panaugia XV, 22.
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the internal dictates of reason, because it is only when the world, reason and Holy 

Scriptures are seen to be in harmony that a case can be made for the universality of 

the Holy Scriptures. According to Comenius, “any fresh revelations that they [i.e. 

Holy Scriptures] contain will not offend against good sense and reason.” ’̂ If 

revelations are untrue they cannot be consistently in perfect harmony. Although 

outwardly the Bible does not claim to show the same systematic harmony as the mind 

and the world, when it is read analytically, synthetically and syncritically, its internal 

harmony is shown to be extremely remarkable, since it is composed with divine 

skill.^*

Comenius argued that since revelation is from the one God, there must be harmony 

between the three books (the world, the mind and scriptures) and within each book, 

for God cannot contradict himself The problem, however, related to the third book, 

or scriptures, which several nations of the world claim to have. Although these 

scriptures were not identical, if they were from God they had to be in harmony and 

could not contradict each other. It follows that the status of the Qur’an, for example, 

cannot be left indefinitely as an open question for the Christian. On what basis, then, 

can the revelatory nature of the Qur’an be established or denied?

6.3.1: The Qur’an as Revelation?: Comenius’ Approach

In seeking to resolve the issue of different claims to revelation Comenius takes a 

practical approach by asking the question: Can Christians regard the Qur’̂  as

’̂Comenius, Panaugia VII, 31. 

"®Ibid., VII, 35.
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revelation from God? By formulating the issue in this way Comenius situates himself 

at the centre o f  today’s debate about the revelatory significance o f scripture outside 

the Judeo-Christian tradition.^^ Unlike the attitude that we find in the contemporary 

debate, though, Comenius realized that the onus was also on the Christian to prove 

that their scriptures were also o f a revelatory nature. Being attuned to pluralism and 

committed to a process o f public enquiry into truth, he does not assume that the

revelatory character o f the Bible was clear to all. In order to establish this, he

proceeds by first seeking agreement on the fact that God speaks to us.

The foundational principle on which the revelatory nature o f any scripture rests, then, 

is whether God speaks to us, which means that the existence o f God was not in

question. The revelatory nature o f scripture, according to Comenius, cannot be

discussed with persons who doubt that God exists, or that God speaks to us. If  then 

we are discussing the revelatory nature o f a particular writing, it is assumed that our 

partners in dialogue are those who like us believe that God speaks to people. In 

today’s discussion between Christians and Islam, for example, it is critical whether 

Christians believe God speaks to people in Islam and vice versa. As the WCC 

guidelines on dialogue put it, Christians engaged in dialogue with people o f other 

faiths must ask, “what God may be doing in the lives o f hundreds o f millions o f men 

and women who live in and seek community together with Christians, but along

See for example Dupuis, 235-253. Dupuis’ conclusion is that the fullness o f  revelation in Jesus does 
not gainsay the possibility o f  other scriptures being termed “word o f  God.” (Dupuis 253.) The 
weakness with Dupuis’ position, though, is that he fails to make the assertion concrete. Comenius, on 
the other hand, considers a specific tradition on the basis o f  criteria he proposes and to which he invites 
the particular tradition to subscribe. In this way Comenius’ approach is more intentionally dialogical, 
as a result o f  which his conclusion is more categorical.
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different ways.” *̂’ It is within the context of dialogue with fellow believers in a God 

who communicates that the questions of the criteria for determining divine books 

arise. Given the differences in the perception of the third book (scriptures), there 

needs to be determination whether there is one such book or whether there were 

several credible books. The three criteria, the eternal, the internal and the intimate 

that Comenius proposes for the determination of divine books must then be seen in 

the context of that fundamental assumption that God speaks. In order to test the 

relevance of his proposed criteria for today we will look at their implications for 

Islam.

For Comenius, the questions Christians put to Muslims about the nature of the Qur’an 

were similar to questions that Christians themselves had to answer regarding the 

nature of the Bible. He therefore deals first with the fact that Muslims question the 

accuracy of the Bible and the pre-eminence that Christians give to it as the revealed 

word of God. He suspected that the reason Muslims made the charge of corruption 

was due to their inappropriate interpretation of Holy Scriptures. He therefore 

challenged Muslims to read the Bible with the three-fold eye of sense, reason and 

faith and apply the three-fold hermeneutical method of analysis, synthesis and 

syncrisis. He was also aware that the challenge to the Muslims to read the Bible from 

the perspective he proposed could also lead to the assertion that the Christian should 

read the Qur’an from the perspectives proposed by a Muslim. In fact, he invited them

Guidelines on Dialogue, 11.
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to propose their way o f demonstrating the divine nature o f their scriptures to augment 

the criteria he proposed.

6.3.2: The Contemporary Relevance o f the Comenian Criteria

Maybe the most significant contribution o f Comenius to inter-faith dialogue is to be 

found in the criteria for divine books that he put forward and in his openness to 

receive the position o f the other religions that would make a case for the divine origin 

o f their scripture. He believed that other religions that have claims about revelation 

fi-om God were justified in regarding it as a universal gift fi-om a universal God to be 

made universally available. He said that, “it was unlikely that God, who created 

sensory light in the world and the intellectual light in the mind and made them 

universal, would fail to make the light o f his own revelation universal also.”"̂' As we 

saw in the previous chapter, his three criteria were first the external, which relates to 

the character o f the messenger. The second, the internal criteria, involved issues 

relating to the content o f the message and the third was the intimate criteria, which 

was concerned with the effect o f the message on hearers. On the basis o f these 

criteria, there are three challenges that Comenius brings to modem theology.

Comenius, Panaugia, VII, 20. The intimate criteria led Comenius also to question the dissemination 
of the Qur’an by asking whether it has been sent to more nations and tongues than the Gospel. This 
concern is an allusion to the view among Muslims that the word of God was received in Arabic and 
that other languages cannot be the bearer of the fullness of the divine revelation. This position in Islam 
has often been overlooked in modem discourse on pluralism because of the tendency to overlook the 
issue of revelation. For Comenius, God’s wisdom and goodness demanded that his blessings should 
become more widespread, which is the reason that effective communication is such a fiindamental part 
of his methodology. In fact, one aspect of the reform of human affairs was the development of a 
common international language that would operate alongside the local national languages to facilitate 
communication between the nations and to provide a common means whereby the revelation of God in 
the third book could be read. The force and relevance of his position today is that unless the revelation 
of God was in a language that people could own and understand it would not be able to meet the 
intimate criterion of providing enlightenment or to pass judgement on the Christians and enlighten their 
darkness. Islam must therefore rethink the notion of revelation, especially as it relates to the question 
of language.
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The first is that he rules out making appeals to revelation as the basis for asserting the 

pre-eminence o f the message o f the Qur’an or o f the teaching o f Jesus in Christianity. 

For him revelation as written word must be verified on the basis o f agreed criteria. 

Assertions o f divinely inspired writing must withstand the critique o f dialogue and 

must be tested in conversations between the two communities.

The second challenge relates to applying critical analysis to the Qur’an. It seems that 

only by assessing the Qur’an on the same critical basis as the Bible will scholars in 

Christianity and Islam come to a common understanding o f how to overcome their 

discrepancies, for example the different accounts o f the death o f Jesus. Therefore, the 

revelatory nature o f the Qur’an is not an a priori negative or affirmative judgement, 

but one that emerges after reading it alongside the Bible in an analytic, synthetic and 

syncritic manner, keeping in mind the need for harmony between sense, reason and 

faith. This harmony is important because although God can reveal things above 

reason, he must not do so contrary to reason. If  problems o f this nature could not be 

resolved using the method Comenius proposed, his vision was that they should be left 

as an open question until further revelation makes resolution possible. What is unclear 

now could become clearer as human history moves towards its eschatological climax.

The third challenge relates to the issue o f scriptural authority. The critical 

contribution o f Comenius’ hermeneutics is that he set the notion o f scriptural 

authority in a dialogical context. He believed that aU religions having a claim for a 

book with a divine status must bring them into the public arena for common reading. 

The disclosive authority emerges in dialogical rather than in unilateral reading. The
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effect o f  Comenian hermeneutics is to challenge the plural context to practice multiple 

reading o f scriptures. It is therefore no longer acceptable for Christians to pass 

judgement on the Qur’an without having read it with the intention o f finding where it 

is in harmony with the Christian Bible and in harmony with sense and reason. More 

critically, since there is the claim that the Qur’an is o f divine origin, it is incumbent on 

the Christian to read those scriptures in a similar way as the Bible is read as a prelude 

to passing judgement on its content.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Comenius’ approach to religious plurality is predicated on his 

understanding o f creation, revelation and the role o f the human being in bringing 

history to its climax. His anthropology, which has its source Moravian theology and 

philosophy, sensitized him to the need to respect differences in the human community 

and to the need to engage and live with them. Engaging and living with difference 

commits him to a dialogical approach, which is the only method available to us in a 

context o f competing truth claims. At the same time, his respect for truth as a 

universal quality, and o f the relentless drive o f the intellect to find it, prevents him 

irom accepting without question the claims of others, which remain peculiar and 

private if in public discourse others cannot accept them.

The Comenian approach to religious plurality, then, stands over against the anti-plural 

theology o f John Hick and Wilfred Cantwell Smith. In response to their aim to 

construct a meta-discourse over all the religions, Comenius maintains that it is both 

possible and necessary to live with differences. There is then no need to press
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religious plurality into a meta-discourse beyond dialogue. Dialogue and difference are 

corollaries o f a plurality context.

Unlike Lindbeck, Comenius does not treat the claims to truth that others make as 

being beyond question. If  these claims are to move beyond their peculiarity to 

acquire a universal force, others must be able to accept them and their consequences. 

We can arrive at what is universal truth through a process o f dialogue. Finding truth, 

then, is the purpose o f dialogue, which is not be construed as a time bound process but 

as an ongoing enterprise. In this regard, Comenius also stands over against Knitter, 

who perceives truth in a relative sense. The difference between the two positions is 

that Knitter seems to give a universal force to what Comenius calls peculiar and 

private truth. Knitter would regard Comenius’ hope to find universal truth as an 

impossibility.

Comenius’ approach to revelation is able to overcome the difficulties faced by 

Christians who want to maintain an open approach to other religions but are prevented 

fi'om doing so because o f the way in which revelation is construed. He construes 

revelation as occurring in three arenas, the world, the mind and scriptures. This 

approach enables him to overcome the problems associated with revelation in 

scriptures. He challenges the Muslim community to enter into dialogue about the 

content o f their scriptures, as this is the only way the universal force o f its truths can 

be demonstrated. He also challenges Christians to be open to the revelatory nature o f 

the Qur’an, the truth o f which must be consistent with what is revealed in the Bible, 

since God neither contradicts himself nor reason.
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Comenius’ approach is situated within the Moravian tradition, which is the source for 

his theology. However, the Comenian approach represents only one side o f the 

hermeneutical tension in the Moravian Theological tradition. Our next task is to see 

how the other side, the theological resources in Zinzendorf, may assist us in 

developing a theology of religious pluralism. As we shall see, the Zinzendorfian 

approach is in some respects in tension with the Comenian approach. However, it is 

this tension and plurality o f approaches within the one Moravian tradition that gives it 

credibility in the plural context.
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CHAPTER 7

ZINZENDORF’S THEOLOGY AS A 

SOURCE FOR A THEOLOGY OF PLURALISM

Introduction

Earlier in this section we looked at the emergence o f Zinzendorf as leader in the 

Unitas Fratrum. The point was made then that the theology o f the Renewed Church 

owes more to Zinzendorf than any other personality. It is for this reason that a 

Moravian theology o f pluralism must reckon with Zinzendorf s theology. A great 

wealth o f theological material can be found in his sermons, a large quantity o f  which 

is still extant. ’ However, there are four pieces from the Zinzendorfian corpus that will 

be o f primary interest to us in this section. These four pieces were chosen because 

they are among the more systematic presentation o f his thoughts.^ The first is Maxims, 

Theological Ideas and Sentences, edited by John Gambold, which is based on 

sermons and addresses given between 1738 and 1747. The second is Nine Public 

Lectures on Import Subjects in Religion, a series o f sermons preached in London in 

1746. The third piece is his commentary on the second article o f the Apostles’ Creed, 

Sixteen Discourses on Jesus our Lord (1751). This commentary is particularly 

important for Moravian theology because it is probably the most systematic 

presentation o f the much-talked-about Zinzendorfian christocentrism. It represents a 

refining o f earlier positions that he enunciated in sermons and informal talks. The

' For a detailed outline of primary and secondary works related to Zinzendorf see Arthur Freeman, An 
Ecumenical Theology o f  the Heart: The Theology o f  Count Nicholas Ludwig von Zinzendorf 
(Bethlehem, PA & Winston-Salem, NC: The Moravian Church in America, 1998), 319-340.

^Bettermann’s view that Zinzendorf never systematically expounded his theology is shared widely 
among Moravian Scholars. See W. Bettermann, Theologie und Sprache bei Zinzendorf 
(Gotha: Leopold Plotz Verlag, 1935), 8.
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fourth piece and the most important is his commentary on the Augsburg Confession, 

Twenty-One Discourses or Dissertations upon the Augsburg Confession (1753). This 

commentary was published only six years before Zinzendorf died and so can be 

regarded as the most mature presentation o f his theological ideas. In the preface to 

the commentary on the Augsburg Confession it is noted that those who wanted to 

know more fully the main theological ideas o f the Brethren Church would particularly 

welcome the publication. It is noteworthy that this commentary on the Augsburg 

Confession was given at the seminary at Marienbom near Frankfiirt during a time of  

doctrinal crisis, when it was necessary to clarify the foundations upon which the 

Moravian communion was constructed.^ These four publications, then, are among his 

most systematic theological works and consequently constitute the basis for this 

chapter. In looking at this material, our main aim will be twofold: first, (in 7.2) to

 ̂ The period of doctrinal crisis between 1745-1750 is usually termed the time of Sifting. During this 
time the community at Hermhaag was the centre of a piety expressed in language of sentimental 
diminutives centring on the wounds of Jesus. Remnants of this language can be found in Zinzendorf s 
Twenty-One Discourses: “We have the privilege thro’ the merits of Christ ... to participate of the 
leaven-like nature of the little spark proceeding from the pleura [the holy-side of Christ] so that not 
only our soul is so thro’-spirited, but our mortal body too partakes of the same thro’ the crucified body 
of Jesus; yea, that the corpse of man gets a grain or seed of immortality into itself, which at the Holy 
Sacrament, as often as we drink of that blood-stream, is ever opening itself anew, but yet also comes 
more and more into a concentration; so that by virtue of this little grain, which the new Spirit brought 
with it from the pleura, with which our mortal body is thus endowed, and which has been so frequently 
moistened by our sucking-in that blood[my emphasis], our mortal body shall one day be restored 
again to an eternal and unfading life.” Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourse, Discourse III, 44-45. 
Hereafter, in reference to Zinzendorf s Twenty-One Discourses, Sixteen Discourse and Nine Public 
Lectures the Roman Numeral will refer to the number of the discourse or lecture followed by the 
Arabic which will refer to the page(s) in the edition used for this study.

The Renewed Moravian Church adopted the Augsburg Confession as their primary Confession for a 
number of reasons. First and foremost, the Augsburg Confession was seen as the most ancient and 
most widely accepted Confession among Protestants, being the bond of unity of the Evangelical 
Christians at the 1536 Diet of Ratisbon. As a Lutheran and leader within the Renewed Church, 
Zinzendorf was particularly influential in securing its place with the Moravian tradition. Secondly, it 
was felt that the Augsburg Confession was an expansion of and an improvement on the older 
Bohemian Confession, which the Moravian refijgees would have been inclined to follow. Thirdly, 
giving assent to the Augsburg Confession would guarantee toleration of the Moravians in Germany at 
that time.
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form a critical understanding o f Zinzendorf s theology, which has traditionally been 

read primarily in a radical christocentric way. As we shall see, Zinzendorf s 

awareness o f the gulf between human and divine beings imposed on him a modest 

approach that puts him in the company o f the apophatic theologians. Although we do 

not claim him as a fiall-blown apophatic writer, on the evidence o f his theological 

preferences he must be situated at the outskirts o f  the apophatic tradition. Secondly, 

(in 7.3), we aim also to explore the meaning o f the notion o f theological modesty with 

reference a few key theological issues, which are important for intra-Christian as well 

as interfaith dialogue. The way Zinzendorf treats these doctrinal issues creates space, 

not hitherto recognised, where other religions can be engaged in dialogue. The 

fruitfulness o f Zinzendorf s theology as a source for a theology o f pluralism lies in 

this notion o f theological modesty.

7.1: Challenges to Reading Zinzendorf in Light o f Pluralism

In looking at the relevance o f Zinzendorf as a source for a theology o f pluralism, we 

are immediately faced with three challenges. The first is to come to terms with the 

christocentrism found in his writings, which, at first glance, would seem to be at 

variance with pluralism and interfaith dialogue. This task is particularly formidable 

because theologians within the Moravian tradition, as well as others outside, read 

Zinzendorf s christocentrism in an anti-interfaith way."* For example, Kinkel is keen

Both German and American Scholars of Zinzendorf emphasize his christocentrism; See Bernhard 
Becker, Zinzendorf in Verbal Inis zu Philosophie und Kirchentum seiner seit: Geschichtliche Studien 
(Leipzig: T. C. Hinrichs' (che Buchhandlung, 1886), 6 Iff. J. T. Hamilton, A History o f  the Church 
Known as the Moravian Church or the Unitas Fratnim or the Unity o f  the Brethren During the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (Bethlehem, PA: Times, 1900) , 216ff; H. Renkewitz, 
“Zinzendorf als Theologe” Zinzendoif-Gedenkbuch, Herausgegeben von E. Benz und H. Renkewitz 
(Stuttgart: Evagelisches Verlagswerk, 1951), 75-97; G. Kinkel, “The Key to an Authentic 
Zinzendorfian Witness,” 26-39; H. Beck, “To Honour Christocentrism, To Resist Chrisitomonism: 
Two Annotations of the Theology of Zinzendorf ’ TMDK 20 (May 2000): 41-52 ,
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to emphasize what seems to be Zinzendorf s negative assessment of other religions. 

He points to Zinzendorf s assertion that if religious thoughts and intentions were not a 

function of faith in Jesus Christ, the person holding them would be considered to be 

an atheist.^ Kinkel regards this as a predominant position in Zinzendorf s theology. 

Barth also throws his theological weight behind reading christocentrism as central to 

Zinzendorf s theology. He refers to Zinzendorfian as “perhaps the only genuine 

Christocentric of the modem age.”  ̂ For Barth, Zinzendorf is the true genius of the 

Evangelical awakening of the nineteenth century. In his o w t i  brand of christocentrism 

Barth was dismissive of the value of religions and co-opted Zinzendorf in support of 

his assertion that obedience to God in his essence means becoming obedient to Jesus.’ 

It is also from Barth that we get the demarcation between faith and religion. In his 

view, the religions reflect the attempt of human beings to reach God whereas it is by 

faith that we see that in Jesus God has reached down to the world.*

However, as it will be shown, the christocentric focus in Zinzendorf has to be 

understood within a broader context of his modest approach to theology. A closer 

reading of his more mature theological work can yield material that may prove 

relevant to a context of a plurality of faiths. For example, the distinction he made 

between belief in God and saving faith is often overlooked. According to Zinzendorf,

 ̂G. S. Kinkel. “The Key to an Authentic Zinzendorfian Witness for the Twenty-First Century” TMDK 
19 (November 1999): 30-31.

* Church Dogmatics, IV. 1 (Edinburgh: T & T Clarke, 1956), 683. Hereafter the Roman Numerals refer 
to the original number of Barth’s work, while the Arabic numbers will refer to the page number in the 
edition by T & T Clark.

^Church Dogmatics, II.2 (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1957), 568.

* Barth, Church Dogmatics: The Doctrine o f  God, Vol. II, la, 3
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belief in God, though unable to overcome sin, is deeply rooted in the nature and 

minds of all human beings and cannot be erased either by the enemy or any flight of 

reason. People cannot hinder or suppress knowledge of the supreme God.^ This 

distinction seems to have positive implications for those who have the capacity for 

faith but who as yet do not believe in God as revealed in Jesus. At the level of 

“anthropological faith”“* all human beings share a common faith in God. This idea 

that all humanity possesses a common “faith” in God, for example, shows that a 

closer reading of Zinzendorf need not render him irrelevant or unhelpful in terms of 

providing theological resources for a plural context. Therefore, Zinzendorfs 

christocentrism need not deter us from considering his relevance for pluralism.

The second challenge we face, in reading Zinzendorf as a source for a theology of 

pluralism, is to offer a different view of his theology from the traditional anti

interfaith characterization that results from reading him simply in a christocentric 

way. Given the emphases in Zinzendorfs writings, we hope to show that he can be 

described as a theologian on the periphery of the apophatic tradition. When we speak 

of apophatic theology we refer to the discourse that is undertaken with an acute 

awareness of human ignorance of the nature of God -  not “a naive pre-critical

’ Sixteen Discourses, I, 2

This expression is found in Juan Luis Segundo, who in his effort to contextualize theology, has 
sought to resituate the place of revelation, subjecting it to other imperatives in theology. According to 
Segundo, while it is theologically appropriate and logical to begin with revelation, the experiences of 
human beings in their existence and history suggest the possibility of another order that places an 
“anthropological” faith first, because that order would be more consistent with the experiences of 
believers and non-believers alike. (Juan Luis Segundo, “Revelation, Faith, Signs of the Times,” 
Mysterium Liberationis, p. 329) This “anthropological” faith is the term used to describe the human 
quest for meaning and liberation. It is anthropological because both religious and non-religious 
persons possess it, and though different in each person it is always faith. According to Segundo it 
precedes revelation because “in order for us to receive this truth [of God’s revelation], it must find us 
somehow engaged in a common quest for human liberation.” (Segundo, “Revelation, Faith, Signs of 
the Times,” 332.)
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ignorance o f God, but as a kind o f acquired ignorance ... to unknow.”"  This 

proposition runs counter to the position from which Kinkel agues, in which he sees 

Zinzendorf as one who expressly rejects the apophatic way. According to Kinkel:

Thus, in relation to naked deity even the apophatic way is rejected in the 

sharpest terms. For Zinzendorf, all the attempts to construct criteria for 

recognizing the holy and all attempts to bring such experiences into language 

by means o f self, or culturally, generated concepts are tragic because 

ironically the criteria and the linguistic constructions arc themselves deeply 

enslaved to culture and to all the limits that go with creaturely being.

Kinkel’s conclusion is as critical as it is problematic when considered from two points 

o f view. In the first place, to imply that the apophatic way is concerned with 

“constructing criteria for recognizing the holy” or an attempt “to bring experiences [of 

the holy] into language”, is to misunderstand the apophatic way. Secondly, to 

disassociate Zinzendorf from the apophatic way without a careful examination o f his 

writings in light o f apophatic texts is to arrive at a premature conclusion. A 

considered description o f apophatic theology and a proper assessment o f Zinzendorf s 

theology may in fact yield a different view. Since Zinzendorf is traditionally read as a 

radical christocentric theologian, reading him from the point o f view o f apophatic 

theology is to break new ground in the assessment o f this Protestant figure.’̂

” Denys Turner, The Darkness o f  God: Negativity in Christian Mysticism  (Cambridge; Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 19.

Kinkel, “The Key to an Authentic Zinzendorfian Witness 35.

Freeman makes psychological assessment of Zinzendorf in comparing his desire to know God with 
CaT\ ixxng'mhis Memories, Dreams and Reflections. See Freeman An Ecumenical Theology, He 
also describes Zinzendorf as using “the terminology of mysticism” [p. 83] and dedicates a whole 
section to Zinzendorf and mysticism [p. 55-60] in which he relies extensively on Uttendorfer,
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Although keen to distance Zinzendorf from apophatic tradition, Kinkel nevertheless 

recognizes notions in Zinzendorf s thinking that can be described as apophatic. He 

correctly points out that Zinzendorf worked from a theological position that 

emphasised the gulf {eine tiefe Kluft) separating human from divine being. 

Although this is not in and of it self sufficient to designate Zinzendorf apophatic, it 

provides a point of entry to re-read his theology because the awareness of the 

discontinuity and differences between human and divine realities and the inability to 

experience the immensity of God are positions also central to the apophatic tradition.

In order to come to terms with these two challenges we hope to lift up two inter

related movements that are central to Zinzendorf s theological discourse. The first 

movement is the apophatic-like character of his theological views. The second, which 

is derived from the first, is the modesty and presumption of ignorance that is for him 

the preferred posture of the human being before God.

7.2: Zinzendorf -  An Apophatic Theologian?

In order to demonstrate Zinzendorf s association with apophaticism we must also 

come to terms with some long held attitudes towards that tradition. There is a 

tendency for a survey of negative theology, despite all its variations, to end with John 

of the Cross (1542-91).'^ This means that there is really no modem apophatic

Zinzendorf und die Mystik. However, Freeman does not make any particular reference to the 
Apophatic tradition.

Kinkel, “The Key to an Authentic Zinzendorfian Witness,” 35.

Denys Turner, The Darkness o f  God: Negativity and Christian Mysticism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 4. Turner argues that contemporary understanding of mysticism is opposite to
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theologian in the classical sense o f the word. This makes an attempt to show a figure 

o f the Enlightenment as having a theological emphasis like Dionysius particularly 

onerous.*^ The discontinuities between modem and medieval cultures suggest we are 

therefore not permitted to assume, for example, that Western Christianity possesses a 

single mystical tradition. There is a tendency to read back the terms o f modem 

Christian conceptions upon a stock o f medieval authorities. According to Turner, 

even if there are points o f convergence between medieval and contemporary 

apophaticism, there is at least one significant way in which the two cultures differ: 

that in the Middle Ages apophaticism was no mere intellectual critique o f discourse 

but was in addition a practice that was expected to be embodied in a life.’’ 

Notwithstanding this observation, the position to be presented here is that the 

similarities between the apophatic way and Zinzendorfs theological emphasis, 

particularly in Nine Public Lectures and Twenty-One Discourses on the Augsburg 

Confession, challenge us to re-read Zinzendorf in light o f the apophatic tradition.

what mysticism connotes in the medieval period. John of the Cross was a contemporary of Teresa of 
Avila. His main works include. The Ascent o f  Mount Carmel, Dark Night o f  the Soul, Spiritual 
Canticle, and Living Flame o f  Love. However in her survey of mysticism in Europe Underhill ends 
with William Blake (1757-1827). She includes in her survey Madame Guyon (1648-1771), who had an 
impact on Zinzendorf and whose work he had translated. However Underhill does not make reference 
to Zinzendorf. Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism: The Development o f  Humankind’s Spiritual 
Consciousness (London; Bracken Books, 1995), 453-473.

The difficulty of locating Zinzendorf in the apophatic tradition is further exacerbated by the fact that 
there is no particular reference to any known apophatic writer in his surveyed works, even though it is 
clear that Zinzendorf read classical and medieval authors.(In Twenty-one Discourses, Discourse II, 27 
Zinzendorf refers to Basil the Great)

Turner, The Darkness o f  God: Negativity in Christian Mysticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 4 & 8. Regarding the use of the word mysticism in contemporary discourse. Turner 
argues that given the tendency for the use to be linked to experiences of “inwardness”, “ascent”, and 
“union”, then to that extent the medieval mystic offers an anti-mysticism.
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There are two indications in Zinzendorf s theology that lead us to raise the question o f 

his proximity to the apophatic tradition. The first is the strong emphasis he places on 

the need for modesty in light o f the hiddenness o f  divinity, which meant there was 

little that could be said about God. It is for this reason he often refers to God as the 

Abyss, the one who dwells in darkness and o f whom no one knows anything:

For this is His phrase which He [Jesus] uses more than once in the Sermon on 

the Mountain: ‘My Father who is in secret (Matt 6:6, 18), who dwells in 

darkness, or indeed in a light which no one can approach, o f whom no one 

knows anything: He shall now begin to receive divine worship.'*

The impossibility o f perceiving God is a theme running through Zinzendorf s 

theology. This is similar to the emphasis in Dionysius, who remarked that even in 

revelation God remained concealed because we know God only to the extent o f the 

revelation. That which the divine ultimately is in its ground and source remains 

beyond all intellect, all being and all knowledge.*^ God is one who dwells in divine 

darkness, which is an unapproachable light.̂ *̂  The transcendent darkness remains 

hidden from all light and concealed from all knowledge. For Dionysius, then, one 

cannot discuss or understand the one Superunknowable, transcendent God. Such 

things “can neither be talked about nor grasped except by the angels who in some 

mysterious fashion have been deemed worthy.”^' The incomprehensible immensity 

o f God is a mirror in which is reflected the reality o f the human condition. For this

Nine Public Lectures, II, 13. (Emphasis mine.)

D N 2 , 645A -  645B; See Gambold, Maxims, 130.

1073A Iff.

D N \, 593Q 10-12.
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reason Dionysius makes the incarnation o f Jesus a fundamental aspect o f his theology, 

although that revelation is not itself free from mystery: “we have no way of 

understanding how, in a fashion at variance with nature, he was formed from the 

virgin’s blood.”^̂  The Transcendent One still remains hidden because “this mystery 

o f Jesus . . . can be drawn out by no word or mind.” What is to be said remains 

unsayable and what is to be understood remains unknowable. All that we see is 

something o f his which has being and which is knowable. God himself “is completely 

unknown and non-existent.” '̂*

In a similar manner, Zinzendorf maintained that the Creator remains invisible amidst 

this revelation. His revelation is a “secret, sudden unknown reality, hidden from the 

eyes o f  all mankind, that it can never be d e s c r i b e d . W e  cannot o f ourselves “so 

much as enter upon a solid and coherent meditation about the Source o f his Being,” 

even though an instinct to this end lies within us. However, this inability to perceive 

God is not only due to what humanity is but also because o f the immensity o f God:

^^DN2, 648A

Ep. 3, 1069B

Ep. 1 1065A 12fF, Ep. 5 1073A; This awareness of the distance of God from the human knowing 
underlies the practice of contemplation in the Author of the Cloud o f  Unknowing. According to that 
Author, the contemplative life, in so far as it is possible to be possessed, consists entirely in this 
darkness, and in this cloud of unknowing, with a loving impulse and a dark gazing into the simple 
being of God himself alone. For the Author of the Cloud o f  Unknowing, it is not desirable to be 
preoccupied with trying to understand God’s activities. Thoughts of God’s activities will bring to our 
mind a variety o f excellent and wonderful instances of kindness but these will detract from God 
himself {Cloud VII). For Dionysius the reason we posit intangible and invisible darkness to God is 
that he dwells in light that is unapproachable (Tim 6:16).

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, 111, 28-2. Idem, VIII, 90. Compare Zinzendorf here with 
Dionysius in Ep 3, 1069B2.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, XII, 173.
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He is a God so tremendous, so stupendously great, that a Creattire durst not 

presume of itself and upon its own account to approach him or to have any 

thing to do with him. A grand Charter is requisite to this End, this belongs 

only to certain Persons.^’

Zinzendorf therefore urged that we banish from our minds the thought that human 

beings are of divine extraction or an emanation from God in the sense in which the 

Greek poets speak of emanation/* He insists that, “we are beings made at a certain 

time, [hence] there is an immense gulf between us and God, so that we could never 

come to him.”^̂  This gulf was that which necessitated the incarnation, which as we 

shall see later, explains Zinzendorfs preoccupation with the person of Jesus. 

According to him, we are not able to receive immediately from the Father or the Holy 

Ghost, but “our bridegroom for whose arms we were created was obliged to be bom 

in our nature.” ”̂

At the same time, however, Zinzendorf was verbose in his reference to Jesus as the 

human face of God.^' On the one hand there is the caution in attempting to formulate 

any idea of the hidden God and yet, on the other hand, he was filled with superlative 

expressions about Jesus. This tension in his thought is similar to the tension in

Ibid., V, 68-69. Emphasis mine.

Gambold, M ic7/«5, 164.

Ibid.

Ibid.

See the section on Christology below.
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apophatic theology. As Turner describes it, the theological language of apophatic 

theology is one in which we encounter the limit of language in the profusion of our 

affirmations, and then break through into the dark silence of the transcendent.^^

The second indication in Zinzendorf that alerts us to the question of his relationship to 

apophaticism is his strong plea for theologians to be aware of the limits of reason in 

religion. For him, the essence of God, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, is so profound 

that we would ruin our intellectual faculty in trying to contemplate it. We cannot 

penetrate the deeper things of God by reason nor is our relationship with God 

dependent on our being able to use reason.^^ The language that Zinzendorf used in 

coming to terms with the limitation of reason in penetrating the things pertaining to 

the divine is similar to that used by the Author of The Cloud o f Unknowing. In Cloud, 

the author resolved that only love is able to reach God in this life, not knowing. '̂* He 

chose the way of love because although all rational creatures, angels and human 

beings, have two powers at work in them, one knowing and one loving, “God is 

incomprehensible to the &st, the knowing power [but] to the second, which is the 

loving power, he is entirely comprehensible.”^̂  As long as the soul dwells in this 

mortal body, then, the clarity of our understanding in regard to spiritual things, 

especially to God, is always mixed up with some sort of imagination. However, love

Turner, The Darkness o f  God, 32.

Gambold, Maxims, 20. This language bears resemblance to Dionysius Divine Names I, 585B3 — 
588A7111.

Cloud VII.

Cloud  FV.
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was able to beat through the cloud o f unknowing.^^ This blind impulse o f love is an 

attitude motivated not by the benefits from God but by what God is. Not even the 

most wretched o f sinners should think himself presumptuous to offer a humble 

impulse o f love towards God because it is only this impulse o f love that can pierce the 

cloud o f  unknowing between himself and his God. No matter how much spiritual 

understanding a man may have in the knowledge o f created things, he can never by 

the work o f the understanding arrive at the knowledge o f the uncreated spiritual thing, 

which God is. The truly divine knowledge o f  God is that which is known by 

unknowing.^’

In his dealing with the problem o f the limitation o f human reason, Zinzendorf notes 

that people are often inclined to enter into speculation about unknowable things. 

However, he argued that there were things not made clear to us, things that have 

exceptions made against them; things that have something o f the mysterious and the 

obscure; such things belong to God (as in Deut 29:29). We ought not “thro’ human 

preaching to fiimish the least opportunity o f leading people into [such] points of 

knowledge”.̂ * For example, we ought not to pretend that we know the name o f God,

Cloud \X.

Cloud 70; In dealing with the issue o f human beings approaching God and forming any affiliation 
with God, Dionysius betrays a Platonic influence. He speaks of the human yearning for the 
transcendent Good, by which he means human desire for God. {DN 4 700A 12ff). This yearning, 
which for Dionysius is the same as loving, involves “an absolute abandonment of yourself and 
everything, shedding all and freed from all, you will [then] be uplifted to the ray o f the divine shadow 
which is above everything that is.'\M T  1 lOOOA ). The yearning brings ecstasy so that the lover 
belongs not to self but to the beloved and it is not absurd to say, “love for you [God] came on me like 
love for women.” {DN  4 709; Zinzendorf often speaks about the relationship of the believer with Jesus 
as that of a bride to a husband. One of his favourite expressions is that Jesus is his Husband. Only the 
real lovers can truly handle the most sacred things because, “only they know how to pack away sacred 
symbols ... they alone have the simplicity of mind and the receptive, contemplative power to cross 
over the simple, marvellous, transcendent truth of the symbols used to represent God.'\Epistolae 3, 
1105C 13-17)

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, X, 145.
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as if God can be named. Since no one knows God’s name, Zinzendorf was not 

bothered either by the polytheism of some people, the monotheism of the Jews and 

Muslims or what people called God. For him, as God cannot be approached so also 

he has no adequate external name among creatures except as he acts and manifests 

himself towards them. In manner similar to the Author of The Cloud o f Unknowing, 

Zinzendorf sees love, not knowing, as the way to approach God. According to him, 

we should not even imagine that we know the Saviour. We begin to know him only 

when we have loved him first above all things:

When for us nothing more in the world is in competition with him, when we 

have forgotten ourselves on account of Him, our health, our life, our 

possessions and goods, our enjoyment. ... When we have forgotten ourselves 

with body and life out of love toward him and can at certain times out of love 

toward him be angry with ourselves, then, I say, a small beginning of the 

knowledge of Him is responsible. ...In Him and His person lies hidden 

treasure of wisdom and knowledge which cannot be fathomed or exhausted.^^

The inexhaustible nature of the knowledge, wisdom and way of God is just reason for 

the soul that longs after God not to attempt to know but only to love. A soul most 

tenderly in love with the Saviour may be ignorant of a hundred truths but because of 

that love is bound more closely to the Saviour. At the coming of the Son of Man that 

which will make the difference is whether the soul most ardently meditated on this 

part of the body: “the hole in His side. His Heart, out of which flowed blood and 

water.” °̂ In language reminiscent of the Author of the Cloud, Zinzendorf asserts that

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, V, 48. 

Ibid., 111,31.
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if virtuous living is not accompanied by “the pure impulse of the heart”^' the person 

has a false heart towards God. The reason the Creator is invisible, he continues, is 

that the Creator refuses to be loved for any other reason than because one does love. 

The Creator does not wish that souls be led into loving God with an insidious and 

designing heart because of miracles, the glory of God and God’s benefits.'*  ̂

Zinzendorf believed that God allowed some people to be poor, some to be sick, some 

to have a life of trouble, some to remain in a sort of Babel-uncertainty; that God 

allows dubious ideas to gain upper hand in the world, so that all human means that 

could be induced to make one love God for subsidiary aims are cut off.

For Zinzendorf true love was the love demonstrated by the thief on the cross. It was a 

faith in distress in as much as it had to do completely with an unknown. It was a faith 

that said, “I love you as an unknown Lord, of whom I know nothing, whom I have 

never known.”'*̂  This Zinzendorf calls the fiducia implicata, which is a manifestation 

of eternal life; the faith which God works in the heart in the middle of our stillness; 

where He and we have to do with each other alone; where nothing comes between 

Him and us, “no man, no book, no knowledge, no learning, not even the most 

necessary truths.” '̂'

Ibid., VIII, 90. Treasure also argues that in Zinzendorf the spirit of The Cloud o f  Unknowing was 
reanimated. Treasure, The Making o f  Modern Europe, 109.

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures , VIII, 90.

Ibid., Ill, 36.

Ibid., IV, 38.
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By putting the emphasis on God’s awareness o f the person, rather than the person’s 

awareness o f God, Zinzendorf and the apophatic writers would see our preoccupation 

in theology with how to describe the internal relationship in the Trinity as a 

distraction. The only requirement that he demands o f the person is to love God for 

love’s sake. The implication o f this for an interfaith situation is immense. If  love for 

God is the criterion for salvation, then the salvation o f other people is not an issue on 

which pronouncement can be made. From an interfaith point o f view, it would seem 

that the critical question that Zinzendorf s negative theology raises is whether the 

person loves God, which is a prerequisite for knowledge as it is for salvation. As we 

shall see later, Zinzendorf does not discount the salvation o f people on the basis o f 

lack o f  knowledge o f God but on the basis o f lack o f  love for God.

In summary, when Zinzendorf considered God’s distance and immensity and being at 

the same time aware o f the limitation o f human mental competence, it forced him to 

be modest in his approach to God. In this posture, there are in fact extensive 

similarities between Zinzendorf and the apophatic writers. The question, then, is not 

whether Zinzendorf used apophatic categories but rather whether in doing so he was 

aiming to uphold that tradition. Even though he could well be referring to apophatic 

writers in his reference to the Mystics in his Twenty-One Discourses, this is not a 

sufficient basis on which to claim for him any conscious interest in the apophatic 

tradition. At the same time, it would certainly not be true to say, as Kinkel does, that 

he expressly rejects that tradition. One would be closer to the truth to say that his use 

o f ‘apophatic categories’ suggests that he would be more inclined to embrace rather 

than reject that tradition. It is clear that his writings betray a character that puts him 

on the periphery o f apophatic discourse. Our conclusion, then, is that a theological
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modesty that has apophatic overtones is central to Zinzendorfs theology. Even 

though we cannot treat him as a classical apophatic writer, in order to appreciate the 

modesty in his theology we have to situate him at the periphery o f the apophatic 

tradition. The extent o f negation in the theological language Zinzendorf employs 

provides justification for us to suggest an association with apophatic theology.”*̂ 

Therefore to deal with Zinzendorfs theology is to engage in a measure o f retrieval o f 

apophatic theology.

Our next task is to explore the meaning o f this theological modesty and to indicate its 

relevance to pluralism. Already two important themes have begun to emerge that have 

implications for plurality. The first is that Zinzendorf cautions us in the positive 

assertions that we make about God that would suggest that we have a fiill grasp o f 

who God is. God remains hidden even amidst his revelation, which means modesty 

must attend the affirmations o f Christians in a plural context. Secondly, by putting 

the emphasis on love for God rather than knowledge o f God as a means to salvation, 

Zinzendorf forces us to think o f the salvation o f people o f other faiths in different 

terms. As we shall see, Zinzendorf is prepared to regard the whole world as already 

redeemed and insists that no one is condemned on the basis o f original sin. He seems

Zinzendorf does not refer specifically to tiie apophatic writers but probably had in mind someone like 
the Author of the Cloud o f  Unknowing when in his Twenty-One Discourses he refers to the Mystics. 
These Mystics, he said, have written extensively about the matter of free will, “how and to what end we 
should give up the our Will.” The question o f the control o f the will was a central feature of the 
spirituality about which the Cloud o f  Unknowing speaks. According to the Author, “if  a man were so 
reformed by grace as to have a constant control o f the impulses of his will, he would never be without 
some taste of eternal life, or without the full food in the happiness of heaven.”^̂  Zinzendorf said Jesus 
carried the matter of the subjugation of the will to the highest degree when he said that neither the mind 
nor any member of the body must seem too dear when it provides fuel for the self-will - “[t] his is the 
summit Mysticism Discourse XVII, 222. See also Cloud IV.
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to have less difficulty than modem Christians with the notion o f salvation for those 

who lack knowledge o f Jesus. For him the critical issue was not knowledge o f Jesus 

but whether like the thief on the cross one can love Jesus without claiming to know 

him. I f  as Zinzendorf suggests, not even necessary truths are critical for our salvation, 

then ignorance o f God is not a liability as we are inclined to think in modern 

theological discourse.

7.3: The Presupposition o f Zinzendorf s Theological Modesty

In order to appreciate Zinzendorfs theological modesty, we must understand the 

theological justification for his attitude to reason and rationality. Although we 

touched on this earlier, further elucidation is necessary because Zinzendorfs 

approach is traditionally read only as a reaction to the Enlightenment’s attack on 

revealed religion.'*^ However, Zinzendorf recognized reason as a God-given capacity 

but limited its role in matters o f faith. In so doing, he was putting forward an 

epistemology that was designed to undercut the claims to certitude in the sphere o f 

metaphysics. This was a task that Kant would later take up, though not fi'om the same 

point o f  view. Zinzendorfs limitation on reason, which preceded Kant’s 

philosophical critique, was fi'om a theological point o f view. According to 

Zinzendorf, the understanding o f the human being in divine matters is analogous to 

that o f  a poor animal in the comprehension o f geometric or algebraic propositions. He 

was minded, therefore, to use reason in human matters so far as it sufficed, but in 

spiritual matters he remained simply with the heart-grasped truth, which little children 

could understand. These little scholars o f the Holy Ghost, as he called them, “get

Renkewitz, “Zinzendorf als Theologe,” 77; Betterman, 11; Freeman. 41.
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acquainted with their Abba and their divine Mother too [i.e. the Holy Spirit] at the 

same time, as soon as they are capable o f thinking.” ’̂ As far as it relates to God 

Zinzendorf believed we were to say, “I am Behema, a dumb animal before [God]; I 

cannot penetrate into the depths o f things.” *̂ This modesty in what the human being 

can say about God implies that we should be less assertive about our claims to 

knowledge of God.

For Zinzendorf, an over-confidence in the role o f reason has several spiritual 

consequences for the individual. First, the immodesty that springs from an uplifted 

trust in the ability o f reason is one o f the causes o f unbelief The arrogance and 

immodesty that nurtures overconfidence in the capacity o f reason, according to 

Zinzendorf, is the same that leads a meddling intellect to be suspicious o f biblical 

truths. When reason goes beyond its limits, faith is no longer a shield against 

corruption and the person is left in a state o f confusion.'*^ In what seems to be a 

reference to deism and historical criticism, he asserts that whoever reads the Bible, 

and situates himself within the world o f Holy Scripture and speaks from that 

perspective and yet doubts the incarnation, the divinity o f Christ and the redemption 

o f souls, is “possessed o f a confiised understanding, or a knavish h e a r t . E i t h e r  that 

person sees more than he is willing to allow or with conceit and immodesty claims to

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 25-26.

ZmzQnAorf, Nine Public Lectures, VII, 78.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, XI, 162; Gambold, A/av/'/Mi, 130; Zinzendorf, Twenty-One 
Discourses, VI, 89.

Ibid., 91.
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see farther than his insight really reaches. In Zinzendorf s understanding, believing in 

the sacrifice for sin and the incarnation was the a priori basis for reasoning.^'

Secondly, assuming a posture o f modesty and ignorance is more attuned to godliness. 

Ignorance is God’s way to keep mortals from being dried up by the same satanic spirit 

o f rebellion that was evidenced in the Garden of Eden. In keeping the human being 

close to the beast in regard to knowledge, God was thwarting Satan’s scheme, which 

designed to make human beings like God through the faculty o f reason. Although 

this faculty is God-given, it was the main instrument o f Satan’s scheme against God. 

Those people, therefore, who are keen to exercise themselves in knowledge and to 

show the greatness o f their reasoning abilities are in fact co-operating with Satan. 

According to Zinzendorf, the fall does not consist in the lust o f the flesh but in the lust 

o f the mind, a seeking to know. God’s conversation with Adam was in effect a 

critique o f those who were more concerned with insight and reflection than with 

love.^^ There was then no need to represent Christianity as being agreeable with 

common sense. As soon as an attempt was made “to demonstrate to atheists and 

common deists and people like that that our religion is a wisdom rooted in their heads, 

a discernment which they can take in their own way, then they are obviously 

threshing empty s t r a w . O n  the contrary, the means o f understanding available to

^*This is analogous to Aquinas’ idea of revelation as first principle; “if  our opponent believes nothing 
of divine revelation, there is no longer any means o f proving the articles of faith by reasoning, but only 
of answering objections -  if  he has any against faith.” ST, la, 1. 8.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, IX, 121.

Ibid.,122-123.

Zinzendorf, M ne Public Lectures, VII, 78.
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the human being is not sufficient for the Christian message. We should then not be 

surprised, indeed it is to be expected that Christianity will be treated as foolishness.

By limiting the role o f reason, Zinzendorf was not being anti-rationalistic as much as 

he was being modest, recognizing the spiritual value o f a presumption o f ignorance. 

This attitude situates him at the outskirts o f the apophatic tradition where there is 

preparedness to negate positive assertions in order to underline the limits o f human 

language and mental formulations. The interfaith significance o f this approach is that 

it provides space for dialogue with people o f other faiths. When Christians take this 

approach in the encounter with people o f other religions, the outcome cannot be 

predicted because there is openness to the future in which we cannot predict what will 

happen because God will surprise us.^^

7.4. The Meaning o f Theological Modesty

When Zinzendorf is read closely there seem to emerge at least three emphases in his 

theological modesty that have implications for pluralism. The first is the apophatic- 

like character o f his theology, a tension between what he knows about God and what 

he does not know; between what he sees and what cannot be seen; between what he

As the 1996 World Mission Conference o f the WCC put it: “on our journey o f dialogue Christians - 
as well as their partners from other religions -  may be surprised, for Christ may encounter them where 
they would never have expected him.” [Christopher Duraisingh, ed., Called to One Hope: The Gospel 
in Diverse Cultures (Geneva: WCC, 1998), 61.] In an unexpected way the hermeneutics of modesty is 
akin to a hermeneutics of suspicion and is strongly eschatological. A hermeneutic of suspicion says, “it 
is not necessarily so.” A hermeneutic of modesty says, “I have not seen any thing as yet.” An approach 
of modesty seems to suggest that we have not seen every thing as yet, or what we have seen may be 
other than it seems. Cracknell describes an approach like this as the “You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet” 
approach to the future o f religion. [ Kenneth Cracknell, “The Theology of Religious Plurality,” Current 
Dialogue 26(June 1994) :16-18.] In discussing the possibilities for the religious future he opts for this 
approach over against three other possibilities, namely: the ultimate triumph of one religious tradition 
over all the others; the deliberate creation of a new religion; and the conscious decision by religious 
communities to continue living in various forms of splendid isolation.
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experiences and what is beyond experience; between what he speaks of and that for 

which he has no appropriate language. The consequence of this tension in his thought 

is a refusal to treat theological assertions with any kind of dogmatic finality but to 

regard them as provisional. The Church Order captures this idea with its statement 

that: “The Unitas Fratrum maintains that all creeds formulated by the Christian 

Church stand in need of constant testing in the light of the Holy Scriptures.”^̂  As in 

negative theology, Zinzendorf doubts the capacity of the human mind to be able to 

formulate permanent assertions about God, of whom we only form glimpses through 

the Incarnate One. To focus on theological modesty, then, is to perform a 

hermeneutical act of retrieval not only of Zinzendorf but also of the apophatic 

tradition, which is a credible approach to doing theology.^’ At the centre of the 

retrieved discourse is the idea that our language, which deals with things within 

human experience, cannot properly apply to God since God cannot be contained 

within the categories of human experience.

The second aspect of Zinzendorf s theological modesty that emerges on close reading 

is a human-centred Christology. Zinzendorf put emphasis on Jesus as a historical 

figure and refuses to be drawn into speculation about his divinity. However, he 

maintained a traditional understanding of the mystery of the hypostatic union - that all 

the time the man Jesus was God. In order to bring the modesty of the Creator into 

sharp focus, Zinzendorf takes pain to underline the human-like-us character of Jesus.

Church Order, 1,5. “In the light of Holy Scriptures” should be taken here to mean in the light of 
new interpretations.

David Tracy underlines that the theological classics were retrieved from within the Christian 
tradition; Barth of Calvin; Lonergan and Rahner of Aquinas, Reinhold Niebuhr of Augustine; Richard 
Niebuhr of Jonathan Edwards; Paul Tillich and Bultmann of Luther. David Tracy, The Analogical 
Imagination: Christian Theology and the Culture o f  Pluralism, (London: SCM, 1981), 104.
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He stressed that in his incarnation Jesus himself was not always aware of his divinity 

because of the reality of his human consciousness. This means Jesus had limitations 

of memory, of vision and of knowledge.^* Zinzendorf sees the recovery of the history 

of the man Jesus as a most urgent theological task.

The third issue that Zinzendorfs theological modesty seems to involve is a 

perspective of openness to the future, which we might call surprise eschatology. 

This is the sense in which he discusses theological issues relating to soteriology, and 

the mission of the church. The human mind, he argues, cannot fathom the fiiUness of 

God’s activity in the world and so we do not know what God may be doing among 

people who do not yet believe in Jesus. The mystery of God’s salvation is not about 

the unsaved but about those who are saved, for we do not know why the Holy Spirit 

has called those who are called. A further surprise awaits us as we journey towards 

the immense God because even after a hundred aeons in eternity we will not yet arrive 

to the one to whom we are flying. So the foture is open, which means its nature will 

come as a surprise to believers as well as for the non-believers.

In what follows we will consider Zinzendorfs approach to doctrinal issues, through 

which gleams his theological modesty. His modesty, we will show, creates room for 

engaging people of other faiths in a fruitful way.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 75: “... [his participation in the Godhead was] concealed 
from, and became a mystery to him.”
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7.4.1: Application of Zinzendorf s Theological Modesty

As a result of the limits he placed on reason, Zinzendorf was keen to avoid the danger 

of approaching Christian truths as if they can be known before they are believed. He 

therefore does not put the need to understand doctrines as a primary Christian task. 

He considers it an ancient rule of the Christian church that articles of faith are to be 

overlooked at the first introduction in the faith.^  ̂ Zinzendorf therefore objected to the 

practice where verbal assent to doctrines in the confession of creeds was used as a 

means to determine one’s religious status.^” For him, the proof of knowledge of the 

truth was not verbal assent but the preparedness to suffer for the truth. The person, 

then, to whom the truths of the faith were not preached should not be expected either 

to believe them or to suffer as a consequence of not understanding them.

For Zinzendorf, it is the Holy Spirit in its second-level operation that enables someone 

to understand the doctrines of the faith that must be first believed. The second-level 

school of the Holy Ghost has several classes depending on our levels of knowledge, 

but whether one “afterwards go to heaven out of the fifth, fourth, third, or the first 

class or a select class, still he has the very same happiness.”*' Zinzendorf warned 

that the wise scholar of the Holy Ghost would not attempt to treat things of a higher 

class than where he or she is located. If he is presumptuous enough to enter upon the 

things of a higher class, then he will be judged either to have a weak mind or, 

alternatively, he will be considered to be an over inquisitive person who will fall 

eventually in heresy. In order then that the truths of the Christian faith be understood,

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, Preface, 3.

^  Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourse, I, 2.

Ibid., 7.
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it would be necessary first to have everlasting life, which consists in the simple 

knowledge that we are saved through the death of Jesus.^^ To insist that people 

understand doctrine in order to believe was for Zinzendorf an attempt to subvert the 

normal mode of operation of the Holy Spirit. Upon believing, the Holy Spirit will 

teach us the things we need to know but an inquisitive attitude is at variance with the 

modesty and presumption of ignorance that is suited for holiness.

To show the relevance of this modest approach to doctrine for today’s plural context, 

we shall now consider Zinzendorf s anthropology and how he understands salvation, 

Christology, and Christian mission. These issues occupy a significant place in his 

theological writings and are related to the tension between himself and Comenius. 

We must then explore these as part on the intra-Moravian dialogue and as a prelude to 

showing that Zinzendorf s theology can make an important contribution to interfaith 

conversation.

7.4.2: Zinzendorf s Anthropoloev

Zinzendorf s anthropology is set forth in a dualistic fashion, in which the activities of 

the mind are set over against the activities o f the body. According to him, the 

dilemma that humanity faces is that we are caught between the tendencies of the 

beastly nature and the tendencies of the mind. Two contrasting consequences follow 

fi'om these tendencies. On one hand, without deliverance fi'om the tendencies of the 

beastly nature people go about brutish, scraping in the earth for a meaningful 

existence, having no time for the cultivation of the spirit; not taking advantage of

“  Ib id .,12.
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God’s means o f deliverance from the beastly condition. On the other hand, there is 

the activity o f the mind, which is worse because knowledge leads to pride, “and yet 

does not make a person one jot more a partaker o f the Saviour’s wounds, nor a jot 

more Jesus-like; the mind does not for that reason resemble the Lamb’s mind, nor the 

body his corpse, one grain more.”^̂  Under the latter tendency, people seek the 

cultivation o f the mind and think little o f God’s provision for meaningful existence. 

In the former, the body gains ascendancy and people live simply to fulfil the needs of 

the flesh, knowing that it is under the necessity o f  death. In the latter, the mind gains 

ascendancy and people are consumed by their over-driven speculation or else perish 

in insensibility.

The war between the twin tendencies inclines the human being to self-hatred and self

rejection, which accounts for opposition to the notion o f God in human flesh. People 

who have a reverence for God but no heart connection with the mediator will find it 

hard to think that God could be in their form. They would rather choose to have to do 

with something unfathomable and transcendent than a human form. They prefer to 

pay reverence and homage to something incomprehensible, than to hear o f an 

incarnate Creator, o f a God who is o f their ovra flesh and bone. Their inclinations are 

either to deny it or to dilute the idea so that it is more acceptable to them.^^ An 

inability or unwillingness to acknowledge the incarnation is related to our pride and

“  Ib id ., X , 141. 

^ I b i d . ,  IX , 120-124. 

“  Ibid., V II, 95-97.
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immodesty. Zinzendorf cautions that this human tendency towards self-hate is an 

anthropological disorder with eternal consequences.

This anthropological disorder is what Zinzendorf refers to as sin, which he saw as 

reflecting the war between God and the devil. God is the Father o f every good and 

perfect gift and o f truth but Satan is the Father o f lies, that is, o f all that is evil, wrong 

and untrue.^^ These two principles o f good and evil are at war with each other. 

However, the origin o f the disputes is something o f which we have no distinct 

knowledge. Although he sees actual sin as springing from original sin, Zinzendorf 

makes a distinction between the two forms. The difference lies in what is understood 

to be the current status and consequence o f original sin. By explicating this difference 

Zinzendorf took a position that was in tension with the official position o f the Church 

of his day. According to the official position o f the Church, everyone coming into the 

world is afflicted by original sin and is therefore under condemnation at birth without 

knowledge o f Jesus and baptism.^’ For Zinzendorf, however, the capacity o f original 

sin to lead to death has been removed because o f the atonement o f Christ:

Our Saviour suffered so bitterly for original sin, he so really died for it, and 

nailed it in such a manner to the cross’s tree, that no human soul dies o f that 

any more, nor perishes upon account o f there being such a thing as original 

sin. Original sin could not be merely forgiven, but it was also necessary it

“  Ibid., XV, 205.

^^Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, Preface, xii-xiii. The position of the Synod continued: We teach 
that since the fall o f Adam, all mankind, naturally [e] ngendered from him, are conceived and bom in 
sin, that is, they from the very womb are full o f evil lusts and inclinations, and can have by nature no 
true fear of God, nor true faith in God; also that this innate disease, or original sin, is truly sin, and 
condemns under God’s eternal wrath all such who are not bom again through baptism and the Holy 
Ghost; and we believe that whosoever does not look upon original sin as sin, and in general would 
make nature pious and good by natural strength, offereth reproach to the sufferings and merit of Christ.
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should be atoned for; but actual sin is now no more atoned for, but forgiven; 

from this, grace and release may be had in the sacrifice o f Jesus.^*

Therefore, a blanket condemnation is not spread over humanity as a consequence o f 

original sin. As we shall see, this understanding o f the status o f the human being had 

implications for salvation as well as significant consequences for interfaith 

understanding. Zinzendorf s assertion that the whole world is under the meritorious 

effect o f God’s modesty, as evidenced in the incarnation, is consistent with his 

position that the effect o f original sin is annulled. If  humanity is no longer under 

condemnation on account o f original sin because o f the death o f Jesus, then the whole 

world is abeady under the benefit o f this act o f redemption whether or not it is seen. 

This implies that the issue o f the salvation o f people o f other religious persuasion 

must then be left as open question. Unlike the position o f the Synod, Zinzendorf 

believed there was no need to be anxious about original sin. For those who died 

before the birth o f Christ his death was effective retroactively and for those bom after 

Christ his death was a covering.*^ According to him, people o f other cultural and 

religious background struggle more against the idea o f the incarnation than about the 

idea o f the Godhead itself The dispute about Jesus’ Godhead is a purely 

metaphysical subtlety, “but the dispute about his manhood is a heart’s matter; against 

this the will contends.”’*̂ People’s sensibility are offended by the idea that God their 

Creator was a boy and that one who had a male discriminating member (i.e. a penis) 

was, according to the hypostatic union, the Creator and the Christ in one person.

“  Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 76.

Zinzendorf based this position on IPeter 3: 19, which is captured in the Augsburg confession in the 
expression, “descended into hell.”
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They miss the point that boyhood was hallowed because Jesus was a boy and that 

motherhood was hallowed because Mary carried him in her sisterly womb. They miss 

the point that on account of the incarnation the brothers in the congregation are full of 

reverence for the sisters and the sisters revere the brothers on account of their bearing 

an outward resemblance of the Saviour.^'

The anthropological significance of the incarnation is that humanity itself becomes a 

sacrament of divinity; that the human form is the modest location of the divine life 

and activity. For him, because the Son of God was a boy, the proper touchstone, the 

proper shibboleth, it behoves us to attend on the male infants, purely as being little 

creatures fashioned after the Lamb of God. Wherever, then, we encounter a male 

form, the Christian can affirm that that creature is fashioned after the Lamb of God. 

Every human soul, irrespective o f its location and irrespective of its religion, is 

blessed because it is a human soul.^  ̂ This begs the question, however, whether the 

salvation of people in other religions is thereby assured, which brings us to the 

question of soteriology.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourse, VII, 97.

Ibid., 100.

Ibid., 101. The emphasis on the male form rather than on the human form is a weakness in the 
Count’s argument because of the exclusion of reference to the female. He corrects this masculine 
reference with a more inclusive language in Nine Public Lectures, VI. Zinzendorf, Nine Public 
Lectures, VI, 67. Zinzendorf usually uses the term religion to refer to the different Christian 
denominations. At this point, however, he seems to have more than just Christian denominations in 
mind because of the global reference.
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7.4.3: Modesty and Soteriology

Zinzendorf took the view that people who perish were those who suffered recidiva or 

relapse, who allowed themselves to be re-possessed by Satan. He would therefore not 

speculate about the salvation o f people - whether people o f other religions, like the 

Anakunkas in Canada, or o f some Lutherans in Germany. To him, it would be the 

greatest absurdity in the world to engage in a speculation about peoples’ salvation. 

The death o f Jesus was for the whole world so, irrespective o f how people accepted it, 

everyone in the world who in this life has not deliberately given themselves as 

servants o f corruption are saved eternally, whether or not they have been part o f the 

church.’"' According to Zinzendorf, it was hardly necessary to be concerned with the 

issue o f sin before the fall, which “is not properly a good subject to attempt talking o f 

and fathoming to the bottom.”’  ̂ The concern was with day-to-day activities, where 

human nature heaps sin upon sin, is resigned in afflictions, and is lacking in obedience 

and love for the neighbour.’^

The necessity o f redemption is understood within the context o f the mind-body 

dualism in his anthropology. In view o f the twin tendencies in the human being, 

Zinzendorf saw Jesus as the only hope for the human condition. This is the 

perspective from which his christocentrism must be read. The incamation-redemption

”  Ibid., V, 77. The Anakunkas is the name of a tribe of Indians that the missionaries met in Canada, 
who practiced their own religion.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 77.

”  Ibid., XV, 209.

■'Mbid., XIV, 202.
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is for Zinzendorf the miracle of miracles.^^ The wretchedness of the human 

condition into which God was revealed should not be taken for granted.

We must therefore read Zinzendorf s approach to salvation against the background of 

his anthropology. There are several features in his soteriology that conjure up the 

notion of modesty. The first is his emphasis on the suffering Christ. In the imagery 

he employs, he said the grain of immortality, which the Spirit brings from the “little 

side hole” o f Jesus, endows our mortal body and by it our body is frequently 

moistened by our “sucking-in that blood.”’* Once the human person has been 

captivated by the image of the suffering Lamb, that person is no longer perceived in a 

normal way but rather, “as a consort, as a playmate for the marriage-bed of the 

blessed Creator and eternal Husband of the human soul.”’  ̂ Through the veil of this 

somewhat offensive language we hear Zinzendorf s assertion of humanity’s only 

hope. The only remedy for all that is immoral, unethical, and disorderly and all 

fleshly mindedness is the painful glance of the Saviour.

The second feature of his modest soteriology is his emphasis on the need for 

ignorance. He took the view that the concession of ignorance is more suited for the 

grace of salvation. According to him, “the ignorance of aknost all spiritual things,

Gambold, Maxims, 26 & 28.

^*Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, III, 45.

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, VII, 86. Zinzendorf uses the image of the mystical marriage to 
describe the relationship between the Christian and the Saviour. As was the practice in European 
countries that a woman takes the name o f her husband, so also the Christian takes the name of Christ to 
mean that he or she belongs to Christ. See Nine Public Lectures, VII, 77; Freeman, 192-193 and E. 
Beyreuther, Studien zur Theologie Zinzendorfs: Gesammelte Aufsatze (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Kreis 
Moers, 1962), 72-73 for a further discussion of the idea of the mystical marriage.

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, VII, 84.
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yea the wrong apprehension immediately consequent upon the shortness o f the mind’s 

insight, may, ... very well be consistent with those graces.”*' Since no knowledge 

was required for salvation, Zinzendorf said he presupposed that it was possible for the 

person to be entirely ignorant o f the Father and the Holy Ghost, and not to understand 

anything else and not leam a line more, except that his creator is his Saviour, and yet 

in heaven become a spiritual saint, and patriarch amongst the blessed.*^

This presupposition o f ignorance and the inability even to express oneself is 

consistent with what humanity fundamentally is, that is, weak and poor. 

Acknowledgement o f this condition with greater modesty would save us from some of 

the consequences o f the sinful life. Before the gospel can reach a soul, “it must be 

made poor in spirit and must see that in itself it is worthless and helpless.”*̂  

According to the Count, the unhappiness o f humankind comes from our unwillingness 

to give honour to God £ind to “allow that prodigiously-important point, that man ever 

was, even before the fall, a weak and brittle vessel, ... and that now since the fall, 

over and above the weakness, over and above the possibility o f falling, over and 

above the vessel’s inability to maintain itself in happiness, a guilt also lies upon us.”**'* 

The desire to have knowledge was a consequence o f the fall, where a rebellious spirit 

grafted the first idea o f disobedience upon the human nature. As Zinzendorf put it, 

after the fall our natural wisdom is truly nothing else but a vehement desire to know

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, 1, 4.

Ibid. Idem, Nine Public Lectures, III, 31.

Hamilton, A History o f  the Church, 194. See especially the Chapter XX, “The Theology of the 
Zinzendorfian Era.” Hamilton’s view that the details of the terminology of Zinzendorf became obsolete 
must now be reconsidered.
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all such things that could make us happy, without, on the contrary, knowledge o f 

those things on which true happiness really depends. What we know are things that 

we have no need o f or things that are uncertain and probable. Our inclination after the 

fall is to know everything other than what concerns our salvation.*^

Since the fall there have been only two paths to holiness available to humanity. One 

is a “patched-up holiness” that is based on reason and the other is the way o f 

ignorance. The former Zinzendorf called natural holiness, which any person can 

attain by mere principles o f morality. Natural holiness is the holiness o f reason and “is 

good for nothing, because it doth not proceed from him, who must work all in all.”*̂  

The latter he called true holiness because it required no input from the person -  hence 

the notion o f ignorance. This is when a person “drops and loses all his rights he has 

by nature and reason, and by faith received from our Saviour assurance that his future 

expectation depend entirely upon grace and mercy.”*̂

With such a strong emphasis on ignorance, Zinzendorf refused to pass judgement 

upon, or condemn, people who did not know Jesus. He argued that the person that 

will condemn a natural man, that is, someone who neither has nor could have known 

Jesus as Saviour, nor by their distractions in other things could have had any true 

vision o f the Saviour, meddles in a foreign affair. To have the expectation that one 

who has never known about Jesus is to have faith in him is analogous to sending “a

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, III, 37.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, XIV, 148.

Ibid., 150.

Ibid., 151.
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lame man upon an errand, or [to] engage a blind man to give his judgement about 

things which require sharp sight.”*** However, the capacity for faith in Jesus is a gift 

that God gives, which to our natural method o f reasoning is manifest folly.

Next to the incarnation and the saving death o f Jesus, then, the greatest mystery and 

the deepest wonder is how God leads us to believe in Jesus, that his death and 

martyrdom has brought redemption for all.*  ̂ Those who do not believe that Jesus is 

come in the flesh for the salvation o f the world must be left alone because flesh and 

blood cannot make this mystery known. Education, human arguments and 

convictions can at best imprint knowledge o f the Saviour in the head but not on the 

heart.

From an interfaith point of view, Zinzendorfs argument here has far reaching 

implications. On the basis o f his position here it could be argued that the faithfial o f 

other religions, who have not heard about Jesus, could neither be expected to believe 

in him nor would come into condemnation for lack o f faith in him. From 

Zinzendorfs point o f view, the biblical warning in ICor 16:22, “let anyone be cursed 

who has no love for the Lord Jesus,” ought not to be applied to those who do not 

know the Lord. According to him a passage such as this is really applicable to 

Christians who insist upon being in God’s family while persisting in the way o f the

** Ibid., V I, 57.

Ib id ., V II, 81. 

Ib id ., X I, 122.
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old corruption.^’ Moreover, the knowledge o f Jesus’ Lordship is not to be inculcated 

by arguments or persuasions. Even if a person is led by argument, to the point where 

there is no objection against it, that will not ensure knowledge o f Jesus. The person 

who comes into knowledge o f Jesus comes into knowledge o f a mystery, which can 

support him in all the changes and chances o f  his existence.^^ The salvation o f sinners, 

then, is not something so self-evident that one can make positive and conclusive 

assertions about it.

Zinzendorf maintains that individuals, who do not have faith in Jesus because they 

have not heard that message, or because the Holy Spirit has not drawn them, are not 

condemned. Although not committing himself to general salvation on account o f the 

efficacious death o f Jesus, Zinzendorf however leaves us in no doubt about his 

conviction that not a single soul perishes any longer on account o f Adam’s fall, which 

is contrary to the traditional evangelical p o s i t i o n . F r o m  closer observation, 

Zinzendorf is seen to be holding a view o f salvation that emphasised belief rather than 

knowledge. Lack o f knowledge did not lead to condemnation and belief was a gift 

granted by the Holy Spirit. Knowledge was not necessary for salvation and it is the 

Holy Spirit that makes belief possible. People are not condemned for lack of 

knowledge because salvation is by faith, which is a gift o f the Holy Spirit. Since God 

is proclaimed as the one who leads a person to faith in Jesus, then only God may

”  Ibid., VI, 58.

Ibid., 60.

”  See also Twenty-One Discourses, X, 145 where Zinzendorf deals with the question o f the redemption 
of devils. The interesting thing about his position here is not simply that he believes it is not within the 
bounds of our knowledge but that he does not expressly deny the possibility of their redemption. As he 
put it, to come to a position on this matter might be “interpreted as over forward inquisitiveness in us.”
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pronounce and bring closure to the question o f the salvation o f people o f other faiths. 

There is a certain mystery about the salvation o f people who do not know Jesus. This 

means that interfaith conversation must reckon with the issues o f Christology and 

Christian mission, which we shall consider in turn.

7.4.4: Zinzendorf s Modest Christology

The principal emphasis that can be discerned in Zinzendorf s Christology is the 

weight he places on the humanity o f Jesus as God incarnate. It seems that Zinzendorf 

was led to this emphasis because o f his awareness o f the difficulty there is for human 

beings to speak about God in the depth o f his divine mystery, which, as we have 

argued, puts him in the company o f the apophatic writers. For him, human limitation 

in trying to formulate ideas about the nature o f God meant there was little sense trying 

to look beyond Jesus. The Count’s christocentrism, therefore, is a function o f the 

apophaticism in his theology. Perceiving this emphasis is therefore central to 

understanding his theology. He argues for the incarnation o f Jesus as the most 

important occurrence in hxmian history. It was not only a miracle but also a necessity 

that served at least two important functions in the relationship between God and 

humanity.

In the first place, the incarnation came about in order that the mystery o f God and his 

ultimate concern for the human community, which are otherwise inaccessible to 

human knowledge, would become known. Indeed, “that consideration what must the 

Father o f such a Son be cannot be persecuted with thought, but with mere
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prostration.” '̂' Jesus our brother and husband is important for all humanity because of 

what humanity is in its ignorance and because o f who God is in his immensity. For 

him the concession o f ignorance leads sooner to the true knowledge o f God, which 

those who trust in reason cannot have.^  ̂ Such true knowledge even the little children 

who are baptized in the name o f the Father, o f the Son, and o f the Holy Ghost

96poss.ess.

According to Zinzendorf, in the incarnation Jesus is revealed as the archetype o f the 

human being; the original o f what it is to be human and human destiny is defined in 

him. Human life is to be modelled after him because “the incarnation o f Jesus Christ 

[is] the only groundwork, where upon it is worthwhile to build.”^̂  The lowliness o f  

Jesus and the reality o f his humanity are therefore critical for human salvation, even 

though it is a problem for some. Believing in the incarnation o f Jesus brings with it 

the risk o f being classed as a fool or a person lacking in common sense.^* However, it 

demonstrated the connection between God and his creatures.

Gambold, Maxims, 67.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, I, 10.

^  Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 25-26. Tiie emphasis on Jesus as iiuman, led Zinzendorf to 
emphasize the distinction between Jesus and Christ. The name Jesus is his own proper personal name, 
which he bears in the flesh for the benefit of all. The name Christ is the name of his office, and 
belongs only to those that have the experience of redemption, who see him as the anointed one. The 
name Jesus refers to his general intercession on the cross, but the name Christ relates to his last will 
and testament, which he made with his father, where he prays for those whom the father would give 
him. [Sixteen Discourses, 111, 25.] Therefore, Jesus must be manifest everywhere as Jesus before he 
can be known as Christ, because on account of the office and merits, the name Christ is mysterious 
beyond description. Jesus is the one who reveals that which we cannot really know of God and the 
Christ is the one who makes our relationship with God possible. In other words, there is need for a 
medium between humanity and God to communicate knowledge of God, which is the role that Jesus as 
Christ plays.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, V, 54. See also Freeman,\(>%.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 66.
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A second reason for the incarnation was to demonstrate the modesty of the Creator. 

For Zinzendorf, Christology was an expression of God’s own modesty in 

accommodating himself to the ignorance of humanity. Jesus was not ashamed of the 

fact that he too was ignorant; that there were things that were concealed from him. 

When he was asked about the last judgement he freely signified his humanity by 

saying he did not know.^’ Jesus believed in all earnest that his Godhead had forsaken 

him on the cross. Had he not believed it he would not have said it and lamented it.'*’® 

As human-like-us he represents humanity in aU its weakness yet at the same time he is 

God. The Saviour’s ignorance was a sign of the modesty of God who was not 

ashamed to subject himself to the vicissitudes of human life. Being able to see and 

find this God of all gods in the person of a man is itself beyond reason’s power and 

cannot be called acquired knowledge.'^' Arguments and proofs cannot help the person 

who cannot believe that this man Jesus is his Saviour and that his Saviour is 

creator.'®^

Having made his modest appearance in the flesh, Jesus knows the human disposition 

and has experienced whatever human beings might encounter in this life.'*’̂  People 

took offence at what seemed to be a disparaging of Jesus and an attempt to bring him

^  Gambold, Maxims, 48. Here Zinzendorf uses the same argument that Irenaeus used against the 
Gnostics. According to Irenaeus, “if, then, the Son was not ashamed to ascribe the knowledge of that 
day to the Father only, but declared what was true regarding the matter, neither let us be ashamed to 
reserve for God those questions which may occur to us.” Against Heresies xxxviii, 6

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, VI, 92.

Ibid., II, 32.

Ibid., VII, 102.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, V, 47.
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to the level o f the ordinary human b e i n g . I n  his reaction Zinzendorf said that rather 

than focusing on the Saviour’s humble form, some Christians, under the pressure o f  

liberalism and freethinking, have preoccupied themselves with the Saviour’s gracious 

qualities and his great understanding. They imagine that his lowliness, his humility 

and his ignorance would not satisfy men o f learning. However, he pointed out that 

Jesus could not be made any meaner than the Holy Scriptures make him. He was 

bom an infant boy; he was a mere carpenter .This ,  said Zinzendorf, is the 

touchstone o f human hope.

In this emphasis on Jesus’ humanity, Zinzendorf s Christology is situated at the centre 

o f today’s Christological debate and the development o f theologies o f pluralism. At 

a later stage we must investigate the fruitfulness o f this emphasis for the plural 

context. At this juncture, though, we must first consider the issue o f Jesus’ divinity, 

which is an assertion Zinzendorf wants to keep in tension with the emphasis on his 

humanity.'®’

Zinzendorf reports how that in a public disputation at a university there was a prayer inserted 
against the Brethren: “that God almighty would not suffer his son to be so disparaged, and made so 
mean.” Gam bold, Maxims, 89.

Carpentry was probably the most popular of the trades in the Hermhut Moravian Settlement.

See Haight, Jesus Symbol o f  God, 292-293. Haight has argued that this emphasis on Jesus’ 
humanity is a fundamental presupposition in interpreting the classical doctrines of Chalcedon. The 
focus on Jesus’ humanity was seen in the mid-eighteenth century as a one-sided emphasis in Moravian 
theology. The General Synod of 1748, which received Zinzendorf s commentary on the Augsburg 
Confession notes in the preface to the publication that the charge was laid against the church: “we ran 
into a like tedious excess to that, which the Arians and Socinians usually lay the charge of St. 
Athanasius’s Creed.” (Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, Preface, ix-x.); See also Dupuis, 190.

As the Synod of 1748 and Zinzendorf insisted: “we find in the mixtura inconfusa of the very highest 
divinity and the very poorest and most reproach’d humanity, the truepanulum or food for our heart, at 
once prostrate in the dust before God the Creator, and unspeakably enamoured with our Fellow-Man 
and Husband.” (Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourse, Preface, xi.)
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7.4.5: The Divinity o f Jesus

Zinzendorfs strong emphasis on Jesus’ humanity leads one to wonder about his 

perception o f Jesus’ divinity, which according to traditional orthodoxy must be kept 

in tension with his humanity. His basic position is that for a number o f reasons one 

should be modest about trying to marshal arguments to prove that the man Jesus is 

God the creator. The first reason for this modesty is that as a matter o f first principle 

Jesus is already called Son o f God in Holy Scriptures.'*** We cannot know more than 

what Holy Scripture affirms. It is not a matter for dispute but a truth that is grasped 

intuitively. This means an unlearned boy can understand the truth o f Jesus’ divinity 

even as he pronounces it. Since it is beyond words and prior to any argument, the 

truth about Jesus’ divinity was something to be experienced, not something to be 

taught. If the person is unable to confess the divinity o f Christ, no argument can 

prove the case. Trying to establish his divinity by argument will only tempt us to use 

all manner o f uncouth and impertinent expressions that are not found in the word o f 

God, “and which our short-sighted understanding must first find out, to explain and 

express with words, what our thoughts should never dare to venture upon.”**̂  ̂ Only 

by faith can the divinity o f  Christ be apprehended. Zinzendorf was therefore not 

prepared to use any other verification for this mystery than, “it is written, so we 

read.” "^ The primary task was to receive the man Jesus, who would afterwards 

declare the family to which he belongs. He would make known what we need to know 

about the Father and the Holy Spirit, although we would not be able to find words

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, IV, 35. 

Ibid., IV, 35.

Ibid., 36.
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sufficient to explain it.' "  This brings us to the second reason for not trying to prove 

Jesus’ divinity.

The second reason for modesty and for not trying to marshal evidence to prove Jesus’ 

divinity is that the matter o f his divinity concerns the depth o f the Godhead that we 

neither know nor are able to comprehend beyond the level he reveals to us. 

According to the Count, the mysteries o f the deep things o f God are things in which 

we can never meddle, “because o f the human imbecility o f our understanding.” "^ 

Zinzendorf would therefore not be prepared to make Jesus the subject o f  discussion 

beyond what pertains to his humanity because the question o f his divinity is not a 

subject matter within the parameters o f human reason. The references in Scripture, 

which deal with his humiliation and assumption o f human nature, do not provide us 

with a basis for constructing an argument about his divinity. Jesus concealed his 

inward secret majesty and glory, “and because he was always present to himself, 

never did reveal it openly.” "^ He would even forbid his disciples from speaking 

about his divinity when they observed something sublime in him. According to 

Zinzendorf, the people o f Jesus’ time could not even understand the notion o f a 

person being bom again o f the spirit; “how much more would they have been 

surprised and confounded, had he discoursed to them about the abysses o f 

divinity?”" '' Zinzendorf believed that we should therefore abstain from seeking to

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 25. 

' Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, IV, 40. 

Ibid., 37.

Ibid., 48.
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abstract notions o f divinity from those texts, which in reality speak only o f Jesus’ 

humanity.

A th ird  reason for modesty and silence with respect to Jesus’ divinity is that to be 

pre-occupied with Jesus’ divinity may come at the expense o f treating his life in 

corporeal terms, which for Zinzendorf was one o f the greatest threats to the Christian 

faith. For him it was a necessary task o f theology to re-establish the history o f Jesus 

because his theological contemporaries with their polemics and disputes and wanting 

to appear reasonable, would not do so. In this regard Zinzendorf s theology finds 

itself at the centre o f  modem christological discourse in which the point o f departure 

is the historical Jesus. For Zinzendorf, the central plan o f the Christian faith was to 

“believe historically, that the creator o f the whole world, the everlasting father [or the 

father o f eternity] was bom of a pure virgin, whom never man knew, and who, being 

overshadowed by the Holy Ghost, actually brought forth the saving health o f the 

world out o f her womb.”"^ The challenge o f faith was to believe that this man’s 

death on the cross was the moment o f redemption, which by nature is not possible. 

Thus our Saviour is to be considered an ordinary man, and that all the comfort for us 

is drawn from his modesty, in which he is equal to us.

For Zinzendorf the divinity o f Jesus was to be seen in the context o f the Trinity. He 

explained that all the persons o f  the Trinity possessed all things in common, so that 

whatever is attributable to one is attributable to all, except when the matter is 

absolutely annexed to the humanity. Therefore, creation is in Scripture ascribed to the

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 67.
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Son, and Redemption was accomplished by Jesus but “we may say without sin, the 

Father is the Creator of the world, the Holy Ghost is the Creator of the world, {Veni 

Creator Spiritus) altho’ indeed we cannot say of the Father and the Holy Ghost that 

they died for our sins, yet we may with all right name them nevertheless Redeemer, 

Saviour, Sanctifier.”**̂  For Zinzendorf, however, the world in general cannot 

appreciate the mystery of the Trinity:"’ This mystery concerning the three divine 

persons is the basis for the preoccupation with Jesus, in terms of liturgy and worship. 

Zinzendorf s christocentric focus was derived from the fact that “the apostles call 

[Jesus] the enchiridion, the KsOdX.iov, the chief article of all doctrine, in whom the 

n^fipcojia of the Godhead dwells acofiaTiKccx;.”"* So it was impossible to be charged 

with idolatry for worshipping Jesus. Apart from the fact that the fiillness of the 

Godhead dwells in him, we cannot worship the man in the hypostatic union without at 

the same time worshipping God. When we speak of Jesus, we are at the same time 

speaking of the Creator, the Redeemer, the Sanctifier, and at the same time the 

mediator between the Godhead and human nature, who is also husband. Mother, 

Father, Brother and Bridegroom, who is all and in all. Although it may seem ironic, 

by focussing on Jesus Zinzendorf was insisting on the equality of persons in the 

Trinity. He was keen to make the point that only through Jesus that has knowledge of 

the Trinity.

In summary, Zinzendorf s modest approach to Christology is one that emphasizes the 

humanity of Jesus because he considered that apart from what we see and experience

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 22-23.

Maxims, Theological Ideas and Sentences, p. 121-124.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 23.
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in Jesus, God is beyond human knowledge and experience. Zinzendorf shared the 

classical understanding o f  the Trinity and two natures o f  Christ.”  ̂ He believed that 

unless there is a hypostatic union then we have to allow for two Christs. 

Nevertheless, he wanted to ensure that the talk o f  the divine nature did not come at the 

expense o f  the human nature. He said that at the bottom o f the God-like honour, 

which people lend to his humanity, lay an intention to degrade and derogate from his 

Godhead in real human form.*^® He said that it was only by taking seriously the 

humanity o f  Jesus in all its weakness that we are able to appreciate the modesty in the 

incomprehensible divine majesty taking pleasure in that very mean and abject form, 

the human form .'^’

This issue o f  the incarnation is particularly pertinent to the interfaith conversation 

with Muslims. The Q ur’an recognizes Jesus as “a word bestowed on Mary, for he was 

created by Allah’s word,” '^  ̂ but he is not recognized as God and his death is denied. 

It would seem that on the basis o f  these contradictory perceptions o f  Jesus Christians 

and Muslims have no basis for conversation. For Zinzendorf, however, since it is not 

given to human reason to understand the incarnation, it is not surprising that it is

Reflecting the nuances of Chalcedon, Zinzendorf argued that in the hypostatic union, all o f Jesus’ 
human thoughts and actions were separated from his Godhead and he did not admit any special or 
intimate operations of his Godhead into his manhood. In other words, even in the hour o f temptation, 
or when he was on the cross, there was no confusion between divinity and humanity, because his 
Godhead was no aid to him since he had divested himself of it. However, the rest o f the creation had 
the benefit o f the governance o f the Godhead in the usual way. {Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 49.)

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 49-50.

Ibid., 50;

Surah 4: 171; see also The Meaning o f  the Holy Our ’an (Beltsville, Maryland: Amana Publications, 
1996) 239 (note 676).
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misunderstood or not believed. It would not seem problematic to him that the divinity 

o f Jesus is denied or that in Islamic Christology Jesus is equated with the other 

prophets. What was extremely problematic to Zinzendorf is Islam’s denial o f the 

death o f Jesus. Zinzendorf s emphasis was that nothing should derogate from Jesus’ 

humanity. Though he is seen in Islam as an ordinary man, their denial o f his death 

undercuts the reality o f his human life and deviates from the word o f God. For 

Zinzendorf, not only was Jesus one with the prophets but he was also one with all 

human beings. The further vision o f the person o f the crucified Saviour, who is also 

Creator, comes from accepting the authority o f the Bible and the Holy Spirit, who 

bear this testimony.

A Moravian theology o f pluralism would however need to come to terms with the 

question o f Jesus’ divinity. The dialogue with Jews and Muslims has not resolved the 

differences o f views on the question of Jesus’ divinity but it is recognized that 

interfaith relations must reckon with this issue. For reasons we outlined above 

Zinzendorf s approach is to eliminate the question o f Jesus’ divinity from 

conversation and speculation because it is not a subject suited for a mixed audience o f 

believers and non-believers. He takes a similar approach in dealing with the doctrine 

o f the T rin ity .H o w ev e r, it seems that by refusing to make Jesus’ divinity a matter

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 63. Zinzendorf refers to the Gospel o f Barnabas as an 
example o f the attempt to interpret the birth and death of Jesus in a spiritual and mystical instead of a 
natural way. The Gospel of Barnabas has an account similar to the position in Islam that Jesus did not 
die but slipped away into heaven.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, II, 21. According to Zinzendorf, the mystery of the operation 
o f the Godhead consigns us to silence, which means we ought not to enter into the speculations about 
the internal relationship o f the Holy Spirit to the Father and the Son. In this regard he held the 
Apostles’ Creed in high regard because of its sensitivity to this mystery. He noted that although the 
Apostles’ Creed deals with Trinity in three articles relating to Creator, Redeemer and Sanctifier, the 
authors seemed not to have known much o f the Holy Spirit. All that is said in the creed about the third 
person of the Trinity is, “I believe in the Holy Ghost.” {Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 47.) The silence
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for conversation, Zinzendorf s approach coincides with Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic 

approach in which truth is treated as intra-systemic. Therefore, while an intra- 

systemic approach can serve the plural context, there seems to be the need for an 

approach that allows Christians to engage people o f other faiths in a more creative 

way. This brings us to the issue o f Zinzendorf s approach to Christian mission.

7.4.6: Modesty in Christian Mission

Evidence o f the Zinzendorfian hermeneutic o f  modesty can also be discerned in his 

conception o f Christian mission. He tackles this issue in discussing the ministry and 

the preparation for faith. Three aspects o f  his modest approach to mission have 

implications for a theology o f  pluralism. The first issue is the plurality o f  instruments 

for bringing the Christian message. He believed that there were several means 

whereby the message could be presented: by an apostle, an angel o f God, a printed 

book, a letter, or by the bellman singing it under the w i n d o w . A s  Zinzendorf saw 

it, the Saviour could make use o f any instrument and o f any opportunity because o f 

his tenderness towards the human soul:

In whose heart soever the Holy Ghost awakens a longing, (were it only the 

creaturely human longing) after his creator, after his first Origin, after his 

friend, after his, to him yet unknown, flesh and bone; and the heart is not stiff-

with regard to the Holy Spirit is proper, however, because we can form no certain image o f him and 
therefore ought not in thoughts or words to enter the abyss o f this matter. {Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 
58.). The Trinity he said, “is a depth so profound and unfathomable, that in contemplating it, we should 
ruin our intellectual faculty, and yet not be able to frame one just expression concerning it.” (Gambold, 
Maxims, 20.) Therefore, the person who attempts philosophically to treat any matter dealing with the 
Godhead is only exposing himself or herself to ridicule. Instead, he admonishes a posture of ignorance 
in such matters because for wise reasons the Holy Spirit suffers humankind, when they soar above their 
sphere into the divine essence and hyper-metaphysical definitions, never to define the relationship 
satisfactorily.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, Discourse XII, 170.
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necked, nor forgets the thing again immediately, but waits and bethinks itself, 

not squandering away the emotions wrought by the Holy Ghost, ... then this 

poor man effectively becomes a scholar, a hearer of the gospel, a parishioner 

of the Holy Ghost, let the mode and the circumstances be as they will.'^^

This means an individual could have a true encounter with God at any time, at any 

place and in any way, irrespective of who the person is and how miserable that life 

may be. The prerequisite was simply that the person gets “an eager desire after the 

Object, and comes into a longing after the unknown highest Good, that is, after his 

Creator.” '^’

The second issue Zinzendorf emphasizes is that no particular training is required for 

Christian mission. A person involved in evangelistic mission required no particular 

qualification or any particular preparation; all that was needed was for the message to 

be conveyed and be apprehended by f a i t h . I t  was for this reason many of the 

volunteers who led the missionary enterprise o f the Moravian Church particularly in 

the eighteenth century were manual labourers. The English Mission Secretary, took 

the view that students generally did not make as good missionaries as mechanics. 

Consequently most of the missionaries were drawn from the artisan and labouring 

c l a s s e s . N o t  only were such men more able to endure rough conditions, but also 

they were less likely to become involved in discussions about dogmatic theology. For

Ibid., 172-3.

Ibid., 174.

Ibid., 170.

J. E Hutton, A History o f  Moravian Missions, (London: Moravian Publication Office, 1954), 190.
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the Count the chief duty o f  the preacher was not theological discussion but to tell the 

story o f  the cross.

The third issue relates to the status o f  persons who are the object o f  Christian 

mission. For Zinzendorf, a common factor in all human beings is a longing after God 

as their Source and Creator. The one Creator “acknowledges that he is the rightful 

husband o f  the most miserable and pitiful creature, o f  even the most [detestable] 

p r o s t i t u t e . C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  it was not necessary for the Brethren to be proselyte- 

makers because “the Holy Ghost himself, and not man, must make the beginning o f

Nine Public Lectures, 1, 4; H. Meyer. Ed., Quotations in Extensio from Manuscripts Diaries and 
Rare Volumes at Herrnhut and Bethlehem, 1924, 125. The idea of the total depravity of the human 
being is a well-used expression in Moravian theology. The first attempt to formalize the theological 
priorities of the Moravian Church after the death of Zinzendorf was in the Synod of Barby held in 
1775. First among the five main doctrinal positions was the idea of the total depravity of the human 
being. (E. De Schweinitz, ed. The Moravian Manual: Containing an Account o f  the Moravian Church 
or Unitas Fratrum (Bethlehem, PA: Moravian Publication Concern, 1869), 96. The Easter Liturgy, 
which has remained the most extensive form of confession, says of the human being: “I believe that, 
by my own reason and strength, I cannot believe in Jesus Christ my Lord, or come to him.’’(See 
Moravian Manual, 103.) The Synod held in Herrnhut in 1879 made slight changes to the wording in 
reference to depravity, which once again is listed first among the truths that hang on the affirmation of 
Jesus as the propitiation for sin; “The doctrine of the total depravity of human nature, that, since the 
fall, there is no health in man, and that he has no strength to save himself’’[TJeswfo o f  the General 
Synod o f the Brethren’s Unity held at Herrnhut in the Year 1879 (London: Moravian Publication, 
1881), 11.] It is noteworthy that the 1879 Synod expanded the reference to Jesus’ humanity to include a 
reference to his divinity. This emphasis on Jesus as the model human being was in fact a retrieval of an 
emphasis from the Zinzendorfian period. This emphasis on the real humanity of Jesus was also picked 
up by the Synod of the British Province in 1892, which included in their position the results of the 
General Synod of 1888. [See the Church Book of the Brethren’s Unity in the British Province (London: 
Moravian Publication, 1892), 19.] The results of the Synods of 1899, 1902 and 1909, which were 
published in 1911, reiterated the 1879 reference to man’s depravity. The total depravity of man is 
symbolized in the suffering of Jesus, which shows how human nature is deserving of curse and 
condemnation. For this reason, the person of Jesus Christ remained the centre point of Moravian 
preaching. Highlighting of the total depravity of man remained an emphasis in the theological position 
of the church until 1957 when the Synod adopted a whole new approach to the issue of doctrine. This 
change had been fuelled by the theological ferment that took place in Germany towards the end of the 
nineteenth century but the impact of this ferment on the church was delayed on account of the two 
World Wars. In the new approach of 1957, there was no summary of specific doctrines, which led to a 
deeper burial of the Zinzendorfian general assessment of the human condition under the new 
formulation that was entitled the Ground o f  the Unity.
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man’s happiness and salvation.” '^' People, he believed, should be allowed the 

freedom granted them by God, even to have nothing to do with God. Experience has 

shown that God allows people to go their ovm way and God has overlooked their 

choice with inexpressible patience. Where people are slow to accept the Christian 

message force should not be used to make them do so. For Zinzendorf, whoever is 

fond of forcing people to accept his own notions and modes of worship, whoever is 

eager only to bring other people over to his way thereby shows that he is not a wise 

child of God and does not possess the right spiritual understanding.'^^ People who do 

not know God are in a state of spiritual innocence. Therefore, one who forces, 

compels, or thoughtlessly persuades other people to one’s own religious ideas puts 

people out of the state of innocence in which God tolerates them, and brings them into 

the danger of divine judgement. In other words, it would be better for a Muslim to 

remain in his religion than for force to be used to make him or her pay homage to 

Jesus.

It is on account of the patience and forbearance of God that his judgment is not 

extended over all the earth. God knows, he argued, that people who go against the 

grain of the religious culture in which they were socialized do not want to have to 

give up their culture in order to keep faith. As he put it, religion is made a point of 

honour because people tend to give credence to what their neighbours have to say in

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, Discourse XII, 169. It was this attitude of non-proselytism that 
directed his response when people from other denominations sought to join the Brethren Church. His 
attitude was first to tell them to go back to their church. He reveals in Discourse XVIII (p. 227-228) an 
incident where people who believed in transubstantiation wanted to join his congregation saying he 
was glad to prevent people from leaving their own congregation when he could and would only accept 
others out o f pressing necessity.

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, I, 1.
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matters o f faith. People who want to see the conversion o f others must not become a 

tyrant to the human race.‘^̂  In his view, the true child o f God is obliging; he is a 

comfort to all and burdensome to none. If  someone begins to dispute with the child of 

God in a temporal or religious matter, then he always supposes the other to be right. 

The Christian should remove himself from vainglory, from exalting himself above 

others and from insisting on being right.

From an interfaith perspective, one could conclude that for Zinzendorf the existence 

o f the other religious traditions should not be treated as an evil to be overcome but a 

mystery to be unlocked. He was therefore not prepared to preach to anyone before it 

was evident to him that the Holy Ghost had cemented the person’s heart to show a 

desire for instruction in the Christian faith. This approach he recommends as “a 

sovereign remedy against all unseasonable itch o f making converts, and against all 

those vain enterprises, which do not turn out to the benefit o f souls, but oftentimes

135more to their hindrance.”

However, Zinzendorf s modesty in missionary activity did not mean that he was 

minded to favour any discussion o f basic truths o f the faith and seemed not to have 

seen any need to prove them. He held that believing in Jesus was something that was 

brought about by the Holy S p i r i t . T o  be discussing and seeking proof for

Ibid., 3.

Ibid., 11,21.

Z inzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, XII, 184.

Ibid., 182.
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foundation truths, according to Zinzendorf, was a departure from the approach of 

Jesus and the apostles, who did not argue about the truths but set them forth with 

authority. Zinzendorf was eager then to preach the gospel but only where he was sure 

that the Holy Spirit had led people to a readiness for the faith.

His anti- proselytism stance was based on his belief in the freedom of human beings 

to choose their own mode of faith. The existence of many who did not believe in 

Jesus as their Saviour and Lord was for him not a calamity but a cause for humility. 

His main concern in mission was not the fact that others did not believe because that 

was allowable under God’s tolerance. Rather, it was the fact that those who believed 

were given the opportunity to do so. On this score, we can conclude that the plurality 

in which we live today would strike him as a great mystery of God’s indulgence, 

which should lead Christians to humility about receiving the grace of God and to 

wonder about what God may be doing among people of other faiths.

Conclusion

Zinzendorf s theology, then, must be seen within the context of his understanding of 

God’s immensity and the gulf between God and human beings. Like the apophatic 

writers, he saw God as one who dwells in darkness and remains hidden even amidst 

his revelation. This distance necessitated the incarnation of the Godhead in the person 

of Jesus of Nazareth. This act of divine modesty stands as the interpretive key to 

Holy Scripture and the only truth we really need to know. In a similar manner, human 

beings must show modesty in their approach to God. We should not presume to know 

anything, except that the Creator is our husband, for ignorance is more suited for the 

grace of salvation.
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Zinzendorf takes the view that, on account o f the incarnation, wherever we encounter 

a male form the Christian can affirm that that form is fashioned in the image o f the 

Lamb o f God. Every soul is blessed because it is human. As a result o f the death o f 

Jesus, there is no blanket condemnation to humanity, irrespective o f whether or not 

there is acceptance o f this truth. Therefore, Ireedom fi'om condemnation is not 

contingent on faith in Jesus but on the existential fact o f Jesus’ death. No one coming 

into the world is condemned because o f original sin, for which atonement has abeady 

been made through the death o f Jesus.

Consistent with this, Zinzendorf leaves the issue o f salvation to the work o f the Holy 

Spirit. Simply put, the Holy Spirit will call those that he wills to salvation in his time. 

This position is reinforced in his theology o f mission in which he claims that the itch 

to make converts is ameliorated only by an approach in which the Christian refuses to 

preach unless it is evident that the Holy Spirit has made the recipient gospel-ready. 

The mystery to be solved in the area o f mission is not the fact that there are those who 

do not believe in Jesus. From the point o f view o f God’s indulgence, even opposition 

to God is permitted. The mystery, rather, is why those who believe were called. The 

existence o f other religions is, therefore, a cause for the greatest humility among 

Christians and should leave them to wonder about what God may be doing among 

those who do not have faith in Jesus as Saviour.

From our consideration so far, there are three emerging themes that have implications 

for a multi-faith context and a Moravian theology o f pluralism. The first relates to 

the means by which theological discourse demonstrates people’s awareness o f
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linguistic limitations. It was the awareness o f  this that led Zinzendorf to the use o f 

apophatic-like categories, which gives his discourse the character o f modesty. In 

developing a Moravian theology o f pluralism, we shall argue that this awareness 

needs to be incorporated in the way theology is articulated in the plural context.

The second theme relates to the nature o f the christological discourse that springs 

from a refusal to speculate about the divinity o f Jesus. Since for Zinzendorf the 

divinity o f Jesus is neither evidential nor reasonable, he questions any attempt to 

make it a subject for public dialogue. Such an approach that centres on Jesus but does 

not require that he be immediately aflSrmed as divine suits the plural context where 

the notion o f a human who is also divine is a major stumbling block. The Moravian 

theology o f pluralism can benefit from a human-centred Christology because it limits 

the discussion to categories within human experience.

The third emerging theme relates to how we perceive the fiiture o f the world and the 

future o f faith. By centring the initiative for salvation on the free action o f the Holy 

Spirit, Zinzendorf s approach cautions the Christian in making any absolute assertions 

about the salvation o f people o f other faiths. Our inability to predict or programme 

when or whether the Holy Spirit will lead people to faith in Jesus means that we can 

expect that God will surprise us. A Moravian theology o f pluralism will be 

characterized by openness to the future; that is, an eschatological approach that does 

not bring immediate closure to the question o f  the ultimate fate o f people from other 

religious traditions.
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With this outline o f Zinzendorf s theological modesty and the three emerging themes, 

our next task is to test their interfaith applicability as a necessary step in developing a 

Moravian theology o f pluralism.
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CHAPTER 8

THE INTERFAITH APPLICATION OF 

ZINZENDORF’S THEOLOGICAL MODESTY

Introduction

To demonstrate the applicability of Zinzendorf s theology in a plural context is, in 

effect, to develop an approach to pluralism. However, a Christian theology of 

religious pluralism must overcome a critical challenge: that is, it must show itself to 

be solidly grounded in the Christian tradition. The discourse must be owned by the 

Christian tradition even as it reaches out beyond the Christian context. Therefore, a 

theology of pluralism is not an instrument designed to disband or undermine the 

religious tradition. It is not a means to show that the particular tradition is irrelevant 

or null and void. Rather, it is an instrument by which the tradition is enabled to 

engage the plural context. A viable theology of pluralism must be able to demonstrate 

how it is possible to remain within one’s religious tradition and at the same time take 

seriously the plural context in which assertions and claims, some of which are 

conflicting, are being made. It must be able to appropriately answer the questions that 

the plural context raises for religious beliefs.

From a methodological point of view, then, an approach to pluralism must be tested in 

an intra-Christian context before it can be applied to an interfaith context. We saw 

already that Comenius’ approach was first developed for an inter-church situation 

before it was applied to an interfaith context. Our consideration of Zinzendorf s 

modest approach to theology has raised three themes related to pluralism. These are 

his use of apophatic categories, his human-centred Christology and his openness to
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the future. Our aim in this chapter is to further explore the meaning of Zinzendorf s 

theological modesty from the point of view of Christian theology and to draw out its 

implications for the encounter between Christians and people of other faiths.

8.1: Provisionalitv in Zinzendorf s Theology

In reading Zinzendorf s theology, one discerns an apophatic-like provisionality in his 

theological discourse. This provisionality arises first from the awareness that our 

formulations depend primarily on our knowledge of human existence, not on our 

knowledge of the divine life per se. We are beings made at a certain time and an 

immense gulf is fixed between God and us because we cannot so much as enter upon 

a solid and coherent meditation about God, who is the source of being, nor receive 

immediately from God. In a certain sense, notwithstanding the revelation that God 

makes in Jesus, our theological discourse is about God who remains hidden amidst his 

revelation. ’

Secondly, treating theological discourse as provisional arises from the awareness that 

what is apprehended in revelation cannot be captured in fixed dogmatic statements but 

is always in the process of being formulated and being understood. Any attempt to 

reach God is to capture darkness and still find no God. As Pailin argues, theologians 

who do not admit to the tentativeness of their understanding, in effect, freeze God and 

treat God as dead. The ultimate nature of the object of theology is grounded in

' A similar observation was made by Dionysius, who insists that we must be cautious about our use of 
words or our conception concerning that hidden divinity which transcends being because the divine is 
beyond speech, mind, or being itself. The truths we speak of God should therefore not be set down in 
plausible words of human wisdom. When we name the transcendent hiddenness as God, what in fact 
our minds lay hold o f is “nothing other than certain activities apparent to us, activities which deify, 
cause being, bear life and give wisdom.” D N II, 645A7-15.
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mystery and we are working from a non-ultimate situation.^ Zinzendorf s sensitivity 

to this mystery has led to a certain caution by the Moravian Church in claiming a 

theological position o f its own.^ For Zinzendorf, whatever we say o f Jesus and his 

kingdom consists in nothing but figures, good thoughts and representations. In reality 

however, what these are in themselves surpasses our imaginations. The things to 

which our theological expressions refer are more glorious than any idea we could 

possibly frame.'*

Thirdly, theological discourse must be seen as provisional, tentative and changing 

because o f the changing nature o f  our socio-political and cultural contexts. According 

to Zinzendorf, the philosophical ideas with which people are inclined to express 

themselves change every twenty to twenty-five years even though theological ideas 

may remain for a much longer time. Nevertheless, theological knowledge has the 

same fate as the philosophical. “There are seasons, when this or the other doctrine 

and opinion is more in vogue and another more overlooked: and according to what 

then has ascendancy, such or such matters are either strongly impugned, or suffered to 

pass with more indifference.”^

 ̂Pailin, The Anthropological Character o f  Theology, 29.

 ̂ According to tiie Moravian Church Order, “just as Holy Scripture does not contain any doctrinal 
system, so the Unitas Fratrum also has not developed any of its own because it knows that the mystery 
of Jesus Christ which is attested to in the Bible, cannot be comprehended by any human mind or 
expressed completely in any human statement.” Church Order, 1985, 1,4. From the point of view of 
apophatic theology also, theological discourse by nature must be impermanent and changing because 
affirmations are always unfitting to the hiddenness of the inexpressible One. {CH  I, 141A4-141A9.)

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, XIII, 137.

 ̂Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, X, 141; see also Gam bold, Maxims, 43.
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The recognition of the tentativeness in theological assertions has implications for 

Christian theology as well as for interfaith relations. Given the plurality of positions 

on certain theological issues, Zinzendorf considered it necessary to indicate the areas 

where differences of opinion could be allowed and those areas where there had to be 

unity. He recognized three levels of theological discourse in the Christian faith: 

concerning the secret things (or mysteries), doctrinal discoveries and fundamental 

truths.^ Mysteries are those things that the Christian faith affirms but of which a full 

understanding is not necessary for salvation. These include the doctrine of the Trinity, 

the notion of grace or the Eucharist. Though an insight into these can be helpful there 

is no detriment in failing to understand them. Doctrinal discoveries refer to those 

truths that are not secret but relate to the formulation that teachers make for their own 

understanding of things in the faith. In relation to these truths as well as to the 

mysteries, differences of understanding can be allowed. Fundamental truths are those 

truths necessary for eternal happiness and salvation. These include the truth that Jesus 

Christ and him crucified is the means of our salvation. In fundamental truths, 

Zinzendorf argued, we all must behave with the same earnest. He allowed for the 

provisionality of theological discourse in the areas of mysteries and doctrinal 

discoveries but in reference to fundamental truths he would not allow for any 

difference of opinion among Christians. Fundamental truths cannot be demonstrated 

by reason but the ability to understand these things is granted to all who desire them 

by the Holy Spirit.

® Gambold, Maxims, 44.
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8.1.1: Provisionalitv and Interfaith Dialogue

From an interfaith point o f view, it seems that Zinzendorf would allow for Muslims 

not to be able to understand the Trinity, the incarnation or the significance o f the 

Eucharist because differences o f  opinion and lack o f understanding are allowable in 

the mysteries and the doctrinal discoveries. However, in respect o f the fundamental 

truths there were only two options open to the Muslim: either to accept them in faith 

without understanding or to refuse to accept them. This means that on the basis o f 

Zinzendorf s understanding o f fundamental truths, those things that make for eternal 

happiness and salvation do not allow for flexibility, provisionality or difference. He 

holds this position because in a manner like Comenius, he wanted to be clear on the 

core truth o f  the faith, which is analogous to the notion o f hierarchy o f truths in 

Vatican 11.̂

This notion o f fundamental truths touches most critically on the relationship with 

people o f other faiths. However, by excluding the notion o f fundamental truths from 

provisionality Zinzendorf suggests that the manner in which we arrive at the 

awareness o f such truths is not subjected to the same exigencies as our seeking to 

know the mysteries or to make the doctrinal discoveries. This is critical to him 

because even a little child can grasp a fundamental truth that a person o f learning, 

who relies on his mental power, may fail to see. From Zinzendorf s point o f view, 

then, the interaction with people o f other faiths must involve an imperative to bear

’  Unitatis Redintegratio, 11.
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witness to the Christian truth.* Unlike Comenius, who sees dialogue as a means of 

determining the truth as yet unknown, Zinzendorf would see dialogue as a means of 

bearing witness to the truth that is already known. The differences between the two 

approaches illustrate the tension within the Moravian tradition.

It seems, however, that we must also allow for dynamism and change even in the way 

we express fundamental truths because the development of dogma is also subjected to 

historical conditions. The reformulation of fundamental truths makes them amenable 

to new interpretations and to the discovery of new meaning. A good example of this is 

the changing nature of the meaning of salvation in Jesus.^ Zinzendorf himself 

illustrates this in his understanding of the reign of God, objecting to the way it is 

stated in Holy Scripture (ICor 15:25). He argued that it is not the Son but God the 

Father who will reign until He has laid all our Saviour’s enemies at our Saviour’s feet. 

Thus the Saviour would resume his government over all creation, which he gave up at 

the time of his incarnation. Zinzendorf disagrees with the text of scripture at this 

point, arguing that Paul was giving his opinion as he did in ICor 7:12. One must 

question how he is able to exercise such freedom with respect to the wording of 

canonized texts but at the same time appears inflexible in the use of language to

* The WCC Guidelines for Dialogue recognizes this necessity in the assertion that dialogue is not at 
cross-purposes with bearing witness: “as Christians enter dialogue with their commitment to Jesus 
Christ, time and again the relationship o f dialogue gives opportunity for authentic witness.” Guidelines 
on Dialogue, 11.

 ̂Haight, Jesus Symbol o f  God, 335-336. Haight traces the different conceptions from New Testament times 
through the classical period to current understandings. According to Haight, many of the traditional expressions of 
how Jesus saves resemble myths that no longer communicate to educated Christians; some are even offensive. 
However one cannot assume that the traditional language sounds credible today; it may flmction as an obstacle to 
faith, and too little attention is given to critical reinterpretation of it.
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express fundamental truths.'*  ̂ It seems inconsistent with his position to grant less 

authority to scripture than he does grant to what may be later extra-canonical 

formulations. The only way to resolve this inconsistency in Zinzendorf is to assume 

that the fundamental truths to which he refers are formulated in scriptural terms and 

because of his hermeneutical key are given greater weight than texts he feels are 

amenable to change and correction. Nevertheless, others may see the freedom he 

exercises with respect to the canon as similar to the freedom that they exercise with 

respect to formulation of fundamental truths. Zinzendorf sees in a different way what 

for some people is fixed and unchangeable. Against this background, it seems 

difBcuh for Zinzendorf to maintain that provisionality may not also be applied to the 

way we express flmdamental truths.

In summary, the application of Zinzendorf s apophatic theology in the plural context 

leads to the following assertions; first we must show modesty in the claims we make 

concerning the divine because the divine remains hidden amidst his revelation. 

Secondly, the limitations of human language mean that we must allow for a certain 

extent of provisionality in our discourse. Thus, notwithstanding the notion of 

fundamental truths, there should be a preparedness to revise our theological 

assertions. Thirdly, the changing nature of our contexts means our theological 

positions are dynamic and formulations are amenable to new interpretations and to the 

discovery of new meaning.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V,51-52.
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Even with reference to Zinzendorf, then, it is possible to make space for conversation 

with Muslims. For Zinzendorf, however, such conversations would have to have a 

missionary imperative because Christians cannot give up the responsibility to bear 

witness to the truth in Jesus. This brings us to the question of Zinzendorfs 

Christology and its application in a plural context.

8.2: Zinzendorfs Christo logy and Pluralism

Traditional christological emphases range from approaches that emphasize the pre

existent logos who is manifested in the human being, to narrative and existential 

approaches in which Jesus’ own history and what we can know about him constitute 

the starting point. Although situated in the existentialist camp, Zinzendorfs approach 

goes a further step in placing the emphasis on Jesus’ weakness, ignorance and 

vulnerability, in order to indicate the modesty of God in taking such a mean and 

beggarly form in the incarnation. He seeks to avoid the speculation in the above 

approaches as well as those approaches that would deify Jesus’ humanity. As we saw 

in the previous chapter, we can describe his approach as a human-centred 

Christology. ” He presents the human being at the lowest possible level of existence 

and emphasised that it is at that level that the incarnation took place. He makes no 

distinction between Jesus and the meanest feature of human existence because only in 

that way does Jesus truly appear to be our brother and only in that way the incarnation 

becomes an act of divine modesty.

" In the Introduction to Zinzendorfs Twenty-One Discourses (ix-x), the Synod of 1748 admitted that 
“by our so much insisting on the plain humanity of the Creator, and so unweariedly digging up and 
displaying all instances o f that real humanity which could any where be found, they [divines of our 
own religion] have thought that we ran into a like tedious excess so that, which Arians and Socinians 
usually lay to the charge o f St. Athanasius’s Creed.”
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The difficulty with this approach is that it must show how we can look at Jesus as 

man and worship him as God. The way classical Christology gets around this issue is 

to hold the humanity and the divinity o f  Jesus in tension in the doctrine o f the 

hypostatic union. It was however not problematic for Zinzendorf to justify 

worshipping Jesus because it was only in the incarnation that human beings could 

experience God who dwells in darkness. His insistence, though, is that the divinity o f 

Jesus is not evidential. The subject o f Jesus’ divinity is therefore an “in-house” issue 

that only members o f the household o f faith can appreciate.

O f what relevance, then, is Zinzendorf s christological approach in a plural context? 

Zinzendorfian Christology presents three challenges to the present plural context. 

First, it confronts traditional notions o f speaking about Jesus in the Christian context. 

In his approach Zinzendorf draws on the classical understanding o f the hypostatic 

union but he does not see it as necessary to state what the incarnation involves in 

concrete terms. He neither rejects the classical christological formulations o f Nicaea 

and Chalcedon nor repeats them. He is open to new ways o f expressing the truth of 

the hypostatic union even though he is suspicious o f attempts to express in words 

what thoughts should never venture upon.'^ Zinzendorf prefers an approach that 

shows caution in the claim to know Jesus because no one knows the Son but the 

Father and those to whom the Father chooses to make him k n o w n . H e  therefore 

challenges Christians to include a presumption o f ignorance in the way we speak 

about Jesus because knowledge o f him is not self-evident. We should neither presume

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, IV, 35. 

Ibid., 36.
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that we know Jesus fully nor that we know in what way knowledge of Jesus is 

available to those outside the Church. In fact, Zinzendorf insists that love for Jesus as 

one unknown is more important than knowledge of him. With this emphasis, 

Christians ought to be more cautious about bringing closure to the question of the 

salvation of people who are not Christians.

The second way in which Zinzendorf s Christology challenges the plural context is 

that it undercuts the position of those, for example in Islam, who object to the idea 

that Jesus is divine. Zinzendorf would have no objection to the Muslims placing all 

their emphasis on the fact that Jesus was a mere man. The rigidity of the 

christological language of Chalcedon, which makes relating to people of other faith 

difficult, would seem to be unnecessary in his view. His concern is not to present 

Jesus as divine, which is what the Muslim objects to. He wishes to present the man 

Jesus as the locus of encounter with the living God. Seeing Jesus as God is for a 

second level of faith, which must be preceded by seeing the man Jesus and his death 

on the cross as our only hope of salvation. The question for people of other faith, as it 

is for the so-called Christian, is what Jesus means to them. As far as attitude to Jesus 

is concerned, Zinzendorf makes no demarcation between people of other faiths and 

those within the influence of the Christian community. For him there is one 

stumbling block to salvation in the way of all the world, all evil doers, infidels in all 

nations, of aU barbarians, all half beasts and cannibals, of all civilized and reputable 

people, of all learned as well as laymen, o f all philosophers and people of low 

capacities, “nothing but unbelief’.

''' Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, VIII, 85.
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The difficulty Zinzendorf had with those who did not worship the man Jesus, as God, 

was to understand the one who is, then, concretely the object o f their worship. Since 

we can neither know nor conceive o f God in his immensity, it is clear that we cannot 

really worship God apart from the way in which he has made himself known in 

visible form. In his view, to seek to worship where there is no incarnation and no 

hypostatic union is at best false or at worse idolatrous. According to him, true religion 

is not so much being able to know things in their interconnection and order but rather 

it is allowing ourselves to be initiated daily in the truth that the Son o f God out o f 

grace became human-like-us. It must then be said, “as he is so are we in this 

I  world”. I n  Zinzendorf s view, true religion must o f necessity have an incamational 

component because otherwise we worship what we can neither know nor see.

The third challenge o f Zinzendorf s Christology, which from an interfaith point o f 

view may be the most significant, is his assertion that on account o f the incarnation 

everyone is in a certain sense already redeemed. The person who understands the 

mystery o f the incarnation, he argues, knows that those who do not yet know Jesus are 

not only lost and condemned but also redeemed.'^ All souls have already been 

redeemed through the meritorious death o f  Jesus, which we are led to see through the 

gift of faith that God grants to us. According to the Count, every person is already 

redeemed, the awareness o f which God will grant the faith to see. That is why next to 

the mystery o f the incarnation the other great mystery is the mystery o f faith: ‘Svhen

Ibid., V, 54.

Ibid., VII, 73. In the Encyclical Redemptor Hominis, 14, Pope John Paul II holds a similar position.
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[God] makes us believe in his Son Jesus Christ, how that he by his death and 

martyrdom has redeemed all the souls of men.” '  ̂ For this reason the child o f God is 

not easily provoked to be angry with wicked people. For notwithstanding their most 

miserable and unreasonable doings, by which they hurt themselves the most, they are 

looked upon as redeemed ones. In other words, the redemption of people in the world 

is a merit o f the grace of God. To our natural method of reasoning this is manifest 

folly and can be easily exploded.

There are two issues that arise from this incamational focus in Zinzendorfs 

Christology, which have implications for a theology of pluralism. In the first place 

Zinzendorfs claim that all persons are redeemed through the meritorious death of 

Jesus, whether or not they are aware of it, lands him in a position, not unlike Barth, 

where he must then justify the necessity for insisting upon personal faith as the way to 

salvation.'* As is the case with Barth, the difficulty with Zinzendorfs position is that 

he seems to want to hold a belief in general salvation for all because of the death of 

Jesus, and at the same time he insists on personal saving faith as a prerequisite for 

salvation. In other words, there is a tension between his subjective and objective

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, VII, 81. According to Zinzendorf, “even the remembrance o f sin is 
blotted out in the tribunal of God; for no longer will a single human soul be damned because Adam has 
fallen; not a single human creature needs look pained because Adam has fallen. For at once all sin is 
atoned for on the cross, the entire Fall is erased, and the whole obligation to Satan and the entire 
sentence passed upon the fall of Adam is tom up, cancelled, and annulled by the nails o f Jesus.” See 
also Nine Public Lectures, VI, 68.

Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV, 1, 522. According to Barth, it is in Jesus that the judgment o f God is 
fulfilled and the pardon of God is pronounced to all [emphasis mine]. This doctrine of justification, 
Barth notes, has functioned as the basic and central dogma of the Christian faith. It is “the Word o f the 
Gospel, that both offensively and defensively it has been adopted as the theological truth.” Barth also 
shows his indebtedness to Zinzendorf for calling attention to the subjective emphasis in the doctrine, 
that the individual is not a particle or a sample or specimen but is in fact the whole object of God’s 
saving grace, which leads the individual to confess in faith “that Jesus Christ Himself is pro me, just for 
me.” (Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV, 755.); Idem, Church Dogmatics, IV, 1, 522.
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views on redemption. On the subjective side, he does not allow for salvation apart 

from believing in Jesus. That which decides the eternal destiny of the individual is 

not the religious denomination but rather his nature.'^ The Christian is the person who 

has been incorporated into the family o f Christ, the one who has taken the name of 

Christ in the way in which a woman traditionally takes the name of her husband at 

marriage. In a manner reminiscent of Comenius, Zinzendorf does not believe that it is 

sufficient that a person is called Christian as a result of the accident of his birth.̂ *̂  For 

Zinzendorf, the true Christian is one who would still choose to be a Christian, even 

though that person was born in another religion.^* So, on the subjective side, it is up to 

the individual to accept salvation in Jesus. Failure to believe in Jesus will bring the 

punishment o f hell.^^

However, on the objective side, Zinzendorf argues that even though everyone is bom 

with a measure of awareness of God imprinted on his/her mind, (an anthropological 

faith, so to speak), that which effects redemption is the death of Jesus, which works 

retroactively. The fathers of old before Jesus’ time were like embryos, so to speak, 

which could not be bom again until Jesus had died. The Saviour’s first task at death

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, VII, 75.

This makes his understanding o f the Christian different from Hick’s who sees adherence to 
Christianity as being due largely to the context in which a person is bom.

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, VII, 78.

Sixteen Discourses, Discourse X, 109. Zinzendorf s understanding of h e ll, which for him operates 
at two levels o f death, also illustrates the necessity of the subject exercising personal faith in Jesus. 
Failure to believe in Jesus will eventually result in eternal death. At one level, the first death is the 
present world where, though dead, the unbeliever moderates the bitterness of death by means of 
amusements invented by Satan to divert the thoughts of his servants, in order to keep them from 
thinking upon the one thing needfril for their salvation. The second level of death is eternal death, 
where all the amusements are gone and where the arguments, which people reserve to answer the 
accusation of the heart are forgotten. They sink into eternal death for they are condemned because they 
did not believe in the name o f the only begotten Son of God.
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was to ripen the embryos by his suffering and death. He, “as it were, brooded them 

out in the warm cave of his side’s wound”.̂  ̂ Therefore our Saviour has a method of 

justification with respect to all mankind in general, “the method of purchasing 

righteousness for the whole race of men.” ”̂* The decisive intervention of God was the 

incarnation, the outcome of which we see in Jesus. Zinzendorf seems to suggest that 

the demonstration of faith, hope and love is not a necessity to indicate the person’s 

salvation or redemption. In fact, despite the display of behaviour to the contrary, 

Zinzendorf looks on the person as redeemed. For him, we know nothing of the merits 

of Jesus by nature. Rather, it must be given to us fi'om above. That is why the 

persons whom the Saviour draws do not have a distinct idea of who has drawn them. 

“They know that they are delivered from misery and love their merciful deliverer; but 

they study often and muse upon it, before they know him a r i g h t . S o ,  salvation 

seems to depend entirely on God’s initiative.

It seems, though, that only by allowing for the sufficiency of “anthropological faith” 

for salvation can Zinzendorf hold a view of general salvation. For if as the Count 

says, it is God who brings the person to faith in Jesus after the preaching of the 

Gospel, then salvation depends not on the individual, per se, but on God. In that case 

his position would extend unquestionably to allow for the salvation of persons in 

other religions, unless God chooses not to call them. Zinzendorf both rules out and 

includes the people of other religions in salvation. On one hand he argues that the 

reason some people are not saved is because of unbelief, which is a stumbling block

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 82.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, XIV, 154; idem Nine Public Lectures, VI, 62.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, XVI, 173.
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to salvation.^^ On the other hand, he insists that as a result of the atonement of Jesus 

Christ, not a single soul perishes anymore on account of Adam’s original sin. This 

tension in his thought between subjective and objective redemption is left unresolved, 

which suggest that a Moravian theology of pluralism wUl not be free from internal 

tensions.

The second issue is that the anthropological focus of Zinzendorf s incamational 

Christology is in direct contrast to Comenius’ view, which stresses human likeness to 

God. According to Comenius, we display or have the capacity to display evidence of 

divinity because we are created in the image of God. In this regard, Comenius makes 

very little reference to the work of Jesus and seems to have a low level of 

christological interest. For him it is through the original act of creation that we are 

endowed with the image of God, which already puts us on the road to salvation. 

Redemption is already prefigured in creation. Zinzendorf however argues that the 

human being is unlike God because of sin. Creation was corrupted through the sin of 

Adam, which means the image of God in us became defaced through original sin. It 

is the death of Jesus that has restored that image in us.

This intra-Moravian theological tension naturally has implications for the theology of 

religious pluralism that we develop. We may note at this point that for Comenius, the 

people of other faiths are like Christians in the sense that they too are created in the 

image of God and have access to God’s revelation in his three books, the world, the

“  Ibid., VHI, 85.
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mind and Holy Scriptures. As we saw above for Zinzendorf, though, there is a 

tension in his thought concerning those who are redeemed. All human beings are 

sanctified through the incarnation and redeemed through the meritorious death of 

Jesus but failure to come to faith in Jesus will bring condemnation. As we shall see 

later, in order to benefit fi-om this theological tension, a Moravian theology of 

pluralism must include a dimension o f internal dialogue between these two positions.

Notwithstanding the intra-Moravian anthropological tension, it seems that a Moravian 

theology of pluralism cannot exclude, a priori, the people of other religions fi'om 

salvation The idea that people of other faiths have a place with God in eternity, 

without being routed through adherence to Christianity has theological justification in 

the Moravian Church, which Zinzendorf s eschatology seems to reinforce.

8.3: Pluralism and the Eschatology of Surprise

Already we looked at the provisionality o f theological discourse and Zinzendorf s 

human-centred Christology as issues arising fi'om his theological modesty. A third 

issue that arises is the eschatology of surprise. Zinzendorf s eschatology is probably 

best illustrated in his approach to the subjects of the fiiture of the church and the 

kingdom of Christ and the outcome of the preaching of the gospel. In developing his 

position, Zinzendorf was reacting to a view that was current in his time, that one 

could know with surety the persons who would reign with Christ in the one thousand 

years before the last and final judgement o f the living and the dead (Rev 20:4). His 

response to that position was that the kingdom of Christ “will be a kingdom fiill of
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unknown, as it is now.” ’̂ In other words, it will be impossible to determine the extent 

as well as the content o f the kingdom. He was therefore sceptical about the assertions 

being made about the future o f the church. His general admonition was that his 

brethren should not meddle in the things pertaining to the future because these things 

“stand promiscuously in the Bible, so that no one can rightly ascertain them.” *̂ It was 

Zinzendorf s view that it was the Saviour’s wiU not to have the things relating to the 

future assorted and that Jesus determined an unknown time when the mysteries would 

be unravelled. The content o f  the kingdom will then remain a secret and the divine 

will was behind that secret.

There are two consequences for interfaith dialogue that arise from this uncertainty in 

regard to the future. The first is that if we cannot be sure who the partners in the 

thousand-year reign will be, then, we must concede some ignorance with respect to 

the salvation o f people o f other faiths. Zinzendorf argued that we do not know when 

and by whom an individual will come to the conviction o f Jesus as Lord. It was 

therefore not the business o f the believer to pass judgement upon others in regard to 

salvation. Rather, the believer should be humbled by the fact that thousands o f people 

did not believe in Jesus. The indifference o f people to the gospel proves that it is not 

the believer but the Holy Ghost that brings about conversion.^^ This fact is key to 

some mysteries that are riddles to reason. For example, one cannot explain why the

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses X, 146.

Ibid., 152.

’̂Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, V, 51. According to Zinzendorf: “It is nevertheless not the 
responsibility of the preacher that one is awakened, but rather the Holy Spirit. ... The Holy Spirit has 
done everything before hand, everything invisible, everything inexpressible, everything that happens in 
the spirit of the mind, everything that happens in the soul, out of which faith may rise.” (51).
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«nse of the gospel is clearly communicated to some but yet remains unconvincing to 

others. As he argued:

Another mystery, which we cannot well account for, is not so much why the 

gospel is not preached to the African? (Many scrupulous heads torment 

themselves about this without knovvdng what they would be at) no; but the 

mystery lies rather here. Why the gospel is preached to the Europeans? For, 

that the gospel is not preached to the heathens, may be admirably reconciled 

with the divine mercy and faithfulness, which can deal so indulgently with 

ignorance: but that in the situation wherein the present Europeans are, since 

the year 800, the gospel is everyday preached unto them ...that one cannot 

however say, Christus non est; this I cannot understand, here I must suspend 

my judgment, and think, O abyssus, O the depth!” *̂̂

Zinzendorf s point is that the Europeans were no more deserving of the grace of 

salvation than were the Africans, or the other nations to whom the gospel was not yet 

preached. The implication is that it would be rather arbitrary on God’s part to select 

the Europeans for salvation and exclude others. Since it is primarily God’s action to 

determine the saved, he must have a plan for those who do not yet know the Christian 

message and it would be premature for anyone to bring closure to the question. With 

modesty we must make the concession that we do not know why the gospel was 

preached to Europeans. Today we could also say we do not know why Islam and 

Christianity are growing side-by-side in so many countries and, consequently, what 

the implications of this is for the future of religion. We do not even know how it was 

that Christians obtained the Grace. The fact, then, that Christians know the grace of 

God is no reason for pride. On the contrary, the absence of widespread belief in the

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, XX, 269.
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Christian message is reason for humility. The mystery begs the question, ‘What are 

we missing about what God is doing among people of other faiths’?

If then Christians are not able to speak confidently about the future, then the 

judgement that is passed concerning the future of the church and the future of religion 

may be premature. The second implication arising from our ignorance of the content 

of the kingdom of God, then, is that we do not have a basis on which to categorically 

exclude people o f other faiths from a future in God. To do so would bring closure to 

the future in a way that removes the initiative from God. However, as Zinzendorf 

notes, the future belongs to God and he can do as he pleases with any of his creatures. 

If one were to ask if God has the capacity to have mercy upon the devils, the answer 

would have to be yes, absolutely! It is in God’s power to have mercy even on the 

devils and the damned.^’ This means we even have to allow in theory not only for the 

salvation of people from other faiths but even for the restoration of devils by the grace 

and mercy of God. The further question as to whether or not God will restore the 

devils, however, is to tempt one to enter into undue speculation. To such a question 

the answer would be similar to Jesus’ when asked whether many or few will be saved: 

“see (says he) that ye obtain grace, that ye may find the straight gate; thank God, if it 

be so ye are saved, and therefore have no need to enquire, how long ye shall be 

damned.”^̂

Ib id ., X , 146. 

Ibid.
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So, for Zinzendorf the fiature is an open space in which God acts unilaterally and in a 

way that we cannot p r e d i c t . T h e  space is broad enough to accommodate what 

appear now to be inconsistencies and contradictions. In a word, it is a future of 

surprises. It was not the business o f the believer to speculate about the salvation o f 

those outside but, as Zinzendorf said, it would be a wicked person who would be 

envious o f their salvation.^'* It is also a future in which God will not need our help to 

gather God’s children. In fact, Zinzendorf felt that the idea that Christians will be 

treated in a special way during the time of the thousand years reign o f Christ should 

be banished from Christian teaching because it was entirely incompatible with 

modesty, the heart-principles and the daily inculcating o f the merits o f the Saviour.

What then is the significance o f the notion o f the fiiture as a future o f surprises for the 

way we view Muslims or other people o f faith today? Do we have grounds for 

including people o f other faiths from salvation? According to Zinzendorf, we have no 

grounds for their absolute exclusion because the future is one o f surprises. To 

exclude them is to attempt to take the initiative from God who does as he pleases in 

mercy and grace to all his creatures.

This is reminiscent o f Ockham’s emphasis on God’s infinite power. According to Ockham, “even if  
God cannot perform a work to the limit of his power, it is nonetheless not superfluous for him to have 
such great power, since God does not exist for the sake of any of his works.” [Quodlibetal Questions, 
VII, 18, reply to objection 3; See William o f Ockham, Quodlibetal Questions, Vol. 1&2, Quodlibets 1- 
7, trans A. J. Freddoso and F. E. Kelly (London & New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 655.]

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, X, 146.
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Conclusion

The apophatic-like manner in which Zinzendorf speaks about God, the human- 

centred Christology that he employs and the eschatology of surprise that characterizes 

his understanding of the future are derivatives of his theological modesty. When we 

read his theological modesty from the point of view of today’s plural context, it is 

seen to provide space in which people of other faiths are drawn into conversation. 

Zinzendorf s epistemological caution prevents him from claiming too much 

concerning the infinite, omnipotent God, who he believes has the power even to 

restore devils if he wills. If then God has the power and is sufficiently gracious to 

restore devils, it would be presumptuous to exclude people of other faiths from his 

ultimate plan for salvation. The future then is one of surprise for we do not know 

what God will do.

At the same time, however, the unknowable God has allowed himself to be 

encountered in the man Jesus. True religion therefore has an incamational component 

for we can neither know nor conceive of the eternal God in his immensity. The 

question for people of other faiths, then, is what exactly is the object of their worship, 

and where is the concrete location of their encounter with their God. Apart from the 

event in which God gives himself and his will to be known there really is no means of 

knowing God. Interfaith conversation, therefore, cannot bypass incamational 

Christology. From the point o f view of Christian revelation it seems the onus is on 

people of other faiths to indicate the object of their worship, if it is not the God-man 

Jesus. In other words, Christians encounter the God they worship in a living human 

being, the only location in which we can formulate our notions o f God.
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Having looked at the Comenian and Zinzendorfian emphases within the Moravian 

tradition, our next task is to draw out the implications of the intra-Moravian tension in 

their positions and apply it to the plural context, which is the task of the following 

section. First we must determine the shape of the Moravian theology of pluralism that 

arises from the Comenian and the Zinzendorfian approaches and show its relevance 

for the Caribbean context.

One major hurdle that developing a Moravian theology of pluralism must cross is the 

possible objection that an application of European thought to the Caribbean 

contradicts the very notion of Caribbean theology, which is predicated on extricating 

the regional theological discourse from European assumptions. How then can the use 

of Comenius and Zinzendorf be justified? It seems the relevance of the research for 

the Caribbean stands or falls on being able to successfiilly show the credibility of 

retrieving these aspects of the Moravian tradition.
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A MORAVIAN THEOLOGY 
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CHAPTER 9

HARMONY, MODESTY, DIALOGUE:

FEATURES OF THE MORAVIAN THEOLOGY OF PLURALISM

Introduction

In the preceding sections we looked at the emergence of religious pluralism as a 

problematic factor in Western theological discourse and at the theological approaches 

taken to come to terms with it. We saw that the three types of approaches represented 

by Hick, D’Costa and Lindbeck are not sufficiently suited for those religious 

traditions that seek a more convincingly open approach to other religions. These 

approaches disqualify themselves on two grounds. One is that the approaches are 

essentially anti-dialogue and the other is that they have not been able to settle the 

question of whether the other religions can be the locus of divine revelation. In 

relation to the former ground. Hick sees all the religions as cultural and geographical 

variations of the same reality, all of which will eventually climax in the Real. Hick’s 

approach therefore sees no ultimate need for dialogue. The logical conclusion of 

Lindbeck’s approach is no different from this because he regards the religions as 

enclosed entities whose truths are systemic. In relation to the latter ground, D’Costa 

seems to decide a priori that other religions are suspect in their claim to be the locus 

of divine revelation, even though in his approach he makes a case for the presence of 

the Holy Spirit in other religions.

However, it seems that taking the claims of others seriously, and hence dialogue, is a 

prerequisite for co-existence in a plural context. A suitable theology of religious 

pluralism must be an instrument that enables the religious tradition to engage the
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plural context. It must be able to show how one can remain committed to one’s own 

tradition and at the same time take seriously the claims of others. Therefore, a 

Christian theology of pluralism can neither undermine the tradition in which it is 

situated nor reject a priori the claims of other religions. Rather, it must see these 

claims as questions that warrant appropriate responses. Looking at other religions 

from the point of view of one’s ovs^ tradition, then, is an imperative for reviewing 

one’s own theological resources in light o f the challenges of the plural context. This 

justifies the search within the Moravian tradition for suitable resources, which may 

serve not only the Moravian Church but also the wider Christian community. This 

approach is critical, not only because a search to this end has not yet been undertaken 

in the Moravian tradition, but also because not all the traditions within the Christian 

community have the kind of resources that the plural context seems to demand. A 

Moravian theology of pluralism is, then, a contribution to the Christian community of 

a way in which the relationship between Christianity and the other religions may be 

approached.

The viability o f a Moravian approach to pluralism, however, must be weathered in a 

concrete situation of plurality. This, then, is the purpose of the final section of our 

exploration: it is to outline the features o f the Moravian approach to pluralism and to 

indicate how the Caribbean theological discourse will be re-shaped when considered 

in light o f the Moravian approach. Stating the task another way: since it is recognized 

that the issue of religious pluralism must be made concrete in a specific context, the 

aim is to see whether the hermeneutic of harmony that we find in Comenius and the 

hermeneutic of modesty that we find in Zinzendorf can help to define an adequate 

approach to pluralism in the Caribbean.
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In order to fulfil this aim, three important tasks have to be performed. First, we must 

give a proper outline o f the features o f the Moravian theology o f religious pluralism 

(9.1-9.6). Secondly, we must give an account o f the factors that gave rise to 

Caribbean theology and the salient features o f that discourse (10.1). The third task 

will be to indicate the contribution that a Moravian theology o f religious pluralism 

can make to the regional discourse, which must be articulated in the context o f other 

religious traditions (10.2-10.8).

9.1: Features o f the Moravian Theology o f Pluralism

The retrieval o f  Comenian and Zinzendorfian theological resources has revealed a 

number o f areas o f  tension within the Moravian tradition. However, in outlining the 

Moravian approach to pluralism our aim will not be to try to resolve the tension 

because that tension belongs to the logic o f pluralism itself, and is part o f the 

contribution that the Moravian Church makes to living with plurality. Instead, our 

aim is to allow the two approaches to engage and influence each other.

The approach to pluralism that draws on the interchange between the Comenian and 

the Zinzendorfian sub-traditions is centred on a discourse that has four main features 

or is characterized by four imperatives. The first is an imperative o f dialogue, which 

is derived principally from Comenius. The unique approach o f Comenius is his 

understanding o f revelation as occurring in three books o f God, the world, the mind 

and sacred scriptures. By looking at revelation from the point o f view o f a 

hermeneutic o f harmony, he is able to be open to other religious traditions and, at the 

same time, he is able to critique those traditions in the search for truth, which for him
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is a universal category. The Comenian approach is by nature dialogical. He argues 

that truth in one area must be in harmony with truth in the other arenas, such that 

God’s revelation does not appear to be contradictory. In the context of the Caribbean 

this approach calls for a review of the understanding of revelation, which has largely 

been responsible for the posture of superiority that Christians have taken towards the 

other religions.

Secondly, the Moravian approach to pluralism is characterized by an imperative of 

modesty, which is derived principally from Zinzendorf His modest approach, which 

is situated on the periphery of the apophatic tradition, carries with it at least two 

consequences. In the first place, it allows him to insist upon the peculiarity of 

Christian revelation in the incarnation but in a way that does not necessitate 

speculation on the hypostatic union nor require people of other faiths to immediately 

see Jesus as divine. The divinity of Jesus is beyond reasonable explanation and, in 

any case, must be treated as a second order discourse. The second consequence of his 

modest approach is that it prevents him from taking for granted the gulf between 

human and divine beings, and therefore shows respect for God’s omnipotence and 

freedom. His awareness of the hiddenness of God prevents him from claiming to 

know what God will do because God is a God of surprise. The inner tension in 

Zinzendorf between what he knows and what he is unable to know, between what he 

sees and what he is unable to see, between what can be said and what must be 

negated, is what aligns him with the apophatic. This tension expresses itself in his 

understanding of redemption where he wants to claim both a subjective and an 

objective approach at the same time. This means that Zinzendorf is unable to rule out 

the salvation of people in other religions even though he insists on salvation by faith
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in Jesus alone. The effect o f Zinzendorf s theological modesty in the Caribbean 

context is that it challenges a review o f traditional notions o f Christology, eschatology 

and the fiiture o f the kingdom o f God, which bring us to the third and fourth 

imperatives.

Whereas the first and second features are due to the tension between Comenius and 

Zinzendorf, the third and fourth features are derived from the overlapping o f their 

views. The third feature o f a Moravian theology o f pluralism is the emphasis on a 

human-centred Christology. By this we mean a centring o f focus on Jesus’ human 

life, while accepting that in a mysterious way Jesus was also an expression o f the 

divine life. The significance o f this approach in a plural context is that it overcomes 

the need to speak o f the hypostatic union, which has been the cause for controversy 

within the Christian community. It also overcomes the need to immediately perceive 

the divine life that Jesus represents. The divinity o f  Jesus is o f second order 

significance and is o f value only to those who are ready to accept God in human form.

The fourth feature is that the Moravian approach to pluralism is characterized by an 

eschatology o f  surprise. This means that the fiature is seen as unpredictable and 

contingent. Its contingency is derived from the Comenian emphasis on the 

ineffectiveness o f  human action, on one hand, and from Zinzendorf s emphasis on the 

uncertainty o f divine action on the other. The unpredictability and contingency o f the 

future means that we should follow our current paths with modesty because we do not 

know the shape o f the future, either as a consequence o f our actions or as a 

consequence o f divine action. It means also that we must be opened to the challenges
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that the plural context put to us, seeing we do not know what role the other religions 

are expected to play in God’s plan to bring all people to himself.

In presenting these four features, we shall take cognizance of the dialogue that occurs 

at two levels, which is critical to the Moravian approach to pluralism. At the first 

level, the dialogue is an intra-Moravian dialogue between the Comenian and the 

Zinzendorfian approaches because the issues of anthropology, truth, and the fiiture are 

seen in different ways. At the second level, this dialogue is with other religions, 

which the Comenian understanding of revelation in three arenas and the 

Zinzendorfian understanding of incarnation as an act of divine modesty necessitate. 

For Comenius, revelation is given in the external world of nature, the internal world 

of the human mind and sacred scriptures. For Zinzendorf, there is a need to 

demonstrate modesty similar to the divine modesty in the incarnation, which itself is 

an ongoing dialogue between God and humanity: “in these days he [God] has spoken 

to us by a Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, through whom he created the 

worlds.” '

What we hope to show, then, is that the Moravian approach to pluralism is aimed at 

achieving harmony in the human community. It is an approach that is modest in its 

epistemology and dialogical in its methodology. The Moravian Church understands 

itself as a community in dialogue, as pilgrims modestly embracing every step that 

brings us closer to the goal of divine unity.^ Taking the context seriously means we

‘ Hebrews 1: 2. Emphasis mine. 

 ̂ Church Order, I, 6.
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mast engage the other religions in dialogue because we cannot ‘Svithdraw from [the 

world] through indifference, pride or fear.”  ̂ As an intra-tradition as well as an 

inierfaith discourse, this dialogical approach to pluralism is more suitable for the 

plural context.

9.2: Dialogue: The First Imperative

A Moravian theology o f pluralism that draws on Comenian resources must affirm 

firstly, a commitment to dialogue as a way to discover truth. From the point o f view 

of the Comenian tradition, the commitment to dialogue is predicated on the unity 

already given in creation:

Since the whole human race is the product o f the one Eternal Creator and is 

intended to be the image o f the same original God, since it has been 

introduced into the same earthly home and is equipped with the same 

instruments o f Reason, Speech and Free Action and is destined to reach the 

same heavenly ends, it is most desirable that every inhabitant o f the world 

should be ready, willing and able to know and understand his fellow-men and 

to live a reasonable life with them.'*

The recognition o f the capacity o f  language to determine our perception o f reality and 

thus to reveal reality’s nature has gained ascendancy in modem times.^ However, the 

articulation o f the connection between revelation and language and the relationship

 ̂Church Order, 1, 10.

Panglottia, 1.1.

 ̂The development is due in large measure to the philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951). His 
early philosophy embodied in Tractatus logicophilosophicus, rests on the view that reality determines 
the structure of our language. Later he reversed this relationship and suggested that our language is 
what gives us our conception of reality.
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between language and unity in the human community is a unique contribution o f  

Comenius, which hitherto has not been recognized. Comenius regarded conversation 

as the bond o f humanity, the absence o f which means the breakdown o f society. 

Without conversation, society exists in a state o f Babel-like confusion, which is the 

cause o f misunderstandings and war. The plurality o f languages, therefore, can 

exacerbate the problem of disunity if with language differences people do not seek to 

communicate with each other.  ̂ For Comenius, a challenge for society is to develop a 

universal means o f conversation, in which all could participate and which would 

overcome the difficulties concomitant with the plurality o f languages.’ There was the 

need, then, for linguistic harmony to match the material and the mental harmony that 

he advocated. By all participating in a common language or by all participating in 

several languages, we would be enabled to discover the wisdom o f God revealed in 

and through other languages, which we are barred fi'om seeing because o f our 

inability to communicate in them.* According to Comenius, “Let Wisdom speak to

® Panglottia, III. 3. Comenius focuses on the role of language in conversation, which, naturally, must 
involve more than one person. In his view, language is a framework of words that signify things and 
present them to the mind in a reasonable way. There is therefore an interrelationship between three 
elements of language. First there are things, which must be denoted by words. Secondly, words must 
be expressed in sound to convey distinct meaning and thirdly, there must be minds to find the words 
meaningful. As a consequence of this relationship, Comenius described the conversation as a picture 
representing things, which are sometimes intangible. Conversation is derived from thinking about 
things and is the means whereby thoughts about things are transferred. In other words, it is a vehicle 
for passing mental images from one mind to another.

 ̂In Panglottia Comenius goes into detail about a proposal for engendering better conversation between 
peoples of the world. He perceived that there were three options to improved conversation, which he 
termed the “three ways of (linguistic) salvation.” [Panglottia, II.6] The first, Pantoglottia, by which 
he meant the refinement of all languages in current use by providing versions of select books in these 
languages, would engender mutual rivalry thereby leading to the improvement of all languages. This 
would open the possibility for revealing fresh secrets of God’s wisdom. The second possibility, 
Polyglottia, means the learning of a select number of languages as it happens in schools. The third 
possibility, Monoglottia, refers to the creation of a single language that would seek to overcome the 
anomalies of the known languages. The option of using this language in international conversations 
would reduce misunderstandings.

* Panglottia, IX, 5.
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the sons and daughters of all nationalities individually in their own tongue for the 

purpose of polishing their minds and their morals and so benefiting the nations 

universally.”^

Comenius envisaged the development of language to serve the cause of the 

proclamation of the gospel. However, a Moravian approach to pluralism today must 

go beyond the narrow perception of language as an instrument of evangelism. It must 

maintain that it is possible through dialogue to discover fiirther truths about God 

beyond what we already know. This is an issue to which we must then turn because 

there is the need to spell out precisely what is meant by the notion of “revelation 

through dialogue.”

9.2.1: Revelation Through Dialogue

Comenius’ understanding of revelation and dialogue is such that through dialogue 

with people of other faiths other truths about God could be made known. 

Understanding revelation is for him an interpretative task in which people who 

believe that God speaks to human beings must be involved together. This view is 

analogous to the idea that revelation is handed on through the intra-church activity of 

interpreting and re-interpreting the original of the witness of the first community of 

believers. Understanding revelation through re-interpretation overcomes the

® Panglottia, IV. 1.

For example, Francis Schussler Fiorenza, “A Roman Catholic Perspective on the Offence of 
Revelation” Harvard Theological Review, 95:3 (2002) pp. 265-271. According to Fiorenza, “the 
meaning of revelation is a hermeneutical or interpretive problem.” (p. 271) See also Edward 
Schillebeeckx, Church: The Human Story o f  God  (London: SCM, 1990),165. For Schillebeeckx, who 
deals specifically with issues relating to other religions, the issue for Christian theology is not what is 
common to many religions, but precisely that difference between them that forms their uniqueness and 
distinctiveness. The distinctiveness and uniqueness of Christianity is its unavoidable historical
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dilemma faced by a supematuralist approach, which assumes that the revelation has to 

be received and understood in the same way. By emphasizing the contextual nature 

o f the interpretation o f the testimony o f revelation that is handed on, this approach 

allows for differences in the way the message is understood. Seeing revelation as re

interpretation overcomes the temptation of having to claim a priority for any single 

epoch o f the revelation, as well as the need o f having to claim a climax o f history 

before history is at a climax.''

peculiarity, which is expressed in the dominant paradigm of the incarnation. However, Schillebeeckx 
does not draw the consequence of the absoluteness of Christian revelation from his notion of Christian 
distinctiveness. According to him, the revelation of God in Jesus in no way means that God absolutizes 
any historical particularity, not even Jesus of Nazareth. On the contrary, the risen Jesus points to God 
beyond himself, which means, “anyone can encounter God even outside of Jesus ... [because] the 
manifestation of God in Jesus does not fence o f f ‘religious history’, as emerges for example from the 
origin of Islam as a post-Christian world religion.” [Church, 66.] Schillebeeckx sees revelation as an 
interpretation moving from one semiotic system to another. By revelation he means experiences in 
which the possibility of the new is disclosed; where a space is opened up in which we see reality 
differently; where it is possible to see the world in a different way from that which is customary in 
ordinary experiences. Revelatory experiences “bring us, through the disintegration of our everyday 
identity, to a new reinterpretation of our own identity which makes us happy, brings us salvation or 
makes us whole.” [Church, 22.] In other words, revelation happens in the stream of ordinary day to 
day experiences and involves a subjective response. However, the subjective form of the response does 
not mean that the revelation is the private property of the person who perceives the event as revelatory. 
Experiences are appropriately called revelation only when in an event of nature or history, in contact 
with other people, or in the world, something shows itself which provokes this particular response, 
though what shows itself is not capable of compelling the person to only this response. Although it 
seems contradictory, Schillebeeckx simply wants to emphasize the dialectic between the personal and 
the public nature of the experience. It is this dialectic that gives revelation its progressive character. 
The testimonies of the first generation of Jesus’ followers have to be interpreted again and again in 
different cultural contexts. There are two consequences for this interpretation of the testimony of 
Jesus’ followers. The first is that in no single period of the tradition of interpretation, not even that of 
the Bible, can the cultural forms be absolutized, even though the historical and socio-cultural 
mediations are the only possible vehicles for the meaning of the offer of revelation. [Church, 37.] The 
dialectic between the culture and the tradition of the interpretation of the witness is what allows the 
offer of revelation to be handed on. Revelation is handed down to others because the first followers of 
Jesus and the later generations used socially shared systems (semiotic) of communication. One 
generation had to translate the meaning of the testimony from a previous generation, but they 
understood what was being said only through the semiotic system that they know and in which they 
participate. The second consequence of this interpretation is that faith in God’s revelation has a 
starting point in this world. This means that any possible understanding of faith is contextual: it “takes 
place on the basis of and through the medium of the human understanding of reality -  distinctive to a 
particular culture in which the gospel is proclaimed and heard.’’[C/zurc/?, 39.] The mediation of 
revelation is, therefore, a function of the time and context but comes within the interpretation that is 
presented on each occasion.

” Pannenberg, Revelation as History, 143. One of the difficulties with the way Pannenberg understands 
the end of history is that he asserts its climax in Jesus even when history is not at a climax. According
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The Comenian idea o f revelation through conversation, however, adds another 

element to the notion o f revelation through re-interpretation. It emphasizes the 

dialogical imperative in Christian theological discourse not only as an intra-Christian 

activity but also an as activity between the religious traditions o f the context. The 

religious traditions must be lifted up as important aspects o f the context with which 

one must also dialogue. It makes the claim that truth is revealed as a consequence o f 

the dialogue that occurs in two directions at the same time. In one direction it 

involves the re-interpretation o f the Christian witness and thus conversation within 

and between different eras, cultures and semiotic systems. In the other direction it 

involves conversation with the non-Christian religions that bear witness to the divine 

presence in a given cultural and geographical context. For Comenius, the latter 

conversation is critical and is derived from his perception that revelation is given to 

all in the three arenas o f the world, the mind and divine oracles. It is insufficient, then, 

simply to have a positive theoretical attitude to the other religions in a given context 

without showing how engaging them in conversation can change the landscape o f 

Christian theology.

The idea o f revelation through conversation that Comenius advocated has, in a sense, 

already been embraced in current interfaith conversation, though not with the same 

force. According to the 1990 Baar Consultation on “Dialogue with People o f Living 

Faiths”:

to him, i f  the fate o f  Jesus is the anticipation o f  the end, and if  this is the revelation o f  God, then no 
further revelation from God can appear.
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Our theological understanding o f plurality begins with our faith in the one God 

who created all things, the living God, present and active in creation from the 

beginning. The Bible testifies to God as God o f all nations and people. ... We 

see the plurality o f religious traditions as both the result o f the manifold ways 

in which God has related to peoples and nations as well as a manifestation o f 

the richness and diversity o f humankind. We affirm that God has been present 

in their seeking and finding, that where there is truth and wisdom in their 

teachings, and love and holiness in their living, this like any wisdom, insight, 

knowledge, understanding, love and holiness that is found among us is the gift 

o f  the Holy Spirit. ... This conviction that God as creator o f all is present and 

active in the plurality o f religions makes it inconceivable to us that God’s 

saving activity could be confined to any one continent, cultural type, or groups 

o f  peoples.'^

While the statement does not make a claim for equality in the statuses o f the 

scriptures o f  all religious traditions, like Comenius it recognizes that God is present 

and active in the plurality. Comenius goes flirther in insisting that we are under 

obligation to receive the books for which divine claims have been made and to verify 

that such claims can be upheld without question.'^ In this respect he was anticipating 

twentieth century dialogue between Christians and Muslims which has questioned 

whether the time had come to “consider a whole set o f phenomena of revelation in 

their intensity and their originality in order to design a theology o f revelation that 

would be equally acceptable to a Jew, a Christian and a Muslim, or that would at least 

give their scripture an undistorted image that everyone could recognize.” ''*

Kinnamon and Cope, The Ecumenical Movement, 417-418.

Panaugia, VII, 21.

The Muslim-Christian Research Group, The Challenge o f  the Scriptures: The Bible and the Qur’an 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1989), 88.
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A commitment to dialogue as a means o f disclosure o f truths, therefore, means 

responding to the questions that the awareness o f other accounts o f truth raise for 

what we hold to be the truth. It also involves revisiting the accounts o f truth that we 

bear, which would show a preparedness to expose our understanding o f truth to 

questioning and to remove status o f immunity, in order that our perception may be 

reshaped or simply be reaffirmed in a process o f dialogue. From a Caribbean regional 

point o f view, taking account o f other v^tnesses to truth means more than just noting 

that there are differences between religious communities. It means taking the 

differences seriously to the point where we attempt to answer the question o f what 

these differences mean for Christian theology. It is clear that not all the questions that 

the conflicting accounts o f truth raise wUl be answered satisfactorily or immediately, 

if any at all. Nevertheless, we are not thereby absolved from the challenge o f 

dialogue. Unless we take another religion seriously and unless we remove immunity 

to questioning from our accounts o f truth, then interfaith dialogue cannot have a 

revelatory function. This position that we derive from Comenius is not to be confused 

with the relativism in Hick’s approach. Rather, since dialogue is for Comenius the 

way to apprehend the truth, he envisages that a person can abandon a given position 

and take hold o f another.

Revelation through dialogue does not mean that what is revealed is inconsistent with 

what is already known in the world, the mind and Holy Scriptures. Instead, Comenius 

insists that there must be harmony in revelation, an issue we must further explore.
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9.2.2: Harmony in Revelation

Comenius based his understanding of revelation on four assumptions, which can be 

regarded as &st principles for his theology. The first three assumptions declare: (1) 

that God exists; (2) that God cares for the world he created and (3) that God desires 

humankind to attain full salvation. The fourth assumption is (4) that God 

communicates with human beings in the peculiarity of their context. That 

communication occurs in three arenas: in the external world of nature, in the internal 

world of the mind and in divine oracles. The unity that is taken to exist in God, 

therefore, is the a priori basis for assuming harmony in revelation. This fourth 

assumption is particularly important for understanding Comenius’ attitude to the other 

religious traditions and is the unique contribution that he makes to a Moravian 

theology of pluralism.

However, Comenius’ understanding of harmony in revelation is in tension with the 

Zinzendorfian understanding. According to the latter, every person coming into the 

world is imprinted with an inerasable awareness of God, which enables the individual 

to discern God’s fiirther revelation. This means there is no atheist in the real sense of 

the word. Atheism is really the refusal to accept the further knowledge of himself that 

God gives in the person of Jesus. Most importantly, however, all that we need to 

know for salvation has been revealed in the person of the Lord Jesus, of which the 

Holy Scriptures are the most reliable witness. This revelation is necessitated by the 

mystery of God, who remains hidden despite his revelation. For Zinzendorf, then, the 

highest miracle was the incarnation, which is also the clearest evidence of divine
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modesty and divine concealment.'^ So, Comenius emphasizes the world of nature as 

a credible arena of God’s revelation whereas Zinzendorf does not. Comenius allows 

for the possibility that God speaks also in other scriptures apart from the Christian 

Bible, which for Zinzendorf is absurd. Comenius allows for the possibility of 

discovering unlimited universal truths about God through a process of dialogue with 

people of other faiths, who like Christians are given the three books of God for 

exploration. However, Zinzendorf aligns himself with the apophatic tradition in 

maintaining that God remains hidden amidst his revelation and that the human cannot 

therefore discover things about God. The Moravian approach to pluralism must 

proceed by way of dialogue in the tension that arises from the two approaches to 

revelation. In a plural context, the Comenian approach that emphasizes dialogue and 

the human capacity to discover God’s truth must reckon with the modest approach in 

Zinzendorf, which insist on ignorance. The self-confidence of the Comenian seems to 

be balanced by the caution of the Zinzendorfian.

The first path for a Moravian theology of pluralism, then, is a commitment to dialogue 

within the particular tradition and between the religious traditions on the question of 

revelation. This dialogue has to be ongoing as the attitudes of Christians to other 

religious traditions change through reading in their scriptures and as different cultural 

contexts and different epochs read the original Christian witness in a new way.

This imperative to dialogue as a way to discover truth is, however, in tension with the 

second path for a Moravian theology of pluralism, which must be characterized by

This idea o f  divine concealment will be picked up later.
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modesty in terms of epistemology. It is an approach that makes a concession of 

ignorance of God despite divine disclosure. Zinzendorf maintains that we will never 

know God in the fullest depth of God’s divine mystery because God remains hidden 

amidst revelation. The discontinuity between human and divine being cannot be 

bridged because even in heaven we will be still moving towards God. In this respect, 

a Moravian theology of pluralism is also aligned to the apophatic tradition.

9.3: Epistemological Modesty: The Second Imperative

In a previous chapter we mentioned three issues that illustrate the modesty in the 

theology of Zinzendorf: (1) the apophatic-Iike character of his theology, (2) the 

human-centred nature of his Christology and (3) the eschatology of surprise. Our aim 

here is to deal in further detail with the apophaticism evident in his theology, which 

must be included in a Moravian theology of pluralism. We will deal with the other 

two issues when discussing the third and fourth features of the Moravian approach.

A recurring feature of Zinzendorf s theology is his refiisal to speculate on matters 

pertaining to the divine nature. It would seem, though, that this refusal is a mark of 

scepticism, which denies the possibility of knowledge. A distinction must then be 

made between scepticism and the modesty that must characterize a Moravian 

theology of pluralism.'^ To speak of modesty does not mean a denial of the 

possibility o f knowledge. Rather, this approach recognizes the depth and complexity 

o f the questions human beings ask about divinity. It also recognizes the difficulty and

Scepticism is the view that “no one ever knows anything about anything ... [and that no one is] 
reasonable in believing anything.” [Peter Unger, Ignorance: A Case fo r  Scepticism  (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1975), 1.] In other words the sceptic denies the possibility of certitude and asserts that, 
“everybody is always ignorant of every thing.” [Unger, Ignorance, 94.] The sceptic, therefore allows 
for knowledge only if  one is certain, but regards certainty as a position that is unreasonable.
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the presumptuousness of proposing answers to such questions. When an approach 

recognizes the limitation of the answers that are given to fundamental questions of 

meaning and purpose, it is inclined to treat answers in a provisional way, which is 

characteristic of the modest approach.

An approach characterized by modesty must also be distinguished from the notion of 

philosophical doubt that characterizes the philosophy of Descartes and which sought 

to overcome the ravages of sixteenth century relativism and scepticism.’’ An 

approach characterized by modesty, however, does not begin with doubt o f existence 

of the external world, nor does it predicate knowledge simply on the thinking subject 

as we find in Descartes. On the contrary, it accepts the existence of the world and the 

human being as part of it, but concedes that God as the source of being is beyond 

what we can formulate with words. An approach characterized by modesty cautions 

us about making absolute claims about God irrespective of the predication of such 

assertions. The apophatic writers believed that words could not capture the reality of 

God. Consequently, even justifiable affirmations had to be negated, to ensure that 

words did not appear to be able to capture the reality of divine being. The modesty in 

Moravian theology is best accounted for by situating the approach within the 

apophatic tradition. For the apophatic writers, words fail to correspond to a deficit in 

human experience because God is beyond the reach of the human conception and 

experience.

Rene Descartes, The Principles o f  Philosophy, I, IV, The Philosophical Writings o f  Descartes, vol. 1 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 219. For him, the first task o f philosophy was to rid 
oneself of all prejudices by calling into doubt all that could be doubted. Descartes argued that doubts 
could be raised about the entire external world because o f sense deception; the senses couldn’t be relied 
on for proof of certainty and truth. See also Charles Guingon, Heidegger and the Problem o f  
Knowledge (Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett Publishing, 1983), 23.
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A question that this notion of modesty faces, though, is how it can assert ignorance of 

God when it is affirmed that God has drawn near to us in the person of Jesus. This 

means that a fundamental task for an approach that emphasizes epistemological 

modesty is to come to terms with the incarnation. As we will discover, for Zinzendorf 

God conceals himself while making himself known in the incarnation.

9.3.1: The Concealment o f God in the Incarnation

One of the most radical assertions made in Moravian theology is that notwithstanding 

the hypostatic union, Jesus was believed to stand in a certain insufficiency, and in a 

limited knowledge of himself so that he was not even aware that he was the eternal 

God. According to Zinzendorf, it was as if he forgot who he was because:

When a thought that he was God, darted into his mind, (pretty much in the 

same manner, as a person of thirty years of age can recollect, as in a dream, 

what he has once done or spoken eight or nine-and-twenty years ago upon his 

mother’s lap) when a thought o f his everlasting, self-existent Godhead darted 

into his mind pretty much in this manner; it was as it were transiently, and by 

the by [because] ... when he was to go into this lower world, and chose to do 

it, bid adieu thus far to the operation and activity of his own Godhead.”*

The idea that the Son of God was limited in knowledge and that he was unable to 

recall his past except by momentary flashes would portray him in a rather imperfect 

light. However, Zinzendorf was on orthodox grounds in suggesting that Jesus was 

limited in knowledge and lacking in memory. According to the formula of Chalcedon,

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, V, 72.
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Jesus was different from us in only one respect: he was without sin. It was not only 

that the Saviour was man in the literal sense, but as Zinzendorf understood it, he 

ascended into heaven as man, he sits at the right hand of God the Father as man, and 

he will still be man at the end of things when he comes as j u d g e . I n  other words, the 

only form in which human beings can get a glimpse of God is in human form. The 

h>postatic union, then, was a necessity occasioned by human capacity (or incapacity) 

on one hand, and by God’s own modesty on the other. One should not miss here the 

theological implications of the link that Zinzendorf makes between anthropology and 

Christology. If Jesus were ignorant and lacking in memory, if Jesus were lacking in 

the full knowledge of his own Godhead and exercised faith as any human being can, it 

should caution other human beings in the claim they make, not only about Jesus but 

also about the whole Godhead.

What we see in this Moravian approach to pluralism, then, is that the incarnation is 

indicative of God’s concealment amidst his revelation. This perception of the 

incarnation calls for a certain modesty in claims about the extent to which we know 

God, even from the point of view of Christian theology. At least two consequences 

follow from this position when dealing with people of other faiths. In the first place it 

cautions us in the claims we make about God that go beyond what Jesus seemed to 

have claimed. Secondly, this approach cautions us about making claims to knowledge 

of God apart from what has been revealed in human form, the only form in which we 

can see God. This leads to the issue of how the incarnation as concealment affects 

interfaith relations.

’’ Ibid., VIII, 106.
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9.3.2: Divine Concealment and Interfaith Relations

One of the major stumbling blocks in the dialogue between Christians and people of 

other faiths is the affirmation by Christians that there is no other name under heaven 

given among men whereby we might be saved. (Acts 4:12). Zinzendorf was himself 

puzzled by the notion of God that people of other faiths held, if they did not regard 

Jesus as God in human form. It would seem that the christocentric emphasis that 

Count Zinzendorf displays in referring to Jesus as the only way to salvation makes his 

theology unfriendly to interfaith discourse. However, unfriendliness to interfaith 

relations is not a necessary conclusion when one notices the distinction Zinzendorf 

makes between the experience of Jesus as Saviour and the propositional statement that 

no one is adopted to the Father except through him.

Zinzendorf knows from his own experience and from the witness of Holy Scripture 

that we are bom again through Jesus. As he argued, “I therefore know it, because the 

revelation of the Holy Ghost, as it operates in the soul, is expressed by our Saviour 

clearer than almost any thing, and because it harmonizes with so many other 

circumstances o f the Holy Scripture.” *̂̂ However, the assertion that we can only 

come to the Father through the Saviour was something prior to experience, on which 

he could therefore not speculate. He said:

Here the Brethren may easily imagine, that tho’ I should make ever so long a

detail, (so as these kind of things admit of being discussed and speculated) yet

Ibid., IV, 57.
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I could not speak determinately of, nor discover the manner, how the Saviour 

is the intermediate person thro’ whom we are begotten; this is far too spiritual 

and super-celestial. ... When once it is clear to me, how we are likewise 

begotten through this channel, I will describe it too.^'

It is pertinent to raise the question of what kind of contribution Zinzendorfs 

distinction between experience and propositional statement can make to interfaith 

dialogue. For Zinzendorf the statement that we are begotten through Jesus alone was 

an assertion beyond experience, which cannot be verified. The experience of Jesus as 

Saviour is something that can be affirmed because of the Holy Ghost operating in the 

soul.^^ However, the affirmation that he is the only Saviour among men, or that no 

one has access to the Father except through Jesus is not a point of doctrine that can be 

explained because the basis of this truth is concealed. In the words of the Count, the 

claim that Jesus is the only access to the Father is something “super-celestial,” which 

means it is beyond the parameters in which human words can operate. We either 

accept the assertions in faith or we do not. Neither those who believe it nor those who 

question it can offer, on the basis of reason or experience, an absolute justification for 

the assertion. The effect of this in interfaith discourse is to indicate the limits of 

dialogue. We should not see dialogue as a panacea for religious conflicts because 

there are some things in our religion that dialogue may not be able to resolve, even 

though what those issues may be cannot be decided prior to dialogue.

Ibid.,

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 57.
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The distinction between experience and prepositional statement and the refusal to 

subject the assertions of faith to discussion would suggest that there is really no role 

for interfaith dialogue. However, in his awareness of the hiddenness of the basis for 

certain truths, the Count was not seeking to adopt a Gnostic approach of private 

knowledge. Instead, we should see his position as a kind of “privileged ignorance.” 

In a way akin to the apophatic writers, he does not know and cannot explain what he 

knows. As Zinzendorf put it, there is a seeing and a not seeing and there is a hearing

and a not hearing.^^ Even in the future life there will be a deficit of knowledge

because we will be in an incessant aspiration towards the Lord. We will be ever 

moving towards him and never knowing him fully. The knowledge of who the 

Saviour is was for him not an experience that could be fully achieved either in this life 

or the next:

Docs anyone meet us in the sccond million of the aicovc<; o f our duration, and 

ask us again whither we are flying to? We still say, ‘to our Window.’ And 

what is that? How is it callcd? The through-picrccd side: for that is, even in 

the future life too, ever new to us. He shall be thy Lord, and thou shalt aspire

incessantly towards him with all thy desire. '̂*

In his reference to the soul as having an eternal movement towards God, towards “his 

window,” Zinzendorf was not prepared to give the desire for God a future terminal 

point. In this regard his eschatology is consistent with those who today hold that we 

live always with something before us, something still promised to us, which as yet we

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, VII, 82.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, IV, 59-60; “Dear friends, do not fancy that we know the 
Saviour fillly. We do not begin to icnow him.” Max/wi, Theological Ideas and Sentences, 198.
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do not possess. Zinzendorf rejects the idea of rising through the hierarchies to become 

one with God but holds the Christian notion of salvation in an unfinished mode. In a 

sense: “we are always in via, always on the way, always travelling towards the fiiture 

of God which will almost wholly surprise us.”^̂  Salvation or knowledge of God is 

not something that can be fully accomplished -  even in the world to come. One will 

not be able to say after millions of aeons that one has arrived at the full knowledge of 

the Lord and at a full experience of salvation. This position makes less cutting the 

exclusive edge of salvation through Jesus alone. It opens the future in a way that 

challenges us to see salvation as an eternal process rather than an eventual actual 

achievement.

Zinzendorf therefore speaks with surety about things given to the heart or to which 

Scripture attests but of those things beyond his experience and the witness of 

Scripture he would not venture into speculation. He does not know why it is affirmed 

that Jesus is the only way to the Father. He cannot defend it on the basis of reason or 

experience. What he knows is that God accommodated himself to our ignorance, 

which makes Jesus God with us. His position is to accept it and to allow others the 

freedom to reject it. His concession that he does not know the basis of the assertion 

that we can come to the Father only through Jesus is for him further evidence of 

God’s concealment amidst the revelation, which calls for modesty in dealing with 

things pertaining to God.

Kenneth Cracknell. “The Theology o f Religious Plurality”, Current Dialogue, 26 (June 1994): 18.
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9.3.3: Divine Concealment and Truth

In refusing to speculate on things outside experience or things about which Holy 

Scripture does not speak categorically, Zinzendorf was effectively indicating the full 

extent of the limits of epistemology. It was not only that there was a limit on reason 

but also on the individual’s experience. There were truths that he was prepared to 

affirm for which there was no experiential or reasonable justification. To the 

rationalist or the empiricist this was manifest folly but neither could they demonstrate 

that the truths were unreliable. This position is in tension with that of Comenius who 

believed that truths attainable in this life could be discovered through dialogue with 

others. In his approach to truth Comenius emphasised that we get access to revealed 

truth through conversation between the different eras of Christian witness as well as 

through conversation with other religious traditions. True dialogue involves putting 

oneself in the place of the other to understand what is claimed about revealed truth. 

Thus dialogue within and between the religious traditions is a way to revelation. For 

Zinzendorf, though, we can speak of truths within the parameters of experience, while 

there are others o f which we have no notion. This recognition of the partial sense in 

which experience functions in making us aware of truths about God is similar to the 

apophatic writers who were cautious about associating religious experience with 

God.^* In limiting speculation to the boundary of experience Zinzendorf served 

notice on those who are presumptuous enough to make statements about the immense 

God, who despite his incarnation remained outside the boundary of human 

experience. This observation of a limit on the extent to which experience could 

guarantee religious truth, means there has to be a rethinking of the way Zinzendorf s

DN\,  593B4-12.
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theobgy is assessed.^’ The emphasis he placed on the man Jesus was due to the 

inabilit} to experience God. So there is a sense in which we cannot experience God, 

even though we aflRrm the incarnation. It is for this reason that we situate 

Zinzendorf s theology on the periphery o f the apophatic tradition.

At the same time, however, Zinzendorf saw the incarnation as God reaching out to 

human beings. In this sense it may be interpreted as an invitation for humanity to 

parti:ipate in a conversation with the divine. This perception o f dialogue in the 

incarnation can ameliorate the otherwise “anti-dialogue” posture evident in 

Zinzendorf s theology.

9.3.4: Divine Modesty and Dialogue

Zinzendorf understands the incarnation as an act o f divine modesty, which was 

designed to overcome the two countervailing tendencies in the human being, the 

beasily tendency o f the body and the immodest tendency of the mind. In one respect 

the ndividual is worthless, despicable and good for nothing and in the other the 

individual is desirous o f knowledge and holiness but unable to reach them. The image 

o f God in the human being has been defaced as a result o f sin, for which we have a 

prirml propensity. The use o f the intellect and reason rather that being evidence o f 

divinity, as Comenius affirms, becomes in Zinzendorf an evidence o f the satanic 

pride, which is inquisitive and desires only to know. The way to holiness is to put to

In in  Ecumenical Theology o f  the Heart, 59. Freeman notes that for Zinzendorf knowledge of God 
was ‘iark’ because we are ontologically separated from God. However, he asserts that “God has 
alwajs revealed God’s self experientially in the Son. ... Thus the knowledge of God in Christ is not 
dark 5ut clear and plain.” [59] One must however reckon with Zinzendorf s own word concerning 
even lesus’ awareness of the Godhead. According to Zinzendorf, the relationship of Jesus to the 
Godhead was not something always before him but was “transient”. [See Twenty-One Discourses, V, 
72.] n other words, even to Jesus the Godhead remained concealed amidst the revelation.
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death the tendency of the flesh, which is beeistly and the tendency of the mind, which 

is Satanic. The solution to the problem of the human condition is to be found in the 

ideal man, Jesus, whom God put forward as our only hope and propitiation. By the 

appearing of God in the flesh we are challenged to consider the human being in a new 

way. In the incarnation the tendency to self-hate that resulted from the fall of Adam 

has been erased along with the entire sentence that fell on the human race.

Consistent with the witness of Hebrews 1:2, the incarnation is God’s invitation to 

humanity to participate in a divine conversation or the broadening of the divine 

discourse to overlap and intersect with human discourse. In the incarnation the 

human being is challenged to make a re-assessment of the human and divine realities 

because of the assertion of an interfacing between the two realities. The incarnation is 

an invitation to dialogue with God because with it a fundamental assertion affecting 

divinity and humanity is made in a language that human beings can understand, 

seeing God speaks concretely in the (body) language that we know most intimately -  

the human-form. In order for the dialogue to be ongoing, a human response must be 

made to the divine assertion. According to Zinzendorf, however, the inclination to 

self-hate means that the human being would prefer when dealing with the divine to 

hear an assertion that has “to do with something incomprehensible, unfathomable, 

transcendent ... than to hear of an incarnate Creator, of a God who is of his own flesh 

and bone.” *̂ Consequently, in the conversation with God, the human being is 

inclined to take objection to the incarnation as human discourse being presented as 

divine discourse. The human being does not want to imagine that the Creator could

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, VII, 96-97.
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be so common. The human will, therefore, contends against the assertion upon which 

the passion o f Jesus is predicated, “that the blessed Creator o f all things was so mean, 

as to lie on dry grass, upon coarse hay and swaddling clothes.”^̂  However, the human 

being cannot deny that in Jesus a “word” is spoken in human language without at the 

same time denying his or her own human existence. This word, the biblical witness 

affirms, is also a divine word, which we will deny if we determine that God would not 

be so immodest. As Zinzendorf puts it, a person must either deny his/her own human- 

form or else “be obliged to let Jesus’ male-form pass for certain as naturally, as 

entirely, as simply as his own.” °̂ Religion without incarnation as a dialogical 

component has the challenge o f indicating how God is perceived and in what way it is 

possible to communicate with the hidden God, if not in human discourse.

If God is seeking to dialogue with humanity in the incarnation, then dialogue has 

divine sanction. By stressing God’s involvement in human discourse the Moravian 

understanding o f dialogue is given a theological grounding that goes beyond the

31pragmatism in current interfaith conversation. God’s appearance in the flesh draws 

every human being into a divine conversation, which according to Zinzendorf means 

that “every human soul, be it where it will (in whatever part o f the world and in

Ibid., 97.

Ibid., 98.

At the commencement o f the Christian-Muslim dialogue under the auspices o f the World Council o f  
Churches the grounds listed as the necessity for dialogue all related to the practical rather than 
theological issues. According to the March 1969 Meeting in Cartigny, the necessity for dialogue arose 
out of several factors: (a) the specific historical roots that the two religions have in common; (b) the 
attitude of self-criticism which is inherent in each religion; (c) the increased mobility and mixing of 
populations; (d) the political situations, especially in the Near East. See Stuart Brown, ed., Meeting in 
Faith: Twenty Years o f  Christian-Miislim Conversations Sponsored by the World Council o f  Churches 
(Geneva: WCC, 1989), 3.
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whichever religion it is bom) is blessed because it is a human soul.”^̂  The 

Zinzendorfian tradition may then be seen as a corrective to the seeming over

emphasis on dialogue as merely an activity between human beings. In this respect the 

pragmatism o f the Comenian sub-tradition needs the theological assertiveness o f the 

Zinzendorfian.

Theological modesty then, can be seen as an attitude o f openness to the other while 

being committed to one’s own tradition. For this reason it is an approach that can 

foster mutual affection and dialogue between adherents o f the different religious 

traditions, all o f who are forever unfulfilled in their desire for a fiill knowledge o f 

God.

However, for the Moravian approach to pluralism to find credibility in the Christian 

community, it must deal satisfactorily with the issue o f Christology, which is 

fiindamental to Christian theology but a theological problem in the context o f 

interfaith conversation. This brings us to the third characteristic o f the Moravian 

theology o f pluralism, which asserts the uniqueness o f Christ in a way that does not 

make null and void the existence o f the other religious traditions.

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, VI, 67.
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9.4: A Human-Centred Christology:^^ The Third Imperative

The christological focus in the Moravian approach is centred on the human being 

acting in the world in obedience to God. In Moravian terms, salvation seems to be 

dependent on human action - either the human being made in the image of God or the 

human being who is God incarnate, that is, God in human image. However, once 

again this is source of tension in Moravian theology.

On one hand, in his Consultation on Human Affairs, Comenius does not place as 

much weight on the role of Jesus as he does on the role of human being as co-creator 

and as one with whom God necessarily works. Consistent with the pre-eminent role of 

the human being, it could be said that the means for the salvation of the world has 

already been put within the grasp of the human being, who must now live in 

accordance with the image of God in him. The well-being of society and the 

character of the future depend not on divine intervention per se, but on human beings 

pursuing those ideals, for which the image of God has given the sense and capacity to 

achieve. In a certain sense, our creation in God’s image is that which guarantees our 

being able to see what God is doing in the world and to align ourselves with it. For 

Comenius, as a result of being created in the image of God, the human being has a

This must not be confused with Haight’s notion of Spirit Christology, which for him proceeds from 
below because it begins with a historical consciousness of Jesus. He opts for a Spirit Christology as 
most suitable to the plural post-modern context because it more adequately thematizes the Christian 
experience of Jesus and explains the meaning of Jesus as being the bringer of God’s salvation. For 
“when one asserts the divinity of Jesus with a dynamic Spirit Christology, this means that God, and not 
less than God, is really present to and working in Jesus, and that this is so in such a manner that Jesus is 
a manifestation and embodiment of the reality of God.” [Jesus Symbol o f  GoA, 462.] The difficulty with 
Haight’s approach is that one is still left wondering what people of other faiths would understand by 
the assertion that the Spirit of God is present in Jesus in a symbolic way. [297fT.] The difference with 
the Human-Centred approach is that it does not require people of other faiths to see Jesus as someone 
divine because that perception is o f value only to those willing to accept the notion of God in human 
form. For the Human-Centred approach to Christology, the divinity of Jesus is of second order 
significance.
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salvific role and a christological function. The framework for redemption was already 

set in creation, which included the creation of the intellect, the will and the capacity 

for action. It is now our duty and privilege to work out our salvation with God in fear 

and trembling. In short, for Comenius there is really no distinction between creation 

and redemption thus human activity in the world is an outworking of both. The work 

o f Jesus of Nazareth, which is an activity for the well-being of the world in obedience 

to God, is the work that each human being is expected to do.̂ '*

On the other hand, Zinzendorf emphasizes the work of the man Jesus as the incarnate 

God but plays down the use of human intellect and the will. Jesus has already 

accomplished redemption and all that is required of the individual is to place their 

faith in the man Jesus. Central to Zinzendorfs position, which cannot be 

overstressed, is that we should not try to understand the notion of hypostatic union 

because the question of Jesus’ divinity is beyond the terms that human mind can 

frame. Nothing should derogate from the humanity o f Jesus, because only in our 

perception of God’s proximity to us as human to human will the act of divine modesty 

accomplished in the incarnation be made clear. In other words, our preoccupation 

must be on the work of Jesus as a human being.^^ It is God’s Spirit who will enable 

the work of Jesus to be called the work of God, because “no one can say ‘Jesus is 

Lord’ except by the Holy Spirit.” (See I Corinthians 12: 3.)

Comenius, Fzo I m c /j , Vll,3-7.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, VII, 102.
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Although predicated on different notions of being human, redemptive action in the 

Moravian tradition is centred in the human being who acts in accordance with the 

divine will. In light of the different anthropologies that underlie the christological 

views of Comenius and Zinzendorf, it seems that a Moravian approach to pluralism is 

forced to embrace an approach to Christology that can accommodate a plurality of 

anthropologies. It is for this reason we refer to a human-centred Christology, which 

means it is centred on human action as having divine sanction and divine implication.

The interfaith value of a human-centred Christology is that it allows the Christian to 

affirm Jesus as Saviour of the world while at the same time allowing that people of 

other faiths immediately see him as an ordinary human being. In fact, to Zinzendorf 

it is preferable that we simply emphasize that Jesus lived in humility and poverty as 

the meanest of servants; that all his speeches were delivered according to this mean 

condition of his, but his secret majesty and glory, which were always present to 

himself he did not reveal openly. All we can speak of then is really those things that 

prove the majesty of his manhood.^^

When a human-centred Christology is affirmed in the context of the Caribbean, with 

sensitivity to plurality, the regional discourse is challenged to review its perception of 

the christological problem. Rather than being preoccupied with the divine versus the 

human nature of Jesus, the problem of Christology becomes a question of how to 

interpret and exhibit the work of the human being, Jesus of Nazareth. The challenge 

involves helping the people of other faiths to encounter the reality of the person’s

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, IV, 37.
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earthly life without having to insist that they perceive Jesus as divine. This encounter 

will take place at different levels of community life through formal and informal 

contacts but wiU be characterized by praxis. On the basis of that encounter, the 

people of other faiths must be allowed to develop their own christological attitudes, 

the outcome of which should not be prejudged. Whether or not Jesus is perceived as 

divine is of secondary importance. The primary question is whether people are drawn 

to him in love when Christians exhibit his work. A human-centred Christology is, 

therefore, not so much what we believe about Jesus, but about what we do in Jesus’ 

name.^’ It is an approach that has an unapologetically missionary intention, though 

not directed towards conversion, which is seen as the work of God.

The uncertainty concerning the outcome of christological attitudes, which people of 

other faiths will form on the basis of what Christians do, leads us to the question of 

eschatology, the fourth feature of a Moravian approach to pluralism. This relationship 

between Christology and eschatology is derived from the fact that Christians see Jesus 

as the one who inaugurates the Kingdom of God. The human-centred Christology, 

with the attendant consequences outlined above, have a bearing on what we claim for 

the future of the church and the religions. Therefore the question we seek to answer 

next is what approach to eschatology is most suited for the plural context, given the 

conflicting claims about the ultimate significance of the religions?^*

Admittedly, though only coincidentally, this human-centred Christology resembles what Knitter 
describes as doing before knowing in the praxis o f dialogue. [Knitter, No Other Name, 205-231.] 
Where this approach differs from Knitter’s however, is that a human-centred Christology is not seeking 
to clarify Jesus’ uniqueness. [Knitter, 206.] Rather, its aim is to demonstrate who Jesus is. The 
question of his uniqueness is o f secondary importance. At a later stage we must look at the relationship 
between a Moravian human-centred Christology and Christopraxis in liberation theology.

David Cheetham has proposed that a way to approach the problem o f plurality is to suppose that 
following death it will become apparent that one particular faith was the most faithful representation of
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9.5: An Eschatology of Surprise: The Fourth Imperative

The fourth feature of the Moravian approach to pluralism is an eschatology of 

surprise, which presents some uncertainty about the end of the church and the end of 

world. This eschatological emphasis is derived from two bases in Moravian theology. 

In the first place it is based on Zinzendorfs human-centred Christology, which 

expresses itself in a world-embracing ecclesiology. In the understanding of the 

Moravian Church, the purpose of the church or body of Christ is directed towards 

human beings in this world:

The Lord Jesus Christ calls His Church into being so that it may serve him on 

earth until He comes. The Unitas Fratrum is, therefore, aware of its being 

called in faith to serve humanity by proclaiming the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

It recognises this call to be the source of its being and the inspiration of its
39service.

In the Moravian tradition, there is no developed discourse relating to the fellowship 

that the church on earth shares with the church triumphant."”̂  This is consistent with 

Zinzendorfs wish not to speculate about things beyond this world. The main 

ecclesiological emphasis relates to the church as an earthly reality, whose form and

ultimate reality. However, as will become apparent, there is no justification for regarding the ultimate 
pre-eminence o f one religion as the only form of an eschatological solution. See, David Cheetham 
“Evil and Religious Pluralism: The Eschatological Resolution,” New Blacl^iars, 78, No. 915 (1997): 
215.

Church Order o f  the Unitas Fratrum, 1995, 1. Emphasis mine.

Church Order, II, 101(a). The Liturgy for Burial of the British Province also has this prayer relating 
to the Church triumphant: “Keep us in everlasting fellowship with the Church Triumphant, that we may 
rejoice together in your presence both now and evermore.” [The Moravian Liturgy: Authorized fo r  use 
in the British Province o f  the Moravian Church, (London: The Moravian Book Room, 1960), 94.]
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activities are confined to this w orld/' As the human body of Christ, the church as we 

know it came into being to serve Christ by serving the neighbour and the world. Its 

raison d ’etre is to serve the Lord on earth through service to humanity. The church 

has a “this worldly” structure, whose purpose relates to service in this world. The 

church, is, therefore, not understood as an end in itself but is seen as instrumental to 

the witness of Jesus in the world.

There are two important consequences that flow from this perception of a “worldly” 

church. One is that if the church has an instrumental function relative to the witness 

in this world, then we must maintain that the end of the church, at least in terms of 

this function, is co-terminus with the end of the world. The Moravian Church 

recognizes the importance of ecclesiological structures and sees the Church as the 

place where human fellowship with God becomes a living reality. These structures, 

however, are not a prerequisite or a sine qua non for salvation. In fact, from the point 

of view of Moravian ecclesiology, the religious systems of the world will eventually 

disappear because “the Unitas Fratrum looks beyond this earthly witness of the church 

to the great consummation when the Lord will ‘draw all people unto Himself and His 

Kingdom be fully established.”^̂

This perception of the “worldliness” of the church is also consistent with the emphasis 

on Jesus as a person of the world. The benefit of this perception is that it frees us from 

having to speculate about the nature and content o f church beyond this world. The

The Church Order notes that the Hturgical form of the services in the church, “gives expression to its 
union with the whole Church of Christ on earth.” [Church Order, II, 101(b)] my emphasis.

Church Order o f  the Unitas Fratrum, #150.g (22); my emphasis.
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absence o f speculation about the church beyond the world leads us to see the future as 

surprise because there is no sense o f what that will be like.

The other consequence is that if we assert the “worldliness” o f the church, then we 

must also maintain that the other religious traditions are also worldly. The 

“worldliness” o f the church, and the “worldliness” o f religious traditions, lends 

credence to the notion o f contingency in religious structures in general. The only 

question is who determines the ultimate significance o f the other religious traditions. 

It seems Christian theology in general and Moravian theology in particular must 

maintain that as it is the Lord who determines the function o f the church, which is to 

bear witness to the Gospel until he comes, so also it is the Lord who must determine 

the ultimate significance o f the other religions. That ultimate significance we do not 

know, which also contributes to the notion o f an eschatology o f surprise.

The first basis for an eschatology o f surprise, then, is a human-centred Christology 

expressing itself in a “worldly” ecclesiology. The second basis for the eschatology o f 

surprise is the conflicting perceptions o f the future that we see in Comenius and 

Zinzendorf On the one hand, Comenius views the future as a function o f human 

action. The future is not something that happens to us but something that we create as 

part o f our duty to co-operate with God who has placed his image within us. The 

future we desire is the future for which we pray and work. God’s omnipotence in 

Comenius is not a unilateral action that excludes the activity o f  the human being 

because it is through the human being that God works to bring about the future. 

Comenius’ future is not an unknown entity, in the sense that it is the direct outcome o f 

human action in concert with divine activity. On the other hand, Zinzendorf views the
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future as entirely the work o f God, even though that does not remove its sense o f 

uncertainty and unpredictability. God’s omnipotence means that he can do as he 

pleases because God refuses to be programmed by human interests. Zinzendorf is 

mindful o f the hiddenness o f God amidst his revelation, which means we cannot 

predict God on the basis o f what he has revealed. We are able to know o f God 

because God has accommodated himself to our humanity but we cannot claim to 

know Gcd in the depth o f his immensity.

A Moravian theology o f pluralism must operate with this conflicting perception o f the 

future. One o f the consequences o f this conflicting perception o f the future is that 

there is no theological basis to bring closure to the question o f the ultimate 

significance o f the other religious traditions. Since there is no justification for 

interpreting their existence as instruments o f evil, we must allow for the possibility 

that God can use them in his plan for the future o f the world, even if now we cannot 

perceive how that will be done.

Another consequence o f this conflicting perception is that a Moravian approach to 

pluralism is forced to treat the fixture with openness because we can neither predict 

nor programme God.”*̂  This in itself is an imperative for Christians in the Caribbean 

to engage people o f other religious traditions in dialogue because failure to do so 

means we could miss the opportunity to develop our own resources in response to the 

questions that the other religions pose.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, X, 146. To illustrate the freedom and power of God, 
Zinzendorf maintains that God has the power to restore devils.
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Leaving the ultimate significance of the other religions as an open question and 

treating the future with openness suggests we will encounter God in unknown ways 

and unexpected places. More importantly, openness to the future and to the ultimate 

significance of other religions implies confidence in God as one able to build God’s 

kingdom as he chooses. There is a certain maturity in our faith and true modesty in 

our attitude when we are able to see that Christian witness is not indispensable for the 

Kingdom of God. God is the one who must bring closure to the question of the 

ultimate significance of the other religions. God may even bring people of other 

religions into one community with Christians because “God is able from these stones 

to raise up children to Abraham.”^

9.6: Summary

In summary, then, there are four imperatives that characterize a Moravian approach to 

pluralism. The first is an imperative to dialogue that arises from the plural context in 

which God has revealed his truth in three arenas, the world of nature, the mind and 

Holy Scriptures. The claims of others must be taken seriously, which means other 

religions that claim to have divine oracles must be given the benefit of the doubt until 

those claims have been proven otherwise. The second feature is an imperative of 

modesty, which calls attention to limitation of our language and thought to formulate 

ideas about God. The revelation of God in the incarnation does not abolish the 

hiddenness of God. However, the incarnation may be seen as invitation for human

Luke 3:8. Derrett has noted that the passing o f souls to inanimate objects was known in India and 
Kabala. See Duncan M. Derrett, “Stones Cry Out [Luke 19:40]” Expository Times 113, No. 16 (2002): 
9. Derrett lists a few instances in the Bible where reference is made to stones having a voice. The 
reference here to God raising up children of Abraham from the stones is metaphorical but it calls 
attention to God’s freedom and omnipotence.
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beings tc participate in a divine conversation with God. In this sense, the incarnation 

itself provides theological justification for the dialogical approach that is central to the 

Moravian theology. The third feature is a human-centred Christology, which is 

derived from the conflicting notions o f the human being that Comenius and 

Zinzendcrf espouse. This human-centred Christology has implications for 

ecclesiological praxis as well as traditional notions o f  Christology. However, this 

approach allows the Christian to affirm the redemptive role o f Jesus while not 

requiring people o f other faiths to see him as divine. The fourth feature, an 

eschatology o f surprise, is derived from two sources. One is the Zinzendorfian 

human-centred Christology and the concomitant understanding o f the purpose o f the 

body o f Christ, which is to serve Christ by serving humanity. Moravian ecclesiology 

holds that the end o f the church is tied up with the end o f the world. The 

“worldliness” o f the church is ground for treating all religious structures as temporary 

and to link their purpose also with the world. The ultimate purpose o f the religions, 

however, remains an open question. The other is the conflicting perception o f the 

future in the Comenian and Zinzendorfian sub-traditions. By having to exist in the 

tension between the Comenian and Zinzendorfian understandings o f the future, the 

Moravian approach to pluralism emphasizes the unpredictability o f both human and 

divine actior^.

9.7: Challenges to the Moravian Approach

From the point o f view o f Christian theology, the Moravian approach needs to address 

three critical issues. The first concerns the relative status o f each religious tradition. 

Although th; Moravian approach treats all religious traditions as contingent and 

temporary, this does not imply an equality o f status between them, as we find with
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Hick’s approach. In fact, the approach distinguishes itself from Hick’s, in a number 

of ways. Firstly, it does not treat the religions as being on par. Rather, it treats human 

beings as being generally on par in terms of their intellect, will and capacity for 

action. They are equal in the sense that all desire truth, piety and tranquillity. 

However, this equality in the human community does not translate into the equality of 

the religions. Secondly, this approach is different from Hick’s in that it does not 

claim that God is known in the same way in all the traditions, although it does affirm 

that the One God is at work in the world (because this approach is situated in the 

Christian tradition). Rather, it affirms that because God is not co-terminus with any 

particular tradition but is beyond the created world, the traditions must leave 

themselves open to the possibility of further understandings of God not now available 

to them. This may mean that current notions of God may have to be revised. Since 

God remains hidden amidst his revelation, there is a state of “not yet” in the fulfilment 

o f the desire that the human being has for full knowledge of God and of divine truths. 

From this sense of “not yet” we derive the imperative for dialogue in search of truth 

and the relentless longing to know God in God’s fullness. What has been made 

known in Jesus confirms our suspicion that hiddenness belongs to the very nature of 

God."*̂  The fact that Jesus was man as we are means that there is concealment in what 

he reveals of God, because it is not immediately available to the ordinary eye. What 

we know of Jesus is sufficient unto our salvation but there is more for us to see. If 

there were nothing further that can be made known of God, then the idea of heaven 

and the beatific vision, which is part of the Christian tradition, become null and void. 

Amidst the revelation in Jesus we are still seeing God through the glass darkly.

Acxjording to Barth hiddenness is one of God’s properties. Karl Barth, The Doctrine o f  the Word o f  
God, Vol. I.l,  184.
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Thirdly, where Hick describes the different religions as lenses through which the 

divine is perceived, the Moravian approach views the traditions as the contexts in 

which the divine perceives us. We believe that God sees us in the traditions to which 

we belong. The primary question then, is not whether the other religious traditions 

can lead to God but, rather, what is the plan o f God vis-a-vis the other religious 

traditions. This we clearly do not know. However, the salvific potential o f the other 

religious traditions must remain an open question. Christians do aflfirm that God will 

bring us to salvation in and through the revelation in Jesus. However, that neither 

gives Christians the right to declare with D ’Costa and the Roman Catholic Church 

that none o f the other religious traditions apart from Christianity is the locus o f divine 

revelation, nor does it place Christians on a higher epistemological ground to declare 

with Hick that all the religions are on par in terms o f their salvific potential. Since 

God knows the current traditions in which we are positioned, we can conclude that 

God is able to allow each tradition to play a major or a minor role in God’s plan for 

humanity, even though we are not able to see how that would work.

The second critical issue that the Moravian approach must face relates to the claim o f 

the uniqueness o f Christian revelation, which the approach o f Lindbeck, for example, 

seeks to maintain. By construing its context as irretrievably plural, the Moravian 

approach to pluralism is a critique o f Lindbeck’s approach because unlike Lindbeck it 

recognizes the intersecting and overlapping nature o f the context, the multiple 

identities and the sharing o f discourse between the traditions. Within this plurality, 

each person stands within a given tradition but that does not preclude an osmosis o f
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discourse occurring between the thin membranes that remain o f  what used to be the 

distinct boundaries o f  particular traditions. Just as several notions o f  what it is to be 

human must co-exist and intersect, in the same way multiple traditions co-exist and 

overlap, thus creating a plural context o f  overlapping identities. The plural nature o f  

the context is a reality shared by all the religions and, as Comenius has argued, God is 

operating in this plurality. Therefore, perceiving the revelation o f  God is a 

hermeneutical task that relates to dialogue as an intra-Christian as well as an interfaith 

enterprise. It seems clear that if all in the plural context does not affirm the truth o f  

Christian revelation, it remains a “peculiar” truth. This means that the uniqueness o f  

Christian revelation, though based on conviction, is a proposition made in a plural 

context, to which the other religious traditions must respond.

A third challenge to the Moravian approach is that it must show it is not purely a 

theoretical construction that does not relate concretely to how people o f  faith live their 

lives. Responding to this challenge is the task o f  the next chapter. As we shall see, 

the Moravian approach represents a concrete challenge to the traditional way in which 

Caribbean theology has been articulated. First, the idea o f  harmony in revelation and 

dialogue as a way to truth challenges the regional discourse to re-appraise the 

approach that is inclined to dismiss the revelatory value o f  the other religions. 

Secondly, the idea o f  modesty puts caution on the regional discourse in regard to its 

theological assertions. It may be that we have to be less positive about aspects o f  

Christian assertion, especially as it relates to the ultimate significance o f  other 

religious traditions. Thirdly, the human-centred Christology that arises from 

Moravian theological modesty challenges Caribbean Theology to re-state the 

Christological problem as having more to do with interpreting and exhibiting the
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message of Jesus than with traditional issues relating to the human-divine nature of 

Christ. Fourthly, the notion of a surprise eschatology re-opens the debate about the 

fixture of the religions and their ultimate significance. Christians may need to suspend 

the traditional judgement that ascribes no ultimately divine value to the other 

religions. Openness to the fixture and to the other religions suggests a confidence in 

God as one able to build his kingdom as he wills. In other words, Christian witness is 

instrumental but not indispensable to the Kingdom of God. By incorporating the 

insights of Moravian theology mentioned above, the regional discourse must then 

look concretely at four issues: (a) its starting point, (b) its method and (c) its 

Christo logical focus and (d) how the climax of theological action is understood.
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CHAPTER 10

CARIBBEAN THEOLOGY IN LIGHT OF A 

MORAVIAN THEOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS PLURALISM

Introduction

Having looked at the outline o f  the Moravian theology o f  pluralism, our final task is 

to see what this approach to pluralism can contribute to the theological discourse in 

the Caribbean region.* Undertaking this task is necessary because Caribbean theology 

has not yet inserted the issue o f  pluralism into the centre o f  its discourse, even though 

the need for it has been recognized. Considering Caribbean theology in light o f  the 

discourse on Moravian theology will not only give the Moravian theology o f

' In geographical terms, the Caribbean is that series of islands situated in the Caribbean Sea, which 
includes the Bahamas at its northern end and the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago at its southern 
boundary. The Countries of Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana on the mainland of South America 
are also included because of the commonality of their colonial history. On the Western fringe the 
region includes the Central American mainland territory of Belize in Central America and extends 
eastward to Barbados. The other countries include Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, 
Dominica, Grenada, Antigua and Barbuda, St. Lucia, St. Kitts and St. Vincent all of which are 
independent nations. However, the region also includes territories under the administration of colonial 
powers. These include. The United States Virgin Islands, the French Overseas Department of 
Martinique and Guadeloupe, the Netherlands Antilles -  Curacao, Aruba, Bonaire, St. Eustatius, Saba 
and St. Maarten, and the British Crown colonies of Montserrat, Turks and Caicos, the Cayman Islands 
and Anguilla. The region has a population of about forty million of which 78% are Christians, 7% are 
Spiritists (a designation used by the authors of the World Christian Encyclopedia 2001 to mean primal 
religions or religions emerging from the overlapping of primal and other traditions) 2% Hindus, 1% 
Muslims and others (including Buddhist, Jews, and Baha’is) 1%. 11% of the regions’ population 
claims no religious affiliation. {See Appendices for further details). The word Caribbean is also 
reference to a historical experience [Watty, From Shore to Shore, 47.] In many respects it is the 
outcome of the interface between pre-existing Amerindian cultures, African and Asian importation and 
European colonization, which was inaugurated some five centuries ago. This means that the Caribbean 
is probably the youngest civilization in the world. The clash of these different civilizations meant the 
virtual death of the first, the exploitation of the two imports and domination by the third. Given the 
number of the islands and the differing language and cultural patterns arising from the colonial history, 
one can see that pluralism is part of the definition of what the Caribbean connotes. Cuthbert describes 
it is a complex socio-cultural mosaic. [Cuthbert, Ecumenism and Development, 2] Watty describes the 
Caribbean as a pelau culture. Pelau is the name of a Caribbean dish that is a mixture of different kinds 
of meat and herbs in a carbohydrate base. [Watty, From Shore to Shore, 65.] The larger part of the 
Caribbean is the English speaking territories with several French, Dutch, and Spanish nations. 
Consequent upon the formal end to colonial government in the I960’s, the region came to a new 
awareness of the need to forge a regional perspective to overcome the years of living with division, 
which was kept intact by the strong colonial and metropolitan ties. It is in this context of initiatives to 
overcome regional division that the discourse on Caribbean theology emerged.
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pluralism its contextual significance but will also move the discourse on Caribbean 

theology to another level o f relevance. In this final chapter we hope to accomplish 

two tasks. The first is to indicate the factors that gave rise to Caribbean theology and 

to clarify the main features o f the regional discourse. As we will see, Caribbean 

theology is the Christian religious discourse that emerged at the intersection of three 

socio-political movements: Black Power, the struggle for independence and Latin 

American liberation theology. As a consequence, the discourse is centred on the 

related themes o f indigenization, de-colonization and liberation.

The next task is to look at four issues relating to Caribbean theology, in light o f the 

issues raised by the Moravian approach to pluralism: namely, the questions o f the 

starting point, methodology, Christology and the concept o f utopia in Caribbean 

theology. In relation to the starting point we question whether the understanding o f 

the notion o f context in the regional discourse remains adequate in light o f the 

awareness o f  the region’s plurality and the need to deal with the concomitant issues. 

We will argue that a much more helpfiil approach is to situate the starting point o f the 

discourse within a specific tradition for only in this way will the relevant resources 

deep within the traditions be uncovered.

In relation to the question o f method, we will show the inadequacy o f the notion o f 

action-reflection-action as a theological method in a context where dialogue with 

other religions is an imperative. It seems the plural context requires a theological 

method that more intentionally addresses the challenges o f a multi-faith context. In 

place o f  the action-reflection-action method we argue for a method that moves fi’om
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conversation to co-action. In this new approach the conversation between the 

religions is seen as the first moment of theological discourse in a plural context and 

co-action refers to the action to advance the ideals on which conversation partners 

agree. Such actions or assertions are modest and tentative because they are made on 

the basis of present knowledge and may therefore change, as the community becomes 

wiser.

In relation to the issue of Christology, there is an attempt to insert the notion of a 

human-centred Christology into the regional discourse. A human-centred Christology 

is not concerned to explicate the classical arguments for the two natures of Christ. 

Rather, it focuses attention on the modesty of the life of Christ and the work of the 

man Jesus. The critical issue it raises is whether people in other religious traditions 

can do the work of Christ without knowing him and asks what that implies for their 

salvation on one hand and for Christian self-understanding on the other.

In relation to the concept of the future we will argue that the regional discourse needs 

a concept of the future that relieves it fi'om having to claim that only in the Christian 

faith do people have a future with God. The question is whether there is an approach 

to utopia that can do justice to the hope of Christians for their faith but at the same 

time leaves the question of the ultimate significance of the other religions as an open 

question. In this regard we argue that the designation “Christian approach to utopia” is 

more adequate than the notion “Christian utopia” in Caribbean theology, when 

considering the future of the religions.
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Considering Caribbean theology in light o f these four issues will illustrate how the 

regional discourse is altered when the reality o f the plural context is taken seriously.

10.1: The Emergence o f Caribbean Theology

Caribbean theology is part o f the larger phenomenon o f contextual theologies, the 

emergence o f which coincided with the break up o f European colonialism. 

Contextual theologies recognize that the way in which theological ideas are 

formulated depends on the socio-political and cultural context from which they arise. 

This fact was not always as evident in the Caribbean as it is today because European 

theological formulations were believed to be the only way in which theology could be 

understood. There has been nearly five hundred years o f European theological 

domination in the Caribbean but that has changed since efforts in the 1970’s to break 

with European theological methods and assumptions.

Caribbean theology emerged at the confluence o f three interrelated impulses, the 

understanding of which is a prerequisite for appreciating the regional discourse. The 

first factor is the Black Power movement that swept across the Americas, reaching 

the height o f its influence during the 1960’s. One o f the earliest inspirations o f the 

movement was the Jamaican Marcus Garvey (1887-1940). He developed and 

disseminated a unique brand o f African nationalism and black pride through the 

United Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) that he organised in 1914.^ The

 ̂The Rastafarians regard Garvey as a prophet because of his racial consciousness and he figures highly 
in the songs of the Reggae legend, Bob Marley. Garvey’s thoughts were shaped in part by his 
encounter in London with the African Duse Mohamid Ali, editor of the magazines African Times and 
Orient Review. It was in London that he seemed to have formulated his ideas of an International 
African association, having come to appreciate the atrocities of imperialism and its effect on Africa. 
Blacks in the United States, particularly Claude McKay (also Jamaican bom), Brooker T. Washington 
and the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People (NAACP) also influenced him.
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concept o f Black Power became the paradigm in the 1960’s through which socio

economic, spiritual and psychological issues were narrated. From a socio-economic 

point o f view, it represented a cry o f defiant protest, o f a demand for economic power 

and o f an end to imperialism. It was a call for the empowerment, cultural 

reconstruction and re-awakening o f the black masses. In this sense it was a modem 

manifestation o f the anti-European protest o f black people, which is as old as the 

European trade with India and AMca.^ In the movement one can discern the maturing 

of the consciousness o f the black person demanding treatment as an equal participant 

in the world process and not a role limited to servitude.'*

In overcoming the innocence o f thinking that European Christianity arrived in the 

Caribbean with some kind o f apostolic purity, the Caribbean theological discourse

[Philip Sherlock & Hazel Bennett, The Story o f  the Jamaican People, (Kingston, Jamaica: Randal 
Publishers, 1988)301.]

 ̂Ashley Smith, “The Religious Significance of Black Power in Caribbean Churches,” Troubling o f  the 
Waters, 90.

From a spiritual point of view the movement was a combination of forces working for a higher 
synthesis of the native capacities of the black person. According to Earl Augustus, Black Power has 
provided the inspiration for a genuine catholicity, of pursuing an ideal of unity. Like the original 
impulses that gave rise to the ancestral cultures, it is a comprehensive initiation of the black person into 
the main stream of self-development. It is his contention that; “The pursuit of the Self-Atman of the 
Hindus, the Christ-Consciousness of Christian Mystics, the Perfect Man or Insam-I-Kamil of Islam, the 
Muntu or Cosmic Person of the Buntu, the El Dorado or [R]adiant [0]ne of the golden age of our 
Amerindian peoples is the phenomenon which Black Power has signalled on a scale which marks the 
birth of new synthesis, a culture distinctive of the religious creativity of our people.” [Earl Augustus, 
“The Spiritual Significance of Black Power for the Christian Churches,” Troubling o f  the Waters, 109.] 
Ashley Smith also sees an important psychological significance in the movement because of the 
tendency for the black person to internalise the negative conceptions that were used to describe the 
masses. Throughout the colonial era the black person was described as ugly, lazy, lacking in initiative, 
carnal and limited in cognitive capacity. The consequence of this negative anthropology was that the 
black person came to think that black people were “miscreated,” which meant that there was the need 
to be reborn in the image of the European. There was then a propensity to mimic the European in 
dress, values, taste, etiquette, theology, philosophy, and so on. The Black Power protest was, therefore: 
“An effective manifestation of the black man’s rejection of the impersonal or semi-personal Mtness’ 
imposed upon him by his brother who has not only enslaved and colonized him but also managed to get 
him to take on the role which the latter has assigned to him through the very process of enslavement or 
colonization.” [Ashley Smith, “The Religious Significance of Black Power,” 94.]
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draws on the ideals o f  the Black Power movement in stressing the need for the 

indigenisation o f faith and racial consciousness.^

The second impulse that gave rise to the discourse we call Caribbean theology is the 

struggle for political independence, which came to fruition in the region in the 

1960’s. The struggle itself reaches back to the very beginning o f the slave trade, 

which saw violent reactions from the Africans to the policy o f forced recruitment and 

the horrors o f the Middle Passage.^ The Africans nurtured the ideal o f political 

freedom, which materialised when the British government was forced to promulgate 

the Act o f Emancipation on August 1, 1834. Emancipation marked the end o f the first 

phase o f  political independence. The second phase was the struggle for self- 

government that lasted for another 130 years, which included the explosive phase o f 

the 1930’s when the main political parties in the region emerged. What occurred in

 ̂ Watty argues, however, that from the point of view of the Afro-America, nothing indigenous has 
survived because of the uprooted nature of people of African descent in the Americas. This lack of 
anything indigenous in the region is the cause for people to search for their roots outside the 
hemisphere. What has occurred is that the religions of Blacks in America and the Caribbean represent 
an accommodation to the historical situation. [From to Shore to Shore, 73.] Watty’s preference for 
accommodation rather than indigenization suggests that a clear line of demarcation can be drawn 
between the two notions. It seems to be the case, though, that the search for an indigenous expression 
of a culture is never a hope to find a “pure” expression untainted by historical situation. Rather, it is an 
expression of a preference for how a particular religion or cultural expression is articulated. In other 
words, accommodation is a given and does not preclude the search for something indigenous. The 
legend, Bob Marley describes the task faced by the Caribbean mind in the lyric of his song. 
Redemption Song: “emancipate yourself from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free our minds.”

*The Middle Passage refers to the passage from Africa to the Caribbean across the Atlantic Ocean. The 
account that Sherlock and Bennett relate of the story of Olaudah Equiano of Nigeria, is probably 
typical of the experiences of others. Equiano won his freedom, after he crossed the Atlantic and was 
sold into slavery in Barbados: “I was soon put down under the decks and there I received such a 
salutation in my nostrils as I had never experienced in my life... I became so sick and low that I was 
not able to eat... on my refusing to eat one of them [the white men] held me by the hand ... and tied 
my feet while the other flogged me severely. ... One day, when we had a smooth sea and moderate 
wind, two of my wearied countrymen who were chained together ... preferring death to such a life of 
misery ...jumped into the sea.” [The Story o f  the Jamaican People, 123-124.]
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the struggle for self-government was “a transfer o f political power from a 

predominantly white-brown minority to a predominantly black majority.”’

Caribbean theology represents the attempt to formulate a theological discourse that 

would complement the political imaginations o f the region. Consequently, there is in 

Caribbean theology a major emphasis on the idea o f the de-colonisation o f theology. 

The central thought is that the church must disassociate itself from colonial theology 

if it is to contribute to the social reconstruction in the region. The missionary thrust in 

the Caribbean (as well as in Africa) was in many respects a movement o f cultural 

imposition.* It could be termed “imperialism at prayer” because in the mind o f the 

missionary as well as in missionary policy there was no clear distinction between 

evangelization and westernization. European Christianization in the Caribbean was 

dedicated to the purging, sterilization and fiamigation o f every trace o f Africa. The 

salvation o f the Black person was salvation from the hell o f being African. Thus the 

Christian that was created by this process would “be encouraged to accept a self- 

understanding according to the definition o f his mentors, to love those qualities in him 

which they admired and to hate those o f which they disapproved.”  ̂ As Watty argued, 

only by a radical de-colonization o f received theology will it be possible to bequeath a 

living faith that could guarantee both the survival o f religion and the healing o f the 

people. Received theology has been in a marriage with colonialism, the fruits of 

which are the perversion of the gospel, theological justification for self-hate and a

’ Sherlock & Bennett, The Story o f  the Jamaican people, 372.

* Watty, From Shore to Shore, 75.

’ Watty, From Shore to Shore, 76.

Watty, “The De-Colonization of Theology,” 50.
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tendency to put down the black person. The marriage meant that received theology 

was a theology o f oppression because it could not extricate itself from the colonial 

system o f wickedness and brutality.

The third impetus for a Caribbean theology is the influence o f the discourse on 

liberation theology that developed in neighbouring Latin America. Liberation 

theology provided the discourse on Caribbean theology with a hermeneutical method, 

which was easily adapted because o f the similarities o f the experience of 

colonization." The liberation theological method rests on a nexus o f faith and praxis, 

where the theologian lives the faith in the context o f the experiences that provide the 

basis for reflection. More importantly, though, the liberation theologian must in some 

way share in the liberative process and be committed to the oppressed. In its method, 

therefore, liberation theology moves through three moments or mediations. The first 

is the socio-analytic mediation in which there is an examination o f the actual 

conditions in which the oppressed live. The second moment is the hermeneutic 

mediation, in which there is the re-reading and questioning of the word o f God in light 

o f the situation o f oppression. The third moment is the practical mediation where 

action is undertaken to ameliorate or transform the situation o f the oppressed. The 

circle in which the theological method moves is from an analysis o f the reality o f the

" The main difference between the two regions is that on one hand Latin America was colonized 
predominantly by Spain and the Caribbean, on the other hand, was colonized by a mixture o f powers 
including Britain, Spain, France and the Netherlands. This means that whereas Latin America is 
predominantly Roman Catholic, the Caribbean is predominantly Protestant.
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oppressed through annunciation o f the word o f God as an imperative for liberation 

and finally to arrive at action aimed at transformation.'^

Caribbean theology, therefore, has the theme o f liberation as a major emphasis in its 

discourse. It raises questions about the quality o f human experience in the region and 

the hermeneutic o f suspicion is applied to the interpretation o f the word o f God that 

has bolstered colonial theology.’̂  The discourse raises questions about colonial 

exploitation, racial discrimination and division, which have left the region with the 

legacy o f economic deprivation and divisiveness.''* Colonial divisions superimposed 

upon the pre-existent geographical divisions were further compounded by an amazing 

variety o f religious traditions that grew up in the region. These include Afi-o- 

Caribbean Religions, Caribbean Indigenous Religions, and the whole spectrum of  

Christian, Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist religions. Although Caribbean theology has 

not yet taken up seriously the question o f other faiths, the need to address them has 

been recognized.'^ The point, though, is that the search for unity and harmony and a

Clodovis BofF, “Epistemology and Method of the Theology of Liberation,” Mysterium Liberationis, 
73 -83.

Theresa Lowe-Ching, “Method in Caribbean Theology” Caribbean Theology: Preparing fo r  the 
Challenges Ahead, ed. Howard Gregory (Kingston, Jamaica: Canoe Press, 1995), 26.

''' For an example of some features and consequences of classism in the Caribbean see the essay by 
Geoffrey B. Williams, “Classism and the Caribbean Church”, Out o f  the Depths, 49-50. He argues 
that the internalisation of the norms of classism has engendered self-hate and shame on a racial basis. 
By implicitly, or explicitly agreeing with a classist position the church contributes to this self-hate. The 
colonial principle of division exacerbated the pre-existent reality of separation due to the Caribbean 
Sea, which has been a formidable barrier limiting contact between the peoples of the region. The effect 
of these two divisive factors, one artificial and the other natural, is a recognizable regional insularity 
where, “to be a Barbadian or a Grenadian is far more important that being a Caribbean person or a 
West Indian.” [Robert W. M. Cuthbert, Ecumenism and Development: A Socio-Historical Analysis o f  
the Caribbean Conference o f  Churches (Bridgetown, Barbados: CCC, 1986), 15.]

William Watty, “The De-Colonization of Theology”, Troubling o f  the Waters (San Fernando, 
Trinidad: Rahaman Printry, 1973), 69-70.
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new community in the Caribbean remain challenges central to the Caribbean 

theological task.

In summary, then, there are three major trends in Caribbean theology. First is the 

impetus o f Black Power, which has sensitised the region to its African and Asian 

heritage and has given rise to an emphasis on indigenization. Secondly, the impetus 

o f political independence and self-government has a theological complement in the 

call for a new approach to the mission o f the church, which is articulated as a call for 

the de-colonization o f theology. Thirdly, the need to find an appropriate theological 

method to deal with the reality o f  domination and the need to fashion a new reality 

has led to the employment o f the hermeneutical method used in liberation theology. 

This gives the theme o f liberation to the region’s theological discourse.

However, one theme that is underdeveloped in Caribbean theology is the issue o f 

religious pluralism and it is towards this that the study is directed. The demand for 

recognizing the integrity o f the other religious traditions means that Caribbean 

theology must extend the notion o f  context to include reference to the other religions. 

There is need for a hermeneutic approach that may help Caribbean theology to deal 

with religious pluralism as a non-negotiable aspect o f  the context. We must first 

clarify, though, how the issue o f pluralism has been dealt with so far.

10.2: Caribbean Theology and Religious Pluralism

In referring to the absence o f an appropriate approach to dealing with religious 

plurality as a Caribbean issue, Watty notes:
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It is beyond the competence of this writer, though it is very much within the 

range of his interest, to consider how de-colonization applies to the East 

Indian religions of the southern Caribbean and what they can contribute to the 

emergence of a Caribbean theology. It is perhaps altogether unfair to regard 

them, in the context of the Caribbean as a whole, as very much the same kind 

of ghetto-phenomenon that the Rastafarians of Jamaica represent and therefore 

before Caribbean theology can fuUy evolve a Caribbeanization as well of the 

East Indians as of the Rastafarians must take place, and Christianity itself de- 

westemised and Caribbeanized must open, by means of dialogue, to insights 

which win come from these two areas of religious life and thought in the 

Caribbean.’̂

This quotation, which is one of the most important texts relative to the issue of 

Caribbean theology and religious pluralism, raises a number of concerns relevant to a 

theology of pluralism. The first is that Watty recognized that it was not possible to 

contextualize Christian theology in the Caribbean without calling attention to the 

other religions, an issue about which other writers were also cognizant.*’ However, 

there is as yet no framework for developing a theology of religious pluralism.

The second issue arising from Watty’s text is the reference to de-colonization, which 

has critical relevance for a theology of pluralism as well as for Caribbean theology. 

Here Watty raises the question of how the notion of de-colonization would apply to 

the Eastern religions and the Afro-Caribbean religions. However, the appropriateness 

o f the notion of de-colonization as a paradigm within which to situate the discourse on

Watty, “De-Colonization o f  Theology,” 70.

Patrick B. Anthony, “A Case Study in Indigenization,” Out o f  the Depths, 192. In a similar vein 
Hamid said that one o f  the features o f  the new Caribbean m issiology is that it will affirm that God has 
been and still is at work in other religions and that God was at work in the religion o f  the forefathers o f
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religious pluralism has to be questioned because the notion o f de-colonisation is a 

reference to the marriage between the received Christian theology and the imperial 

powers. The problem for Caribbean theology is that it wishes to hold on to the notion 

of the superiority o f  Christian revelation while debunking the notion o f European 

superiority with which it was communicated in the Caribbean. It seems that the notion 

o f de-colonization is particularly an issue for Christianity, which means a more 

suitable framework is needed to facilitate the conversation with other religious 

traditions. In seeking to sever the link between colonialism and theology, and in 

seeking to engage the other religions in the regional theological task, Caribbean 

theology may have to surrender the notion o f Christian superiority. An alternative to 

the notion o f superior revelation is Comenius’ idea o f revelation in the three arenas, 

the world o f nature, the mind and Holy Scriptures.

A third issue arising from Watty’s observation is that there may also be the need for a 

Caribbeanization o f Hindu and Islam at the same time there is a de-westernization and 

a Caribbeanization o f  Christianity. Watty assumes that there could be a recognizable 

“Caribbeanized” characteristic as a common denominator for all religions in the 

region.*** First, it would be an understanding o f the faith in which God is transcendent 

but not an absentee because the notion o f an absentee God seems to be a corollary o f 

the absentee landlords on the Caribbean sugar plantations. Secondly, it would be one 

that emphasizes vocation-history in the place o f salvation history, because the latter 

notion became a means whereby the history o f God’s presence among the original

the peoples o f the region. [Hamid, Out o f  the Depths, p. ix. Clifford Payne, “What will a Caribbean 
Christ look Like?: A Preface to Caribbean Theology,” Out o f  the Depths, 6-1.}

Watty, “De-Colonization of Theology,” 70-79.
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inhabitants was denied. Thirdly, because colonial theology thrived on the notion of 

the permanence of the colonial power and arrogance of everlasting grandeur, a 

Caribbeanized Christianity would need to emphasize an eschatology that took 

seriously the decline of worldly powers.

It seems that for the want of a suitable framework Watty does not develop the notions 

of transcendence, vocation-history and eschatology in relation to the other religions. 

This is not altogether surprising because Watty’s primary concern is the articulation 

of a Caribbean theology to replace a European theology. However, the immediate 

task facing the region is the articulation of theology in a way that is sensitive to the 

theological affirmations of the other religions. For this task, the notion of a 

“Caribbeanized” religion is not sufficiently suitable because it smoothes out the edges 

of differences between the religious traditions. That is why this research insists that 

only an approach to other religions from the standpoint of one’s own tradition can 

meet the challenges o f Christian theology in a plural context because it engages the 

differences between the religions and avoids constructing a meta-narrative over them.

The fourth issue that Watty raises is the necessity for dialogue between the religious 

traditions in the region. The challenge to initiate this dialogue was taken up several 

years later by the Caribbean Conference of Churches. The publication At the 

Crossroads: African Caribbean Religion and Christianity (1995) is one of the 

outcomes of that preliminary initiative. What the conversation between the religious 

traditions has already shown is that Christianity’s partnership with colonialism, and its 

insistence on the pre-eminence of the revelation in the Christian Bible, makes it less
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able to be an equal partner in dialogue.’̂  There is then the need to formulate the 

dialogical task in a manner that makes it possible for Christians to participate without 

having to surrender those things that have sustained faith in their own tradition and 

yet at the same time not dismiss the ultimate significance of the other religions.

The Moravian theology of religious pluralism is one in which the resources of that 

tradition, which have relevance for a plural context, are retrieved and re-worked into a 

discourse that is both consistent with the tradition and relevant to the context. A 

Caribbean theology that aims to come to terms with other religions, therefore, can 

benefit fi-om the theological resources in each church. This means that the principal 

source for a Caribbean Theology of religious pluralism is the religious traditions 

themselves. Unless these resources are recognised and retrieved, the regional 

discourse, as we shall now show, will not emerge from the threat of being irrelevant.

10.3: Caribbean Theologv and the Crisis of Relevance

A carefial study of recent pronouncement on Caribbean theology suggests that the 

discourse is experiencing a crisis of relevance. This can be illustrated with reference 

to three observations. The first is that o f Burchell Taylor who in a paper in 1998 

argued that attention should be paid to the development of an identifiable social 

ethic.^” Secondly, Ashley Smith also expressed a concern about relevance in response 

to a paper by Adolfo Ham dealing with challenges for Caribbean theology in the 21^

”  Ravi-ji, “Hinduism and Popular Religion,” yi? the Crossroads, 160. 

Taylor, “Engendering Theological Relevance,” 9-12.
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Century.^' In response to Ham’s rehearsing of foci of the seventies, Smith argues that 

theology today, “needs to express the space of confrontation between our limitedness, 

our various understandings and interpretations, our conditionality, and the object or 

direction of these limited expressions.”^̂  Smith wishes to emphasise that there is a 

gulf between God and us and that the notions o f God we articulate are limited and 

conditional. The task of theology is to recognize that it is working in this gulf 

However, as is the case with Taylor, Smith does not develop the theological task to 

which he refers.

A third instance that illustrates the crisis o f relevance in the regional discourse is 

Williams’ allusion to Christian exclusivism in a 1998 unpublished paper. According 

to Williams, one of the things that Caribbean theology has taken for granted is the 

absolutization of Christianity where other religions exist, and are practiced with 

comparable fervour. He therefore questions the validity of viewing liberation in solely 

Christian terms. Williams borrows Niebuhr’s term of “Radical Monotheism” as a 

possible clue to developing an approach. He argues that God should be construed as 

“a single centre in human existence to which all systems and cultures relate.” 

Although he does not develop the idea, it is clear that his proposal heads in the 

direction of Hick’s theocentric approach, which has already been shown to be 

inadequate for the imperative o f engaging the other religious traditions in today’s 

plural situation.

See articles by Ham and Smith in Howard Gregory, Ed., Caribbean Theology: Preparing fo r  the 
Challenges Ahead (Bridgetown, Barbados & Kingston, Jamaica: University of the West Indies Canoe 
Press, 1995)

^^Gregory, Caribbean Theology, 10.

Williams, “Invigorating the Caribbean Theological Enterprise,” 12.
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What is clear, then, is that there is a crisis o f relevance in the regional discourse 

because of the failure to engage the context in the fiiUest possible way. This research 

is addressed to the absence of any clearly developed theological framew^ork to enable 

Christians in the Caribbean to relate meaningfully to the other religions. Our next 

task then is to show how the Moravian theology of pluralism can be of use to the 

discourse on Caribbean theology.

10.4: A Moravian Theology of Pluralism: Drawing on Comenius and Zinzendorf 

As we saw in the previous chapter, a Moravian theology of pluralism draws on 

theological resources to be found in Comenius and Zinzendorf It would seem, 

though, that one ought to object to the retrieval o f European theological resources for 

application to the Caribbean as an affront to the very notion of Caribbean theology. 

That objection, it seems, could be predicated on the grounds that the Caribbean person 

must remain committed to the de-colonization of theology and therefore must be 

suspicious of European theological assertions. As Watty puts it, there is the need to 

find a way to assist “the emergence of a coherent Caribbean philosophy which might 

equip the area with authentic understanding at what is probably the most critical 

period of its history.” '̂*

The objection to the use of European resources may also seem reasonable in light of 

the observation that European missionary theology, for example as articulated by 

Zinzendorf, has within it notions o f scorn, repudiation and contempt for the Africans

Watty, “The De-Colonization of Theology,” 50.
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who constitute the demographic majority in the Caribbean.^^ It would seem that all 

European theology is colonial in character and should be regarded as “a 

mythologization o f colonialism and the historical outworking o f a theology.”^̂  To 

return to European sources, then, could be seen at best as an attempt to sanitize 

European ideas to make them more palatable to the Caribbean, or at worse an attempt 

to re-enslave the Caribbean mind.

There are, however, two bases on which the retrieval o f these particular European 

resources for application in the Caribbean can be justified, both o f which relate to the 

hermeneutical option o f situating the discourse in one’s own tradition. The first is 

the fact that several o f the churches in the Caribbean, and certainly the majority o f 

those that are member churches o f  the Caribbean Conference o f Churches, share with 

the Moravian Provinces in the Caribbean a European pre-history with which they 

must reckon. Even though the majority o f Caribbean people are o f  Alrican or Asian 

descent, their theological traditions are in part European. As Payne argues, “we must 

own up unashamedly to the presence o f European elements in our theological 

heritage, and cease to regard the fact as an unmitigated disaster.” ’̂ Looking at 

European resources from the perspective o f  the Caribbean Church is part o f  what 

must be included in the task o f dialoguing with one’s own tradition. The retrieval o f 

relevant European resources is part o f the dialogical task o f finding resources within

Ibid., 63.

Ibid., 55.

Clifford Payne, “What will a Caribbean Christ Look Like?,” 4.
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one’s own tradition, which is a necessary first step for the Moravian Church to come 

to terms with its own history.^*

The second reason it is legitimate to consider European resources is that such an 

approach is consistent with the nature of pluralism. Each religious community has the 

task to look selectively within itself for those resources that are of relevance for the 

task at hand. Being significantly influential on the Moravian community, Comenius 

and Zinzendorf offer to a theology of religious pluralism resources that have hitherto 

not been explored. By applying the Moravian approach to pluralism to the Caribbean, 

the research seeks to emphasize that a contextual approach to pluralism is the most 

plausible and that the religious tradition itself is part of what has to be included in the 

notion of context. Our task, then, is to examine the ways in which a Moravian 

theology of pluralism challenges the traditional discourse on Caribbean theology. The 

first is a challenge to reconsider the notion of the starting point of the regional 

discourse.

10.5: Rethinking Caribbean Theological Hermeneutics

One of the reasons for the hermeneutic consistency and clarity of Latin American 

Theology of liberation is that it is situated within a specific Christian tradition. The 

notion of faith that influenced the reflection on liberation theology was communicated 

through the prism of Roman Catholicism. In order for a religious tradition in the 

Caribbean to respond to the specific questions that the claims of the other religions

^*This approach is analogous to the use made in the Caribbean and Latin America of Marxist analysis. 
Williams argues that given the successful use o f Marxist analysis in liberation theological thought, 
Caribbean theology does itself no harm in at least examining some of its prospects as a philosophical 
view point. See Williams, Caribbean Theology, p. 78
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put to the Christian faith it must look afresh at its own history for appropriate 

resources. When this is done with an awareness o f the Caribbean historical, cultural 

and socio-economic realities, the regional theological discourse takes on new vitality 

because the intra-tradition dialogue spills over into an inter-church and an inter-faith 

conversation.

The first challenge that the Moravian theology of pluralism puts to the traditional way 

in which Caribbean theology is articulated is to re-visit the perception of the starting 

point o f the discourse. The early exponents o f Caribbean theology, especially those 

already mentioned in this chapter, regard the individual’s experience in the Caribbean 

reality as the most suitable starting point for the regional discourse. That experience, 

Williams notes, is to be construed as a cultural experience of faith, which may be 

explicated with the help of different analytical tools, particularly history, sociology, 

and philosophy.^^ Caribbean theology has therefore been variously described as a 

theology of de-colonization (Watty), a theology of liberation (Theresa Lowe-Ching), a 

theology of protest (Smith) and a theology of indigenisation (WiUiams).̂ ^* WTien the 

experience in the context is analysed with such heuristic analytic tools, however, it 

conceals the front on which Christians have to engage people of other religious 

traditions. In fact, one could be led to think that there is really no need to consider the 

issue of religious differences because all Caribbean people, irrespective of their 

religious background, share a common history, and are subjected to the same socio-

Lewin Williams, Caribbean Theology, 113.

Watty, From Shore to Shore; Lowe-Ching, “Method in Caribbean Theology,” Caribbean Theology, 
23-33; Smith, “The Religious Significance of Black Power in Caribbean Churches,” Troubling o f  the 
Waters, 83-104; Williams, Caribbean Theology.
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economical and political factors. When the realities of other religions are taken on 

board, however, we have to ask whether the notions o f de-colonization, liberation, and 

indigenization are suitable paradigms for interfaith conversation. What is needed, 

then, is an approach to theology that does not overlook the particularities of the 

context, but at the same time exposes and deals with the differences between the 

religious traditions. This is what the Moravian approach to pluralism provides.

In the Moravian approach to pluralism the starting point of the discourse is construed 

as the experience of the individual within a specific ecclesiological tradition. The 

choice of the Moravian Church as a starting point does not preclude other 

ecclesiological traditions from being used as starting points. In fact, the Moravian 

approach sees it as the duty of each tradition that hopes to continue existing in the 

plural context to clarify its usefulness as a starting point to engage religious pluralism. 

At the same time, however, the choice of the Moravian tradition is not arbitrary but is 

based on several important reasons. The first reason is that by limiting its point of 

departure to a specific religious tradition the Moravian theology of pluralism seeks to 

sharpen its hermeneutical perspective. It recognizes the complexity of the notion of 

context because each player is already a mixture o f several identities. A general 

starting point, for example history, sociology or faith in a cultural setting, is 

unsuitable for the plural context because of its domestication of difference within a 

given context. The notions of common history or common faith overlook the 

particularities of the religious traditions that form faith and the perspective from 

which history is read. Only as the tradition excavates its own history for useful 

resources for the present plural context will the imperative for conversation with 

others be taken seriously. Theresa Lowe-Ching recognizes the need for this intra-
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tradition search and dialogue when she calls attention to the need to reinterpret the 

traditions so as to expose the contribution of women and disclaim the patriarchal 

distortions.^' By looking at sources within the Moravian tradition the aim is to re

read the theological history of the church in light o f pluralism.

The second reason for the choice of the Moravian Church as a point of departure for 

a theology of pluralism is to lift up the continuing significance and importance of the 

existing religious traditions as players in the Caribbean context. This is critical to 

observe because there have been attempts in the Caribbean to minimize the 

significance of the traditions within Christianity, either because they emanated from

32Europe or because they are perceived to have lost their historical importance. 

According to Watty, for example, denominations are creations of European 

Christianity and only when these divisions are overcome will the Churches in the 

region truly overcome their colonial legacy. This means that Moravians ought not to 

speak of Jan Hus as if he were martyred last night nor should Methodist speak of John 

Wesley as if they were at Aldersgate with him.^^

Watty is correct in calling attention to the divisiveness of denominationaUsm. 

However, unless he means by this criticism that denominations should be eclipsed and 

made null and void, then it is clear that we wiU have to deal with these traditions in

Gregory, Caribbean Theology, 29.

The most recent survey o f world denominations [Barrett, and Others, World Christian Encyclopedia, 
7] shows that independent post-denominational bodies are growing at a much faster rate that the 
historic Protestant, Roman Catholic and Anglican Churches. However, the new bodies tend to operate 
with relatively the same self-understanding as the older structures. We can call the phenomenon 
denominationalism in a different form.

Watty, From Shore to Shore, 19-22.
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one form or the other.^'* It can hardly be the case, though, that Watty imagines that all 

the existing denominations should be combined into a super-denomination. Such a 

move would be at variance with the plural context in which we are living. At the 

same time, this does not mean that the phenomenon o f Uniting Churches is to be 

discouraged. However, the trend towards combining churches must not be taken to 

mean an absolute end to all small ecclesiological communities. It is the authenticity 

and integrity of the individual churches and the need for them to be in conversation 

that gave birth to the modem ecumenical movement. To pretend that these traditions 

do not exist is as dangerous as treating them as eternal structures. What seems clear is 

that the religious traditions as modes o f faith and formation must be engaged in one 

form or the other in a plural context.

The third reason for calling attention to Moravian resources in relation to the starting 

point o f Caribbean theology is that no other suitable approach has as yet been put 

forward in the context o f  Caribbean religious plurality. Watty has hinted at the need 

for an appropriate theology o f pluralism but the only serious and yet undeveloped 

proposal has come from Williams. However, even in its undeveloped state William’s 

proposal is a version o f Hick’s theocentric model, the weakness o f which has ah'eady 

been shown. The Moravian theology o f pluralism, then, offers the regional discourse

‘̂‘For example, the Presbyterians, Congregationalists and Disciples o f Christ have been united into a 
new entity called the United Church in Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. However, despite the erasure 
of older structures, the ecclesiological structures o f the new United Church are similar to the antecedent 
denominations. In time the new entity would have forgotten the previous denominations and would 
have taken on a new form but in practical terms it remains a bigger version of the antecedent forms. 
This was the case with the Moravian Church, which in its 1727 renewal consisted of Bohemian, 
Lutheran and Reformed sub-traditions, which subsist in the way theology is articulated and the 
openness of the Moravian Church to other Churches.
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a new and contextually relevant model as to how the issue o f religious pluralism in 

the Caribbean can be addressed.

By way of summary, then, the first contribution that a Moravian approach to 

pluralism makes to Caribbean theology is to reposition the hermeneutical starting 

point. Rather than thinking o f the broad terms o f Caribbean culture and history as 

starting points, the Moravian approach calls for a focus on one’s own tradition in 

order to discover those resources that are relevant to the situation o f plurality in the 

Caribbean. The second challenge addresses itself to the theological method in 

Caribbean theology.

10.6: Overcoming Methodological Hurdles

The second challenge fi-om the Moravian approach to pluralism relates to the action- 

reflection-action theological method, which the regional discourse has imported from 

Latin America.^^ That theological method, or as Boflf terms it, the seeing-judging- 

acting approach, which is characteristic o f liberation theology is vmsuitable for the 

plural context in at least one respect. It has not taken cognizance o f the conversation 

between Christians and people o f other religions who are trying to come to terms with 

the word o f revelation in their scriptures and the presence and action o f God in their 

religious history. The critical significance o f dialogue within and between different 

religious traditions has therefore been overlooked. According to Charles Amjad-Ali,

^^See For example, Clodovis Boff, “Epistemology and Method of the Theology o f Liberation” 
Mysterium Liberationis, 57-85. Williams reads Watty’s method as similar to the approach of 
Gutierrez’s action-reflection [Williams, Caribbean Theology, 112]. A similar argument is made by 
Lowe-Ching. According to Lowe-Ching, Caribbean theologians have consciously employed the Latin 
American Liberation theological method. See Lowe-Ching, “Method in Caribbean Theology,” 
Caribbean Theology, ed. Gregory, 26.
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when Latin American liberation theologians gave political character to their theology 

they lacked the dialogical approach and the recognition o f the plural context because 

they were operating largely within the symbolic pattern o f Christendom.^^ This 

means that the theological problem was stated in a way that overlooked the fact that 

other religious traditions were in fact operating in the context. Liberation theology’s 

silence in respect o f the other religious traditions is analogous to the silence o f the 

voices o f women, at moments in Christian history, not because they did not exist but 

because there seemed not to have the awareness that they had a valid and unique 

contribution to make.

In copying that theological method, the Caribbean regional discourse also imported 

the methodological assumptions that underlie the Latin American project. These 

assumptions carried with them an insensitivity to the plural context and the virtual 

exclusion of the critical significance o f dialogue. The plural context seems to require 

an approach that recognizes the critical significance o f dialogue with other religious 

traditions. It is in this respect that the Moravian approach to pluralism represents a 

challenge to Caribbean theology. This approach lifts up dialogue as a central 

imperative of theological discourse today.

10.6.1: Towards a New Theological Method

When Caribbean theology takes up the challenge o f a Moravian approach to 

pluralism, the methodology must take into consideration the mutual questioning, if

Charles Amjad-Ali, “Religion and Politics in Islam: Challenges to Christian-Muslim Relations,” 
Christian-Muslims Dialogue: Theological and Practical Issues, Roland E. Miller & Hance A. O. 
Mwakabana, eds. (Geneva: Lutheran World Federation, 1998), 120.
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not the ongoing dialogue, between people o f different religious traditions. Failure to 

do so would result in a skewed perception o f the context. Therefore, a Caribbean 

theological method that is sensitive to plurality will have two distinct moments. The 

first moment is the awareness o f  the {de facto) conversation that developed at the 

precise moment it became clear that the Christian tradition could no longer claim to 

have absolute authority in the matters o f faith, piety, or religious truth. We have 

already discussed in earlier chapters the factors that gave rise to this development and 

the ways Christians have sought to respond to it. It is only when Caribbean theology 

takes cognisance of this new initial moment in theology, namely, the conversation 

between the religions that the discourse will emerge from the insular religious world 

in which it has been operating.

Treating conversation or dialogue as the first moment in theological discourse in a 

plural context neither makes null and void nor undermines the discourse already 

developed in each tradition. In fact, such prior developments are necessary 

prerequisites for participation in a public discourse. However, the positions 

developed within the tradition do not have the same status in a public conversation as 

they do within the confines o f each tradition. This is because such positions are 

treated as particular and peculiar points o f view to be rejected if they do not meet the 

criteria for universality. In other words, when a theological position is put forward in 

the public arena as part o f a conversation, it loses any authoritative status it otherwise 

has, untU public conversation can confirm its authority beyond the confines o f the 

particular tradition from which it sprung. From the point o f view o f the plural context 

and the arena o f public conversation, the already developed tradition-specific 

theological positions are treated as pre-conversational. Therefore, there is a
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difference between theological discourse in a plural context and theological discourse 

within a tradition not particularly sensitive to plurality. Up to this point, Caribbean 

theology has confined itself to the latter, largely because it is saddled with a 

hermeneutical method and an understanding of Christian revelation not suited for 

plurality. The aim of this study has been to extricate the discourse fi-om its narrow 

confinement by means of a fi'esh articulation of its starting point and its method, thus 

enabling the regional discourse to take more seriously the realities of its context.

From the point of view of the Moravian theology of pluralism, the second moment in 

the new mode of theological discourse is co-action, understood as an assertion or 

action in the public arena. The terminology co-action is preferred because it is 

consistent with the notion of conversation. The critical significance of the term, 

however, is that it is meant to convey the idea that the action or assertion is made with 

sensitivity to the conversation on which it is predicated and the plurality of 

perceptions in which it is set. Given the reality of difference in the public arena, co

actions are those acts or assertions made in a plural context with modesty and 

tentativeness, which characterize the Moravian approach. We speak of modesty 

because actions are undertaken on the basis of limited knowledge - “now we see 

through a glass dimly.” (I Cor 13: 12) The reality of God, who is the object of 

theological discourse, remains hidden despite the three arenas of revelation, the world, 

the mind and the Holy Scriptures. Even though Christians affirm that God is revealed 

in an unsurpassable way in the incarnation, the perception of the full essence and 

extent of the divine life remains beyond human grasp. As Zinzendorf puts it, we have 

not even begun to know the Saviour, so we should not imagine that we know him
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fiilly. Our years are a continual growth and in eternity we shall know him a whole 

eternity better.^’

Theological assertions predicated on the conversation-co-action model are also 

described as tentative because their meanings are subjected to change, given the ever- 

changing conditions o f a plural context. The tentativeness o f actions is analogous to 

the manner in which findings put forward in the scientific community are treated. 

These positions are made on the basis o f convictions arising fi'om empirical 

observation. However, they are usually received with caution and suspicion, 

especially when they run counter to long-standing positions and practice. In fact, it 

might be several years before certain assertions find their way into the centre o f the 

discipline.^* Therefore referring to theological actions or assertions as tentative in no 

way suggests that they are put forward, received or rejected without carefiil thought. 

On the contrary, because they belong to the self-understanding o f the religious 

community, the onus is on the actors to justify the need to make their new claim.'*'̂

Gambold, Maxims, 198.

An example of this was the reticence in the medical community to accept the findings of Freud, 
which today are seen as the one of the most important developments in the area of psychoanalysis and 
psychotherapy.

Scientists and theologians are often keen to show the different methods associated with their 
respective fields of interest. According to Frohock, the characterization of scientific inquiry may be 
multiple -  puzzle solving, open and contentious debate, or falsification. However, the purpose of such 
inquiry is explanation that can be presented in transparent and replicable terms to an objective reader. 
In religious reasoning, however, some explanations are incomplete as a matter of necessity and must be 
open to external insights beyond the limits of human experience. [Fred M. Frohock, “Words and 
Things: Religious and Political Domains”, The Journal o f  Religion 82:3 (2002): 365-392.] (See 
especially 387-388) However, these differences do not make null and void the position that theological 
assertions in a plural context need not be perceived as dogmatic positions. The debate between Roman 
Catholics and other Christians over the issue of transubstantiation is one in which the assertion in one 
community is contested in another. This is the sense in which assertions must be understood in a plural 
context.

A good example of this is the changes in what seem at first to be a dogmatic position in relation to 
the Jews. From the great uprising in 63-70 A.D. the relationship between Christians and Jews
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The consequence of regarding theological actions and assertions as modest and 

tentative is that they give a perspective of openness to the future. For example, where 

the practical mediation in the action-reflection-action model of liberation theology 

claims conclusiveness for theology because it starts with action and ends with 

action/’ the conversation-co-action model claims inconclusiveness because its actions 

and assertions are not ends in themselves. They are oriented and open towards the 

future and always are open to critique. An action or assertion is a response made at a 

particular moment in time, which at a later moment may be deemed inappropriate. As 

instruments serving a more ultimate purpose, such actions or assertions are offered to 

the plural context in faith and hope, which means their quality and effectiveness can 

be improved as the community becomes wiser and more secure in its knowledge. In 

effect, theological co-actions are “serious proposals” based on convictions, which are 

put on the table to elicit the responses of the others in the community.

There are at least two immediate benefits to the new conversation-co-action 

approach. One is that by recognizing conversation as the first moment of theological 

discourse in a plural context, the approach treats other points of view with greater 

respect and seriousness. For example, whereas the first moment of the action-

increasingly became one o f mutual estrangement. The Jews were considered to been formerly elected 
by God, a position that they relinquish by their rejection o f Jesus. They were even considered to have 
been responsible for the death o f Jesus. Nowadays the attitude to the Jews among Christians ranges 
from those who still regard Jews as the elected people of God who will be saved to those who see them 
as destined for eternal punishment in their continuing rejection of Jesus. The dogmatic assertion that 
they are absolutely excluded from a future with God no longer holds sway. See Gunther Gassmann, 
ed., Documentary History o f  Faith and Order, 1963-1993 (Geneva: WCC, 1993) 312-322.

■*'Boflf, “Epistemology and Method,” 83. According to BofF, Liberation theology is anything but an 
inconclusive theology.
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reflection model in its socio-analytic mediation asks, “why this o p p r e s s i o n , t h e  

conversation-assertion model asks, who are the fellow partners in the social context 

and what is their perspective on the reality to which we are challenged to respond? In 

this way, the conversation-co-action approach not only ensures that voices often 

excluded, for example of women, youth, or the elderly, are heard but also that the 

voices of racial, ethnic and religious minorities are not excluded. The approach is 

more intentionally inclusive because in it each person or tradition gives their own 

account of reality rather than having someone else speak on their behalf

Another benefit of the conversation-co-action model is that the community is not 

saddled with an ethical or moral dilemma if it happens to change its position because 

the possibility of change is already implicit in the idea of the modesty and 

tentativeness of the co-action. In response to the reality of changes in a community’s 

doctrinal position Lindbeck proposed that doctrines be understood as being of 

different sorts; conditional, unconditional, accidental, conditional-temporary, 

conditional-permanent, unconditional-permanent, and the like.'*̂  The problem with 

Lindbeck’s approach is that apart fi-om the increasing array of descriptive phrases, it 

does not resolve the difficulties associated with the contradictory attitudes to doctrine 

even within the same religious community. In the Moravian approach, theological 

assertions and actions are put forward on the basis o f present imderstanding and 

knowledge and it is understood that these may change in the event o f new 

perspectives. With this approach, the tenacity with which people tend to hold to their

Boff, “Epistemology and Method,” 75. Emphasis mine. 

Lindbeck, The Nature o f  Doctrine, 82-83.
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theological positions and ethical conduct can be surrendered without the fear o f losing 

faith or identity, neither o f which is static. Both faith and identity change and grow as 

people draw on new resources from their history and context.

The second challenge, then, that the Moravian approach to pluralism present to 

Caribbean theology relates to its theological method. The plural context requires an 

approach that is intentionally dialogical both in theory and in practice. The third 

challenge of the Moravian approach is that it challenges Caribbean theology to 

develop a new perspective on Christology.

10.7: Towards a Plural Christology: A Moravian Contribution

The early ventures in Caribbean Christology recognized the need for some framework 

for developing a plural Christology. The argument then was that a Caribbean 

Christology would have to pay regard to cultural and theological influences from 

Africa, Europe and Asia as well as other global factors.' '̂* Roger Haight has also 

argued for a plural Christology on the basis that a uniform mode o f understanding 

Jesus Christ is historically impossible and at variance with the historicity o f all human 

understanding."^^

However, more recent Caribbean publications, reflecting the influences o f liberation 

theology, have overlooked the issue o f plurality in focussing on Christ in relation to 

culture and socio-economic conditions. Here Christ is seen as liberator o f the poor and

Payne, “What will a Caribbean Christ Look Like,” 2-8. 

Haight, Jestis Symbol o f  God, 426-427.
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to know Christ is to be committed to the salvific activity o f liberation. It is affirmed 

that Christ is present in the situation o f the poor.'^^ However, the Christological 

assertions do not pay sufficient regard to the fact that the context o f our operation is 

not Christendom but one o f growing religious plurality. The discourse in the 

Caribbean has not drawn out the implications that the notion o f preferential option for 

the poor has for people in other religious traditions. The poor o f whom Caribbean and 

liberation theology speak are not only the Christian poor but also include the Muslim 

and Hindu poor. The discourse on Christology, while central to Caribbean theology, 

must not be articulated in a way that overlooks the christo-praxis in other religions; 

actions o f love and justice for the poor that are consistent with the actions o f Jesus. 

The task then is to show whether the human-centred Christology o f the Moravian 

approach is more able to take regard o f this praxis, which seems to be a demand of the 

plural context.

The Moravian human-centred Christology has two foci. The first is the modesty 

associated with Jesus as locus o f  the divine life. That modesty is with reference to the 

circumstances o f his birth and life and the presupposition o f ignorance he displayed. 

For Zinzendorf, who was the first proponent o f  this Moravian Christology, the 

lowliness o f  Jesus’ human existence, his willingness to admit ignorance and his 

obedience to God are important ideals for which Jesus is the archetype o f the human 

being. To use language akin to liberation theology, this Moravian Christology is 

authenticated by its commitment to the poor and ignorant and draws its inspiration

Watty, From Shore to Shore, 51-61; Williams, Caribbean Theology, 36-39.
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from those who are obedient to their God.'*’ The critical assertion this study makes is 

that wherever these qualities are displayed, be they in Islam or Hinduism, they call to 

mind the life of Christ, even though the Christ-likeness of that witness may not have 

been intended.

The second focus of the human-centred Christology is the work of the man Jesus. 

Zinzendorf describes this work as one of kingdom building, which Jesus undertook in 

three phases: the first phase was the kingdom he had before the foundation of the 

world. The second phase, which he calls the kingdom of the cross was inaugurated at 

the incarnation and continued to his exaltation. The third phase started at his 

ascension and shall continue to all eternity. The first and third phases surpass our 

imaginations and are beyond any idea we could possibly frame of the best possible 

world. We are therefore not in a position to describe these phases excepting by 

uncouth expressions.'**

Thus the only phase of which we can speak is the kingdom of the cross. Even so, God 

is the only one who can determine the time at which people come to this kingdom. 

According to Zinzendorf, this second phase of kingdom building involved the work of 

identification wdth human weakness and frailty and of reconciliation with God.'*  ̂ The 

context in whic h Jesus carried out his work was the Roman occupation of Israel. The 

consequence o f  ihis occupation was that it sharpened Jesus’ sensibility to political 

issues. He wa;s educated in republican principles and so perceived Herod as an

Zinzendorf, Sixttee^ Discourses, III, 30; IV, 37.

ZmzQnAorf, Sixtteei Discourses, XIII, 135-137.

Zinzendorf, Sixtteei Discourses, V, 45-54.
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intruder, even though he recognized the wisdom of giving to Caesar the things that are 

Caesar’s.̂ *̂  Zinzendorf s point is that in his work of identification and reconciliation 

Jesus was not politically naive but was sensitive to the realities of his context. Jesus’ 

humility and identification with the poor should then not be divorced fi'om the 

political realities within which it was set.

When this christological emphasis is inserted into the discourse on Caribbean 

theology, it makes the assertion that a human-centred Christology is a politically 

sensitive ethic that shows solidarity with human weakness and fi'ailty and is dedicated 

to reconciliation in the human community. It asserts that the true test of Christology, 

then, is whether people are doing the work of Christ. Being sensitive to religious 

plurality, the question that a human-centred Christology puts to people of other faith 

is whether they are committed to reconciliation to God and to solidarity with human 

weakness and frailty. When through Christian witness people in other religions come 

to reflect on the work of Christ, they develop their own unique Christology so that we 

can speak of a Muslim Christology, a Hindu Christology and so on. People of other 

faiths will discover that commitment to reconciliation and solidarity with the poor 

belong to the work of Christ, which they do in fact further as they pursue those ideals. 

They can be committed to the reconciliation, justice to the poor, and so on, and not 

draw their inspiration from knowledge of Jesus. However, their commitment to these 

ideals is in concert with Christian witness.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, XX, 261-262.
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A human-centred Christology does not consider it a disaster or a threat to the 

Christian faith that other traditions display an ethic that resembles Christian ideals. 

Such coincidence is derived from the fact that Christology draws upon a stock of 

religious material, “which are universal in their ubiquity and in their addressing of 

universal, systemic problems.” *̂ However, the material is shaped by each tradition, 

which underlines the force o f  the incarnation. As Zinzendorf argues, true religion is 

not knowledge of all things in their entire interconnection but the awareness o f an 

incamational imperative: that as Jesus is, so are we in this world.^^

A human-centreJ Christology articulated in the Caribbean will not insist upon the 

need to understand the notion o f the divinity o f Christ, as in classical Christology, or 

o f divine transcendence, as in liberation theology.^^ According to Zinzendorf, the 

dispute over Jesus’ divinity is purely a matter o f metaphysical subtlety, upon which 

thoughts should not venture.^'* The human-centred Christology, therefore, is not a 

dogma but it is a practical assertion that neither makes a claim to finality nor to 

absolute orthodoxy. It is a Christology in treinsition because it is predicated on the 

imperatives o f modesty and dialogue and is therefore always being shaped by the 

realities o f the context, one o f which is religious plurality.

Schreiter, The Nev) Catholicity, 20.

Zinzendorf, Sixteen Discourses, V, 54.

Jon Sobrino, “Systematic Christology: Jesus Christ, the Absolute Mediator of the Reign o f God,” 
Mysterium Liberationis, 458; Williams, Caribbean Theology, 108-110.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, VII, 97; Idem, Sixteen Discourses, IV, 35.
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The significance of this human-centred Christology is that is does not immediately 

connote the illegitimacy of other religious traditions. On the contrary, it recognizes 

the familiar practical actions of the other traditions as incarnation of the ideals of 

Christ. At the same time, this approach to Christology that is centred on Jesus’ 

humanity is consistent with the Christian tradition.

10.7.1: Objections to the Plural Christology

The description of the plural Christology above must face three possible objections. 

First, it must respond to the objection that the idea that there can be an Islamic 

Christology or a Hindu Christology resembles Rahner’s notion of the anonymous 

Christian, which amounts to a failure to understand the piety and ethical conduct of 

people in other religions on their own terms.^^ What the human-centred Christology 

emphasizes, though, is the hermeneutical standpoint fi'om which we develop a 

discourse about Christ. It should not surprise us that what to us is Christian piety may 

also appear to the Muslim as resembling Muslim piety or to the Hindu as resembling 

Hindu piety. An Islamic Christology is nothing other than the discourse about Christ 

fi-om the point of view of Islam. Such a Christology is one among several perceptions 

in a plural context. It is possible, then, that Jesus Christ can be the subject of interfaith 

discourse as is the notion of justice and peace. The question is whether all perceptions 

of Christ have an equal status, which brings us to the second objection.

Rahner, “Anonymous Christians,” Theological Investigations VI (London: Darton, Longman and 
Todd, 1969), 390-398; Idem, “Observations on the Problem of the ‘Anonymous Christian’,” 
Theological Investigations XIV (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1984), 281-294.
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The second objection is that such an approach to Christology, like Hick’s, treats the 

life o f Christ in a relativistic manner, when Christians affirm him to be the one in 

whom God is revealed in a unique and unsurpassable way. In response to that 

objection it is noted that the qualities o f the life o f Christ may be visible in other 

religious traditions, which does not derogate from the unique way in which Christians 

perceive him. If  people o f other religions claim a different source o f inspiration for an 

ethic that appears Christlike to us, the onus is not on them to demonstrate the 

authenticity o f their inspiration. Rather, it is for us who see their ethic to determine 

whether it is contrary to the way o f Christ. In other words, can people o f other faiths 

have an unorthodox theory o f Christ but display ortho-praxis? For reasons already set 

out above, a human-centred Christology, like Caribbean theology and liberation 

theology, gives priority to ortho-praxis over orthodoxy. However, the display o f 

Christlike ethic in other religions does not mean they have an equally valid perception 

o f Christ. What it means is that we cannot overlook the implication that that 

Christlike ethic may have for the salvation o f people o f other faiths, which is related 

to the third objection.

The third possible objection is that the human-centred Christology outlined above 

seems to suggest that people o f other faiths who display what resembles a Christ-like 

ethic need not believe in Jesus Christ as Saviour for their eternal salvation. This 

would mean that salvation is by works rather than through faith in Jesus, thus making 

the death o f Jesus null and void. The human-centred Christology affirms that in the 

life o f  Jesus Christ God was fully revealed and that faith in Jesus brings salvation. 

However, the human-centred Christology does not seek to adjudicate on the question 

o f  the salvation o f  people o f other faiths. It believes that passing such judgement is at
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variance with Christian modesty. Nevertheless, it does affirm that, if God wills, he is 

able to bring people who do not now know Jesus as the way of salvation into an 

eternal relationship him. The fact is that we do not know what God will do with his 

creatures in the future, except that we know that he will surprise us.

This idea o f  the future as surprise brings us to the fourth challenge that the Moravian 

approach puts to Caribbean theology. With this approach to pluralism, Caribbean 

theology is challenged to consider the future in a way that does justice to the present 

plural context in which we live. It seems that a plural context demands that we 

construe the fiiture with a plurality o f utopian vision, which can keep the hope o f the 

Christian message in tension with the vision o f the fixture o f other religions. 

Therefore, revisiting the regional conception o f eschatology is the fourth challenge 

that the Moravian approach to pluralism put to Caribbean theology.

10.8: Towards a New Eschatoloev

Given the impetuses that gave rise to Caribbean theology, the action that climaxes the 

action-reflection-action approach to theology is aimed at liberation, decolonization or 

indigenization. In addition to these tasks, Lowe-Ching adds that there is also the need 

to incorporate a feminist agenda, which in her view is able to promote a more integral, 

holistic vision.^^ Liberation theologians for their part make the Reign o f God the goal 

o f  their endeavours. According to Sobrino, the Reign of God furnishes liberation 

theology with a totality and a particular historicization, both o f which dimensions are

Lowe-Ching, “Method in Caribbean Theology,” 31.
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critical for liberation theology to be simply theology.^’ The question, then, that faces 

us at this juncture is whether the conversation-co-action approach envisages a 

different climax from the action-reflection-action approach. In other words, what are 

the ultimate implications and consequences o f the conversation-co-action approach?

In responding to this question, one should note first that there is a tension within the 

Moravian tradition when it comes to the question o f the future o f theological action. 

On one hand we have the Zinzendorfian approach, which is itself characterized by a 

further tension. Zinzendorf sees two kinds o f approaches to theological action. In the 

first place he argues that our theological task should be determined by the nature o f 

the context. He illustrates this by making reference to Jesus’ anti-status-quo 

republicanism versus the Pauline support for the state.^** Naturally, then, Jesus would 

have a different view o f the outcome of his theological actions from Paul. Secondly, 

however, Zinzendorf argues that one should be opened to the future because one can 

never predict what God will do. There is a sense in which our actions may bear no 

relationship to what God brings about, which means we should be modest in offering 

our actions to God in the hope that God will use them as part o f his final actions. For 

Zinzendorf, God’s freedom and omnipotence safeguards any necessary dependence 

on human initiatives. This inability to predict the way things will turn means that the 

future is uncertain and will meet us a surprise.

Jon Sobrino, “Central Position of the Reign of God in Liberation Theology,” Mysterium Liberationis, 
356. See also in the same publication Ignacio Ellacuria, “Utopia and Prophecy in Latin America,” 289- 
328.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-One Discourses, Discourse XX, 261-262.
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On the other hand, however, Comenius had a concrete vision of harmony as an ideal 

state in the human community, which was something within the competence of 

human beings to achieve. Comenius’ confidence in the actions of human beings to 

accomplish a perfect state of affairs was derived fi'om the fact that he saw the work of 

the human beings, who are made in God’s image, as the furthering of God’s work of 

creation. Although God can do otherwise, yet his way has been to work via human 

actions. The miracle of divine action for Comenius was how God aligned himself 

with human initiatives to bring about a better world, as the crowning moment of 

God’s creative will. Therefore for Comenius, human actions could be seen as creative 

and redemptive, the end of which is the fullness of God’s creation.

This concrete Comenian vision stands over against the uncertainty of Zinzendorf s 

future and seems to be a more suitable climax of the conversation-co-action approach. 

So where Zinzendorf is uncertain of the relationship between human actions and the 

climax of history, Comenius sees the climax of history and the eventual fiillness of 

creation as the outcome of divine-human activity. However, This intra-Moravian 

tension makes it difficult to define a single vision of the goal of theology in the 

Moravian approach. An approach that draws on the intra-Moravian tension would 

have to extend that tension into the future, in which case the future of theological 

actions would have to be considered as two conceptions of utopia in tension with each 

other. The Comenian perception, which we will consider first, is one within the 

competence of human actions. The other, the Zinzendorfian is one beyond human 

knowledge and competence. Our next task, then, is to consider Comenius’ vision of 

interreligious harmony as one conception of utopia. Our aim here is to set out the 

practical actions needed to bring about the utopian harmony that he outlines in his
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Panorthosia. What Comenius demonstrates is that it is possible for the human 

community to exist in a utopian state o f interreligious harmony consequent on actions 

to reform religious and political activities at the local as well as at the global level.

10.8.1 Interreligious Harmony as Utopia

In the earlier designation o f utopia in liberation theology, three characteristics were 

emphasised.^^ In the first place utopia meant the denunciation o f the existing order 

and the repudiation o f dehumanising situations. Secondly, utopia was understood as 

annunciation o f what is not yet but will be, the forecasting o f a new society. Thirdly, 

utopia was considered as a rational imagination o f the reality beyond the limits o f the 

social reality that science could define. In an effort to move the conception in the 

direction o f concrete Christian action, Ellacuria has argued that utopia, which is the 

climax o f liberation theological action, must have certain characteristics in order for it 

to be Christian. He includes in the list o f features prophecy o f the Hebrew Scriptures, 

the Sermon on the Mount, the Last Supper Discourse and certain conciliar and papal 

documents. More importantly, he argues that Christian utopia must be concretely 

related to the promised Kingdom o f God, for which prophetic action is necessary to 

ensure that utopia does not appear to be simply an abstract concept.^*^

There are, however, two ways in which the conception o f utopia in Caribbean 

theology and liberation theology limits the extent to which it can fimction as a suitable

Gustavo Gutierrez, A Theology o f  Liberation, 233-234.

Ignacio Ellacun'a, “Utopia and Prophecy in Latin America,” Mysterium Liberationis, 292. By 
prophecy Ellacurfa means the critical contrasting of the fullness of the Kingdom of God with a definite 
historical situation, which makes manifest the limitations and evils o f a definite historical situation. 
(See p. 292)
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notion for a plural context. The first is that despite its emphasis on human action the 

conception remains theoretical and lacks concreteness in what precisely are the steps 

required to bring about the new order that is imagined. Secondly, by describing the 

new order as “Christian utopia,” liberation theology excludes any role that other 

religions could play in bringing about the necessary changes in the human 

community. The implication is that utopia in the human community is a function o f 

Christian action alone. However, since we do not know the fiiture, the plural context 

challenges us to develop a notion o f utopia that does not imply the non-participation 

or non-existence o f the other religions and yet one that is not at the expense o f 

authentic Christian self-understanding.

As a contrast to this theoretical and exclusive notion o f “Christian utopia” Comenius 

goes into great detail in outlining a concrete “Christian approach to utopia” in a plural 

context, which he designated as harmony in the human community. He does not refer 

to the state o f harmony as “Christian harmony” because he envisaged that all nations 

o f  the world would be able to participate in it. It is for this reason the approach is 

termed a “Christian approach to utopia.” The harmony would result Irom concrete 

actions to reform the education system, the Church, state politics and global 

relationships, which means the utopian vision is consistent with the human-centred 

Christo l o g y . T h e  scope o f this study does not allow us to consider in full the whole

Dereck Simon reads Schillebeeckx as opting for an understanding of liberation that originates from 
Chiristian sources but which have been thoroughly secularised within a culture and can socialize 
personal and collective initiatives without reflecting any association to explicit forms of Christian 
witness. [Simon, “Salvation and Liberation in the Practical-Critical Soteriology of Schillebeeckx”, 
Theological Studies, Vol. 63, No. 3 (2002): 509.] If this is a correct reading, there are two areas of 
difference between Schillebeeckx and Comenius. The first is that Comenius sees the state of affairs 
thait emerge from reform not as secular but as constituting the will of God in the world. Secondly, 
whiereas Comenius intentionally allows for the role of other religions in the creation of harmony,
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range o f  reform that Comenius believed would lead to harmony. In order to illustrate 

its concreteness we will therefore look briefly at an area touching most closely on 

religious reform.^^

Schillebeeckx seems to see Christian witness as the originating source, even though the final form of 
liberation is not identified with any specific form of Christian witness.

For an outline of the significance of his educational philosophy see Spinka, John Amos Comenius 
That Incomparable Moravian, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1943), 163 and chapters VI & 
VII. Apart from the religious and the global, reform was also anticipated in political and economic life. 
In terms of the political the vision Comenius had was for that area of human activity to be reformed in 
four main areas: peace and security, the judiciary, economics and political representation. 
[Panorthosia, XXIV] While some of the political solutions he espouses are dated, the concerns and the 
questions he raises are still relevant to political life today. The area of peace and security presented 
itself as a necessary area of reform because for Comenius peace and security are the aims of human 
society. It was therefore critical that all efforts were to be made to put an end to those things that 
caused disruption, distress and insecurity. He was particularly concerned about threat to peace in two 
main areas. First was the propensity for war, which led to bloodshed and the overthrow of states. 
According to Comenius, “there was no safety in war, and therefore disarmament is necessary to prevent 
the outbreak of further hostilities.” [Panorthosia, XXIV, 1] Laws and not weapons of wars (whether 
steel or emotional weapons) should be used to administer truth and justice. Drawing on the prophetic 
action proposed in Isaiah 2:4, Comenius proposed that the guns could be melted-down to make church- 
bells or musical instruments. The second area in which there was a great threat to threatened peace and 
security was religious quarrels, which in his view was caused primarily by false accusations. A 
courageous action was needed to exorcise and cast out the demon of the art of false accusation, which 
is a trouble to the world. In other words, our religious rhetoric and theological discourse should be 
directed at engendering peace not exacerbating conflict. In this regard the Christian community had a 
leading responsibility in the world. The second area of political action as an instrument of harmony 
was for reform in the area of the judiciary. (He refers to a 1579 publication by Nicolaus Vigelius 
designed for judges, which detailed the extent to which jurisprudence as practiced in Germany at the 
time was undermining the glory of God and the well-being of the people.) The judiciary should be 
directed towards protecting the rights of each person in the state and must be predicated on the divine 
law of loving one’s neighbour as oneself and on natural equity. By their public nature, the frequency 
of their meeting, the speed at which cases are resolved and the manner in which they were conducted, 
courts should be accessible to the poor, the afflicted and the oppressed. Comenius was not arguing in 
the sense of preferential option for the poor but on the basis of equality of all persons. Laws to avoid 
starvation and shortage must protect the distribution of the goods of the state, which brings us to the 
reform of economic life, the third area of reform. In illustrating the need for economic reform 
Comenius was sharply critical of the publication industry, the music industry, small business, the 
banking industry and other means of profit in the state. {Panorthosia, XXIV, 7] His sharpest criticism, 
however, was for businesses that operate monopolies and oligopolies, which undermined the principle 
of natural equity and equal access to the common good. According to Comenius, “just as we must not 
tolerate the confusing system under which a number of people force their way into everything by an 
order which determines who should undertake each enterprise, so it is equally intolerable that any work 
which more people could do better through the interplay of honest effort and mutual competition 
should fall into the clutches of a single individual.” {Panorthosia, XXIV, 7] Action was needed to 
remove the threat that these anomalies pose to the economy. In addition, action was also needed to 
ensure that unemployment and idleness did not become a threat to the well-being of the state. In his 
view, laws should be enacted that required the rich to devote time to serving the public interest and to 
ensure that the poor had the competence of a trade and the opportunity to practice it. The cure of 
idleness and unemployment, he believed, would destroy the core of the abominable disorders of the 
world. “We must see that everyone has an honest occupation to profit him in body and soul as well as 
in material goods.” [Panorthosia, XXIV, 6] In addressing himself to the issue of political 
representation Comenius argued that procedures should be put in place for representatives to be
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The area was that o f church reform, by which Comenius meant furthering the 

initiatives of people like John Wyclif, Jan Hus, Martin Luther, Ulrich Zwingli, John 

Calvin and Menno Simmons, all o f which were limited in their scope. What 

Comenius envisaged was religious reform involving three levels of action: one 

theological, one ethical and the other symbolic. Reformation at the theological level 

was designed to strengthen the human community through faith, hope and love, which 

were for him the essentials in theology. In order for this to come about, the action 

needed was the discernment and acceptance of the revelations of God in three arenas, 

the world, the mind and Holy Writ. The discernment would involve the critical 

reading of the scriptures of all the religions to determine their divine nature and 

dialogue with people of other faiths who also claim to know God’s will.

The second level of action needed in the church was ethical and would involve 

ecclesiastical practices, which Comenius called the ministerials. The reform would be 

aimed at overcoming the itch of disputation, ending violence against conscience and 

ending inquisitions. Comenius believed that this action should precede any change in 

theological positions. As Comenius put it, “life should be reformed before doctrine ... 

[because] Christ inquires not so much into our doctrine as into our deeds.”^̂  This pre

assessed as part of their accountability. He believed the community should not only have the right to 
point out errors and oversight but also to have leaders who were faulted in their conduct to be removed 
from office. He urged that public officials be not exempt from the law, but should be rewarded or 
punished in relation to their conduct. This fair distribution of rewards and penalties was necessary to 
provide constant incentives to virtue in the world around us. Comenius’ view was that unless the state 
apparatus functioned justly and efficiently it would serve as a stumbling-block to harmony.

Panorthosia, XXIII.
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empts the notion of ortho-praxis before orthodoxy that we find in liberation theology. 

Naturally, the practical steps to bring about the moratorium in disputations, violence 

and inquisitions would have implications for people of other faiths. When applied to 

the plural context it means building relationships with people of other faiths ought to 

take orecedence over finding doctrinal correctness.

The third level o f action needed in church reform was the symbolic, which involved 

ceremonies and rituals, or what Comenius called the accessories. Rituals and 

ceremonies should not be allowed to spoil the beauty of the church or to detract fi'om 

its main purpose, which is to see to it that the will of God is done on earth as it is in 

heaven. He therefore argued in favour of the use o f more inclusive symbols like, the 

body, the home, the city, the kingdom or the school to represent the church and to 

reinforce its instrumental fianction in the society.^ Comenius drew inspiration Irom 

the symbolic actions taken during the reforms of Hezekiah (2 Chronicles 29:3ff) and 

from the early Church (Acts 2: 44ff), where the emphasis was on building up the 

community rather than the individual. This approach to the church does not mean that 

the Christian community would then eclipse the other traditions but that priority 

would be given to living in harmony with them.^^

^  See Section on “An Eschatology of Surprise: The Fourth Imperative” in previous chapter of this 
study.

This vision of the Church as a community living in harmony with other communities is central to the 
guidelines that the World Council of Churches has given for the way Christians should see themselves 
in relation to people o f other faiths. According to the Guidelines on Dialogue, “more urgently today 
than ever in the past, the traditions of our individual communities are being drawn towards one another, 
sometimes into a new harmony ... The inter-relatedness o f human communities brings with it many 
new challenges to mutual concern and pastoral care, the response to which, both individually and 
collectively as communities, will determine the character of the reality of ‘the community of 
humankind’.” [Guidelines on Dialogue, 5.]
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What Comenius envisaged, therefore, was a shift in the ecclesial thought, attitude and 

practices, in a way that would indicate that the issue of harmony was being engraved 

in the self-understanding of the church. The harmony so created was not to be 

considered irreversible but would require rigorous attention and strict supervision so 

that it does not lose its utopian character.

In summary, the Comenian way to the harmony, or the utopian dream was through 

human actions for reform of religion and politics at the local level. For Comenius, 

harmony would be the will of God being done on earth as it in heaven.^ Therefore, 

the one stage of utopia that arises from the conversation-co-action is a human 

creation. The second stage of the utopian dream is something in tension with 

Comenius and is perceived as being beyond human competence. Recognizing the 

limitation of human actions, the conversation-assertion approach also draws on the 

Zinzendorfian tradition to extend and make a more comprehensive utopian vision.^’ 

This means that the Comenian perception of the fiature must be held in tension with 

the Zinzendorfian. A plurality of perception of utopia is consistent with the plurality 

in which we live and corresponds to the tension between the two Moravian sub

traditions.

^  In this sense Comenius’ understanding o f utopia is similar to the way it is articulated in liberation 
theology. According to Libanio, “utopias are human creations, that spring from human longing for a 
better life in the face of the hard sufferings of the present.” (“Hope, Utopia, Resurrection”, Mysterium 
Liberationis, 726.)

According to Simon, Schillebeeckx proposes an eschatological restraint on human actions for 
liberation because of the recognition that irrespective o f how comprehensive those actions are, 
liberation will always be partial and limited. He calls this an “eschatological provisio”, which “entails 
that there can never be any claim that sacralizes, by identifying it as commensurate with God’s 
definitive eschatological initiative, any single or sum total o f  emancipative liberations in history.” 
“Salvation and Liberation”, p. 515. Where as Zinzendorf would share this view, Comenius was of the 
view that human actions were also evidence of God’s action and therefore could achieve God’s perfect 
will. This difference in the trust in human actions maintains a tension in the Moravian conception of 
the future.
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10.8.2 Beyond Interreligious Harmony -  Surprise

The second stage o f the utopian vision o f the conversation-co-action approach is 

derived from the Zinzendorfian side o f the tension in the Moravian tradition, which 

has a different configuration from the interreligious harmony o f which Comenius 

speaks and is itself characterized by internal tensions. A bias towards the 

Zinzendorfian tradition means that one must treat the climax o f history as an uncertain 

reality beyond description and human competence. We must regard this future as a 

surprise, first because there may be no direct relationship between human initiatives 

and the climax o f history. God does not need to depend on human action for his 

purposes. Even if there were a direct link, we cannot occupy a position at the end of 

history and say what that end will be. In other words, human initiatives in history are 

actions in faith and hope and are not predicated on absolute certainty about their 

outcome. It was in an effort to sever any possible link between human actions and 

God’s gracious actions that salvation for Zinzendorf was unrelated to human efforts. 

He insisted that salvation is through the merits o f the wounds o f Jesus alone. If  one is 

conceited to imagine that human initiatives, however noble, wiU somehow earn even a 

little “lily in paradise”, that person is not only a heterodox but also a fool. In the 

thinking o f Zinzendorf, it was not even accurate to believe that our faithfulness to 

God is what ensures our salvation because without being eternally saved we cannot be 

faithful. At the end o f the day the Saviour and Judge o f  aU the earth is “obliged even 

still to say, this is a man, a wretched creature, which is not meet or worthy to enter 

into the Kingdom o f God.” *̂ However, since there is no reliance on our actions, the 

outcome o f all things depends on our Saviour alone.

Zinzendorf, Twenty-Ones Discourses, XI, 158-160.
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The second reason for treating the climax of history as a surprise, from a 

Zinzendorfian perspective, is that one neither knows nor can predict what will become 

of the religions. In a sense this runs contrary to the traditional Christian attitude, 

which supposes, like Comenius, that ultimately only one religion (the Christian faith) 

will be left intact at the climax of history. However, from the point of view of 

Zinzendorf, the Christian cannot be so positive about the fate o f the other religions 

because that is at variance with Christian modesty. For Zinzendorf, in differences of 

opinion over religious matters the Christian should remove himself from vainglory 

and from insisting on being right.^^ Unlike Comenius, Zinzendorf did not believe that 

persuasion could lead a person to faith in Jesus. For him it was the responsibility of 

the Holy Spirit to bring a person to faith but one could not predict when that would 

come to pass. He would therefore be less confident than Comenius would be about 

everyone eventually coming to accept the Christian faith. One cannot be certain about 

what the Holy Spirit would do since God was gracious and powerful enough to lead 

whoever he wills to salvation. This uncertainty about what the Holy Spirit would do 

is part of the reason for the inner tension in Zinzendorf between an objective and a 

subjective view of redemption.

The effect of these Zinzendorfian uncertainties on Caribbean theology is to suggest 

that one must also see the future as uncertain. He was critical of those who believed 

that they could put the manner of Jesus’ coming into some predictable system. The 

only thing that Zinzendorf was prepared to affirm was that the coming of the Lord

Zinzendorf, Nine Public Lectures, II, 21.
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would involve Jesus becoming important to people.’*̂ This perception o f the end of 

history as uncertain is in tension with the Comenian, which treats the end o f history as 

a human creatioi that we are obliged to undertake. This intra-Moravian tension 

belongs to the logic o f the plural context, in which different notions o f utopia are 

needed to balance each other.

For Caribbean theology, this conflicting perception o f utopia in the Moravian 

approach to pluralism shows that the discourse need not assume that it must operate 

with a single coaception of the utopia towards which our theological actions are 

directed. The weakness o f the concept o f utopia that is linked to the action-reflection- 

action approach to theology is its insistence that a single notion called Christian 

utopia is the erd of history. By showing preference for the notion “Christian 

approach to utopia” instead o f “Christian utopia”, the Moravian approach shows that 

having mixture of perceptions o f utopia is both possible and plausible, without 

compromising Christian convictions.Caribbean theology, therefore, does not have 

to fear differences between or within the religions, nor is it saddled with the burden of

™ Ibid., VI, 65-66.

Drawing on support from Gavin D’Costa, Raimundo Panikkar, and George Bosworth Burch, Mark 
Heim has also argued for a plurality of religious ends on the basis of the differences between and 
within the religions. According to Heim, the internal divergences are distinctly meaningful ones, 
differences that in their farthest reach connect with the wider pluralism. (Salvations, 174.) The central 
claim that Heim makes is that “our religious choices and formation do differentially determine our 
religious fulfilments in this life and, if there are such, in the next.” (p. 177.) However, if we allow for 
the differences between Heim’s conception of religious ends, meaning ultimate salvation, and our 
conception of utopia, meaning an ideal state of affairs [Joao Batista Libanio, “Hope Utopia 
Resurrection,” Mysterium Liberationis, 716-727], there is a fundamental way in which our conclusion 
here is different from Heim’s. It does not assume, as does Heim, that the utopian perspective is a 
derivative of one’s religious preference. Rather, it suggests that one’s religious practice is determined 
by one’s utopian perspective. In other words, the Moravian approach does not question whether there is 
a utopia but presses forward towards the perceived utopia. Hence, in view of the utopia of 
interreligious harmony, Comenius argues for a dialogical approach in dealing with people of other 
faiths. Also, in view of the hiddenness of the omnipotent and gracious God who surprises, Zinzendorf 
gave priority to modesty.
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having to press all religious perception of the future into one grand narrative. Taking 

the plural context seriously, and having regard to the Moravian approach to pluralism, 

means that the regional discourse is liberated from the tyranny of a single utopian 

vision.

Conclusion

Caribbean theologians have recognized that the region’s theological discourse must 

come to terms with the demands of the plural context if it is to remain relevant. 

However, no suitable framework has been offered to indicate the way that the issue of 

plurality can enter into the discourse and the consequences for theology when those 

issues are taken seriously. It is in this respect, then, that the Moravian approach to 

pluralism is relevant to Caribbean theology.

The Moravian theology of pluralism has its starting point in the Moravian tradition 

and through a hermeneutic of retrieval it brings forward those resources from the 

Comenian and Zinzendorfian sub-traditions, which are relevant to the plural context. 

These sub-traditions give the Moravian approach a character that is propelled by four 

imperatives: the imperative of dialogue, the imperative of modesty, a human-centred 

Christology and a surprise eschatology. When Caribbean theology is read from the 

point of view of the Moravian approach, there are four challenges that ensue. The 

first is the challenge to re-visit the starting point of the discourse. By lifting up the 

significance of one’s own tradition as a starting point for pluralism, the Moravian 

approach challenges the churches in the region to excavate their own traditions for 

relevant theological resources for the region’s current theological task. The dialogue
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with one’s own tradition will not only further Caribbean theology’s classical task of 

indigenization, de-colonization and liberation but will also provide the basis for 

responding to the questions that the other religions in the context raise. The second 

challenge is to re-think the hermeneutical method. The loss of Christian superiority 

means that a conversation between Christianity and the other religions has been 

initiated, which has become the first moment o f theological discourse in a plural 

context. Consequently, the action-reflection-action method has to yield ground to an 

approach that is more sensitive to dialogue. The new method in the Moravian 

approach is described as conversation-co-action because it recognizes that doing 

theology in a plural context is neither individualistic nor dogmatic but must be in 

dialogue with other contextual partners. The third challenge that the Moravian 

approach puts to Caribbean theology is to re-formulate its christo logical emphasis. 

The Moravian Christo logy centres its emphasis on the humanity of Jesus because it 

does not believe that the divine life can be captured in the uncouth formulation we are 

inclined to develop through over inquisitive speculations. As human-centred, this 

Christology is plural in its scope because it draws on theological material to which the 

other religions also have access. The evidence of an ethic in other religions that is 

familiar to Christians gives credence to the incarnation, even though other religions 

may not draw their inspiration from Christ. When formulated in these terms, the 

Moravian human-centred Christology does not immediately connote the illegitimacy 

of the other religious traditions. The fourth challenge is with respect to the future. 

The notion of Christian utopia as the goal of the action-reflection-action method must 

give way to a conception of the future that can accommodate a mixture of utopian 

vision. The tension between the Comenian conception of the fiiture as a human 

creation and the Zinzendorfian conception of the future as something beyond human
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competence allows the Moravian approach to operate with a necessary tension. The 

Moravian approach illustrates that Caribbean theology does not have to labour under 

the burden of single conception of utopia that excludes reference to the other 

religions. The Moravian approach shows how the other religions can be included in a 

concept of utopia without compromising the conviction concerning the ultimate 

salvific quality of the Christian faith. This approach to pluralism can therefore be 

seen as one that is centred on harmony, modesty and dialogue.
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CHAPTER 11 

CRITICAL ASSESSMENT

Hermeneutical Position

This writer takes the view that engaging religious pluralism is an unavoidable 

theological task today. However, as we undertake this task, it seems hermeneutically 

inappropriate to argue from a position above or beyond a particular tradition. The 

illusion of appearing to adopt a neutral posture and of being able to write a meta- 

theological narrative from that position of neutrality are recognized weaknesses of 

some of the current approaches to pluralism. Consequently, this study was undertaken 

from the specific hermeneutical position of commitment to the Moravian tradition, 

which is the perspective from which religious pluralism and Caribbean theology are 

read.

Aims of the Studv

The study aimed to accomplish three distinct tasks. The first was to locate the point 

of emergence of religious pluralism as a theological problem and to assess the 

approaches that have been designed in response to it. The second task was to 

determine whether the Moravian tradition has credible resources that maybe 

employed in the construction of a theology of religious pluralism. The critical nature 

of this second task became clearer as the approaches assessed in the first task proved 

to be unsuitable for the Moravian Church. Beyond that, however, clarifying what 

resources there are within the Moravian Church was necessary because such a task 

has not yet been undertaken in this tradition. If the Moravian Church hopes to 

maintain a relevant witness, in a context that is irretrievably plural, then it must
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develop a theology of pluralism. The third task was to draw out the main features of a 

Moravian theology of pluralism that could be distUled from the available resources, 

and to see what contribution this approach could make to the discourse on Caribbean 

theology. This last task was important to show that the Moravian approach could live 

up to its claim to be contextually relevant.

The Emergence of Pluralism as a Theological Problem

With respect to the first task, we saw that religious pluralism emerged as a 

theological problem at the precise moment that the hitherto unchallenged claims to the 

superiority o f the Christian faith and of the unsurpassability of Christian revelation 

became untenable. Although the seeds for this development were sown in the 

separation between faith and history in late scholasticism, the full challenge to 

Christian authority came during the period of the Enlightenment. The rise of 

rationalism in Cartesian philosophy meant the burden of determining truth was placed 

on the operation of the intellect and reason became the sole arbiter. Christian 

authority, which was based on revealed truth, was unprepared for this development. It 

became the task of those who made the claim to revealed knowledge to prove its 

veracity. The immediate consequence of this for theology was that several important 

biblical affirmations came into doubt. In response, the deists tried to show that there 

were aspects o f the Christian faith that were amenable to reason but that on the basis 

of this acid test there were several traditional beliefs that had to be expunged. Efforts 

to demonstrate that the core message of Christianity was amenable to reason gave rise 

to the historical critical method of biblical interpretation and the search for the 

historical Jesus. More importantly, it gave rise to historical relativism, which became 

a central issue in later attempts to come to terms with religious pluralism.
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A major development in Enlightenment thinking came in Immanuel Kant, who 

directed his critique at the dogmatists and the empiricists. His Critique o f  Pure 

Reason was an attempt to construct a new basis for metaphysics. His transcendental 

philosophy showed that synthetic a priori judgements were possible and that both 

science and morality were in fact predicated on such judgements. His insistence that 

the noumenal world o f ultimate reality is beyond the competence of reason to assess 

proved helpful for the emerging liberal theologians, who were keen to argue that God 

as ultimate reality was beyond empirical investigation. In his keenness to employ the 

rationalistic method, though not the rationalistic suspicion of what could not be 

verified empirically, Schleiermacher argued that theology was a positive science that 

had as its point of departure the notion of absolute dependence on God, which showed 

his indebtedness to his pietistic heritage. This scientific approach to doctrine, 

however, was at variance with the preference in pietism to exclude reason Irom 

matters of faith. Several of the current approaches to pluralism must be situated in 

this liberal theological tradition.

Approaches to Pluralism

The tension over faith and history and the dispute about the role of reason in theology, 

which emerged in the Enlightenment, issued forth into two kinds of approaches to 

dealing with the issue of pluralism today. On one hand, there are those approaches 

that emerge from the trajectory of historical relativism, which runs from Ernst 

Troeltsch though David Friedrich Strauss back to Reimarus. These approaches treat 

religions in a phenomenological way and therefore see the claims of Christianity as 

virtually on par with the other world religions. The term pluralist best describes these
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approaches, which have John Hick as their most able representative. On the other 

hand, there are the approaches that stress the peculiarity or the uniqueness of the 

Christian faith. These approaches vary from Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic approach, 

which sees religious doctrines in a regulative sense, to D’Costa’s trinitarian approach 

that treats doctrines in a prepositional sense.

The Weaknesses in Current Approaches

These approaches to pluralism have proven unsuitable in at least two ways. The first 

is that they undermine the imperative of dialogue, which the Moravian Church 

regards as a prerequisite for living in a plural context, either by concealing the real 

differences between the religions (Hick), or by denying the real discourse already 

taking place between them (Lindbeck). In the case of Hick, his approach is one that 

attempts to occupy a high ground beyond all the traditions and claims that the 

religions will in the end collapse into one because they are simply different lenses 

through which the divine is perceived. In that case, dialogue is really academic 

because truth is not in question. In Lindbeck’s approach, real dialogue is impossible 

because the religions are like different languages or cultural systems, which have no 

common vocabulary for conversation between them. The differences of doctrine are 

analogous to rules of grammar and must therefore be seen in a regulative sense. One 

can only appreciate these rules of discourse in the religions from the inside, which 

means it is not credible to assess them on any criteria external to the religion.

The second way in which these approaches prove to be unsuitable is that they (for 

example D’Costa’s) fail to respond categorically to the question whether the other 

religions can be the locus of divine revelation. In their view, the affirmation that God
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has revealed himself in Jesus in an unsurpassable way does not allow for comparable 

divine revelation in other religions. The fact that other religions that display an ethic 

that resembles the Christian ethic in no way dislodges those religions from their 

position beyond divine revelation. The inadequate treatment of Christology and 

revelation in the current approaches means a Moravian theology of pluralism must be 

able to surmount those weaknesses.

The Moravian Tradition as a Resource for a Theology of Pluralism 

The second task of the research was to determine the kind of resources the Moravian 

tradition has for developing a theology of pluralism. With respect to this task, it is 

important to note that the Moravian tradition is characterized by a tension between 

Comenius and Zinzendorf, the two most important Moravian theologians of the last 

four hundred years. Comenius based his approach to theology on the unity that he 

believed existed in creation and revelation and on the eschatological imperative for 

unity that derives from the God-implanted desire for harmony that there is in the 

human being. In his view, the unity in creation is supremely expressed in the 

structure of the human mind, which has common norms in the intellect, common 

instincts in the will and common capacities for action. Since Comenius saw the 

human being as a microcosm of the world, he believed that efforts to overcome 

dissensions were to be treated as ongoing acts of creation. This drive to achieve 

harmony, coupled with the God-given freedom of the individual and the natural 

hunger for truth, goodness and power,' meant that the most fruitful way to resolve 

differences was through dialogue. Dialogue as an imperative in the Moravian

’ For Comenius this meant the capacity to manage one’s own affairs
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theology of pluralism is therefore not simply a practical necessity but a fundamental 

consequence of Comenian anthropology.

The understanding of revelation with which Comenius operated therefore demanded a 

dialogical approach. In his view, God’s revelation was given in the external world of 

nature, the internal world of the mind and in the scriptures of the religious traditions. 

With this approach he assumes that each religion is the locus of divine revelation even 

though dialogue had to ratify the claim that one is in possession of divine revelation. 

He does not hesitate to state his preparedness to give all who claim to receive divine 

revelation the benefit of the doubt. With this approach, then, Comenius takes the 

discussion on revelation to another plane. He is not asking whether others are the 

recipients of divine revelation, as we find in the current approaches. Instead, he 

proposes three criteria to test the veracity of what is claimed to be a divinely inspired 

word. Only by means of agreed criteria for recognizing divine revelation and an 

agreed method of reading divinely inspired books will we be able to show that God’s 

revelation is neither contradictory nor at variance with reason. For Comenius, the 

problem relating to revelation is that of finding a way to draw out the harmony that 

must be present in God’s activity.

On the other side of the intra-Moravian tension is Zinzendorf who emphasizes 

modesty in all things. Unlike Comenius, he is less sanguine about reason and about 

the possibility o f discovering truth beyond what is supremely given in the incarnation 

of Jesus. In fact, as far as he was concerned, the only thing we really needed to know 

was that our Creator is our Saviour. For this reason, all doctrinal issues are secondary
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to the axial afifirmation that the lowly birth and circumstances of Jesus’ life and death 

gave witness to the love of God, who in modesty habituated himself to human life.

Zinzendorfs theological modesty constrains him to centre his attention on Jesus’ 

humanity, which is the only instantiation of a bridge between humanity and God. 

Nevertheless, he maintained that we couldn’t hope to know Jesus fully, since even 

after a thousand aeons in eternity we will still be seeking to know him. So while the 

incarnation reveals God. it is at the same time an act of divine concealment. His 

awareness of the otherness of God alerted him to the provisional nature of the terms 

that we use to describe God. The tension between Zinzendorfs theological 

affirmations and negations give an apophatic character to his theology.

In addition to his sensitivity to the provisional nature of theological discourse, 

Zinzendorf offers two critical emphases towards the development of a Moravian 

theology of pluralism: a human-centred Christology and an eschatology of surprise. 

These emphases in his theology allow us to read the christocentrism for which he is 

known in a different way. His human-centred Christology removes the need to 

speculate on Jesus’ divinity, which means people of other faiths are drawn into a 

conversation about Jesus as human-like-us. His emphasis on God’s omnipotence and 

love allowed him to keep the issue of redemption as an open question. This derives 

first from the assertion that the death of Jesus has atoned for the world, thus 

precluding any condemnation on account of original sin. Secondly, the possibility of 

the salvation of people of other faiths is derived from God’s ability to do as he pleases 

with his creatures. We simply do not know what God wdll do in the future, except 

that we know he will surprise us.
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This tension between Comenius and Zinzendorf also relates to the role o f reason in 

theology and therefore has two implications for the Moravian approach to pluralism. 

On one hand, this approach cannot situate itself outside of the Enlightenment, as 

D’Costa seeks to do in his trinitarian approach, but must without apology own the 

Enlightenment as an authentic aspect of its theological heritage. On the other hand, 

the Moravian approach cannot adopt a relativistic posture, as we find in Hick’s 

approach, because that would be contrary to the spirit of the Moravian tradition. An 

approach arising out of the resources o f the Moravian tradition must pay regard to the 

hermeneutic of harmony and the presumption of dialogue in the Comenian sub

tradition, as well as the theological modesty that we find in Zinzendorf A dialogue 

between these two sub-traditions must also characterize this approach as the wider 

Moravian tradition engages the plural context.

In retrieving these Moravian resources, though, no attempt was made to resolve this 

tension. This does not mean that a Hick-like relativism is the outcome this approach. 

The difference of the Moravian approach from Hick’s is that it sees the need for 

internal dialogue as a prerequisite for participating in the dialogue with other 

traditions that is demanded by pluralism. By allowing the different positions to 

engage each other, the extremes of one approach are corrected by the extremes of the 

other. The approach that emerges is more sensitive to the plural context because it 

does not try to domesticate the real differences in outlook. A Moravian theology of 

pluralism that draws on the Comenian and Zinzendorfian resources is therefore 

responsive to the dialogical demand of the plural context.
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Features o f the Moravian Theology o f Pluralism

Our third task consisted o f two aspects: determining the features o f the Moravian 

theology o f pluralism and applying it to the regional discourse on Caribbean theology. 

With respect to this task, it became evident that the emerging Moravian theology o f 

pluralism, which draws upon the Comenian and Zinzendorfian sub-traditions, must 

operate with four clear imperatives or features. The first is an imperative o f dialogue, 

which is demanded at three levels. At one level there is an imperative imposed by the 

structure and operation o f the human mind, which hungers for truth and goodness and 

has a relentless drive for tranquillity. This mental operation leads to a tension in the 

human community, the fruits o f which had to be harvested through dialogue. At 

another level, dialogue is called for by the intra-Moravian tension, which has 

implications for anthropology and eschatology. The Moravian Church today lives in 

the tension between Comenius and Zinzendorf This tension expresses itself in “the 

continual search for sound doctrine,”  ̂ on one hand, and the awareness that the 

mystery o f Jesus Christ “cannot be comprehended completely by any human mind,”  ̂

on the other. At the third level dialogue is demanded by the incarnation, in which 

God invites us to participate in a divine conversation. The Moravian approach, 

therefore, sees dialogue as an anthrof)ological, an ecclesiological and a theological 

necessity. The dialogical imperative is not simply a reaction to the plurality o f 

religious claims nor a political motivation to find agreement. It is the fleshing out o f a 

self-understanding that meets the demand o f the context.

 ̂Church Order, 1,4. 

 ̂ Ibid
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The second feature of the Moravian approach is an imperative of modesty, which is 

based on two principles. The first is the principle of revelation, in which it is affirmed 

that God laid aside his immensity to make himself known in human life. This 

mystery is the most fundamental principle of Christian theology and is the basis for 

Christian ethics."  ̂ The second basis is the principle of difference that there is between 

human and divine beings. There remains a gulf between humanity and God, who is 

concealed amidst his incarnation. Drawing upon apophatic categories Zinzendorf 

asserts that what we do not know about God and the divine life makes what we know 

and what we say about God provisional and contingent. On the basis of this 

ignorance, Christian theological discourse is challenged to be modest; that is it must 

maintain flexibility in its formulations and show openness with respect to other 

religious traditions. This modesty is evidence of the awareness of the omnipotence 

and freedom of God, who does not have to conform to our expectations. God’s power 

to restore devils if he chooses alerts us to the wisdom of keeping an open attitude 

towards the salvation of those who do not now believe in Jesus. This openness to 

others who may not know or believe in Jesus has implications for Christology, which 

is the third feature of the Moravian approach.

The third imperative of the Moravian theology of pluralism is a Christology that 

centres attention on the work of Jesus as an ordinary human being. This seeming one

sided christological focus derives irom the Zinzendorfian view that it is inappropriate 

to speculate about the nature of the divine life, of which we have no knowledge 

except to the extent that it is made known to us in human form. A human-centred 

Christology removes the problem of the divinity of Christ from interfaith conversation
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by centring attention on Jesus’ work of reconciliation, kingdom building and 

identification with the poor and ignorant. It reflects a praxis that gives hermeneutical 

priority to the poor and ignorant, in whose life the incarnation is best reflected. 

People o f other faiths who show equal commitment to the poor and ignorant, 

according to this approach, are in fact furthering the witness of Jesus. This does not 

mean, however, that they knowingly draw inspiration fi"om his life nor put their hope 

in him. Through Christian witness, however, people of other faiths can leam that the 

ideals of reconciliation, commitment to the poor and obedience to God to which they 

are given, are also Jesus’ ideals. In this way they can love him without knowing him, 

which Zinzendorf calls the fiducia implicata. It refers to the faith that God works in 

the heart in the middle of our stillness and ignorance; where and God we have to do 

with each other alone; where nothing comes between God and us; no human being, no 

book, no knowledge, no learning, not even the most necessary truths. The Moravian 

approach to pluralism cannot bring closure to the question of the salvation of people 

of other faiths because the future remains unknown, which brings us to the fourth 

imperative.

The fourth feature of the Moravian approach is an eschatology of surprise, which 

derives its force from the conflict between the two sub-traditions that are at the centre 

of this study. On one hand, Comenius emphasizes that God is at work in us in the 

search for harmony. We should therefore see the future as a utopian dream that is 

constructed on the foundation of human initiatives. On the other hand, Zinzendorf 

emphasizes that the future is unknown and may bear little resemblance to human 

efforts. This conflicting perception imposes a sense of uncertainty about the exact

" Ibid.
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nature of the future but also allows the Moravian approach to operate with plurality of 

perceptions, which is consistent with the plural context. Here again, the Moravian 

approach does not adopt a plurality of eschatological visions out of political necessity. 

The plurality of perceptions is the outworking of tension in its own history. It is this 

coincidence between the demands of the plural context and the Moravian self- 

understanding that gives relevance to the Moravian approach.

Implications of the Moravian Approach to Pluralism for Caribbean Theolouv 

The discourse on Caribbean theology, which developed at the point of intersection 

between the Black Power Movement, the struggles for political independence and 

liberation theology, finds itself today in a crisis of relevance. This crisis is in part 

related to the absence of a developed theological framework for relating to other 

religions. By drawing on the methodology of the Latin American theological project, 

Caribbean theology has imported into its discourse the lack of sensitivity to pluralism 

that is evident in liberation theology. When the Moravian theology of pluralism is 

allowed to engage Caribbean theology, there are four specific challenges that it 

presents to the regional discourse.

The first challenge is for Caribbean theology to review its starting point. By using 

such heuristic notions as history, sociology and cultural experiences as starting points, 

the early ventures of the regional discourse smoothed the edges of the differences 

between the religions and facilitated a concealment of useful resources that were 

deeply embedded in the different Christian traditions. The Moravian approach is 

situated within a specific Christian tradition and engages the reality of religious 

pluralism using its own theological resources. It seems that the intra-tradition
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dialogue that is initiated with the search for appropriate resources is a prerequisite for 

participating in a broader discourse involving other religions. The Moravian approach 

challenges other Christian churches in the region to re-visit and excavate their own 

history for relevant resources. When those resources are retrieved and re-articulated 

in light of the plural Caribbean context, then and only then is the discourse on 

Caribbean theology ready to respond appropriately to religious pluralism.

The second challenge of the Moravian approach is to re-visit the action-reflection- 

action methodology, which has so far been unable to accommodate the reality of the 

interfaith context. This approach is predicated on the notion of a unilateral reflection 

among Christians and does not pay regard to the fact that the plural context is one in 

which reflection on the issue of justice for the poor is also taking place among people 

of other faiths. In place of this anti-pluralism methodology, the Moravian approach 

proposes a method that moves through two moments. In its first moment, this 

approach takes account o f the public conversation that was inaugurated between the 

religions at the precise moment that there was the loss of pre-eminent Christian 

authority. At that jx)int, Christians began to listen more carefully to what others were 

saying. From that point onwards, Christian theology was not simply making claims 

but also responded to the claims of others that had implications for the Christian faith. 

Theological discourse as a public enterprise needs to pay attention to the views of 

others. That conversation must now be seen as the principal moment of theological 

discourse. The second moment, which we describe as co-action, is the set of modest 

and tentative actions and assertions that are made with an awareness of the interfaith 

nature of the public arena. Comenius’ attitude to others who made assertions about 

God’s word was that they should be given the benefit that what they claim is indeed
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the word of God. However, these assertions should be tested by agreed criteria, so 

that we do not give ascent to something that is spurious. Zinzendorf s attitude to 

others in a discussion on religious matters is to suppose them to be right. The modest 

and tentative character of the Moravian approach stands over against the positivism of 

the dogmatic posture. The modest approach is one that anticipates the reaction of 

others to ratify its universal validity and also one that is flexible. This idea of a 

position in transition is consistent with the approach to Christology, which is the area 

of the third challenge.

The third way in which the Moravian approach challenges Caribbean theology is to 

re-visit its approach to Christology. Caribbean Christology like liberation Christology 

has emphasised the incarnation as the most valid focus for the task of liberating the 

poor. However, the action-reflection approach failed to take cognizance of two 

critical issues related to pluralism. First, there was no significant attempt to develop a 

christological position that took seriously the religiously plural nature of the 

commitment to justice for the poor. Secondly, it failed to take into account the fact 

that some christological attitudes have conferred a sense of illegitimacy on other 

religions. By aiming to build on earlier recognition of the need to develop a plural 

Christology, the Moravian approach developed here is concerned with articulating a 

christological position that is amenable to a religiously plural context. This approach 

is categorical in asserting that, though people of other religions may not affirm Jesus 

as divine, it does not mean that their Christology is illegitimate or invalid. The test of 

a valid Christology is not orthodox dogma because our formulations about the divine 

are always provisional and changing. Rather the test is the praxis based on the life of 

Jesus of Nazareth, which is more accessible to us. People of other faiths can
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participate in the work to which Christ was committed without knowingly drawing 

inspiration from Jesus. A plural Christology is one that recognizes that participation 

in the work of Christ contributes to the building of Christ’s kingdom. The Moravian 

human-centred Christology overcomes the speculative debate over Jesus’ divinity by 

relegating that discussion to a secondary position. On the basis o f the Moravian 

approach one can take the position that it is not necessary for salvation that we 

understand either the Trinity or the divinity o f Jesus. The one thing necessary is 

commitment to the work o f Jesus.

Finally, the fourth challenge that the Moravian approach brings to Caribbean theology 

is in the area o f eschatology. The traditional Christian attitude is to imagine that only 

the Christian faith has a fiiture in God. By naming this ftiture Christian utopia, which 

is understood in both Caribbean theology and liberation theology as the kingdom of 

God, the regional discourse is saddled with the task o f accounting for the future o f the 

aspirations o f the other religions. The Moravian approach sees the need for an 

eschatology that is consistent with current plurality, in which the narration of 

Christian hope does not amount to the “anti-hope” o f the other religions. In a plural 

context, Christian theology seems to be faced with two eschatological choices. It 

must either argue for or justify the demise o f all but the Christian faith or it must 

narrate a future for the religions in a way that does not undermine Christian hope. 

This writer takes the view that the former choice is preposterous because it aims to 

play the role o f final adjudicator, which we must allow God to play. We are therefore 

left with the second choice, which the Moravian approach seeks to accomplish. By 

operating with two conceptions o f utopia, one as harmony resulting from human 

actions and the other as the surprise that results from God’s action, the Moravian
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approach is able to free Caribbean theology from having to press all notions o f the 

ftiture through a single utopian vision. We are able to imagine the inclusion o f people 

o f other faiths in a state o f harmony, or we claim their inclusion in a reality that we do 

not know -  a surprise, the form and content o f which we cannot now see. This 

plurality o f utopian vision is consistent with the plurality in which we live but it does 

not undermine the Christian hope o f our fiiture with God.

When we speak o f a Moravian approach to pluralism, then, we refer to the approach 

in which Christians seek to live in harmony with people o f other faiths, a harmony 

that is maintained through an attitude o f modesty on account o f the gulf between 

human and divine beings, with a commitment to engaging others in dialogue for the 

sake o f bearing witness to the truth, which has been revealed in the external world of 

nature, the internal word o f the mind and in divine oracles.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I 

TABLE 2
RELIGIOUS ADHERENTS IN THE CARIBBEAN

RELIGIOUS ADHERENTS IN 
THE CARIBBEAN

Country PoDulation Christians Spiritists Hindus Muslims Bahai Buddhist Jew s Others
Anguilla 8,000 7,604 455 17 46 86 0 0 0
Antigua-Barbuda 68,000 63,441 2223 0 274 629 0 0 0
Aruba 103,000 99,094 1,005 0 284 148 0 144 241
Bahamas 307,000 283,205 4,736 0 0 1,241 0 917 184
Barbados 270,000 261,875 54 892 2,021 3,522 108 32 519
Belize 241,000 218,923 2,094 5,536 1,389 6,941 842 2,600 440
Bermuda 65,000 60,230 1,340 0 0 325 21 21 46
British V. Islands 21,000 18,461 6,229 52 59 192 0 0 0
Cayman Islands 38,000 29,766 5,826 98 74 336 0 656 0
Cuba 11,201,000 4,900,000 2,007,947 23,185 9,073 1,139 6,085 823 22,388
Dominica 71,000 67,052 1,888 141 163 1,225 92 0 60
Dominican Rep. 8,495,000 8,083,942 185,582 0 1,869 5,901 1,529 612 9,400
French Guiana 181,000 153,362 6,411 2,901 1,574 725 0 98 107,787
Grenada 94,000 90,935 1,151 637 304 145 0 0 48
Guadeloupe 456,000 434,273 1,413 2,278 1,695 1,595 0 0 210
Guyana 861,000 439,180 17,380 279,934 70,113 14,584 2,067 65 21,650
Haiti 8,222,000 7,874,670 207,084 0 1,940 17,055 0 196 3,172
Jamaica 2,583,000 2,170,527 259,656 30.733 3,156 7,456 316 511 9,658
Martinique 395,000 383,296 419 939 858 2,031 158 0 2,620
Montserrat 11,000 10,209 16 11 0 156 0 0 0
Netherlands Antill. 217,000 204,730 1,886 451 425 579 1,076 807 500
Puerto Rico 3,869,000 3,753,600 27,274 3,404 928 2,788 503 2,683 1,579
St. Kitts/Nevis 38,000 36.471 525 577 115 197 0 0 104
St. Lucia 154,000 148,380 2,555 1,386 705 364 0 0 569
St. Vincent & Gren 114,000 101,569 1,996 3,833 1,698 1,662 0 0 581
Suriname 417,000 210,203 14,760 74,113 57,880 6,424 2,470 765 29,641
Trinidad and Tob. 1,295,000 836,991 19,264 294,947 88,513 15,627 4,032 605 6,757
Turks & Caicos 16,760 15,349 432 0 0 129 0 0 0
US Virgin Islands 93.000 89.520 0 390 98 577 0 302 0
Total 39,904,760 31,010,423 2781601 726455 245254 93779 19299 11837 218154
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FIGURE I

RELIGIONS AS A PERCENTAGE 
OF CARIBBEAN POPULATION

Religions as a Percentaoe of Caribbean Population
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